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FOREWORD

The Lewis Research Center is the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration's principal field installation for research
and development of advanced-aerospace-proptllston and power-
generattng _ystems. More specifically, a substantial part of the

_," Center's actt_tties is devotect to progress i_ the teehnology of i
aircraft propulsio_. Wol-k inel_ctes such diverse areas as com-

ponents, controlS and other aspects of installation, V/gTOL and !
loW-cost-engine destgnS_ ami noise reduction, ii:

The results of this work are published as NASA reports and _

as articles in the technical JournalS. In addition, aH occasional '_i

i_ tech_tcal conference assists us in communicating more direetly
i with others in the engineering fratel'ltity. Accordingly, this

conferehce - in which the NASA Ames, Flight, an_ langley

Research Centers are represent_l where they are working in

* rehtted areas - is held to present the results of our recent and
[, current work ............. _
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I. FANAND COMPRESSORTECHNOLOC/

MelvinJ. Hartmann,WilliamA. Benser,CavOurH.Hauser,
andRobe Rugged ]:

• Advanced airbreathing engines are required for a wide variety of aircraft, ii'

. These engines must be capable of operatin_ _t a low specific fuel co_umptio_. They Ii

: ;_ / must be light weight, dependable_ relatively q_et, and low in cost. Most advanced I_

"" ::ii _. ententes must operate over a wide range o_ flight c_nditions. Sketches Of adw_ced _,i
" . aircraft and the related engines are presentodtn figure I-1. A s_personictratmpo_t, (

,_ for example, may require light-weight, augmented turDojet engines. AdVanced i!,, military aircraft operate eve1' a number of mission profiles and must be capable of

: Severe maneuvers at both subsonic and SuperSOnic flight Speed_. Tl_eSe typ_s of i

" aircraft may use a loW bypass ratio turbofan engii_e. Both of these applications re- i
; quire supc1"sonic inlets. The engine components may be subjected to flow distor-

.... tions due to the inlet or to the flow field established by the forward portions of the-.

aircraft. Advafmed subsonie commercial transports require high bypass ratio

';:. turbofan engines for low specific fuel consumptibn an_low noise. "_I'OL o1"STOL 5.

• aircraft may use e_en higher bypass ratio _ Systems. A VTOL aircraft may re-

' .'_ qutre a large number of lift _ so that w_ight, noise, and levy cost are p_._tic-

. : ularly importer.

• FanS and compressors for ad_ance_l en_es ma_y take a va_rtety o_ fOrms. The

_ compressor of a turbojet engine requires a ntunbe_" of high pressure ratio stage_ as
• " • • _- ._'_.

/_ shown in figure 1-2. A low bypass ratio tu_*bofan engine may req_e two or three

-. _ stag_s i_ th_ fan. l_or high bypass r_tio engines, the fan preSsur_ ratio is low and

• :_ single-stage fa_ may be adequate. I
' _: Some of the general requirements of fans and compressors are listed in fig-

ure I-2. As usual, high component efficiency is essential for low slaectflc fuel con_

•::, sumption. Light weight is generally desirable for all _tpplications. Light weight t
may be achieved by using high pressure stages so that fewer stages are required to

achieve the required pressure. Light Weight materials and advance_ construction /

_. : techniques must also be used.. F_ns and compressors must operate over • Wide :)

range of fl_wS and must tolerate inlet flow distortions that may occttr dur_ some ' /'' ....

portions of the flight. L_ noise limit_ may requii_ the selecttonof Specific rOta-

tional speed_ _nd blade loadings. Even with suitable selection of these parameters,

considerable n_ise Suppression may b_ required, i

./

• . , .. , _j.
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The NASA Fan and Comp_es'sor'Technology Program has been set up to provide
machines which meet the general requirements listed in figure I-2. This paper _

discasses the performance of a number ofhigh pressure ratio stages, and the tech-
nology used to make these useful for fa_s and multistage compressors. The rotor

blade requirements and blade selection to achieve good performance will be dis- ;_
cussed first. Sister blades for these high pressure stages will then be covered. _!

/,

Next, stall margins and distortion tolerance of high pressure ratio stages will be _

considered. Then casing treatment methods to improve the stall margin _tnddis- ;,.

tortion tolerande of these stages will be covered. Finally, NASA multiat_ com-
pressor investigations applying high pressure ratio stages will be discu_sed.

HIGHPRESSURERATIOROTORS
'. ( _'

, In the NASA program, the goals in rotor aerodynami_s are to obtafll increased

pressure ratio per stage, while maintaining acceptable efficiency and operating
range. If higher pressure ratio per stage can be achieved, the number of stages

required _or a given application can be reduced. This results in lighter, and more
compact fans and comp,'es_ors. .: , *

The major factors affecting rotor pressure ratio axe shown in figure I-3; where

calCulated values of rotor pressure ratio are plotted aS a function of rotor blade .tip ".

: speed for three levels of rotor aerodynamic blade loading. An increase in blade .
loading corresponds to an increaSe in lift, Or energy addition, for the rotor blades.

i_' The curves indicate that higher rotor pressure ratios can be obtained by either in ....
_ _reased tip speed or in,teased blade loading. Of course, the highest rotor pres-
.i sure ratios are obtained when both high loading an(thigh tip speed are treed.

Attainment of gain_ in preSsttre ratio are complicated by the requirement_ Ot
maintaining high efficiency ahd broad range of operation. A_ loading is increaSed,
losses also increase, and the potential of flow Sep_tratibn and blade-f_w stall are

much greater. A_ blade tip speed is increased, the MaCh nUmberS relative to the ,
blade_ _tre al_o increased. For the range of bl_tde •speeds shown in flg_r_ !-3, the /

i tip relative Madh numbers are supersonic, _mdincreases in these supersonic Mach //,, i_
• numbers can result in severe shock losses _ corresponding decreases td bfft- /_/

ciency. Curren_ fans and _ompreSsors operate over the range of blade _ip s_eeds /:
. f_om about 1000 to 1600 feet per second depehding on the _pplica_ion. _ F_.ho _tsually __

. oper_tte at the high speed end of the range, and compressors operate at the lowei_

speeds. Current fans and compressors are designed for blade ioad_gs of the order
of O.35. _ '

An extensiV_ NASA program is hi/ned at determining the blade shapes and de- _ _
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,•': sl_ controls necessary to _xtend _lin_ levels to the fanes of 0.45 to 0. B0 and

_'' "_;_ thereby to achieve hlgh¢_' values of rotor pressure ratio as irtdieated by the calcu.
, . :. fated curves of figure I-_. Ti_ speeds for actual engine applications may be dic-
" / tated by factorn such as turbine _tresses or rotor noise rathS._,than rotor _rody-

", namics. Therefore, the NASA program covers _ broad r_mgeof speed_.
: The tan and corn :,tosser program includes research Conducted entirely wit|dt_

;' ':,' the NASA as well as NASA centract studies conducted by vario_s _n_ine companies,
The overali NASA proKra_u covers a wide range of design l_ran_eters and test con_ ,
ditions. A photograph of the NASA-LeWis single-stage test facility, and Some of

: the rotors that ha_e been teStedin the facility are pt'esented tn fi6_z'o I-4, The :,_
rotors _tllhave a 20-inch tip di_l_ster. The facility includes extensive instruluen-

.... tation and automatic data processing equipment to aid in th_ complete al_d rhpid i_

• ,. evaluation 0_ either rotor or _omplete sta_e performance. Some hilly loaded re- :'_.

search rotors built and .test_t under NASA contracts at'e shown in fibre I-8. The
- rotor shown at the upper left incorporates pa_t-span sl_'0udS (vib_tion dampers),

..... and the rotor shown at the upper right doe_ not aithou_,h it lind a higher desi_n blade i!
tip speed (1600 ft/sec). Research.rotors of the NASA,program ar_ subjected to i;i

very severe conditions during stall and distortion testing, and occasionally a/'otor i_

experiences cataStrophic failt_re as Shown by the photograph, at the lower left of fig- _
ure I-5. This failua_ewas dtt'et_) metal fatigue. A _ront view of a research rotor i_

iii insialled in its test easin_ iS shown at fl_e lower right of fi_u'e _-5. • !_ ,
t _'_: "_he experimei;tai performance for several highly loaded rotors is presented in "_

' / figure I-6. The rotoi" pressure rati0 b,t the mexilnum poly_topi_ ef_iciency_ the

• _ '" maximum poly_rOl_icefficiency, and'the approximate r_ of blade tip relative., !_

, _, M_Chnumbersare show, plotted as functions of design blade tip speed, The d_ I|
• _ are for rotors only, and each point represe_itS de_--_ ' speed performance foi. a dif.;

_:,oi;_ ferent rotor. Blade lob,cling levels varied from _,.a t6 0, 6. Rotor pressu'i'e ratios

:i _ ranged from 1.4 to 2.0 aridare appreciably higher than current levels for"Shn'ilar
: speeds. As indiCated'by the shaded band, the _aximdlU polytropic efflcie_cies w_ere

_/ quite good; ranging from gre_er than 0.9 atthe lower ]_lade tip speeds _o sUghtiyI

less than 0.9 at the higher' speed_. The blade _ip inlet relative Mac_,_numbers
/ /

! va/;ied ft0_l_ Som'ewhat Over 1.0 to about 1.6.' i/

_ Thedata pl'esented in fi_ure I-6 Show that high)_ loaded stages can provide _,oo_

effielencies, even at high blade tip speeds,'!/These resuits kre'suffl'cie_itiy encour-

• aging that the NASA progr_u h_ I_eenextehded to'include" even hl,_l_erblade sPeeds,
At p_esent, a stage with a design rotor bh_ie tip speed' of 1800 feet per _s_cendis in

the design phase, and plahs have been made for a 920 )-foot-per-second stage. The
rotor blades for the l_00-foot-per-._eeon'd stage _vill ',_fabricated from titanium

!.

S

.:.
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:: alloy, and those for the _200-fdot-per-Jecond stai_e will be made of a flbre._resln
.. composite material,

i
"' [

i

ROTORBLADESHAPECONSIDERATIONS i1

To achieve the high levels of rotor pres_m'c _tio shown i,-fi_re I-0 while

m_Jnt_inin_hil_hrotor--efficient/re as well_ it is apparent,that the blade pro_Uofor i.,
supersonic relative flows must be carefully desi6_ed. Bo_ wo can discuss the

proper selection of rotor blade shapes-and tbe a_sociated _cto_s that _fe,_t, effl_ ii
ciency, it is first necessary to consider the flow through a rotating blade roW, The :;
flow condition ia_eam sur_to_ in tho_blade tip region (see fig, I-_) is ¢_s|dored i_,_
first,

Measurements ._fstatic pressure Onthe o'_er casing wall of an expe_mental :_
,' ' compresso_ were made usin_ ltt_-response lnBtrumentation.(ret, t), 8talc- i'_.

pressure coiffeurs relative to the _t_ting blades a_e presented in fl_re I-8, which i'._
shows a view of two rotor bl_des looking in from the rotor cas/ng. For the data i_

showil, the inlet relative Marh numbe_ was I. 4. The inlet relative flow is _uper- '

sonic, a strong shock is forn_ed within _e blade passage, and the oUtlet floW _s _ub* '_
sonic, Thus, conditions as_ociat_Fd-w_h a mixed s_pereo_c and subsonic floW-field ]_

must be 0.on_ldered. Three important points are discussed, namely,: shock loss,

_ the flu'oat area (which is tile _unt-passage area behind-the Shock), and the sub..
sonic dif_to_ of the flow downstream of th_ ahock... The preasures on the contours

• a_e given in psta. The inlet and outlet pressures are _._ and 20 psia, respectively.

With the inlet Mach number of 1, 4.a _veak bow shock exists at the blade leading

edge which causes the pressure to ri_e t_ l_i psia. HoWeWr-, the flow is still

_upersordc o_ this forward portion of the blade, and thls kupersot_ie flow accelerates ,-'.

•.," on the _onYex su_ion surface, A change in fl0w angle Ofonly a few degrees along

: _' thissurface causes appreciable supersonic acceleration, For the c_se shoWnin ,
figure I-8, this acceleration causes a drop in p_,sssttr.e to 10 psfa in the t'egion
where the pressure contours become closely grodped.at the entranceto the blade ' _I

passage. This close grouping of pressure contours denotes tlie presence of a:shock,
wave that extends a_ross the passa_ As notect_ a small region extstS downstream' .

Of the shock where _e preesul'e is 1B psl_, but otherwise tile static p_essure rises
"'"', from I0 to iB psi_ °acros_tthe shock. The Mach number ahead Ofthe shock is li/t_h_r

near the blade suction stU_ace as noted by the lower pressure _in'this r_glon. Losses
in the shock are a si6_tflcant part of the total measured_loss. Because_,shock_lbsses

increase rapidly with Mach number,,it_ importantto minimize the" .uPcreonic ac'
celeration upstream of the shock." i_ _

'i '!

I
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" The minimum paesa_ flow area, or throat _re_, te a crAticp.l f_ctor with re.
e

spect to the floW capacity of the bl_Le row, For the bladc_ Shown in flgtsro I-8,the
" thro_.t i_ & nhort dista.ce down_,tre_m of the sheeR, Thro_ area is geo_etrically

rel_ted to th_ d_gt_os o! turni_t_ or curv_ure of the suction _urface of the bl_le from

the le_dtn_ odgOto the shock, Thus gr_gter throat grc_ Is obtniued by in_re_sed ,'
turnin¢ of the flow from the _ling edge, However, as p_evtously menttoned_ such

• turnin_ ln_rc_es the Mttch-ntlmber ahead of the chock _d therob]_ tnc_e_mes the I,

_hock losses. Therefore the throat uxc_t ¢hould be no l_trs_r tl_.n th_ noccosp.ry to i1
paes tho mass flow. :,i,

There id another redo. to limit the size of the thro_t, Boesmse of 6hoCkwave t

boundary-layer interaction, there is ineVitably some separation o_ the floW-from the i_'
_ suction surface of the bl_Jo _ dow_strolm_ _£ the shock. The loops in the two _

contours n_ted downstrealU of the shock t_ figure I-8 are probably caused by this
separatiol_. When the thro_t ar_a. is opttmttnb the degree o_this Separation is _:,

limited, which is conducive tO good subsonic difhtSion downstream of the throat. !

The design of the blade suction surface dowrmtream of the t_hroat is important i_

because appreciable _ubsonic diffusion, or flow deceleration, must take ptaee in {i
this region. In figure I-8_ thid subsonic diffusion is noted by the rise in static ,_

pressure from 16 to 30 psia over the rear po_tior_Ofthe blade suction s_rfaee. If ii

_he diffusion Is too abrupt_ SeVere separation a_ldhigh losses Will result.. Thus_ the !_,

blade shape downstream of the-throat must be se|ected to properly control d_fusio_ !i
" rate.

" The preceding discussion does nOt specify particular b_de shapes use_ in fan

., and compressor rotors. How_ver, a series of circular arcs can generally be used
to define bl;tde profiles tllat meet the kforementioned princil_d requirements of low
suction surface M_ch number, minimum allowable throat are_, and _ subsonic
diffusion.

"a '

-: EFFECTOFDESIGNPRINCIPLESOLOTORPERFORMANCE

I' The effect of shock loss and throat area onthe performance of two e_rime_-
tal comp['essor rotors is presented in figure 1,9. B_th rotors !_ the s_mie blade

speed and inlet relative Mash number but the throat _izes differect for the t_0' rotors. ,

: ' Throat size is defined U the ratio Of the actual throat area At to the c'rflio£1 fl0w ,

I' : are_ A* (the area which would just Pass the required mass flow at sonic velOcfly . . ,

wtthdut viscouS, or boundary layer, losses). 'TO com'pensate for boundary-layer l
losses, the actual throat &rea must be somewhat greater than the eritlcai area, I

_'he ratio oi the actual thr(_at _trea to the critical area, At/A*, w_s 1. il for one

,. !

I ,
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rotor _ _. 20 for the other. A_ prevlou_ly discussed, the lar_er throat area -

cau_e_ a higher M_ nur_t_r upstream of the shock. Tht_ _ch number, M_, was
1. _9 for th_ rotor with the larger throat and I. 51 far the other. The rotor with

more tnodet_te M_ h_ a peak ef_iaiency about two polut_ [_reater than the other i_:i
rotor bec_se of lower shock a_tddiffu_tnu los_,

The miatmum flow shown for each rotor represent_ the point of--/n/tlath_n of i

_otating stall. There iS a small d_ference in the maximum flow for these rotors,

but the significfl,_t difference in tl_ two designs is tlt_ latimer flow range obtained _

for the rotor with the smaller throat area. This r_uige effect/s probably related to

the reduction in the flow separatiof_ that occurs downstream of the shock.
Tlto dattt of figure I-9 show that the combination of reduced throat area and r ,.

dueed Suction Surface Mach number can provide gains in both.efficiency and flow

range. Although the smallest area ratio used in this comparison was 1.11, other I
data indicate that throat area ratios of about1.05 are preferable. The data o! fig- [!
ure I-9 _,re rspoNed .in reter_ 2.

The effect of changes in the SubSonic diffustou portion of the blade passage on ,
rotor performance is illustrated in figure 1-10. Two rotor blades are Shown as

dashed and ,_olidcontours. The forw_trd or supersonic portio_of both blades were !i
the same but the subsonic diffusion rate was cha_gectby altering the extent of the i

rearward Or subsonic portion of the blade. This resulted in.a change of blade row
solidity which is defined as the ratio of chord length to the spacing between the
blades. The solidity was 1. I for one desig_ and I. 5 for the other. For botli ro_or

designs, the tip speed-was 1375 feet per seCond-and the design pressure ratio Was
1.6_.

The performance plots show that the higher solidity design provided higher
peak pressure r_io and a fottr-point increase in efficiency. Apparently the 1.1
solidity blade was too short for effective subsonic diffusion.

Existing data _vere reVieV,'edto further evaluat_ the influence 0f solidity on
rotor blade tip losses. Data for a large number Of rotors are presented i_ flg_

ure 1-11 where rotor tip 10ss is plotted as a tunotion of rotor blade loading. Blade
rows with solidifies greater titan 1.2 are shown as sol_d symbols while those with

solidities less than 2. _ aredenoted by open symbols. Although appreciable data
scatter exists, as expected for this type of data, there is a definite trend for the

higher solidity rotors to have lower tip loss at blade loddings greater th_ about

0.4. ThuS_ the data give a strong indi_ati0/_ that there is an adwnt_ge in theuse of
relatively high solidities for highly _oaded transonic rotors.

The data presented ih figures I-6, I-9, and I_10 h_Ve shown that good single-

stage _otor performance can be a_hieved when the three previous|y discussed blade
design principles ai,e applied. TheSe important design principles kz_e(i)the sue-

i', .... ..._ . _ . ,,% i ,
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" tion surface Mach number ahead.of.the shock should be-a minimum, (2) the throat
..... ,,., area should be Just _mfficient to pass the required mass flow, and ($) the down- f

,_ stream portion of the blade should be sliaped tO _e good subsonic diffusion, i

' STATORREQUIREMENTSANDSTAGEEXPERIENCE !'

• The previous diScuSsions concerned the design of highly loaded rotol, blades !_

which achieved _ood performance. However, in order tO fully evaluate tlie useful- i_

ueSS of highly loaded rotors, it is necessary to stttdy the problems associated With

adding a stationary blade row, or Stator, behind these rotors to form _tcomplete ,_
• '. Stage. A schematic of a typical rotor-Stator combination is presented in figure 1-12. i_

,: The purpose of stators is to convent the rotor exit whi_Lvelocity to static pressure :i
:. ./..,:, rise. '_

, .... A number of the rotors discussed have beeR.tested with stat0rs, attd the results .f_

_ i are presented in figure 1-13.. All the data shown axe for the design speed, ahd each
' symbolrepresentsa separatestage.The openSymbol_denotemeasured rotor

'/:;:: performance, and the Solid symbols represent the performance of the rotor and Sta- ii
: ' tot (i. e., the complete stage). The decrease in pressure ratio and efficiencY/from i_

. the open symbols to the solid symbols is a measure of the loSses across the stator
e

blade row. Reductions in pressure r_ttio are not sevei.e, but these losses in pl'es- ,

! _" sure ratio result in losses in efficiency that vary from three to fl_e pe_ceiltage
L'-"

:_ • ' points. The data of figure 1-13 are all fo_ highly loaded stages, and thestage
;_ .... /:i efflciencies axe _onsidered to be good. Tlle efficiencies vary from about 0_89J.o
' : - 0.85evenwiththeindicatedhighstatorlosses.

".",," STATORLOSSCONSlI)ERATiONS

: ' Conditions that contribute to high stator losses ate illustrated by the calculated

_, C'ttr_es presented in figure 1-14. Calculated stator hub aerodynamic loading and
'_: stator hub Mach nt_mber are plotted as a function 0f rotor blade tip speed-fo_ twO

levels of rotor blade loading. Stator hub c_nditions were selected because these

are the most critical. These calculati6nS are for a stage with an inlet hub-to-tip _
: radius _at!oof 0._. :

The curvesoffigure1-14show thatincreasesinr0torbladeloadingr_ultin

' high starer _tubloadings and in high stator hub Mach numbers at ali rotor blade tip
speeds. On the other hand, increased rotor blsde tip speed h/ts little effect onthe
st_tor h_n loading and Mach number. Most of the stage da_ shown in figure 1-15

p
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are for rotor blade loadings in excess of 0.45. Thus, the starer loadings and starer

Mach numbers were both relatively high, _d this led to-rite high starer losses fit-

dicated by the stage performance data (fig. 1-13).

To determine the level and distribution of losses for a highly loaded, high ,

Mach number starer blade row, total pressure surveys were made fit a pla_e just

downstream of a starer blade row. These surVeys Covered the entire blade passage

as represented by the shaded a_.ea shown in figure 1-15. Some typical su_ey re-

sults are presented in figure 1-16. In order to normalize the results, starer loss

data are presented in terms of loss coefficientS. A con._our plot Of local values of

loss coefficient measured over a complete stab;or blade passage is stwWn on the left

side of the figure. At midspan, there iS little or no loss over at least one half the

width of a blade passage as represented by the mere-loSs contour. In the blade wake

region, the loss coefficient increases to values of 0.1 to 0.2. These values corre-

spond to a total pressure loss equal to 10 to 20 percent of the dynamic head of the

flow entering the starer blade row. Thus, the starer losses at midsp#,n are rela-

tively small. At the starer tip, the losses increase som ewhe,t and reach local val-

ues of loss coefficient of 0. 3. The area of this higller loss is still quite small.

Far greater losses are observed at the starer hub. Not only is the level of the loss

quite high (reaching a loss coefficient value of 0.5), but also the region of high

loSSes cover a much larger area. In general, starer end-wall losses stem from

flow separation and secondary flo_/S that occur' in the corners fo_ne.d by the blade "_'

suction surface and the adjacent walls.

i A mass-average integration of the local loss coefficients across the flow pM-

sage at various blade spans yields an average loss coefficient aS a f_f the

blade span, as shown in the plot of figure I-I_.

' i ._s expected, the minimum losses occur in the midspan region; these incre_use
to about twice the minimum value in the tip region but the [_teatest losses by far F
occur in the starer httb region. ThuS, _t is apparent that the effort_ to reduce _'- '

tor losses should be concentrated in the hub region because it is fit this area that ' . ,
/

the gre_est benefits are lil_ely to be reali_ed. _ :

One method for reddcing starer end-wall losses is shown in figure 1,17. Suc-

tion is applied by tl_eans of b. narrow slit at the interse_ion of the blade suction +'

Surface and the hub w_l (ref. 3). By use of a narrbw slit, air is refi2oved from a

discrete re_tbn of high 10ss whiehShould tend t6 maximize the benefits for a give_ :i_

amount of slit suction. The effectiveness of slit suction is iUustratedby the two

curves Of loss coefficient Shown° Use of a sl_t suction flow rate of only O. 2 percent ' :

of the total through-flowOfthe stage (dashL_d curve) reduced tosses in the stator i
hat) region by U much as 20 _ereent, and Some improvement was _toted out to about

one-third of the blade sp_. For this_particular fan stage, use of starer hub sift

8

!!
i
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., .. suction improved-overs]! stage efficiency by about 1.5 percentage points. For

i / , suction flow rates greater than tb_ 0.2 percent used, it is expeCted that even
greater improvements in overall stage efficiency would have been realized. Flow

:' rotes for this study, however, were limited to the values shown. The NASA pro-
gra.,us include several other concepts _or reduein_ starer losses; four of which are

: shown Schem_tically in figure 1-18. Witl_wM1 suction, air is removed through a
continuous rin_ of porous material at-the hub or tip of the stators. Although this
method did reduce starer losses, the sucth_ flow rate was excessive; a_o_lnting i_

to _. 0 to 2.5 percent of tile total through-flow for each wall treated. This iS

about 10 times the flow rate used in the hub slit suction studies described pre-
'.".. vtously.

Use of blade SuHace suction, in combination w_ wall suction, gave only a
slight improvement in starer performa_c • over that obtained using Wall suction
alone. As previously discussed, starer losses in the midspan portion of the stator

blade are quite low (figs. 1-16 and I-i7). Consequently, blade surface suction in

this midspan region can not be expected to have a large •effect on overall losses.
This indicates that, in general, Corner.flows and wall boundary layer are more ira- i

portant factors th_ is blade surface bouttdary _yer when considering starer losses, ii

The concept of corner blowing is based simply on tlle u_e of properly directed i
high-energy Jets to energize the lower energy flow in the end-wall regions near the i
suction surface. As yet, this concept haS nOtbeen tested.

k The tandem blade i_ designed primarily to operate s_tisfactorily over a widerr

range of stato_ incidence a_gles before encountering flow separation _tndstan. _ The
.' • energizing effect on the flow thl,ough the space between b_uie segments may deiay

flow separation, particularly in the end-wall regions. If this o_curs, then sta_or
_: _' • losses in the end-wall region should decrease _ccordingly. The tandem stator de- .

•, sign is currently in test, but no loss data are presently available.
: The NASA progrmu has demonstrated that it is possible to design good fro1and

'_ compressor stag_s with htgh blade tip speeds and rotor blade loadin_s. H_wever,
._ as blade lo_dings/rod pressul'e ratios continue to incre_se,_lt is evident.that the

staior problem _,sbecoming increasingly more important, and mo_e shtdy should be '

directed toward reducing starer end-wall losses, .oa_lcularly in the hub region.

.. ' STALLMARGINANDEFFECTSOFiNLT:-rFLOWO|STORTIOI' ' i

! TO b0 use_ol, high pre_Jure ratio fan and coiupressor stages, even with _ !
perform_mce, must be _mble of stable operation ove_' k range of flow condltiorm.

For l_ur_'jses Of i|lust_ation, a stage performance map is shown in figure 1-19. 1
!
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With the fan or compressor stage operated at constant speed, the pressure ratio is
increased until unstable flow conditierm are observed. The leers of these unStable,

or staUp points at various rotational speeds forms the stall limit line. Peak effi-
ciency usually occurs at flows sltghtly greater than the stall limit point. Fan aud
compressor stages are designed to place the operating line at a flow rate near the

peak efficiency but at a Sufficient distance from the stall limit line to avoid stall.
The req)zired ntargh_ between the operating line and the stall limit line d_pends on
the-particular application.

gems of the factors that determine the required stall margin include the te- l
matching of components fo_ operation o_er a range of flight conditionS; transient _/

operating conditions during engine acceleration_ expected performance variations !_

from one a_sembly to _.nother; or any deterioration of component performance that i:
may oceur during the life o_ the engine such as errosion, wear, or foreign object i_;

damage. However, in many applic_tions, the mort critical factor contributing to i_:c

stall margin requiremettt is the necessity to avoid _tall under conditions of inlet flow _i_
distortion.

An ildinite variety of inlet, flow distoytion patterns may be encountered d_L'lg i! ,flight maneuver_ oz_other flight conditionS. Inlet flow distortions produce a non-

uniformity of total pressures at the fan or compressor inlet aS iliustrated in fig- I!
ure 1-20, The constant-pressure contours indicate that both rad_L1and circumfer- l!

ential g1_tdients of total pressure occur. (Other chapters of these proceedin_ will li
discuss in detail various aspects Of inlet floW distortiOnS and their effect on engine
performance. ) To obtain comparative performance for research fan and c0mpres-
sor stages, test distortion patterns are generated by means of Circumferential and i

radial sc_'e_n _onfignr_tions such as those included in figure 1-20. The effect of

these screen-induced flow distortions off the perform_11ce of a high pressure ratio _ •

stage (ref. 4) is shown in figure 1-21. The solid lines represent the _tage per-
formance obtained with uniform inlet flow at 100 and r/0percent o_design _peed. i r

.' For the results Offigure 1-21_ circutnferentiaLdistortion was produced by a 1_

ecreenwkicli covered 900 of the inlet annulus; the Screen dsed for the, radii dis- _ '
tortion tests covered 40 percent of the outer annulus area (see fig, I=20). A sub- !i i!1
stal_ti_ reduction in stall march,in occur'red with both circumferential and radt_ dis-I
tortion; as indicated by the fact that the St_dl limit l_es with distortion lie well'be- _

low that foe tinfform flow. Reason_ for the loss in performaztce can be examined by _ ,_i_
_omparing the radial distribut|on of pertinent parameters for the two _ear=stal_ _

points shown by the symbols on the perforfdance curves obtained with Uniform flow ::/

and with radial distortion. Radial distributions of inlet total pressure, pressu_'e
ratio, _m_ltotal temperahzre r_ttio at near-stall conditions (ref. 4) are presented in

figur e 1=22. The radial distorti0_ screen produced a decrease in inlet _total pres-
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, sure that was about 18 peraent less tha_ the maximum pressure. The inlet total- i
_ _... pressures shown were all corrected to standard conditionS; consequently, the av-

"' erage inlet total pressure/or both test conditions has the same valtle, of 14.7 psia. i
The total pressure ratio generated by the sta_e for both test conditions is about 1.8 o

• in the tip region, For the case of radially distorted inlet flow, the pressure ratio i

in the unscreened area iS substantially lower than that measured When the inlet flow I
was uniform. This resulted frt)rn a redistribution of the inlet flow.in toward the

hub. The hub portion of the blading operated at a high flow and a low pressure ratio i_

cot_dition whereas the tip portion operated at a low flow and high pressure ratio _
condition, i

i The temperature ratio of the stage indicated that the energy addition to the air i¢/,

was also lower in the unscreened region than it was for the uniform flox_-cas_. The i_
tem._rature ratio meaSured in th_ tip region was the same for I_othtest conditionS. I_•

This indicates that, for this stage, the limiting energy addition in the blade tip re- !i
glen at stall with tip radial distortion was the same as that obtained with uniform l_i

inlet few. .: I
The overall performance data previously presented in figure 1-21 shows that •

the stage total pressure ratio at stall is appreciably less than that for uniform flow. :i!
This lower overall pressure ratio with distortion results from the lowen pressure
ratios experienced in the unscreetled portion of the i_let passage due to redintribu_

_. tion of the flow, as already noted in figure 1-22. As a further consequence of this t

_ flow shift with distortion, the blade tip reached,its limiting lottcltng condition at a I '
' .' higher flow rate. Thus the change fit stall limit line with distorted inlet flow de- t

pends on the resul_Ing flow rediStrlbutioll and the location of [he critical Icading re-

I , '" gionon theblade, i

" ....• ._ • In order to compare st_tll margins and inlet flow distortion effects for a number
• of different stages, it is first neceSs_.ry to establish dome criterion upon Which to

_ base these comparisons. The criterion usbd is ilhtbtrated in figure i-23. The first

• : ii_i requirement in establishing a stall margin is tire selectiofl of a reference operating

point. To obtain a good compromiSe of stall margin and operating point effl¢len_y_
the operating poilIt iS generally selected _tta flow rate which isslightly g_eater than

that _or maximurtl efficiency. FoP comparison purposes, an operating condition

which was 1 percentage point below pekk efficiency ,#as t_rbitrarily choseh. This

establishes the ol_erat_g p_t on the design _peed _trve of the perf0rmtmee irhap
' " (s_e fig. 1-23). Compitrisons pt'esented herein are all for design speed; eonse-

qtiently, the discussions will riot be c_ncerne_i with the Shape of the operating line, ,
: but only with its interseCtion With the design speed curve.

The stall margin p_trarneter SM used in this l_per is defined as

• i
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" "M= j i:
where PR is the pressure ratio, W is the weight flow, and the subscripts _T and I;

OL indicate conditions at stall and on the operating line, respectively. The factor ii

• of 100 is used simply to express Stall margin in terms of a percentage. The stall Ii
margin, as defined, iS a commonly used parametez', and, in brief, it is essentikUy L_
a measure of the distance between the operating point and the stall point at a fixed
speed. I,

',i The stall margins for several experimental stages, with and Without inlet flow- l.
1'

distortion, are compared in figure 1-24. The design blade tip speeds for the val'- !i

ious stages ranged from 1000 to 1600 feet per second. With uniform inlet flow, the
stall margins va__-iedfrom about 8 percent to a lille over 30 percent. For the !:_,

1000-foot-per-second stage, the limiting loading occurred at the stator hub. For
the remaining stages, limiting loading occurred in the rotor blade tip region. From _

consideration.of the uufform flow data for blade tip speeds of 1140 feet per second _l!i

and above, it might be concluded that stall margin decreases with increased speed. _i;
The different stages represent malty variations in design detall_; and because ex, __:
perience with high sp_ed stages is limited, these stages may notbe optimum from
the standpoint of range. Consequently, any implication that biade tip speed is the

" , pz'edominant factor affecting stall mar_m is nOt intended. :
i11general, blade lo_tding might be considered aS the prime factor affe_ing

_. ' stall margin, but at present the data available for complete Sta_edare not sufficient

': • _,_ to determine the pertinent parameters that most affect stall margin with uniform
_ '_: inlet flow.

When SeVere tip radial distortion Was imposed on the stages, all stages lost an I _,
" ' " appreciable amount of stall maxgin except the lO00-foot-per-second stage. As _

previously staled, thi_ stage normally stalled at the stator hub with unifornt flow.
Tip radial distortion unloaded this critical region, and, for this distortion case,
stall was inittat_d by the rotor tip. This stage Would probably have responded very

, advei.sely to a hub r_tdial distortion, but no data were taken with tliis type of distor-

tion. The 1140-foot-per-second stage suffered extensively from tip radial distor-
. " tion. 'this paftictfi_r stage had a l_rge st_l margin with uniform inlet flow because

•" it had an extremely large flsiv rahge at e_sentially constant pressure ratiO. Stages

with this fiat type of pressure ratio characteristic appe_tr to be very susceptiMe to _
inlet flow distortions.

The data obtained with tip radial inlet flow distortions show no general trend

12
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with regard to decreases in stall margins. Stall _or each stage can be traced to

_i_ some critical region such as the rotor tip or the stator hub. The data of figure 1-24
• /_ are all fon tip radial distortion; however, the results obtained with circumferential

distortion were quite similar. Seemingly, one factor which should influence stall

marginunder distorted flow conditions is that of rotor blade loading, To determine
the effect of blade loading, two rotors of very similar design were studied both with

and _'ithout tip radial distortion. The results are compared in figure 1-25. The

data (from ref. 2) are for isolated rotors bperated at design speed a_d with uniform _
inlet flow. Both rotors had a design blade tip speed 0f 1400 feet per _econd and '!

used the Same type of blading. The pressure ratios on the operating lines shown :_,
wer_ 1. '_2 and 1.6.

• _ : As shown by the small bar cha_, lower blade loading provided the greatel' stall

: margin with uniform flows: about 20 percel_t for the lower blade loafing and about i!
..... 15 percent for the more highly loaded rotor. However, when the same deg_'ee and I

!:i
/_' extent of tip radial distortion was imposed on tlie rotors, the stall mar_h_ for both 1[_

rotors dropped to about the same value of 3 to 4 percent, Thus the stall margin
• available with uniform flow can be a rather poor criterion for estimating stall mar-

gin with tip radial distortion. The ll40-foot-per-second stageshoWn in figure 1-24 i__
is another example where a large stall margin with uniform flow did not in_ure an

adequate _tall margin with tip radJzl distortion. AlthOugh reduced blade loadings l!i
will, in general, provide greater stall margin with uniform fl0w, reduced loadings l!

. . _ do not necessariiy provide greater stall mar_dn with distortioft.

CJING TREATMENTCONCEPTS i
t

From previous discussionS, it i_ obvious that st,-lll mar81nS for fans and c0m-

pressorS must be increased. However, before discussing remedial measures that
can be used to increase the useful flow range of a coml_ressor Stage_ it appears de-

_ sirable to briefly describe the mech_nlsm of rotor _tall. A simple illustration of

I : flow through a rotor at stall conditions, together with a view looking into the inlet
_ annulus, is pre_ented in figure 1-28. For the flow condltion illustrated, stall eXlsts

';_ aJ;the rotor tip a_ indicated by the fldw rever/Jkl of the outer strean_line. F0_ nor-
: : mal oper_in_ conditions tto reverse flow exists, and the outer streamline_wOuld f01_

. _ . low the chsing contour. At some low flow rate, the blades reach a lim|ti'ngiload_g
_ condition and cell_ of instability (rotatin_ Stall cells) _mdflow reversal-oc_r

(fig. I-2_). Stall generally occurs in one o_ more of these isolated stail celis _ltich '

rotate in the same direction as the rotoi" but at a lowel, speed. TO increase the

' t't3
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useful range of the compressor, it is necessary to delay the form_tlon of these re-

: ,_ tatlng stall cells.
One means for delaying the onset of tip stall is to bleed air from the rotor tip

.. region. With the System shoWn in figure I-2_, air may be bled from the bl_tde tip
region by me,ms of a honeycomb grid. DeSig11speed performance curve_ and stall

limit lines with tip distortion (ref. 5) are shown for three test conditions. Before i
testing the honeycomb casing treatment, tile _ompressor wafJ tested with a conven-
tional solid casing for performanoe comparisons, Design speed pcrfOr|na_ce and I

• the stall limit line are shown aS the solid line curves. With 4 percent bleed through !
the honeycomb, a marked improvement in range was obtained, as indicated by the r

large shift in the stall limit line. The third condition of operation retained the I_:

honeycomb bleed system, but the exhaust Valve v_as closed. Surprisingly, even with I,

zero bleed flow, the honeycomb c_sed a marked increase in flow range. This Su_- i,i

gested that Simpler casing treatments, without bleed flow, might provid_ appreciable !i
improvements in the stall range. To further explore this phenomenon, a program _' il

was initiated to evaluate the effect of various casing treatment configurations on stall imargin and compressor performance.

Some of the-casing treatments which have been studied are illttstrated in fig-
ure 1-28. One treatment consisted of circumferential grooves which covered the !:_

, whole axial chord of the blading. Both the axial, extent and the depth ot the grooves Ii

were varied. Various depths of honeycomb were tried. Slots were _t in the cashtg tl
, in the directiotl of the mean blade angle; both long slots, somewhat greater than the '

blade chord, and short slOtS Were evaluated. For the skewed slot casing, th_ slot_
were alihed nearly axially but were cut at an angle Of _0° from the radial diredti0n.

The casing treatments shown in figure I-9.8 all del_tyed rbt_tting stall_ btlt to varying
_ . i i: degrees.

• ; The flowmedhanlsms involvedwRh casillgtreatmentarenot_ullyundeestootlas
; yet. However-, thefbllowing emperiO_tlly determined parameters were found to be, t

"; ' significant in controlling the effectiveness of Various casing treatments:
(I)Axiale_ent

(2) Open area _,it,
(3) Depth or Volume . '_!

(4) Limited recirculation _ii

R W_S generallydesirabletolimittheaxialextentoftreatmenttoa dim_nsiOhless
than theaxial proJectioh of the blade chord, The percentage of open are_ in the /
area of treatment mt_st be appreciable. For the _ore Successful easing:itreatmentS
_Jttzdi_, the open _Lreawas at least two-thirds of the total/tre_ treated. The ddp_ ,

or total volume o_ the treatment also has an effect, ghhlI_w treatments were not"as :i
effective in extending usefui range. _

•/

L
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Itw_s de_irabintolimittheamountofrecircul_tionfrom thedcwtmtreamhigh

pressure regions to the up_trep, m low pron_ure re_ons, A_theUgh recircul_tion
can be effective in delaying rotating stall, excess re_irculation c_u_)es an uP.duOloss

" in efficiency. For the blade angle slots (fig. 1-28), reeir-gulI_tio_ wa_ limited by

l_hor_e_ng the slots,

When the emplri_al parameters wore taken into aeQount, a number of the c_ing i:
treatment_ were found to be quite effective in, ezte_in_ the range of compr_sor _:

rotor_ With both uniform sad with distorted in|st flow, The list of pcvameters is "!:
not domI_lete nnr h_ve the values a_sociated with these parameters beenoptimlZed,
Casing treatment studies arc contint_ing, so this discunsi_n _overs only the results "

obtgined thus far. !._

" EFFECTOFCASINGTREATNENTONSTAGEPERFORN,NCE
!'_

Casing treatment was applied to several single stages. The reference per-

refinance of one of these stages with a conventional solid casing is shoWs_l_ fig- _ ,
ure 1-29. The two curves show the design Speed performance obtained with-unifol_i
flow and with tip radial distoFdon. The overall stage performance with uniform

flow was good. The maximum efficiency was about.86 percent at a preestt_e ratio
of 1.61; sad the stage also had a good initial stall margin as indicated by the _rge

range in flow between the operating line/rod the stall limit line. When the Stage
was _ubJ_cted to a rathe_ severe tip radial distortioh, the _taJl mar_da was severely
limited as indicated by the lower cttrve, If this stage h_ requi_ed a stall ms_rgin

' with distortion that was greater than the limited amOunt sho_vn, it would h_ve been Ii

necessary to move the _per_ting line fttrther down on the Speed _t/_e. Matc'lfltlgthis
stage ll_ this manner would result in a large penalty in efficiency due to the rapid
fall-_ff in efficiency at weight flov_s greate_ than that for the operating point $1town.

The results obtained with the application of Casing treatment to flits stage _tre
shown in figure I-_0. The solid curve represents stage performance at design speed
with tip radial distortion ahd no casing treatment. This curv_ is the same as the

curve shown for flo_Vdistortion in figure I=29. ,i_ ,'

With casing _rea_meiit and _or the same distortion, the _tall tne_r_tnwas

• greatly improved ov_r _hat Obtainedwith a solid'casing itS indicated-by the large
shift in the stall limit line. In faCt) the measured stall margin us_lngcasing treat_

:'' merit With flow distortion approached that obtidned'wtth an untreated casing _ uni-
form flow. Casing treatment al_o provided large impi'ovements in stall max_gtnat
lower speeds as well. in fact, at lower'speed_i the stall/nargin obtained with

casing (reatment and distorted flow were actually greater than those meuured for _ (

• : '- / '., ,-
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. uniform flow. The easin_ treatment u_ed on this stags consisted of skewed slot_

over the center portion of the rotor I_ade_ with a partition added to limit reclrcu-

Igtion in the axial direatlon (see fig. I+28).

C_t_ln_ treat,_nt has b0en SucCessfully applied to _evergl other fan.and com. t_
pre_or stages. The result_ a_c presented in figure I_.81. The Solid c_t_illg restflts J

shown for uniform and radi_llp distorted flow were pre_ented p_cviouslw t_ fl_-
ure 1-24. The addltionM cross-hatahed bars represent the _aSing ta'_atmont results t

with tip radial disto_tlon. By use o! c_sin_ treatment, the st_ll maP_B wittt dl_. i
!

lettish-Were greatly improved for all-St_es shldled. • In fltctw the st0.11marglR_ witlt+ ;
distortion pr_tctlcally equMled and in some cases, even exceeded the-Initial st_ll i

margins obtained with uniform flow. i/
The results presented i_l figttre I-$1 Wore obtained using various t_es of-casing ',+'

treatmer, t, such as those previously discussed. Although not discussed hez'ein_ i?

CaSin_ treatment provides goOdimprov_ements in stal_ margin with circumfer_mtial w :,_
distortion as well. Also, casing treatment works quite well over a ftt_ r_mge of

Speeds. Thus casing treatment is an effective and-relatively sin_pl_ n_ans-for :+

combating the distortion problem. +:

CASINGTREATMENTEFFECTSONSTAGEEFFICIENCY

A_ impo_t factor to co_sider with use of o_tsing treatment is its effect on ',

ov0rall stage efficiency!+With uniform flcav-such as e_ists at erd_e flight coRditioem
where efflcten_ operation is essentietl.

,

The data pre_,iously presented in figure 1-30 show that this stitge responded +

faVccably to casing tre_ment with distortion of the fillet flo_. _he perforn_mceof +
this• +same stage with ca_ing tre_ment bttt with uniform inlet flow is sltown i_ fig- _;_ '

ere i-32. With uniform '_low, C_ing treatment caused abottt a one point loss in I t
peak efficiency _mdh Sm_l gain in the stable flow range. Althotigh tlie ttSe of casing i

• treat_nent did cause a smgll drop in efficiency_ this p_nalty is more acceptable than I_
the alternatives that are availelble. Because _ stage has a very limited stall _/:

: maPgi_ with distortion+ it would probably be zteeeasaz,y to move the operatifig line
to _ lower pressttre ratio. This would cettmea drop in-e|fictency much greater than

tha_ caused by the casing treatment. With treatment, the desirable oper_fing ltne ; .+
ca_l be preserved.

, For the various casing t_'eatments tl_t l_ve be'en tested, some +have _ven
greater improvement in range but with significant losses in efficiency, and others

v/ith smaller efficiency losses have not been as effective in hnprovingrange. The
calling treatment applied to the stage for which data are presented h_ figures I-S0

16
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emdI-3_ represent_ a good _omproml_e; that Is, _m_tppreciable increase in r_ge. __ I
up,let dl_to_ted flow eandition_ with only _t_mall lo_e In peed_efficiency.

In _tagea which are tip critical, casing treatment t_ p.v_ promising method

tot extending both the op_rgtin_ range and the dl_tortion t_lernaco with little or n_ :_
IQ_ain efficiency. !_

$NTOP_HU_CASINGTR_TMENT
i ,,

As mvthodo _ro developed for doiayin_;the occurrence o_ _taU in the rotor tip. i '_.'.
r¢_ion, it is apparent that some other portion of the compl,ossor will become the __

critical problem axca, This _rltieal aroa 1_ llicoly to)be thOstator hub ro_lon, par- !_
ticularly for highly loaded stages. Some method of treatment the starer hubWill _

'_ (WentuMlybe retlulrodff continuedincreases.in remgeand st_ll margin are to be _'

reall_ed. As an cx_ple, for the 10O0.foot-per-_sCol_dsta_o preciously discussed,' the use of staler hubslit suction _tloneproVtdedimprovemol_ts in stalt margin With

uniform flow. Also, since no-bleed casing treatments worked so well in delayin_ !,
rotor stall, the use of Similar treatalents for stators may help alleviat$ stator hub !!
problems. The first such stator hub casing treatment to he studied at NASA-Lewis
Is shown in figure 1.33. The treatment consists of a series of eiretlmferenttal
_rooves in the hub beneath cantilevered starer bladea. To fully evaluate this starer
hubtreatment, tests will use casing treatments for the rotor as well (see

fi_. 1-$3), _everal OthermethodSof stator h_tt_0_sin_ treattnent are also bein_ _i
considered.

ii_ ff even _reater stall margins calf be obtainedthroughthe use of O_astngtreat- '
':, ment on both the rotor and the starer, thel_the use of such stages can lead to ira-
':" proved performance of multiStage _ompressors, .

_MULTISTAGECOMPRESSORS :

, The data presented thus far have all been for either single rotor _lade rows,or ,
for sing|e stag_s. A further St_pin N_t__Aresearch on highpressure ratio blad/ng
and casing treatment is to app_[ythese research findings to m_.t|tistageflm_ andcorn- "
pressers. This _tep i_ the research pr0_ram i_ to uncovei"any s_tge interactions

that m_tylimit the app_ctttiohof single stage results to mulListagefahk _indeqm- _
press0rs. ::

At pre_eht, th_ NASAprogram at Le_vi_incltides two multistage eompressol's. _ ;
l_othun/ts have highly loaded stages and incorporate the design W'inctples developed _, '

I t
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in our _lnglo.ntago research, The firnt _mpro_nor han _even ntagos and i_ de-
.": _ignod for a first stage.blade tip speed of 1900 feet per _econd and ove_li pressure

-:.... _tto of 0, 0. The _vcond eompreS_or h_ five 8tggo_ and l_ designed for a bl_o
tip speed of 1400 feet per noeond, It alna han a pressure ratio oF 9,0, Both units
moot the general requiremont_ oE compressors for turbojet or turbofan-engines,

A photograph of _',hoheron-stage ootnpro_no_, With I_tlf the e_ln_ removed, is
pronontod in fl_ro 1-34, Thin m_chine is ¢:ur_ontly being teated, Very CompLete

i'
overall and blade row porformar_oO moa_ttrementa will be made, and cuing trOat- j_

mont will be applied to s0voral of the inlet and exit stage_, l_o¢_ao of an ul_usuM

number of aerodynamic and mechanical problems, satisfactory data are not yet 1,7,
available, :,_.

The flve-stA{_o compressor is currently bein_ fabricated, In addition, a two- i_

sta_o fan ie being designed. This fan will be designed, built, and tested on NASA i

contract, The design tip speed for this fan is 1450 feet psi' second and the pros- i!
, sure ratio is 2, 8. Casing treatment will be appli0d to both-the flve-sta_e compres- _.. ._'

sot and the tWo-stage fau. _i_ '

SUMRY
i

I

Test resuRs of rotors for high pressure fan or compressor stages showed rotor

, efflciencies that ranged from slightly above 90 percent at a blade tip speed Of 1000 i1
feet per second to slightly less than 90 percent at 1600 feet pe_"second. The UIacle i_i
design pr_ciples that must be used _o obtain these high levels of efficiency _vere
discussed. Studies have shown that a relatively high level of losses are ehcOUnte_,ed i

in starer blade rows _or high preSsUre ratio stages. These losses _ particularly i
high ifl the end-wall regionS, Several approaches to reduce end-wall losses have Ii:
been, or are being, investigated. HoWever, even with these high sister losses,

•, stage effitiency greater t!_l 85 perc_ilt at t_pressure ratio _pp_o_chi_g 2.0 has bee_ _ii

achieved. The flow ra_e or Stall margin of high pressure ratio stages may or may
not be adequate_ depending on the severity ot inlet flow distortion that must be t01-
orated. Casing treatment w_S discussed as an effective approach to delaying stall
when the rotor blade tip is criticali _'that iS, when the blade stalls at the tip first;
Ca_in_ treatment is particularly effective with inlet flow distortions. Although the
data pl'esent0d w_re all for tip radiai disto_ion, casing treatment was also q_te

beneficial with circumferential _sto_tion. Enipirtcal principles identified in the
NASA reSeat'oh program wei'e used tO desi_'n casing treatments that provided Sub-

stantial improvement in stall margin ahd disturtion toler_uice with little or no 10ss

18
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in component efficiency. Results trom-the single-stage programs are being incor-

porated in multistage research fans and compressors.
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:i VARIOUS ROTORS TESTED UNDER NASA CONTRACTS i
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II. TURBINE AERODYNAMICCONSIDER&TIONS i

I,

FOR ADVANCEDTURBINES !':

ThomasP.Moffitt,StanieyM.Nosek,andRichardJ. Roelke !_

Advanced engines offer many Interesting challenges to the _rbtns designer. _
if

For example, the continuing trend to htghe_ temperature complicates the problem of i

effectively cooling the turbine. Another example Is the trend in fan engines toward. )'ihigher bypass ratioS. These trends create special problems for the turbines that

_ drive these fans. This paper 'briefly describes some of the tu_btn_ aerodynamic !_

work currently under way at LeWis to study two of these problem ar.ea_, i_.

" TURBINEBLADELOADING

The first p_oblem are_ is _elated pHma_lly to fan type engines a_d deals wi_. ". '

,, turbine loading requirements. High blade loadings may be required for the follow- i, ing _easons:

.. i': (1) As bypass ratiOs irlcre_tse_ the diameter of the turbine to drive the fan be-

!. ,. _. cOm_s snlaller. This decrease in di_me[er tends to increase the humber of turbine

.: i_{ i:_iI stages required to extract ettergy from the gas, whiCh_ Of course _ is _mdesirable. , '(2) Decreasing the number O_ stages is deSirable in o_ier to keep down the l
length and weight of the turbine.. "_

: _i (3) Reducing the mtmber of b_des per st_e could also'ibe desirable from a

: weight or t(trbine cooling cousideration. !

Figure H-1 shows how blade loadil_ is related to the velocity distribution _Iofig

the suction and pressure sur_tces of a typical blhd_. As indi0_ted_ the icading is

proportional to the area bounded by the tWo Velocity _istribuU0ns. One 0b_t0_s way

to illcreas_ the area and lo_tding is to increase the fnaximum ve_eity on the '_ttction

• _:, surface. _his incre_tseb the amount 0_ diffusion, Or flow-decelera_iolt, retlutred on

" the aft portion of the suction sarface from the niaximum velocfl_tb _e required Out-

let velocity. If this diffusion _s to_ large for a given boundary-layer condition, the

flow ca_ separate and cause high blade los_. '_he effect Of this flow sepai'ation on

blad_ efficiency |s demonstrated in fibre II-_. The bible on the left had attached

" ! "%.'
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: flow-with.a reasonably low blmte l_adln_ _nd high efficient. AS blade loacttn_ was

increased to higher values, the flow Bel_rated from the blade on the right and re-
suited in high losseS, or low efficiency, as indicated. What is desired, then, e.re
techniques to increase blade lo_ing tQ hi,her values while still m_lntalnlp.g high

efficiency.
!/ r

AdvancedLoadingConcepts

_everat blade types were screened to increase blade loading _nd-included plain i_
blades, tandem blades, Jet-flap blades, ta_nt_l slots, and blades with vortex i'!_

generators (refs. 1 to 5). Of thos_ ln_stigated, two that appuared pro_llst_g and i_

were pursued were the tandem and the jet-flap blades (fig. II-$). i_
As imflcated, the tandem blade requi_:es only one gas strean_ whereas the Jet- i;_

' flap blade requires a secondary source o_ gas th_ might already be required for

turbt_ cooling. The use of this type for both cooling andhigh loading depends ,

largely on whether or not the coolant would llav_ enot_h momentum left aftez_ interna_ i,_
cooling to be effective as a Jet flap. The descriptions, test proced_es, and results !_
for both the tandem and Jet-flap blades are found in the re_erences. However, this

paper cOncerno only the tandem blade, since the general results are typical of those .obtained from the Jet-flap blad_ _lso. The concept of the tandem blade is this. The

• _ flow iniUally accelerates on the forward foil, with a corr_sponding boundary-layer llt

. growth. Begone the large diffusion tO the outlet condition, the blade is cut off and

.. . _ the diffusion is allowed to take place on • second, or rear, foil wlltch starts with _ "
: cle_ boundary l_Lyer. Tlte concept, then, is to h_t_e the dfffu_don take p_ce on a

": ' relatively thin boundary layer in an attempt to cause the flow to remain attached. '

' "/ The effectiveness of this concept is demonstr_tted in figure 1I-4. This figur_ _gws '

: iI _eake traces Of total pressatre taken behind a tandem and a plain blade in c_ e
i testS for the same test conditions. As shown for the tandem blade on the 1__.:/the

wd;kefrom the forward foil persisted to the _tt Of the blade. The _deflclt in _trea as

i i shown by the depth _cl width Of these traces is _ measurement cLthe lo_ses on the
' blade, and as can be Seen from the figure, the deficit in area for the plain blade

'l . appears to be l_ger th_ the combined wakes from the t_ndem blade. As a matte_"
• " Off_tct_ the losSes from the tandem blade Were determined to be about one-half

:_ ' those Of the plain blade.

I
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InltlaLTandemRotor

The Initial t_ndem rotor te_ted is shown in figure H-O, Thls _rbirte st_e had

& tip diameter of 80 inches. The number of blades in this rots# is comparable to
tl_t In a typl_l-pL_J_ blade turbine, It is l_eled _s &tthl_h scltdity wtrotor to dis-
tinguish it from & rotO_ that is shown l_t_r with a low Solidity, A large amount Of
diffusion _as imposed across the hul_of th_ blade by rtKluiri_ that the ottt_et veloc-

ity at the hub be lisa th_n the inlet velocity, This red_tion in velocity _cross the

blade row is called "negative reacUon 't and is discussed later. The petrel'manes of--- _*
this rotor in terms of t_bLne efficiol_.¥ is sh0w_ in fipre II-6. As indicatedp the ,
e_fielenCy of the turbine remained ¢.ta relatively h_h level over the range Of p/,eel-

sure ratios tested. 'tI_ design pressure rate w_s 2. I, and the corresponding effi-
ciency was about 90 psi'cent.

LowSolidityTandem

With the concept of the tandem blade demonstrated by the initial cascade and
rotor tests, a second tandem rotor was designed _tith considerably higher blade

_'. loading. A photograph of this rotor compared to the rotor Just described is shown

in figure II-_. It can be seen that the mechanis_ used to tncrease blade loading was

Solidity. That is, there are both feWer blades and shorter chord lengths for _ low

, solidity z,otor compared to the high solidity l'oto_-. Both rotors were 8esi_tedto
, produce the same power for the same weight flow and imposed pressure drop across

the turbil_e. The performance of this rotor compared to the high solidity rot0i" is ,

• ___. shown in figure II_,

• : It iS apparent from this comparison that the efficiency dropped considerably for I
"k r ' _ the low solidity rotor_ especially at the higher pre_s_t¢e ratios, At the low pressure

ratio tested, 1.6, the efficiellcies of the two turbines were abont equal. Howe_ei% ,•
at the deSign pressure ratio of 2.1 the_e w_ a dec_'ease hi efficiet_ey of about 4
points. This decrease became larger as pressure ratios increased. :,It appears
from these results, then, that there is a Mach number effec¢ Onpe_fo_e of this

tttrbine. That is, as pressure ratio and Ma_h n_tmberincreased to htgl/er va_ues_

:. the losses became conSiderably higher. This can be part_liy explained by going , _ ,

./ back to the blade loading description of figure II-l. l_cau_e of the low solidltyand _
*" _. high loading, the ma_mhm ve'locity on the suction surface Was above S0nie_ Appar-

ently the interaction Of the lo_d shocks with the diffusing condition resulted in high " _

local losses and possibly flow separation.

Sg
e
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AppllcatlonofTandemBlades

The e_den_e indie_,te_, then, theft the tandem blade may be a tt_eftt| devi_e to
eontrol-_rge _tmount_of dtffuslo_ efficiently pFovidedthat the m_Imu4n _rf_ee

velocity ie subsonic. This would be e_poe_ly true In the case of a nel_tive reae-

ttQn blade row, where the outlet velocity would be Lowerth_n the ihlet veloel4_, which ii
tlzen would require even more diffusion, This _ _hown in fibre II.P. This theoeet-

i_l velocity distribution shows an imposed outlet velocity less than-the irth_ velocity, !_
or a condition o_ negative r-elZetion. Also, the maximum velocity ie lees tl_n sonic. :,

This could be _n appli_tlonj then, where a tandem blade could be eonsidet'ed tie it '

useful device to control laz._ge_mounts of diffusion e_ielently, i_

Such an appll_ttion could be _ to a high bypass-ratio fan drive turbine. Fig- _i\_

ure ll-10 is a schematic of a three.stage turbine designed for a fan drive that is i!charttcteriz_d by 10w.blade speeds, low Mach.ntlmbers, and ne_ativ_ rettetion.eondi.
lions across the hub region of the last stage. This is an exan_le, then, where a _
tandem blade design_f,_ld.hLjl/_plied. '_

]

TURBINECOOLINGAERODYNAMICS

t The second area to be discussed deals with the aeeo_namlcs of turbine cooling.

To design cooled _rbines properly, it is necessary to account for the effect that the
proposed co01_t will lfave on turbilae efficiency. It was felt that the effect of the
coolant is mostly a function of the location tmd direction of the eooltmt eJectio_l ttrid

::-,.... . _- the energy level of the coolant flow.

• BladeTypesTested

; In view of this, two _Xtreme cases were investigated With respect to eoo_nti ."

•_ ejection types. The blade types tested are shown in fig_t_e II,11. They-are the slot-

ted trailing edge Onthe left and two types of pot'ous skin blades o_t the right. They
all hltve the same blade profile as the solid uncooled statorbiacte shownat the top o/

the figure. The detailed description and'test results can:be f_nd in references 6
_", to 14,

The trailing edge slot blades ejected all the coolant through a sl0t in the traliing

edge in _tdirection generally the same as the adJitcent prhnary air. The two t_pes
of lJor_us s_in blhdeb tested, the discrete holes and the wire mesh, ejected air

O0000001-TSFIO
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around the entire periphery of the bl_dlng and in a direction gener_lly normal to the
., adjacent _tiretream, A number of quatifytng _tatem_nts ought to be m_tde noW,

: ., First, the relative performance of the blade_ was d_termt_ted by mea_urlng and oom- i

paring the to_l.pre_mtre los_e_ at the exit _f the b_de_, 1t w_t_felt that tempera- i

ture ratio would hav_ only a _mall effect on the_e measurementS. Therefore, all i_

twtn wore e_nducted with cold air, with fie attempt to match ariy t_mporatu_e r_ttlo i'!i
between th_ coolant m_d prima_y air. Second, the bl_de_ were mttdOa_ _lmple as _

po,_slblV_ frith no lnter_tl pre_ro drop devicen ln_t_llvd to slmtflato that which

might IJe oneeuntored in _n actual cooled blade, For ex_tmple, in the blade on the left,
tho trailing ed_O slot, _'_uired very little p_,o_su_O drop to eject the cool_nt out the

trailing edge. On thO other hand_ the porous skin types on the right required a sow- _:

siderable pressure drop on the coolt_nt side to eject the eoohtnt th_otigh the poro_ts
skin, The effect of som_ o_ these differences is discussed hirer,

A photographof thOthree bladeHtested Is shownas figure IZ-/.9. The blade on
' the left had a slot extending _lont_ the entire length of the trailing edge, The dis.

crete hole blade was self-supporting _mdthe wtrt_ttion in flow _tr.otmdthe blade was

controlled by varying the porosity of the holes around the sttrface. The wire mesh
blade was made by wrapping and welding a wire mesh arou_.d internal struts, The

electron beam welds between the mesh and the internal _trut can be seen in the fi_-
i:

are, The distxibution of the coolant around the periphery of t_ts blade was cohtroLled
' by the size of the metering holes in the orifice plate that can be seen _tt the top of

the blade.
• i

: Stater $utreys ,
., Figure fI-l$ shows one type of blade (the wire mesh blade) lnst_lled in a cbm- t

i

plete stator a_sembiy. Annular surveys of totai'p_e_isure 10ss _Vere made behiad
i i_, each of the st_tor blade rows, A cOmpariSon of the wake traces i_de at the mean

section behind the various blades is _ho'wuih f_gui'e II-14. The wake traces are
shown as a di'op in total pressure as a percent of inlet total pressure for coolanti
flows up to 7 percent, Again, the deficit in area sh0wn by the wake is an indication
of blade losses, The blip for _/percent coolant On the left (negative value of pros- __

::_ sure drop) meaps that the total presSui'e Of the ejected coolant whs higher than the

' inlet total pressure of the primary air. It was bSgher because the 0nly way to vary
.... the coolant flow rat_ for a fi_ed slot size Was to vary the cavity pressure of the

coolant within the blade. !

Both w_kes show _t0 percent coolant trace taken when the co61_/dt(vas turned off.
Of pai'ticular interest is a co_uparison 0i what happens to the width of this wake as ,,

\
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coolant is added. As ,,_n be noted on the left for the tra$11_4_edge slot, the coolant
filled in the wake from the trailing edge of the blade, However, its effect did not _-
tend outward into the region of the primary flow. This was not the cane for the

porous skin type, As flow was addedp there was a large buildup of boundary layer

on the suction aide that extended this boundary layer _onslderably into th_ free !;2i!
stream area, A comparison of the 0ftlciencies determined by the full annular aur- '

voys t_ken bcllind thD various bhtdos In shown in figure II-15. The starer efficiency ,i:

indicated in a znoastlromeht of the total kinetic energies of both flows involved) corn- ),

l_red to the totaXideal onorglO.s of both flown involved. An obvious difference exists :,
in the level of officienL:ies exporionc0d by both the pOrous skin bla_les when comlxtred

to the trailing edge slot. The efficiency of tJ_etrailing edge slot varied _,ery little _t_
from its value at zero flow arid Is close to the 97-percent efficiency of the Solid
blades tested. The porous skin types, on d_o other hand_ decreased in efficiency ';

, continuously as coolant flow was added. As au example, at 6 percent coolant flow =i!
the efficiency of the porous skin blades decreased about 10 points. The r0ason that--.
the efftc!encies of the porous skin blades were lower at zero flow is that a sm_l

a_aoupt of primary air "leaked through" the blades when the coolan{ was turned off _
and caused a 8mall drop in efficiency, This leaking condition dLdnot exist at cool-
ant flow rates above 2 percent, !|_

i

StagePerformanceTests

The solid rotor _sed to dete1'mi_,e st_e performance Ofall three stator configu-

rations is 30 inches in diam0ter and the blades;are 4 inches long (fig. II-16). A
_: comparison of the resulting stage efficiencie$ for the v_rious _rbines is showfl in

figure II-17. As e_pected, this comparison of stage _ficiency iS similar in trend t
to the comparison of the stator efficiencies shown pl'eviously. The thermodynamic
efficiency d the turbine with trailing edge Slots remained very close to that of the
uncooled _rbin_ with solid blades, which had an efficiency of 92 percent. The
porous skin turbines had efficiencies of aboutig0 percent at zero cOolant flow and

decreased to al_out 86 percent at 4 percent coolant flow and about 81 perqent at
7 percent coolaflt flow.

} ' i '.

PartiallyBI0cRedPorousSkin "

It shouldbe res_tod that the re_lts presented h&ve.beenfor bladel_pur))osely
selected (o represent two extreriies irl terms o_,locationand direction of coolant

42
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, : ejection. Returning to the sk_'ch of the blades tested (fig. 1/-11) it is recognized

.......i:i ,, that literally hundreds of var_oas cooling schemes could fall somewhere between
•_" _ _ these two extremes. For example, the trailing edge slot blade tested on the left

had a relatively small pressure drop required to eject the coolant. For an actual

: blade_ of course, the particular internal flow passages would decrease the energy
• : level of the coolant as it is ejected from the slot. Also, practical considerations

Shoul_be made for porous skin bladeS. For example, it may be desirable selec-

..... tively to block Off various portions of the blade. To demonstrate this blocking, the
wire mesh blades were retested with the back two-thirds perU,on of the suction stir-

face sealed. All.the coolant, then, was ejected from the forward otw-third of the
. SuCtiOnsurface and the entire length of the pressure surface.

.... :i:i.. A comparison of the total-pressure wake traces for this test is made in fig-

tire 11-18. A considerable difference in the pattern of the wake trace_ can be noted.
::_ For the full ejection case on the left, there Was the large buildup of bou_c_try layer '

' on the suction Side referred to earlier. For the partially blocked blade-on the right,

the thickness of the boundary layer on the Suction surface became substantially less,

and, of course, because a larger portion of the air-waS ejected out,the pressure
stirface, the boundary layer on the pressure side became substantially greater.

Therefore, if the general width and depth of the two boundary layers are compared,
• the partially blocked blade on the right sllould have a higher performance. This is

..... true as shoWn in figure 1/-19, Where stator efficiency is presented as a function of
if'

coolant flow for the two blades. To calculate efficiency, both blades were charg_l

: ",: with the same coolant pressure drop to eject a given amount _ofcoolant flow. As
: indicated, a small improvement in efficiency restllted.

' SUMMARY

• , " _, ;Y"" In summary, concept_ to increase blade loading may be useful toOls to control

r _ large amounts of difftision efficiently, I'arovidedthat the maximum local gur_ace ve-
i ' locities are subsonic. One indicated ar_a of.applicati0n could Be,high byp!s_ ratio I

i " _ fan drive turbineS, where the required _xOWblade speed results in h generally loW
.:". level of Mach number throughout the turbine.

!! FOr turbine cooling, the effect'of the co51anton hirbine dficiency has been shown
. ' to be a fuliction of the location and direction of the coolant ejection antl _e energy

level of the coOlant. Altho_tgh the blades tested were iiot designed for a_tual coolidg,
the rdsdlt$ iitdicate that the aerodynamic p_ftatty caf_be signi/icant arid should be

considered when evaluating a given coolin_ application. S6n_e of the_acmai turbine ._

coolant cotmiderations a/'e discussed in t.Iiepaper by Ellerbi'Ock and (_ochr_.h. 1
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III. TURBINE COOLINGRESEARCH

. HermanH. Ellerbr0ckandReevesP. C0chran

The trend in both military and commercial aircraft gas ttn,bine engines ia to- i,

ward turbofan engines having a compact, high-temperature, high-pressure gas !:.
generator el, !'_ore." AS the turbitte inlet temperature is increased, it is aecess_ry i,:

to increase the compressor pressu_'e raffo to obtain minimum specifi_ fuel consump- ii

rich; therefore, increases in turbine inle_ temperatvxe will generally be accompa- iii
flied.by increases in the compressor pressure ratio. With preSent-day technOlOgy, _,,.

_'; plUS the expected development of improved turbine cooling processes, advances in !i

' turbine materhtls_ and advances In vane and bla_e f_tbrication techniques, it seem_ i_i '_

probable flirt turbine inlet temperatures equivalent to thOse achieved by stoichio- _:
" metric combustion will be employed ih future gas tut'bine engines. For JP type

fuels burning at StOieJflom_tric fttel,atr r_ttios, the resulting combustion gas tern- Iperature will be of the order of 3500° to 40000 F, or higher, depending on the flight
speed and altitude of the airplane in which the engine is installed. For these very

' high gas temperature_ rite associated compressor pressure ratio may be of the '
.,.:. order of 30 or 40 to 1. It appe_Lrs, therefore, that htture gas turbine aircr_t en-

_.. gineS may operate at turbine inlet temL_ratures _f the ordei_of 4000c F and gas
_'_'_ pressures as high as 600 psla.i:

I"' _:" ._ The NASA L_wiS Research Center is currently engaged in Investig_ttln_ turbine ,
: _ cooling for appli_atibtt to aircr_t gas turbine engines at g_s temi_ratures up to

'\ ii about 4000 ° F and gas pressures up to about 600 psla. Present facilities permit
_ _iI experimental research at gas temperature'and pressure of #.bout 2500° F anti 12_

9. psia, respectively. Proposed facilities will extend-the range of eXperimental eh- |"

:. : vironments tO the higher levels. '
The purposesOf this p_per are threefe_d, uamety_ (i) to discuss the dojectives

of the Lewis turbine Cooling p_ogram_ (_,_to indicate howandwith what f_tCilities
".i the research is conducted, and (3) to p_-esefit s_me results that have been obtained

,. to date. ht brief_ the t_r'bine cooling research goals are
•' .'_ (i) TO develop imprbced methods and to modify existin_, theorles for predicting .

vane and blad{_io_ti temperatures for_all tyPeS o_ Cc_ling "_rocesses I!
(2) To develop rhetJlods tor predicting vane and blade life

PRECEDINGPAGE BLAIK NOT FIL
6T "
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(3) TO investigate cooling ¢oncel_tS for future high-temperaturs, hlgh-pres_re
. engines !

(4) To investigate advanced metal Joining techniques that can be employed to
fabricate vanes and blade8 h_.ving high cooliag effectiveness

Up to the present time convection cooling with air ha_ beer_th_ primary means

of cooling the vane_ and blades el aixera_t g_ turbine. Ia come i_tanees augmen- '_
b

ration oF the convection _oling ha_ been acMeved by the use of film cooling from l_
holes or Slots located in cor_i_ critical reg_ns e_ the Vane or blade airfoil. For _

the severe e0oting conditiontt ant_ctl_.ted/or future high-temperature, high-pressut'e Ii;
engines_ it is unlikely that convection cooling will be adequate; therefore, more ,!!
effective cooling pt'ocesses erich as full-coverage film cooling and transpiration i

cooling '#ill be required. Reference 1 discusses these variOtts cooling methods, t_i

analyzes their limitatiolts_ and indicates their future potential in terms of turbine I_:

inlet temperature_ gas pressure, coolant temperature, and relative cOolant flow re_ _!i

quirements. Reference 2 discusses the cooling potential oLconvection-cooled tur- _ _.
bineS, including the effects of reduced cooling air temperature, for Ma_h $ flight I_
conditions. References 3 to 11 report researP_h that has been conducted on film and i!

transpiration cooling; references 12 and 15 discuss impingetnent cooling, i'!
Presently most co_vection-cool_d turbine vanes and blades are made from one.- !.::i

piece castings of nickel.-base high-temperature alloys. For some cooling appli_-
i

tionS, sheet metaLtnse_ts are placed within the finished castings to pt'ovide impinge o
ment cooling. In ot'der to utilize some ef the most effective advanced cottvectYLott

cooling _oncepts, the vanes and blades may have to be fabricated in _eparate sub-

assemblies and then Joined together. For practical application, such __abt'tcatedt

vanes and blades must employ metal joining processes that resttlt in highly efficient
":i. Joints. Two promising joining prOcesSes that might be used to belial vane and blade '

subcotnponents together with resulting high Joint efflciencies are activated diffusion ._,

brazing and g_ts pressure welding. Both of these pt'OcesSes are discussed in refer- .,.
• ence 14.

Tile turbi_.e _ooling research progr_n at the Lewis Research Center- includes _

both in-house work and contracttial efforts by universities and industry. "the tn-

..'_ house research is being conducted on both an expvrim_ntal and art_lytical basis. The ,.,'.

:,, major Le_is Research Center experimental research facilities for turbine cooling
i-: consist Ofa Stati_ cascade _aciIity, a modified J-_5 research et_fle_ and a flow .,
.: appar_ttus for studies Ofairflow withtn vanes, blades, and turbine disk t;o_ponents,

: all of which will be disc0$Sed in this paper. SOme of {he initial result_ obttdned _
i. from these facilities are presented in this paper, a_ well as restilts obt_ned frdm
I

contracttial r_search.
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Experimental resuRs from-the static cascade and engine facilities cover com-
bustion gas temperatures-ranging from about 1045° to 2564° F, gas pressures f.r_m

about 18 to 45 psla, and coolant temperatures from..75 ° to 900° F.

METHODS-FORTURBINECOOLING

DescrlptlonofCoollngMethods

Four methods of turbine cooling are illustrated in figure IIl-l. The least c0m-

_ p]icated method is convection cooling (fig. III-l(a)). In this cooli_ method, the

heat that is picked up by the blades from the hot gas is conducted 'hrough the btade
wall to cooling air that is flowing through internal passages in the blade. Generally

fins are used oft the inside (coolant side) wall to iucr_ass the surface area exposed
to the Cooling airflow. The heat transferred by convection from the inside blade

wall to the cooling_air iS a fu_tction of the exposed surf_tce area, the wall-t0-cooling-
air temperature difference, and the co_tvedtive heat-transfer coefficient,

_ A variation of conVectiOn cooling that cart be used in certain areas on the blade

is impingement cooling, which is illustrated in figure III-l(b). In impingement
cooling, Jets of cooling air are directed against the inner surface of the blade wall
tO transfer heat from _te metal to the coolant in a more efficient way than can be :

defoewith normal convection cooling. The heat transfer in impitzgentent cooling Is _

higher than that of normal convection cooling because of the vet_y high stagnation :i

I" '. point heat-transfer coefficient_ that c_mbe ob_ined at the points of Jet impingement.

i EVen mbre efficient use of the cooling air cartbe made by combltting film cool-
"'_.,... ingwithconvectioncoolingaS shown infigureHI-l(c).Inthismethod,coolingair

ispassedthroughholesor slotsinthebladewalltoestablisha filmofrelatively
I

cool air on the outer surface of the blade. The coolihg air picks up heat _onvec-

• /' lively in the holes through the blade Wails and thus reduCeS the metal tempet-ature.

,_ Then, thefilmofcoolingairthatisfor,reedon theouterwallftll'therreducesthe _
ii_ blade temperature by reducing the quarttity of heat that is transferred from the gas .._,

stream through the fill_ to the blade. The cooling effect of this film dissipates
quickly in the presence Of the gas stream and must be renewed with additional I

downstream holes if more tl_n local ftlut cooling is d_sired. _ " I
The most efficient use of cooling air _1 be _tttained by pas_ing the air through ,

• a porouswallto establisha completeand continuousblanketofcoolhiton the outer _

: surface of _he birds as sh_v_ in _igttre I1l-l(d). The air thtzt transpires through the
l_i'ous w_tll picks up heat Very effectively f_om the wall by convection. The uniform

4
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film est_tblished on the outer wall results in an even greater reduction of gas-to-
wall heat-transfer coefficient tl_auwas accomplished in film cooling. _

t

ExamplesofCooledConflgurations

Two typical blade configurations incOrporating the various coolin_ methods are

shown in figure III-2. In the upper co_tguration (fig. III-2(a)), three of the/oUr
coolir,_ methods are combined. Cooling air enters the blade in several parallel ra-

dial flow paths. Air in the forwardmost flow path.impinges on the inner surface of

the leading edge of the blade th_'ougha radial array of holes. This air then flows

chordwise toward the rear alou4gthe inside wall on both Sides of the blade to con- !
" vectively cool tile forward portion of the blade immediately behind the leadi_ edge.

Slots in the blade wall transfer tlWair to the outer surface of the blade to establish Ii

a film-cooling layer. Air in the midchord region flows radially outWardin channels !i

adjacent to the blade outer wall. This airflow makes a 180° turn at the blade tip to

enter the central mid,herd cavity. The air then flows radially inward and dis- !!
charges fro,,l the central cavity through trailing edge slots over the blade sl_an.

The lower configuratiofl (fig. I_-2(b)) is a tranSpiratio_-cooled blade. A fluted :_
supportstrutisthestructuralpartoftheblade. The porousmaterialwhichforms i:

, the blade wall is attached to this fluted strut. The channelS formed by the flutes act I! ;
as radial coolant flow passages. From these channels, the coolant passes through

; the porous wall and forms a prOtectiVe film on the outer suzCcce of the blade.

i Poterttlals_ofCoolingMethods ,

_mp .l_.iedcomparlsonofcoolin_methods.- Convection_t)ollng(includingira- t i,
: pingement cooling) is currently being used on operationkl gas turbine engineS, with

some augmentation from film _ooling in critich.l regions. At the seveee coOling con-

ditions expected in future engines, it is likely that convection cooling will, be ia-
adeqttate, and more advanced cooling schemes such as film and transpiratiot_ cooItng

will have to be ased. The potentials of the various _oolin__ methods as applied to a
blade can be determined in a relatively simple manner by considering the blades a_i

lieat eXchangers and evaluating the cooling requirements on _. basi_ of the heat

capacity,ofthecoolingairflbWingtht'bughtheb_tdes,An exam_)leofsuchan evalUli-
tiohisgivCtLinreference1 a_d isrepeatedinflgui'eDA-3. ThiseXampieshowsre-

lativecoolatttflowr_ttiorequiredaa a fttnetiouof_rbineinlettemperatui;b.F0r this

evaluation,a convectionefficientlyOf0.7 Was assumed. Convectioneffictencyis

I
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,/ defined as the ratio c)f the rise in cooling air temperature to the maximum potential -
i ;', ,. rise in cooling air temperature. Mt_thematically tht_ c_n be expresBed aS

: TC o" TC i

• TM, t "TO, t

(_tl symbols are d_lned in the appendix. ) It is further assdmed th_ the outside

metal temperature TM o is 18000 F, the coolant temper_rc TC I is 1000° F, _
the gas stream, p_essur_ is 20 atmospheres_ and the blade wall thinness is 0. 05

inch. As a b/_sis of comparison, the coclaat flow ratio r_uired to cool the blade i
;,i convectively at a turbine inlet tentperr_ture o_._,§00 ° 1_was assigned the vahte c_ uttity.

All other coolant flow ratiOs wore referenced to this base. ,_,s caa be seett in fig- t

" ' ' ure iII-$, the required convection coolant flOWrises Very rapidly over the range of i

turbin_ inlet temperatures Cottsidered. At 3000 ° F, the required cOolant flow-r.atio i

iathree times that required at _0 ° F. t

Also shown in figure 1/1-3 are curves for full_coverage film- .and tranSpiration-
cooled blades. The same condition-were used to develop these curves as were used

for the convection curve except that the efficiency of fthn cooling wan asmuned to be

0.6 and the efficiency of tranSpiration cooling was assumed to be 0. 8. The defini-

tions Oi these efflctencies are the same as those for the con_,ection efflcieiwy except

that the blade cutside SurfaCe t_mperature is su_sti_utect_O_ the blade inside sur-

face temperature. From figure IIl-$ it cache seen tl_t the t.equired cooiant flo_

' i ' : ratios at 2500 ° F are 62 and 42 per_est of the required co_,ection coolmit for full-

coverage and transpiration eooltr_g_ respectively. When turbine inlet temperature

_'/- _ _, _i _s increased to $0000 F, the required cOolant fiery rat_o increase s by 53 percent for '

..... :_:i/ full-coverage film and by 43 percent fortr_mspiration Cooling. E_,'en _t $500°, F,
, ' : the required coolant flow ratios for _e_e two cooling m_thods compare favorably

_ Wi_h the requi_ed coOlant flow ratio for convection cooling at a turbine inlet tempera-
.... ture of B6000 F. 'r4 '''

....• possible improvements In conve_tion Coolly. - At temperature levels Where
_::i_ " COnvection cooling can' provide adequate pro'tection, th_S method does have eeve_'al

._! advantages over film and tr_mspir_.tion cOoling. The holes or sleets in the blade wau

:_. that _tre required for film coolthg _md the porous wall that Is requit'ed for transpira-

.., . " . tiOn cooling r_sult in str_t_tu_es that _tre inherently weaker than the solid walL of a

..... convectiOn-cooled blade. Also, these openings in the blade walls are susceptib_ to t

: vibration and fatigue failures. Foreign object damage and clogging :of the very i

sniall coolaht l_assages b_ surface oxidation or dirty cooling air/:an be serious pro- _

blems in film- or transpiration-cOoled blades. Fabrication techniques for film- !

i.
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and transpiration-cooled b_des are usunlly more complle_ted andmore unco_ven-

ttom_l than the fabrication technique_ for convection-cooled blades. AS pointed out

in the paper on turbine nerodyr_mics by Moflitt, Nosek, and Roelk_ the entz., of
low-energy coolir_ _r into the g_ stream along the blade surlnco in film and trans-

piration coolin_ can have a detrimental effect on turbl_ pe_forr,_mcc. Therefore,

ways of inp_ov_ng,convection cooling Should be _veJtigated.

Some possible improvements inconvection cooling at a gas temperature level
of 2'180° F are shown-in figure/11-4. This ten_e_aturc level _ also shown as the

squar_ symbol in_igare HI-8. Th_ othe_ assumptioJ_s that were made in this com-
parison arc indicated by _e vahto_ a_ the tops of the bars in figure 1II-4. First,
consider the possible improvement with increased convective efficiency. If _ vane

!

cooilr_g configuration With an ideal, bttt unobtainable, 100 percent convection effi-
ciency could be produced, the relative coolant flowratio could be reduced as shown
by the bar on the left in figure HI-4. The same magnitude 0_ coolant flow reduction

c_n be obtained by reducing the vane wall, thicklwss to 0.05 inch as shown by the bar
on the right in figure rrf-4. Thinner walls _esult in s. Shriller temperature d_op

through the wails. For n eonstal_t outside wall su_ace temperatures, which may be
determined by oxidatio_ limitations, a Sm_,lier temperature drop thr0u_l_ the w_ll

1

results in a larger temperature difference between the inside wee temperature a_d _

the cooling air temperature. This larger temperature difference permits betters: _ ,
utilization1 of the cooling air by alltnving higher cooling .a_rtempei, aiur-e rises. It I .... '
can be concluded from thi_ that the wall should be made as thi_as l_ssible cousin- I ._....

tent with s_ructural considerations s_Ichas foreigt_ Object dalna_e, gas pressure
', forces, and oxidation effects.

!,. _.ven g,:ea_er improvements in convection cooling can be obtair_d by reducing

:- :i the cOOlanttemperature or increasing the allowable vane metal temperature. The
ba_._ in figure HI-4 Show thai the e_fects of a 400°F reduction in cooling air tem-

perature or a _00° F increase in the allowable vane Wall temperature to 2000° F

reduce _he c_bOlantfloW requi_ed to about _ the original value., This con_rison-
shows that redu_dorm in _ooilng air temperature or increases in a,l_owable metal

tempera.lure are far more effee_ve in permitting either higher turbine inlet tern- "- ....

perature or lower coolant floW ratios than Wili ever be possible by im_roving the _ , :i

cooling _ffectiveneSs of convection-cooled turbine vanes. :,I'

C /

v
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EFFECTOFCHORDSIZEONCOOLANTREQUIREMENTS
,), -

• TrendIn BladeSize

The trend in future on,ins design is toward the "gore" typa m_tno whici_-l_s
hi_her _aB temperatures and compressor prs_re-eatios t_g engines currently in
use. The t_rbh_e va_ ,s and blades of these core er._tnes are much smal_er than _'/

those used in mo_t preecl£t-day etzginss, Those adVanced eugineswfll w_oratg at +,,:
temperatures up to 4000° F and preesure$ its hl+h am 000 pola with blade mp_nSof +"

about 1 filches. Future helicopter and lift e_lnes will operate itt lose severe con- t..

. ditions with turbine inlet temperatures reaching 2500° F at pressures of _pproxi- II_
mately 190 psla. ltowever_ these latter engines Will have blade_ with spans of about

., 0. 't5 inch,

'+ EffectofChordSize ,

Because of these trends toward small-MZed turbine hardware, a etddy of the

effect of blade size on the coolant requirement hag been initiated Within the NASA

Lewis program. This study is being done under NASAcontract NAS3-.:1,3205 by

AiResearch Manufacturing Company. In this. Contract study, an analy+lis iS beli_g

made to de,el'mine the effect O_cooll_ performance Of,scalh_ down given turbine

+ ,"i' blade cooling conftgttrations within fabrl_ttion constraints, Any attempt to deter

i ..... mine the _fect of chord size on cooling pev/ormance in a wide variety of engine
"\, applications would be prohibitively _otuplex. As a c6nseqttePtce, for th_ analysis

- .U _-_+++"

i ' + ' ' " "++ :+:: Simplifying assumptions Were used. Some of th0 mor_. impOrtant assumptions were
• .::,++- (1) a fixed external aerodynamic shape, (2) coth._ .,_ _Olidity and constant Corrected

, ..... . .:. velocity triangles, (3) chords of 0. 75, 1, and 1.5 inches, (4) _ consent tttrbine

• :.., blade span which was consistertt with the radius ratio and+aspect ratio for t_e 1-inch-
+ _+ chord blade, (_) turbine inlet and c¢oling air inlet pressures ax+,dtempe_a_res that .:

.. i_+. would be expected in adv+tneed engines, ttnd (6) a Creep life of 1000. hOtl_'_for.. the '
• / _ blade material. .:. _ "

.... . For a Specific engine design when bl_le Solidity iB held corista'nt, a reducflon in

• _ ++_, chord length (i. e. ,. larger aspect ratio) will result in higher aerodynamic effi_:iel_cy

+ and a lighter weight turbine. However, fabrication limithtionS can make the coohng
: of short-Chord blades dfffi_uit. U_ualiy proportions! reductions of thealready-sinall

dimensions of th_ interp,ai _a._sages and _vall thicknesges of the blade++are Iiot prac-

tical Thm'e_ore, /lie t'atio of internal to externb.i heat-transfer areas and the,ratio

/.

+
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i of cooling.airflow to gem flow area_ decrease as chord size decreaees. The_e tae.
,_, tore _ result in l_lgher coolant glow requirements at _-giv_n turbine inlet temper_.

" ture or in reduced allowab!e-.turbtne inlet temperatures where cooling _ir preseure

drop leJa ltml_tiort,
The results o_-tt_eanalygis of ogv of the convection.cooled blade contigur_tlon_

' considered in the studye_reshoranIn figure l_,,IL The blade la of ca_t construction
with transverse cast-in fins at the telling edge and cast-pl_ fins on a triangular

stmciu_ t_ the reminder Of the bhtdc. At the Ic_li_ edge, air flows radi_tlly out
ward to exit at the tip, lh the remainder of the b_de_ air flows both radially out.
Ward to exit at the tip and horizontally (chorthviSe) to exit through holes in the trail-

ing edge. The results wtt_ this blade design ere _lown for a turbine inlet gas tern. t:

pemture of _100° F. This gas temperature w_s the maximum allowable g_s ten_-
perature for a 1000.hour lff_ for the 0. '/G.inch chord blade. This figure shows an _

increase in cooling flow requirement as chord size decreases. This trend held true _'

' for cooling air sttpply temperature_ of both 900° and 12000 F. It can be concltlded
from this study theft convection cooling of short-chord blades will be difficult. ++

The analytical study showed that _or blades cooled by a combination of confeC-

tion and film cooling_ a consistent trend with chord size did not necessarily restllt. I;_
In some o£ these designs_ _ocal thermal stresses induced by the film cooling re- ],t
suited in the 0. 7§- and 1-inch-chOrd blades having allowable temperatures higher _i+

than the 1. _-inch-chord blade. Additional information on the effect _ chord sine on I
weight and cooling is contained in reference 15.

• +, EXPERIMENTALAPPROACHFOREVALUATIONOFCOOLEDCONFIGURATIONS

Experimental evaiuaflol_s are required on air-cooled _onfigdr_tions to verify

that the criteria used in the design of these configurations are ,/alid. These design
criteria are based on the best av_tilable knowledge ot the heat-transfer processes in
and around the Configuration. To provide _ccurate inpttts for checkii_g the design

calculations, the temperature_ pressure, and flow r_te of both the gas stream
the cooling _ are measured in the experimental testing. The design criteria can

. then be modified &nd refined on the bUis of comparisul_ between anaLytical-and ex-
+ perimental results. The improved design _:riteria C_n then be used to produce bet..

ter _o_igurations. Ideally_ these well-designed co_|guratio'ns will not have to be

subJet_ted to eXpenSive deVelOpmental t_stin_ to determine unknown effec_ that were
_ot accounted for in the design. Typicai procedures for determining cooling air;
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. g_,s stream, and metal tempvrataro _onditlons experimentally are Illustrated in this • •

_: section.
:i

CoolingAIrflowDistributionStudies

On the cooling air side, the dl_tributlon of the cooling air in th_ vax,i_u_ pa_°
aa_os within the eonflguratlon Is very important, This flow distribution can be de-

termined from airflow st_dios on the actual configuration, Such a study on a typical

air-cooled vane configuration is described i_ the fol[owint_ l_tragraph,

D0_scr!pt!oa)oft_.pical alr-c,oolod vane, - A typical air-cooled vane is shown in
, figure III-6, This vane was designed for operation tit a gas environment of 2600° F

,,,, temperature, and 1B0 psla pressure with a flow of 7500 F cooling a_r ',clu_tl_o about "
3_.-percent engine flow. The portion of the vane is a single-pieceof the totat air[Oil

casting with a slotted tubular insert at the leading edge and a perforated sheet metal

in_ex't in the midchord section. A cast cap is used ca the vane tip to enclose:an in- ,_
tegral tip cooling air chamber and provide a cooling air inlet tube. Cooling air
enters the vane through the short radial tube on the tip platform. Inside this hollow
platform, the cooling flow divides into two paths. Some of the cooling flows radially
inwardinsidetheslottedtubeintheleadingedgesection,The airthen passes

througha lineararrayofradialslotstoimpingeon theinsidesurfaceofthevane

, leadingedge. Afterimpingement,theairflbwschordwisetothereal'onbothsides
. of the blade to convectively cool the section immediately behitld.the l_adip.g _dge.

.... :' Thisairthenflowsradiallyinwardb_hindtheleadi.,k¢ed_ supplytubetob_ dis-

chargedatthevanehub (seearrow).

•. .... The remainderof the coolingairenteringthevan(}flowsirti:oa cer_tralmidchbrd

. _ _", cavitTformedby theperforatedSheetmetalinsert.This airimpinge_on _theinside
: wallsinthbmidchordsectionand thenflowschordwisetothereartofurthercon-

:_ vecL' Ay cool this region. At the trailing c_ge, tile airflow separates into throe
' flows.One flowexitsthrougha radialrow ofslotstofilmcboitheSuctionsurfat,e;

A _econdflowexitsthrough similarslotson thepressuresurfaceforfilmcooling.

The remainingflowpassesthrottgha seriesofstaggeredpin-flnsinthest_littral_--_' '

• ingedgetoconvectivelycoolthis partof theblade. ,

' , ' Airflowdistributiontestappara_s. -To determinethedls_ibutionof cooling

,,! _ airflowwithin_e complicatedvanepassages,staticflowtestswere niadeas illus-

.,_', ' tra_edinfigureIII-7.OfttheleftIt_thisfigureisa cross-s_cfl0rialsketchshowing _, )
pressuretaplocationsformeastlringcoolingairpressurelossesinthemidchord _

" : section. The _.oOllngair dL,charging from the single exit path at the leading edge

and frets the three exit paths at the ti'ailing edge flows i_to sepai'ate co|lectors as

_- I .... i i| i -- • i ii
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shown On the right in figure III_/, The cooling ai_ _res_ure_ in the_e collectors ar_

: set at-level_-represen_tive Of gas strean_-_o_itic_m during engine operattatt, Thus,
the quantity of cooling air discharging from. each exit path can be measured, In-this

way the apportionment oEair to the vark_s parts of the van_ can-he determined over
" a range of flow or pPessure conditions, A detailed description of a-cooling airflow
7

distrltmtion stu_ an this vane arid the ap_r_tttts Is given in r_ferettc_ 16,

.staticcascadeTesting

The next atop is to detormin_ the effect 0£ this flow distribution on vane temper-

atures ina hot-gasenvironment.To do this,fourvaneswere installedir e static

cascadeshown schematicallyinfigure111.8.Thisstaticcascadewas desigrt_or

continuous operation at an averag0 gas stream temperature of 2_00° F and a gas

stream pressure of 150 psi. Short-time operation at 30000 F gas stream tempera-
mrs isalsopermissible,Gas streampressureand temperat_eare measuredby

probesattheInlettOthecascadetestSection.Staticpressureisalsomeasured

downstreamofthevanerow by a llneofwalltaps.A piotur_ofthecascadeis .....

shrwn infigure HI-9.
The two centrat vanes in the cascade are used _ts tlie test specimens. Tile two

outside vanes are used as guard vanes tO complete the flow channels and partially
shieldthetestvanesfrom viewoftheW,tier-cooledwails.Coolit_airis_pplledI_

tothetwotestvanesfrom a meteredand temperature-co_trolledsource. Condi-

tionsofcoolingairtemperature,pressure,andweightfloware measuredinthe

supplyline.A separatecoolingairflowissuppliedtoeachofthegu_trdv-,uies.A

detailed description of the s_tic 0_.S_ade is given in reference l_.
Vane metal temperatures are measured at local positions with thermocoupleS

: embedded in the vane wall. In addition, observation ports in the cascade walls
! (aSshowninfig.III-8)canbe usedtoobtainthermalradiationme_tsurementsby

various methods. One method is in_r_tred photography. An image of the hotvane is

recorded by a camera containing infrared photographic film, and the changes in
density on the film image are resolved by calibration into an isotherm map of the
vane surface. An example of this method is Shown in figure ]/I-10. On the left in
figure Ill-t0 is a thermal i_age of a hot vane aS recorded on 85-miUimeter infrared
film.A referencethermocoupleislocatr.dinthefieldofviewofthecamera to

' establisha basetemperatureforeValuttteddensitychanges,The image isScanned

by _tnopticalinstrume_twhich_tutomaticallyconvertsthecOntlnttoustonefilmimttge

intoisodensitycontoursas shownon therightinfigureDI-10. By usingthetem-
peratureofth,rderencetlternto_oUpleand calibratiotict=_'vesfor"filmcharactdris.
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' tics, temperature levels can be assigned to the isodensity contours to mare this

; plot into an isothermal map. This method of temperature m_asurement gives the
: detailed local metal temperatures that are essential to a thorough evaluation of the

heat transfer taking place on the cooled vanes. A detailed description of this me-

!: thod is given in reference 18.

ResearchEngineTesting I;

' ' i ?

Promising vane cooling cor_igurations are installed in a test bed turbojet ra-

search enginefor testingunder actualengineenvironment. A schematic view of i
...., the turbine section of this engine is shown in figure DI-11. This engine can be op- _.., . . .

: erated continuously at an average turbine inlet temperature of 2500 ° F; the gas !_

::) stream.rressure is 45 psia. An extensive description of the research engine is pre-

sented in reference 17.

• A cascade of five test _nes is installed in the vane row of this engine. This

• cascade is cooled by an airflow that is controlled in temperature and flow rate

., separately from the cooling airflow for the remaining vanes in the engine. The

cooling air for the five test vanes is ducted directly to the inlet air tube on each vane
J:.

tO minimize leakage and thus maintain accuracy in the measurement of cooling air

to the vanes. The remaining vanes in the row can be continuously cooled With a con-

servative coolant flow and temperature while the test vanes are being evaluated over

ranges of coolant flow rates and temperatures. This engine iS also used to test air-

cooled blade configurations.

- A five-blade test cascade is installed in the blade row of the engine as shown in

; :_ the inset sketch in figure III-11. This test cascade is also cooled by an airflow that

-. .:.. is metered separately from the cooling air for the remaining blades in the row. The
" testblade coolingairis ductedthrougha balanced pressure labyrinthsealassembly t

!i and radially outward along the rear face of the tul'bine disk to the test blades. This

seal assembly minimizes the l_age of cooling air at the transfer point between the

stationary and rotating parts of th_ engine. An experimental study of this type of

seal is presented in reference 19. A combination experimental and analytical study
of the entire test blade cooling airflow path from the engine c_xiterline throttgh the

blades is presented in r_.ference 20. A l_hotogi-aph of the rear face o_ the turbine

.:,. rotor is shown in fig_we HI-12.
'" Gas stream condition j in the engine are determifled irom pressure and temper'a-

ture measureme,ts ahead on the turbine and weight flow measurements at the engine

inlet. Cooling air conditions are measured in the cooling air supply lines. Mvf_[

temperatures on the blades and vanes are measured with thermocoupies. CurrenUy,
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": the thermocoup_ie sig_IS from the rotating blades are traTXsferred to stationary

. readout eqttipmeut through a slipring assembly. Because Qf the inherent m_inte-

nance and electric noise problems of sllprin_sj development wo_k is now in pro-

'/- gress on a rotating shaft-mounted microelectr0uics data System which will accom-

plish this signal transfer more efficiently wSth a rotary transformer. This latter

data system is discussed in reference 21. A rotating assembly wlth ten pressure

transducers is also being developed to mal_e rotating pressure measurements ou the

blades. Signals from the pressure transducer otttputs also wiU be transferred

: through the shaft data system.

".:: COMPARISONSOFEXPER AENTALANDANALYTICALRESULTS :

._. The ultimateobjectiveoftheheat-transferinvestigationsdescribedhereinis

to develop correlations that can be applied genenally to the design of cooled.vanes i

' and blades. When properly developed, such correlations could result in better de- FL

signs that Would not require so n, uch developmental testing to qualify as flight hard- t
......, ware. To accomplish this objective, the analytically predicted cooling performance t_

of vanes and blades designed from currently available correlations is compared with

eXperimental performance determined ttnder actual or simulated engine environ-

ments. Modifications or refinements are made in the current correlations to obtain ............

good agreement between analytical and eXperimental results.

,.. Vane and blades of various cooling configuratiotls have been tested in the Static .....

"_ cascade and the research engine Just described. The cooling characteristics of

: these cooling configurations have been evaluated also by two analytical methods.

The first of these methods _S a simple extrapolation o_ experimental vane tempera-

_i ture data obtained at low values of gas and coolant temperatures to predict van8 tem-
t

peratures that would occur at higher gas and coolant temperatures. The second

method is a thorough analysis of the heat-tranSfer processes in and around the vanes

using the best available heat-transfer correlations. The afl_tlysis is made on a ldgh-

Speed digital computer. COmparisons of the results from both all_tlytical methods

with experimental restllts are given in tliis sectiori. .

.. ExtrapolationOfLow-TemperatureResultstoHigh-TemperatureConditions "

Experimental heat-transfer investigatiolis ot cooled vanes and blades at high gas

stream temperatures ape costly add time-consuming because of fie deteriorating

effects of the test envirom_ent on the test _Pl_ar_tttis and the associated instrumenta-

l
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tion. For example, thermoeouple wires that can be used on thin-walled vanes and-
blades are noeesetrily small (approximately 3 mils diam). These small.<llamet_r
wires are highly susceptible to failure when subjected to the effects of hot gas

streams, To conserve the _ervice file of test apparatus anti instPumentation, a _

method was developed for extr_pelating experimental vane temperature data obtained ,+

at low gas and coolant tem_rature levels tD predict vane temperatures that would
occur at higher levels of gas and coolant temperatures, i.

A comparison of extrapolated and experimental data |or the vane shown in fig- !

ure II1-6 is presented in figure HI-13. The experimental data points (eiz'cle_) _
..... shown in.the lower part of this figure were obtained during 10w-temperature cas- _

+, cade operations. The operating conditions were a gas temperature of 1050° F, a :_!

/i gas pressure of 18 psia, and a cooling air temperature of 70° F. The solid line was i_
drawn through these experimental data. The average vane temp_ratur.e under these

environmental conditions was 580° F. Prediction of the vane temperatures at high- i
er gas and cooling air temperature levels was based on the assunlptions that the
gas Reynolds number, the gas Mach number, the coolant Reynolds number, the i

coolant Mach number, the coolant flow ratio (Wc/WG) , and the ratios of coolant to ii
gas temperatures (T_ 4/_n) were constant for both high- and low-temperature
cases. A gas temperature of 2_4 ° F was Selected f:)r the high-temperature case.

I
From the ratio of coolant to gas temperature at the low+temperature level, the co_- _+

responding value of the coolant tempeI'ature was determined te be 605° I:'. Then, i
by a3sumtng a constant ratio of the difference betWeen gas and average metal tern- i!
peratures to the difference betWeen the gas and inlet coolant temperatures (i. e._

(_G "TM)/(_G "TC i) = constant), the extrapolated value of the average vane tem-
perature was determ|ned to be 1680° F. Finally, by determining ratios of loca!,to

"'+ averagevanetemperatures(TM/TM) forthelow-temperaturedataand applying
these ratios to the average vane temperature for the high-temperature case, a ,i_, v

chordwise distribution of local vane temperatures wt_.Sobtained. This extrapolated
distribution of local vane temperatures is shown by_the dashed line at the top of

figure ]II-13. The validity of this data extrapolation was checlted by experimenthtly
testing the vane at the gas and coolant conditions that were assumed for the extra-
polation. The experimental local vane temperatures are shown tty _e _ktuare Sym,

bols in figure III-13. The agreement betWeen exp{_rimental and extrapolated t_m-

peratures is very goOd. This agreement _hows that, for the levels at gas tempera-
_ tures and wall temperature gradients constdel'ed, this ektrapolation m_thod c_n be

used for preliminary experimental evaluatioti of the cooling performance of vane_

and blades designed for high-temperature application without testing expex'im_titally
in the high-temperature environment.

]

I
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PredlctlonofVaneTemperaturesbyAnalyticalMethod

The objective of good desigo criteria is the accurate prediction of the tempera-

lure of an air-cooled vane knowing the wtne geometry and the gas and cooling air

environment in which the vane will operate. To establish _ calculation procedure
that can be used for _is purpose, deistical knowledge of the coolant flow distribution

within the vane, the internal heat-transfer coefficients, the cooling air temperature
and pressure, the gas stream temperature and pressure, and the external heat-
transfer coefficients is required. The more accurately these factors are known, the
more reliable are the predicted vane temperatures. For the vane s_own in fig- '

ure Ill-e, the cooling flow distribution was determined as described previously. The
appropriate heat-transfer coefficients were-detettniued from the best available cor-

relations, and the inputs of gas and coolant conditions were determirv=d by measure- :
ments in the test facilities (the static cascade (fig. Iil-9) and the research engilte i

(fig. HI-12)). These measurements included the gas temperature, the local gas
pressure distribution around the vane, the gas flow rate, !he cooling air temperature, iP

and the cooling air pressure. Fundamental h_t-transfer investigations of traaspira- i
tton and film cooling are being done under NASA sponsorship by Professvr Kays of
Stanford University (NASA grant NGR-05-02-134) and Professor ]_ckert of the

University of Minnesota (NASA contract NAS 3-13200), respectively. Detailed me-

thods of obtaining local cooling _tirflow rates and discharge coefficients for thi_k
plate orifices with approach flow perpendicular anti inclined to the orifice axis are

reported in rderences 16 and 22, respectively. Additional detailed flow shidtes are
in progress at General Electric under NASA cont,.act NAS 3-15499 for _rge-scale
models simulating portions of ttirbil_e va_es. Stttdies are also in progress concern-
ing the amount of heat picked up by the cooling air trader an impingement cooling
contract (NASA contract NAS 3-1t175) by Pt'of_ssor Hrycak of the N_wark College t

of _ngiaeering.

By employing the best available heat-transfer and flOw information, metal tem-
peratures were calculated on a digital computer for the van_ of figure IU-(_. The _

digital computer program combines an internal ai_low analysis with a three-
dimensional heat conducti_)n analysi_ iterations between th_ two phases are per-

formed until a final converged answer is obtained. The 9aiw is diVided into a nodal
network which varies for each wine profile and intern_.l cot)lin_ configuration.

_ The internal friction factor law (for both turbulent and laminar flow) is of the _,
following form:

ire C2f = C (2) d
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_ The constants In this law and the entrance and exit loss coefficients are establ/_hed

ii:_ by forcing the predicted flow dlBtribution to match one of the experimental static

_I flow distributions. When-these distributions agree, the program is ready to prOdlct
'i

! flow distributions for any other set of test conditions. '_

il Cooling air temperature and metal-to-coolant heat.transfer coefficients are i
calculated in the program from. existing c_rrelations. A stagnation impingement

i.

correlation is modified £c_ u.se tit _he leading edgep while an average impingement _
correlation for av, array of c|.rcular Jets Is used in the midchord region.

An experimental correlation of stagnation Nusselt numbers for a linear array of _

circular jets is presented in reference 23. To make use of this correlation in the I

present application, each slot Jet on the vane was treated as a circular Jet having _
equal area. The center-to-center nozzle spacing of the slot Jets was retained as ii!

!,
the cen' _r-to-center nozzle spacing of the equivalent circular Jets. The resulting _
correlation far the heat-transfer coefficient_ after having been evaluated at the _;

equivalent geometry, appears as follows: !_
il,

hc--o.o8 4o 7 fb

The average impingement correlation used in the midchord regio_ is given in
reference 24. In the terms of this paper, this correlation is expressed _s

hc = 0.286 Re 0' 625 .63 -- - (4)
" C

•-__, Other inputs to the program consist of the cooling aft temperature, flow rate,

and inlet and exit pressures as well as nodal values _or the effective gas tempera- t

lure and the gas-to-wall heat-tranSfer coefficient. The gas pressure profile from
which the cooling air exit pressures are obtained can either be calculated o1"meas-

ured. This pressure profile and an tsentropic, perfect gas 1.elation are then used to
determine nodal values of velocity over the entire surface of the vane_ _rom which
follows the nodal _alUes of bo(h the effective gas tempera_re and the gas-to-wall
heat-transfer coefficient. The equations which are used for these filial detert_ina-
lions are as follows:

V2

TG, e = TT " (1 - A) 2gJc_ (5)p
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_, where A = Pr 1/3 for turbulent flow,

Die

for flow around a cylinder, and

hG_ o.o296Re°'ePrl/Sk_ (7)x

for turbulent flow over a flat plate.

On the film-cooled trailing edge regions, correlations for the film cooling ef-

fectiveness from reference 25 are used and appear as follows:

/ ,x 1.952
_fc= -0. 00001(..--Z--S} +o.B (e) ;i

\Ms/
l.

for the suction surface, and il_

• X .0.498 _'

:. ,fc=-0.0'.6 +O.5 (9) J

for the pressure surface.
,\

_ _ This film cooling effectiveness is used to evaluate the adiabatic Wall tempera-

_ ; lure,which inturnis used Withthe convectionheat-transfercoefficienttodetermine

the heatinputtothe vane. Itisgenerallyrecognizedthattllistypeoffilm cooling

_ analysisdoes notapply immediately downS_eam of the slot. However, thisanaly-

: _ sisisbeingused inthe presentinvestigationswhilebettermethods ofanalysisare

' being perfected.

The vane infigureHI-6 has a staggeredpin-finconfiguratlo/1inthe splittrailing

edge with the trailing edge slot width varying between 0.0rtO _tnd 0. 037 iizch. HoW-

ever, the heat-transfer correlatibtt was chosen more for the _ot width _ati for the

i pin-fin configuration. The metal-to-coolant heat-tt_ansfer coefficient in the split !

" trailingedge regionis obtainedfrom a curve fitofexperimentaldatafor sc/uare- :

Spaced, circularpinfinsfrom reference26:

h = 0.248 Re 0. 594_r0'333 _ (10) !ii

'/2
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In the preceding equations, the form of the eorre]_ttOt, is part _ the program.

The constants in the correlation are part of the program input so that a different

.._. correlation for the metal-to-cOOlant heat.-transfer coeffJ_.ient may be used merely by

changing the constants in the program input.

The predicted ehordwise temperature distribution was determined for the mid-

span portion of the vane when operating in the static cascade trig. III-9) at the fol-

• lowing conditions: T% = 1050 ° F, _PC= 8V° F, coolant flow rate, 0. 024 pound per !
second, and static-pressure distributiot_ around the vane Surface corresponding to _',

a gas flow of 0. 454 pound per second per channel (WG/W o - 0. 053). This predicted i..
temperature distribution is shown aS the dashed curve in fig_tre UI-14. Exporimen- i

,. tal vane temperature data for the same operating conditions in the static cascade !_

., , are shown by the circled points in figtlre III-14. These temperatures were rheas- L'

ured by thermocouples imbedded in the vane wall A comparison of experimental ;_

, and predicted temperature for the cascade tests shows good agreement over most ii

, of the vane. The greatest divergence between these data occurred in themtdchord '_.

region that was cooled by impingement.

A similar predicted temperature distribution-was determined for the vane mid- _
span when the research engine (fig. III-11) was operated at the following conditions:

---- m iTG 2250 ° F, TC ffi78 ° F, coolant flow rate 0.027 pound per second, and a static- _,

pressure distribution around the vane surface corresponding to a gas flow of 0. '/62 I
l_und per second per channel (Wc/W G ffi0. 035). The predicted temperature dis- t

_ tribution for the engine tests is the dashed curve in figure 1II-15. The experimental
data points in figure HI-15 were obtained from operatiotl of the vane in the engine at !i

the quoted conditions. The experimental and px'ediCted temperatttl'eS for the engine _ ,

_' test agree well in all parts of the vane except in the midchord impingemettt cooled _

'_ ..: .. area, as was the case inthe cascade tests. I '

. _ The data comparison infigUreSIll-14and W[-15 show thatcttrl-enttemperature _

" prediction methods yield good agreement between analytical and experimental vane r

....:":-_"_:_._......................tempe..ratures........ However, more work must be done toimprove temperatul'epredlc- I,•

"_ tionsforu-seinvaneand.,bladelifecalculations.Predictedtemperatures,areused !

•., as input data into a computer progl_m for this life detel'minatton. A deScriptlo_ of I

the calculation pi'ocedure iS givett in references 2_ attd 28. t

.. :. SOMERESULTSFROMSTUDIESOFEXPERIMENTALCOOLINGCONCEPTS !,_

To dat.a, the investigations being pursued tinder the N._ Lewis turbine cooiiflg

research program have covered (1) design studies of adtanced cooLt_ concepts for

engines for Mach 3 flight op_r_tion, (2) flow model studies of small internal fl6w
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passages,(3)arialyticaistudiesofsmallbladeconfigurationsandtheeffectsof

chordsize,(4)basicimpingementcoolingstudies,(5)heat-transferinvestigations

on advancedcoolingconcepts_(6).levelopmentalworR on joiningtechniquesfor

assemblingair-cooledvanesand blades,and (7)oxidationstudieson film-and

transplration-coolodmaterial.Representativeresultsfrom some oftheseinvesti_
gationsare discussedinthissection.

ExamplesofExperlmentalCoolingConcepts

Present-day production-type air-cooled blades and vanes are usually made of
one-piece castings. To obtain better cooling performance for the higher temper_t-
ture environments of future engines, more sophtstto_tted internal configurations will

be required. This Sophistication will probably mean more finning of smaller thiVlt-
hess and closer spacing for convection-cooled configurationS, perforated inserts to

direct the jets to the proper places for impingement-cooled con_igurations, and new
ideas for supporting the walls of full-coverage film- and transpiration-cooled con-
figurations. These requirements will necessitate studies of blade and vane con-

figurations for both heat-transfer and structural characteristics. Some examples
of such experimental concepts for vanes are shown in figure III-16.

Film- and convection-cooled vane configuration. - The vane shown in fig-

ure III-16(a) is cooled by a combination of film and convection flows with impinge-

ment augmentation in the leading edge. Cooling air enters the midchord cavffy of
this vane as radial flow from the inlet air tube. Some of this air passes thrbugh a
radial array of holes to impinge on the itiside surface of the leading edge. This air•i -:

• , thenflowsalongtheinsidesurfaceonbothsidesof thevanetobe dischargedinto

thegas streamthroughfihn-coollngholes.The remainderofthecoolingairinthe 0
midchordcavityenterschordwlsefinnedpassageson bothsidesofthebladeand

flowstotherear. Th_nsheetsatthetopso_thefinsconfin_thisair/lowtodocon-

vectiv_coolinginthechordwlsepassages.Alltheairexitsthrotlgha splittrailing

edgetoconvectlvelycoolthisparto_thevane. Fabricationofa complicatedcot_i-

gurationsuchas thisona productionbasisWillbe difficult.Prototypespecimens
havebeenmade intheNASA Lewis shopsfor6xperimt}ntaitestpurposes.The

fabricationproceduresusedwere satisfactoryfortheshortoperatingtlmesrequired

forresearchinvestigations;however,thejoiningtechniciueusedresuitedinJoihts

thathadneitherdurabilitynor resistancetolow-cyclefatigue.More reliable
r

fabricationmethodswillbe requiredforprodtlctioi_-typevanes.

To investigateanddevelopJoiningtechniquesthatcanbe usedtoassemblb

engine-worthycooledvaneandbladeconfigurations,NASA Lewis iscui'i-entlyspon-
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soring two contractual effort_, One contract (NAS 3-12433) will caver Work on

.. _:. activated diffusion brazing by the General Electric Coml_tny; the other contract
(NAS __10941) will cover work on gas pressure welding by the Battelle Memorial
Institute, These Joining techniques were selected because of apparent potentials
for _ttaining stronger, more reliable joints than would be possible with other tech_

niques such as convetional brazing, fusion welding, explosive welding, or h_t pros_

sure welding with dies, It is not within the scope of this paper to d_scuss the de-
tails of these investigations, In general, the results showed that Joints of suitable

strengthlevelsforapplicationtocooledvanesand bladescouldbc obtainedfrom

bothtechniques.Where applicable,activateddiffusionbrazingispreferabletogas

pressure weldingfrom thestandpeintof'cost. The Weldingprocessisinherently

expensive.A specialhigh-pressureautoclave,carefulpreparationofthetempo-

frontstobe jolned,and internalcoolingtosuppertportionsofthecompon0ntsduring i:

the bonding process are some of the major factors aff0ctip.g the cost of th0 welding i,
' technique.Detailsofthework onbothtechniquesand resultsofstrengthtestsare !:

presented in reference 14. _:

Film-and impingement-cooledvaneconfiguration.- The vaneshown infig- i

ure HI-16(b)isfilm-cooledinthetrailingedgesectionand Impingement-cooledin
the leading edge and midchord sections. This cooling is augmented by convection

cooling in the split trailing edge and in the midchord region, where the air from the i
impingement Jets exits toward the trailing edge. This iS the same vane that is

*' showninfigureIll-6and hasbeendiscussedpreviously.The vanewas designed
fr

• and fabricatedby PrattandWhitneyAircraftDivision,UnitedAircraftCorporation.
This vane is made from a one-piece casting with a slotted tube in the leading edge
and a perforated insert in the midchord region to provide imptngemetit cooling in

these tWoareas, l_ln-fins are cast in the split trailing edge to improve the convic-
t. tion cooling from air exiting by that route. The film-cooling slots wel'e made by t

_ electricaldischargemachining (EDM),
Full-coveragefilm-cooledvane co_l[raratlons.-

Poroussheetmetalvane:The vaneshowninfigureIII-16(c)isa full-coverage

_: film-cooledvanemade ofporoussheetm_tal. The sizeand spttci_el{het-_leS
canbe variedtodistributethecoolingairflowon thevanesurfaceas required.

Thislaminatedsheet,_aterlaland vanesmade UrOm thismateriallla_ebeenand are

beingInvestigatedundercontractswiththeDetroitDieselALl!sonDivisionofthe

.. General Motors Corporation (NASA cmitracts NAS 3-7913 and NAS 3-12431). Most

of this work is under a security classification. These investigations hav_ covel'ed

Studies of the internal flow, oxidation, and strength charaete_lstics of the material. :'

On the bas_s of Gm results of these studies, a vane configuration was designed, i •
fabricated, _andtested for cooling performance in a hot static cascade. Results oi _ 4
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these lnvestigationa are gLven in referencea 29 a_30. _Ad_ltional te_tln_ is planned
', to determine the low-Cycle fatigue and oxidation characterteties of this vane con-

figuration,

Laml_ted pl_telet wr.e: It_figure IlI-16(d) is another type of full-cover_q_e

fllm_cooled v_oa. This wne is made from a large nuulbor of 0, 0104neh-thick
metal platelets, The outer periphery of each platelet i_ shaped to the contour o_ the

airfoil profile, The center of each platelot i_ cut out to provide a central cooling
air cavity, Or_ o_ the f_.t surfaces of each platelet l_ photootchod to provide cooling
pas_gos from the centrv,l.-cavity to the outer wall of the vane, These coolant p_.

sages are of twOtypos a_d mating passages from two adjacent platelots arc required .'i
to complete the flow path from the central cavity to the outside of the vane (coo
Insert in fig. m-lO(d)), Each lZlOtoetched coolant pas_e in the lower platclet
shown in the inset consists of a flow control nozzle and a plenum chamber in series.
Each photootched coo 'lant passage in the upper platolet consists of a radial slot

through the platelet (in line with the plenum chamber in the lower platelet) and a
relatively wld_ duc_ connectin_ this slot to the outer surface of the vane. Cooling !_

air flows through the combination of coolant passages in the two adjacent platelets _
and film cools _he outer wall of the vane. The nmltiplicity of passages provides for
full-coverage film cooling. Convection cooling of th0 vane wall also occurs along

the flow path through the platelets. In the vane illustrated in figure Kt-l_(d)_ all i'_,
of the vane outer s_rfaco except the extreme traflin[_ edge region is cooldzi by full- _.

coverage film cooling. The trailing edge is convectively cooled by air that is ducted i_i
through photoetched passages in the platelets _Jr'_connect the central cavity wi_ the 1_

_' trailing ec_,e, _.

!'_ Local c,'mtrol of coolant flow carl be achieved at ally point on the vane by ad- i_

:_ _ Justlng the size of the flow nozzles. Because the coolant passages a_'e relatively
large compared to those in transpiration-cookd materials (minimum dimension
about 0.002 inch), the material should be less sensitive tothe effects of oxidation

than the porous materials. An investigation of this material is being made under
contract to NASA Lewis by AeroJet Liquid Rocket Con,paay (NAS 3,10495). The re-
sult_ of this investigation are summarized in reference 31. The investigation cov-

ered a sttldy of flow characteristics through _e small photoetehed passages, the

effects of oxidation on the coohnt flow for platel_s made of TD nickel-chromiuni,
and the strength of a diffusion-bonded TD _ckel-chromiatn piatelet assembly at a

• metal temperature of 1800° F. _rom data obtained in this investigatioi_, a full.
coverage film-cooled Vane was designed for fabrication ft'om laminated TD nickel-

chromium platelets. This vane has a span of 4 inchzs and a chord of obout 2.5

inches, The d_sign operating conditions were a gas temper_tture of 2{_00° _, a

coolant temperature of 1200° F_ _nd a maximum vane metal temperature of 1800° F.
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Fivevane8ofthisdesignhavebeenf_bricatedfore_cporlmentaltestingintheNASA

Lewis 2500° F staticcascade(ti_.III--9),

,. " Transptration_cQoled vane con_l_tratlon, .- A transpirations-cooled vane fabrt_

coted at the NASA Lewis ResearCh Center ts shown in figure IH.le(e). The outer

wall of this vane t_ made of wire.wound cloth (Poroloy), The Poroloy cloth was

formed aronnd a flttted atrnt (see fig, iII-1_(e)) and attached to the strut by electron

beam welding to form the vane airfoil contour, Thl_ strut _upport_ th0 poron_ vane

wall and al_o com_rtme_talize_ the contrail pprt of the vane into s_parate cooling

air chambor_. Cooling airflow into each of the_e chamher_ or compartments is

controlled by a properly st_ed orifice. The cooling +Litflow_ from the eoml_rt_

mentB through the p_rous wall to tran_plration cool the vane, Reseal.ch on the _
transpiration-cool0d vane shown in figure III-1O(o) is being c_'ried on at the Lewto

Research C0ntcr_ and other research on similar vanes and hi,ides is reported in
refez_ences 32 to 34.

ExperimentalHeat-TransferResults
'i

Experimental heat-tranafer results fron_ the investigation ot some of, the ex.
porimental vanes are shown in figure M-1V. The data in this figure are taken from
cascade testing of the film- and impingement-cooled voile shown in figure III-le(b)

; and from engine testing of the film- and convection-cooled vanes Shown in fig-
SL

ure I_-le(a). The ordinate of this plot, the temperature difference ratio (_o), is a

measure of th_ heat exchange_ effectiveness of the cooling configuraUons, In this

'_ ratio _G is the average midspan total gas temperature, _M is the averag_ midspan
vane metal temperature, and TC i is the coolant temperature at the inlet to the vane.

I_: The higher the value of this ratio'I the more effective the cooling configuration. (FJ-
fecUve gas temperature Tr_ _ _ather thanthe average gas temperature is usually t

; used in the temperature difference ratio. Because the numerical difference in value

i between these two quantities was very small, TG w_ used in this cast_. )
= It can be seen from the plot that the fi!m-im.._ngement vane (configuration B) 1

has a higher cooling effectiveness than the film- at_d convection-cooled vane (con-

figuration A). This comparison shows that imping_.me_t cooling is a more dfteient
cooling method than the usual convection cooling illustrated in figure 1II-1.

This corzelatinn lsoased on four independent vaziables (_G' TM' _C i' and

Wc/WG) that affect heat transfer on the vane. By assuming values for an_ _ree o_
the four variables, the remaining one can be determined. For example, for condi-

tions of Wc/W G = 0. 05, _G = _500° F, and T_ _ = 1000° F, the vane metal tem-
peratures would be 1820° F for the film- and co_n'vectton-cooled vane, 1710° F/or

,i
• _
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thefilm,,andimpingement-cooledv_ne,and 1486a F forthefull-coveragefilm-
cooledwne,

Anotherwqv Qf_howin_the relative_oolingperformanceofthe_ov_ne_iatO

rep!ottheIn/orm_tioninfigureIII-17forft_edv_lue_of_ver_q_ewne met_ltem-

peratureTM and eooltmtinl_ttemperatureTC toshaw _tllow_bleg_ temperature
r_ _ function of _oo]_ntt'loWr_tio, _q_h _ replot is shown in figure 1II-16 iz_ a]tow-

_tble_a_ tempor_ttur_Tc_ _ • ftlnctionofcoolantflowr_tto Wo/Wn, ThO wthteof

T_ in tht_ _ro_ plot w_ 11]00 F; tho vahte of T_ _ was 1000_' F, This eoml_rt=
_on_how_ that at a coolant flow rate o_0, 01_,the altowabl,, t_astemperature l_ about
=400° F for the film- and convection-goofedwno (v_no A) andabout _0_0° F for the
film. and tmpinRemont_eoolodvane (vane B), Po_ motet temperatures on the v_no

c=lnreduce the allowable op0rattn_ temperature below that indicated by the plot,

For vaneswith larKo met_l temperature gradients, this reduOtlon in allowable
oporati_ tempor_tturoc_n be .,_ignffieant, A comlnrison suchas thin _lso does not

accountfor any deterioration of _erodynamie poHormance due to entry of the low-
energy cooling tttr into the ge,s Stream. In the overall evo,luatiou of the full-coverage
film-cooled vanes, this factor must De investigated. Sucl_ investigations are in pro- _,

_ross within the overall NASA Lew_s program, as was discussed in the paper by ?
Moffitt, Nosek_ and Roelko. !':

, OxidationProblemsWithTranspiration-Cooledaterlals '

A major problem in usit_ transpiration-cooled attd fuU-i:overage film-cool(_¢!
materials for turbine blades and vanes has beett the stisceptibility of these materials :_

Loflow z'es_ictions due to oxidation of the metal sut_faoe_l in the c0oiant passages. I_

The pores in the wire-wound porous material (fig. Itt-lg(e)) are of the order of
0.000_ to 0.00i5 inch, (The internal structure ¢d the wire-wotmd cloth is described i;
in ref. 35. ) The minimum dimensioft of the coolant pkssage in the laminated plate- li
let vane is about 0, 002 inch. Formation of even thin oxide cOatings will represent i_!',

significant dimension changes in these cooling p_ssages. Ones signffi_tnt oXidation !i

occurs in these materlals_ the metal temperature z,ises because of coolant flow re- I

strictions _nd thus further _tccelerates the oXidation and flow restriction process.
A comparison of the oXidation chai'acteristics of spaeh_tens oJ_wire-Wound cloth I_

having the same permeabilities hut fabricated from two different materials (Hastel-
loy X arid GE 154t) is shown in figure III-19. The Wire-wound cloth specimens made
of Hastelloy showed complete flow obstruction after 360 hours of exposure in air at

1800° F. The GK 1541 specimens showed do flow r_duction after 600 hours expo-

sure at 1800° F, This represents a significant advance _.nthe s(_te Ofthe art of
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transpiration cooling at elevated temperature. From these results it can be seen
• that the choice of materials for transpiration- (and film-) cooled applications should

, " probably be dictated by oxidation CharacteristicS.

•, • The GE 1541 wire-wound porous materials were developed by the Filter Divi-

sion of the Bendix Corporation under NASA contract NAS 3-1047_. The main lubri-

cation problem involved sintering of the GE 1541 wires. The wires have an ex-

tremely adherent oxide which protects them against further oxidation but makes

• sintering very difficult. However, Bendix was able to develop a process for produc- :
ing good sinter bonds in porous material made from GE 1541 wire. The main fea-

_res of this process are (1) winding the wire over a stainless steel mandrel and

_ . _hen overWrapping it with molybdenum or tmlgsten wire and (2) sirLtering the assembly
in a v_tctmm furnace for 4 hours at 2200 ° F Pressure iS applied to the GE 1541 :,

wires during sintering by the differential thermal expansion between the overwrap i_

" and the mandrel. A parting compOund is used to prevent the GE 154! from being _:

bonded to the overwrap or the mandrel.

Twelve oxidation-reslStant alloys for turbine blade transpiration cooling have

been screened in investigations condttcted alnder the NASA Lewis program. The re-

.. suits of these inveStigatiOnS are repOrted in references 36 and 37. In reference 38,

a method is presented for analytically determining the flow reduction from oxida-

tion o_ wire-form sheets over a wide range of permeabilities using only oxidation

data from wire specimens such as were obtained in r_ference 37.
r

-- SUMMARY
" i

This discussion can be summarized as follows:

• "_-. 1. Analytical methods that have been developed for predicting metal tempera- _

• lures in cooled turbines give good agreement with experimentally determined tem- I

, perature. More investigation is required to determine correlations that take _ull ;

• account of the complicated heat-tran_er processes that occur Within the small "

coolant p_ssages of the vanes and blades.
/

,,: 2. Advanced concepts of cooling configurations that incorporate film and/or i
.... transpiration cooling will be reqdired at very high gas temperatures. However,

some trad_ffs will have to be marie to match gains in operating temperature With
losses in turbine performance and airfoil life When using these cooling fnethods.

,. 3. To mare theseadvancedcooliligconceptsi_asible,improvementsmustbe

made in fabrication techniques and material properties, particulai-ly in resistance Lo

oxidation.

_

_9
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: 4. Oxidation and the resultant blockage of coolant passages will probably dictate

.. the choice of materials tobe used for film and transpiration cooling.
5. For a convection-cooled turbine, more significant reductions in requiredi

coolant flow can be obtained by reducing coolant temperature or tricreasing allowable

metal temperature ban can be obtained by improving convection efficiency of the
configuration.

6. Convection cooling becomes more difficult as chord size decreases,

i
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APPENDIX- SYMBOLS

_ : b equivalent slot width

Ct, C2 constants
_ distance between centers o_ adjacent impingement nozzles

ep specific heat at constant pressure _:|,

D diameter

: friction factor i_

_;' g gravitational constant !i

" h heat-transfer coefficient i.
L

" J mechanical eq_,_valent of heat i

k thermal conductivity

L surface length from le_tding edge to trailing edge

LE leading edge

M (pV)c/CoV)G
.... P presSure ;,

. Pr Prandtl number _i- , _I!

Re Reynolds number _,

s slot width
I , i

:,- . .. ". " T temperature

--, T average temperature ,_' ,'

' _ ' ' _.__ TE trailitlg edge ....

t wall thickness

' V velocity

: ' W weight flow

X distance from downstream edge of film cooling slot

_'" ' x _ distance along sdrface from stagnation poil_t

Z impingemedt nozzle to plate spacing

thermal effectiveness
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8 angular displacement from stagnation point on leading edge

, h recovery factor

p density

temperature difference ratio_ _G "_M

TG - TC_l

Subscripts:

b equiwlent slot width

C cooling air

Co,_v cor_cctlnn

e effective

..... fc filmcooling

• G gas

h aydraulic

i in or inside

,,_ le leadingedge

M metal

o outor outside

T total

//
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NTI -19455
LV. - COMBUSTION

" JackGrobman,RobertE.Jones,CecilJ. Marek, :
andRichardW. Nledzwleckl :=

!

The trend tow_t_l higher temperatures and preSelur_s in primary combustors i

has necessitated research on liner cooling and development o! shorter combustors i

to reduce the cooling-air _equlremen_. One _periment_t _hort-leu_h combus-

tor has demonstrated _ficiency, pressure losg, a_d p_ttern factor equal to _hose i

of a conventional ccmbustor which is 50 percent lo/_ger; further work is needed to

improve its altitude reltght performance. Another experimental combUstor has

, been operated to an outlet temperature of 3616 ° 1_with 100 p_rcent efficiency, low

pressure loss, and a pattern factor of 0.11. The experimental short-length com-

bustors produce very Utile exhaust smoke. Recent tests reveal that one of these

combustors emits only one-sixth as much nitric oxide as a conventional combus-

for; this improvement is attributed to the reduced dwell time lu the eombustbr.

This report reviews some of the present-day requirements _or _m t_rbiue

combustors and shows how the latest engine operating conditions are affecting

', the problems in combustor design. The research approaches being used to Solve

these problem_ are discussed. By way of review, the various criteria that are

used in the design of _as turbine combustors are cbnsidered. Combustion effi-

ciency, total-preSsure loss, durability, e_it _emperature proflle_ and altittMe

relight are important for obvious reasons. Combustor size and weight are ira-• /

portant because they influence the overall weight _ the engine. Combustot' length

',' affects the turbine shaft length ahd the bealdng requirementS. Reducir/g combus-

for length al_o reduces the amount of air required to cool the combttsflon liner

' by reducing liner surface ar_a (rof. 1). Minimizing exhaust emissions such as

smoke and gaseous poltu_ i_ a relatively t_ew requirement. AI_ these c_teria

are used as yardsticks as the results of recent NASA Lewis combust_r _s_a_ch

are discussed.

Figure IV-I illustrate_ the trends in combustor operating condit[ons with time.
, /

These data are repres_tative of engines that are either opef_tto_ or in develop-

ment. The d_t_ indicated for each en_dne was taken to be at the time of l_ mili-

tary qualification test or other qtlaiifying acceptance t_st. The d_tes beyond 1970 _i . I
are dates estirdated for engines in the development sta[16. All data shown are for

_ ,
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Sea-level takeoff "Conditions. It is apparent fz'om this figure that there has been a

Steady increase in both inlet pressure aridinlet temperature in the combustion

chamber. The effect is due, of c,_rse_ to increasing compressor pressure ratios.
Also there h_ been a Steady i_tea_e In combu_tor exit temperatures from abc_t
1600° F during the early 1950's to projected v_lues of exit temperature in excess

of _500° F for engine_ currently in development. The trend to higher combU_tot

exit temperature has, of course, followed the use of turbine cooling and has lu-

creased as improvements have been made in turbine materials and cooling
methods. Fit_ure IV-1 also sllows that there has been no st_ificant increase in
reference velocity with time. This is probably due to the fact that combustor

pressure drop is a function of reference velocity squared and_ in order to main-
tain good specific fuel consumptions _.nd cycle offlciencies, pressure drop has not
been permitted to increase.

Figure IV-0. shows the combustion efficiency of a typical annular combuStor.
Combustion efficiency is plotted against a correlating parameter made up of in-
let pressure, inlet temperature, and reference velocity. The figure shows that

combustion efficiency increases aS pressure and temperature increase and de-
creases as conlbustor velocity increases. It has been mentioned that the use of
higher compressor preSSure ratios h_ resUlted iu increases in both inlet pressure
and inlet temperature for the COnlbus_or. The use of higher cruise spells also
leads to an increase in combnstor inlet pressure and inlet temperature. Typical

k values of the correlating parameter for Sea,level takeoff and cruiSe of present-day
annular combustors fall far to the right of t_e bend in the _urve. Therefore, there
are no_ any signfficltnt problems in obtaining good comb_i_flo_ efficiency foi_ take-
off and cruise with present-day combustor designs. This is quite a different

; situation than 15 years ago, when there was concern about high-altitude subsonic
_ flight using low- compressol_-preSsure- ratio engines in which low values of corn-

buster inlet tetnperature and pressure created a proble_ in obtaining good _-
.'/ bustion efficiency.

This paper dlBcusses flour main topics of combu_tor research that h_,. oeen
inflU_ced by recent trends in engine operating conditions and perfotmat_ce re_

quirements. The first section deScl_ibes the effec_ of higher pressures _nd tem-

peratures on liner sdH_ce temperatures and the problem of cooling the combu_-
tor liner. The second Section revie_ve th6 resUlts o_ ret_ent NASA Lewis research

on sho_t-tenCd_combu_tor_. The thiv_ section describes the performanc_ of a

short modular conlbustor designed tt_operate _t tie_ti'-stoi_hiometric exit tem-
peratureS. The _t_talsection dtScU_e_ the Je_aircraft exlutust emissions prOb-
lem.

I

j

7. .
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LINERCOOLING

With the trend towards lfigher pressures along with higher inlet and exit tom-
peratures, liner temperatures are increasi_gp thus affecting the durab_ity and life ii
of the liner. The liner temperatures were measured within a comtm_tor to deter_ i
mine the severity of the problem. Showtl in the inset of figure IV_3 is a sketch of i_

the combustor. The measurement point was in the primary zone, 1 inch down-

stream of a cooling slot. The flame temperatures in thi_ zone ranged from 3440°

to 3940° F, as measured with a radiometer.
The liner temperature rises proporUonatoly with increases in inlet air tem_

perature, as shown in figure IV-3. The direct dependence on inlet air tempera-
lure is caused by both the heat-sink capacity of the air decreasing and the pri-

mary zone temperatures increasing. The calculated temperatures show the t"
same trend as the experimental data. The calculated values were adjusted based
on the 600° F inlet temperature data to correct for conduction in the wall and for
the efttrance lengths for the convective coefficients.

Liner cooling is a problem at high inlet air tempex'atures. When the inlet
air temperature reached 1200° F, the liner temperature at the l_inch-
downstream location was 1470° F. Since this is only 1 inch from the film-cooling
slot extt, the wall will have approached 1600° F before the next cooliftg slot at
4 inches downstream. This iS the maximum wall temperature that should be used

tn order to avoid oxidation and loss of Strength.
The effect oi increaSing pressure on radiant output from a flame was obtained

within the same combuStor and Is shown in figure IV-4. The data fox' comb_S-
for A show that the radiation from a flame increases rapidly with presS_tre.

• . Doubling the pressure doubles the measured radiant output. It might be expected

that the liner wall temperat_reB would increase significantly with preSSure due to t
this increaSed radiation.

Figure IV-6 shows the liner wail tGmperature data plotted againSt iucX'6asing

pressure _or combustor A. The rise in liner tempex'ature i_ not as gl'e_tt as

might be expected from obt3erving the tt_creases in radiation. Doubling the pres-

sure did not double the liner tempertttures for the Bame percentage coolit_ air- i

flows. This iB a result of the increases In convection. The convective rate irt- ._ !
creases as, the density increases at a fixed reference v_loctty. The _alculated _

•' values a_x'ee welt with the experimental data. _!

., From the radiatiort output curved _hoqTnin figure IV-4_ it is app_lr_nt that
there cdn be a wide variation in radiant output at the same pressu/'e for tWoeimi-

99
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far combustors. Combu_tor A h_s a low smoke mttput that Is well below the vlsi-

ble threshold _nd that at low preSeure_ app_aehe_ the nonlumlnou_ values of radi-
alton out_t. Combustor B IS of the _me geometry but has a rich primary zone
whichproduce_a highcarbon-l_ic.lateconcentration,The radiationlevelof.

smol_ycomtm_toratlow pressure_anbe a_ highasthatofa low smol_eroper_ttlng

at a 80 to t pressure ratio. The effect of this high r_diaut outl_t is shown in
figure IV-6. The calculated resalt_ t.r combut_tor B show that the incre_e i_ ra_

diation due to the carbon particu|etes in the primary zone preducoS _ifOdficant in_

creases inliner temperatureS, The only way to remove this added heat te by in-

creases in convection. Note the unusual trend that the liner temperature do-
creases with increasing pressure, This is due to the fact that at hish wall tom-
peratures increases in convection are more effective in lowering liner tempera-

lures. In summary, the coolt_,g problem iS not e,s Severe at high pressures as
might be expected _or clean-burning combustors because the radlatt0n increase

!'

with pressure is Compensated for by the increases in convection.

With the trend towards higher exit temperatures, cooling-air requiPements
will increase. This increase in cooling-air temperature will limit the maximum

average exit temperature that can be reaehed_ as shown in figure IV-_. With
6000 F inlet air the maximum temperature that can be achieved at a stoichio-
fnetric fuel-air ratio for ASTM-A1 fuel is 39500 F. ii the cooling-air require-

ment to _elntain the wall below 1600° F is as little as 10 percent, the mg.ximum

* temper,t_re which can be obtained iS $8000 F. When the cooling-air require- ,

fnents are Still greater, th_ maximum average exit temperature will be less. In

combustors operatittg at 2200° F exit temperatures, over 50 percent of the air
coUld be available for cooling. HoWever_ ff these large amounts were used, poor !

exit tentperature profiles would be obtained. Therefore, the cooling-air requii.e- _ '

ments should be reduced to a minimum. !,,
The data which have been presented were for one type of slot geometry. In

order to optimize the cooling-air requirements, it is important to consider the

effect of geometry, l_our tyPical geometries are shown in figure IV-8. _n the
first configuration, continuous slots of various heigl_ts are used, With some Jmail
spacers to maintain slot height. A second configuration t_ slots with tneteritlg

holes. With this configuration the cooling-air flow i_ re_aUvely tinaffected by
warpage of the plate. Another important feature of this slot is t_t_t th_ injection
angle is _uch that the Jets impinge on the upper lip aridspread to form a contitm-
ous film of air. A third configuration uses a wiggle strip, which iS placed in the
slot to maintain slot height. _'his also givibs the slot rigidity foi" aectitate meter-
ing of the air. Of ou/'rent interest is the u_e of a channeled wall with exte_tded

1
100
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surfaces, de_l_ed to increase the convective heat transfer. The channeltn_ runs
/

the complete length of the plata, which prevent_ m/xing hetWe_ the cQuvecttvely
heated air and the annular air.

The first three co_l_uratlons with various slot het_ht_ and hole sizes were

studied within a combustor, using film eoollng _nly. All the dat_ are plotted as

coolln_ effectiveness a_alnst x/Ms in fl_ro IV-9, The cooling effectiveness ts
the tempez,_,ture difference between the hot gas and the w_ll dlvldcd by the maxi-
mum tow4z_ratnro difference (the hot 8P.ts_ompv,',t_rc .,_tnue the inlet ct_oltng-air
tewpe__turv). The conventional film-cooli,._ parameter used Is x/'_, ,chore x
ts the distance downstream of the slot. e is the Slot hott_ht, and M is the mass

flux ratio of cold gas to hot ga_. All the data for 10 different geometries fall on a

Single curve. Within a comt_stor there was no significant difforencv between slot
geometries at the same value of x/Ms. Thor_ore, slot geometry does not seem

to be a major parameter which affects film-cooling effectiveness.
There is, however, a large difference between',the combustor data and ilia@

cooling correlations published in the litera_re. When a relatively simple mixing
model was use_, the difference between the combUstor data and literature corre-
lations was a result of the increased turbulence in the combustor. Literature

correlations are based on data taken in dueled flows, where the turbulence is low
and varies from 1 to 3 percent. The combustor turbulence level was approxt-

• m_tely 15 percent. Curves from references 2 to4sl)own in figure I'V-9 are typi-
' cat results of literature correlations.

The solid line passing through the data in figure IV-9 is the predicted curve
given for ,.he higher turbulence level. The equation which was used to predict

film-cooling effectiveness q is given by

1 t

1 +Cm x--x-

where Cm iS the mixing coefficient and has been set tKtu_dtOthe turbulence
level. The increase in turbult_ttce resulted in the literature correlations overpre-

dieting the film-cooling effectiveness by a fa_tor of 6 or more. Other comblmtors
may have a different level of turbtflenCe, Which would produce either a higher or

.. lower film-cooling _ffecttVeneS_. Ill fact, even Within the Same combustor, the
turbulence level might be expe,,_ted to vary.

Thus, turbtdence iS an l_portartt parameter in deterfntntn_ the fll_fl-cobllng
effectiveness. One way of rv._ucing the cooling-air requirettlents would be t_

10i

• }
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lower the turbulence level in the neighborhood of the wall. Other m_ns are being

investigated to increase the effectiveness of the cooling air. For example, the use

of reverse cooling flaw on the annUlu_ side of the wall would introduce the air fur-

ther upstream so tl_t it could be used for combustion. A rather simple way to

sl_tficautly reduce cooling-air rt_:,tuiroments is to reduce the surface area which

must be cooled by shortening the e_mbustors.

SHORTCOMBUSTORS

We are presently studying tn._nyways of shortening trtecombustor. The fol-
lowing discussion relates the Several different approaeltes being used to obtain a

high-performance short combustor and how these approaches differ from the con-

ventional turbojet combustor design.

Figure IV-10 shows how the length of turbojet engine comtnmtors has been

dependent on the engin6 size; as exemplified hez'e by the engine sea-level takeoff

airflow rate. Three different types of combustor are compared: the _an, the

can-annular, and the annular. Annular combustof_ are becoming the conventional

practice, as this design uses the engine volume avatlabl0 for the combustor more

efficiently than the other types. The short-combustor program at NASA Lewis

assumes a fairly large engine having a taRecff all'flow of 280 pounds per second.

All the NASA combU_tors are 20 inches long. By comparison a typical present-

day annular combustor of a similar-size engine Would be about 80 inches long,

or 60 pero.ent lounger than the short comb_,stors.

A typictd coml0ustor is shown in flgnre 1V-11. This annular combustor has

all the features that are common in present-day combustots. A relatively long f

diffuser is used to diffuse the compressol" exit airflow to a high _tatlc pressure, t
!

Often a saout or flow splitter is used to assist in dividing the diffuser airfloW- _

properly. Fuel is injected by a pressure atomizing no_41e and combustion is ini-

tiated and stabilized in the primary zone. The remaining airfloW iS injected into

the combustor secondary zone thl.ough holes or slots and mixes with the hot gage8

of the primary zone to complete the combustion reaction and achieve the desired

exit temperature prbfile. Tile differences between the conventional combustor ii
and the thort combu_tors are nuted in the following discussion.

The first short combustor is called the double-annttlar ram-induction coal-

bestor. A croas-sectional sketch of the cot_bus_or is shown hi fl_ure IV-12. l _

This combustor consists of two concentric comlmstor annuli; the e_ih_tst of eadh

1
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annulus blending together in the exit transition region. This combustor has a very

:: short diffuser since the ram-induction concept requires that a high dynamic pres- i

: sure be maintained at the diffuser exit. Therefore, the diffuser is shorter than _,

those conventionally designed. The airflow is capttlred by shrouds and ducted into !L
the combtistor primary and Secondary _ones through rows of scoops. Each scoop I
has turning vanes to minimize the losses in turning a high-velocity airstream. I
Each annuluS of this combustor is conServatively designed in termS of its own i

length-to-annuluS-hetffht ratio. The combustor is effectively shortoned by using _

a do_tble-annuluS geometry and the ram-inductton concept, which requires high-

• : velocity airstreams and hence a short diffuser. Further tletafls regarding the

•_. construction and performance of the double-annular ram-induction combustor can

/ be found in re_er.e_ces 5 to 7. Figure IV-13 is a view of the double-annular com-

b_tor looking upstream toward the headplate. The ScoopS are clearly shown,

: those furthest upstream being the primary zone scoops and thoSe downstream

being in the secondary zone. The turning vane in each scoop can also be Seen.

Another short oombustor presently being investigated iS called the one-side-

entry combustor. Figure IV-14 iS a cross-sectional sketch of this commastor.

This combustor is different from the conventional combust0r in that all the pri-

mary and Secondary air is ducted into the combustor frOm only one side; in this ......

case, the outer-diameter side. This is also a ram-inductioil combtmtor, as

_ S_oops are used to turn the high-velocity air into the combustor. The reqtflre-

merit to maintain a high dynamic pressure in the atrst_eam (ram-induction ap-

proach) _hortens the difftlser. The difftmer has also been shortened by being

radially extended and overlapping the combustor. A small portion of the ai_,

.... i/ approximately 10 to 15 percent, is captured by chutes regulal.ly spaced aromld

the diffuser inlet. This air is passed thrOugh the swirler around the fuel

nozzle in the headplate _d is also used to cool the iowet liner. This combt/s- t

tor is of particular interest because i_s exit temperature profile is extremely

insensitive to radial airflow profile distortions coming from the compressor.

This insensitivity results _rom all the flow being dticted into the combus-

tor _rom only One side a_d that flow b6ing captured by scoops that e_tteud to :/

the full height of the aiHlow passage. Therefore, regai_lle_ o_ the Shape of the //

radial alrflo_ profile leaving the co/hpr_sSor, the sa_ne aniount of air is captured

by each scoop and turned into the combustor. Th/Js, th_ mixing pattel_ik ifisitle

: the comiRistor are not changed and th_ exit radlal tmhpera_re profile is un-
changed. Figure IV-15 is _ view of a portion of the side-entry combustor. "_e

slots ior the atlmis.sion of the prirh_iry and secondary air can be seen on file outer

wall. The se_ent testa of this combustor are described in reference 8.
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The third short combustor being investigated is still more unconventional in

design approach. This combustor is the modular swirl-can combustor, which is
ehown in cross section in figure l_V-16. The combustor consistS of 120 individual

i

swirl-can rnodule_ arranged in three concentric annular rows. The modular corn- '

buster h_ no well-defined primary or secondary zones as in the conventional

combustor. Nearly all the airflow, ex.cept for that required to cool the liner, _:_
passes directly througl_ or around the modules. Each module combines the func-
tions of fuel injection, vaporization, and combustion stabilization. The comb_- !

J

tor can be shortened because of the rapid burning and mixing flint occurs down- ./:

stream of each module. The modular approach tends to maximize the area be- iiit
• : tween the hct gases leaving each module and the air floWing around each module.

Only a small fraction of the total airflow is required to cool transition liners aS

"i they are physically displaced from contact with the hottest combustion gases. _;_
, Figure IV-17 is a view of this combustor. The inner transition liner has been _

removed so that the modules can be seen more clearly. The three rows of swirl- i::_

can modules can be seen. The inset in the figure is a closeup view of the com- 'bustion modules. The combustor is very simple and a minimum of metal is ex- i_i
t

posed to the flame so that comlmstor durability should be good. The medics _

themselves are very simple. Figure IV-18 shows the detailed construction Of a •

typical combustor module. Each module consists of three basic parts: a car-

buretor, where air and JP fuel are introduced - the air coming through the inlet

• and the fuel being injected tangentially on the outer wall; a swirler, where the

'; fuel and air are further mixed and a swirl imparted to this mixture; and fln_dly, i;

a fame stabilizer, where the combustion is ini_ated and maintained. Tile air _,.

: flowing around the outside of the module mixes with the hot combustion gases in ,I_

the wake of each module. There the combustion reaction is completed and mixing _.

of the gases to the desired exit temperature is achieved. Segment tests of this _'

comlmstor are descl'ibed in references 9 to 12. The modular concept i$ not new

at Lewis. The Swirl can was originall_ developed in 1956. At that time there "

was a great deal of interest in buring hydrogen in turbojet combdstors and the T_

swirl can was developed as a new cor_buStor concept for that fuel. R_fe_- _

encee 13 to 15 document that Work. Figul-e IV-I9 _hows one of these early sWirl-
can combustol-s. T'ais was a quarter-sector of a eomb_tor used to sitflulate the

• performance of a full-anntflat ddsig_. This partictflar comb_astor is of In_ei, est -

because it was tested with vaporized ,fP fuel mid demonstrated perfdrmanee -

nearly as good as that achieved with hydrogen fiiel (ref. 15). That result gave

impetus to the belief that a small-diameter combustor module could give good

performance using liquid fuel. ..
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"; Performance tests have been conducte_ with all three short combustors. The

. _'. following diScussion compares their performal_Ce with the performance of a typical

annular eombustor of this Btze, which would be about 60 percent longer. The first

. combustor criterion mentioned in the tntz'oductory l_ragraphe "Jrthis section was I
: combustion efficiency. Since these c_mbustors are designed for a modern en-

gine, the combustor operating conditions, at talceoff and cruise for it/stance, are '.'

eXtremely favorable for efficient co_bustion. The combustion efficiency of all _,

three short combustol_ is 100 percent at these co/_ditions. Thus, reducing the _'

combustor length by 85 percent had no effect on combtlStion efficiency. Fig- i.

' .... u_.-e IV-_0 compares the pressure loss of tile three short combustors with that of i

the longer a_nular combustor. The Side-entry and swirl-can combtlstors have _

_.i total-pressure losses similar to that of the conventional annular combustor. The i'

• _ double-annular combustor has a much higher press_tre loss. This combustor has i_"

_ been redeSigned by increasing its open flow area and the pressure losses have i

_ been reduced to 4 pet-cent at a diffuser inlet Math number of 0. _5, as shown by
the solid square. These test resglts are for a quarter-sector. Reducing the _.

total-pressure loss can_ed no change in the other combustor performance param-

_:i_ stetS. Thus, it _tppears the* short-length combustorS can have low pressure 'I_

losses similar to those of longer length combustorS. _if
.... Figure IV-21 compares the exit temperatu/'e pattern factor of the short corn- !•I

' bu_tors. The pattern factor is a measure o_ the quality ot_ the e_t temperature !!
...- dist_butlon. It iS defined aS the difference between the maximum local combus- I_

. ' tot exit temperature and the average combustor exit temperature divided by the

.' average eombustor temperature rise. Low Values o_ the patter_ f_tctor ifldicl_te i!._
• more uniform temperature distribution. The pattern factol' for the typical an- ._

. :i:._ nular combustor varies b_Rween 0.$ and 0.3. The double-afluul_r combustor

has dcmondtraied a pattern factor variation of 0. _ to 0. 25. Pattern facto_ values ._ t

• .. as low as O. 15 have been achieved in Sector tests. The sWirl-_an combustor i_

_md the one-Side-entry coml_tor have pattern factors somewha_ ht_h_r, iudt-
' eating that m_)re work needs to be done to improve them. But _s is it_di_atea '_

here by the open portions of the bars, both combtm/_l's hive demol_strated _'ery

low pattern factors in preVious segment te_ts. Good pat[ern factors should al_o _ '

be achievable for these _:ombusto_ in their annular fo_'m. _"

Another linportant combustor crite_oil is that o| altitude religh_. We _re
also concerned with combustor blowout, U the c_mbtistor biow_mt linllt is th_

minimum point wh_re religh_ could ev®r be achieved. The bedt reltght [_e/-foi_m-

, is the result of optimizing many va/-_able_, such as spai'k pltsg positt@a, fuel-air

1
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• ,

ratio, and nozzle spray angle. While not ignoring the relight problem, we are

devoting more effort to measuring and improving the combustor blowout limits.

Figure IV-22 compares the blowout performance of the short eombustors with

that of the more conventional annular combustor. This is the one area where

some of the short combustorS have not yet achieved performance Si_nilar to that

of longer _omlrastors. At a reference Mach number of 0.1, both the double-

annular and the swirl-can combuStor bloW out at pressures cousid6rably higher

than the longer annular combnstor. The blowout limits of the side-entry combus-

tor are, however, practically identical to those of a 1.Jnger comtntstor. The

blowout performance of the double-annular and swirt-can combustors lshould be

improved. Many ways of improving the combtmtot blowout limits are being

• investigated - for instance, a reduction in combustor reference velocity. Fig-

ure IV-23 ShoWs the magnitude of improvement that can be made by reducing the
reference Mach number from 0.1 to 0.05 for the double-_mular combtls_r, A

, i

reduction in reference Mach number meims a l'eduction in comlmstor airflow

rate. This air might be bled from the engine or bypassed around the combuStor.

Some form of variable-geometry combustor might also be used. Any Such ap-

proach would only be n_eded during an actual in-flight relighting process. Once

the combustor was relit, the bleed or byp_S flow would be reduced until the

combustor was again operating at the proper throughflow condition.

Attempts to improve the blowout limits of the swirl-can d_)mbustor _are

focused on improving the ovel-all combustion stability range of the individual

module. In the past, special start fuel nozzles hav_ been used with the preva-

i porizing type of combustor. The_e fuel nozzles ha_'e aiso been tested With s#/irl-
can module combustors; they do extend the ground Start c_tpability and presuni-

• : ably will also improve altitude i.elight !ilIlits. BecauSe altitude religh_ is an im-

portant combustor desig_n criterion, col_tinuing efforts will b_ made to improve I
the relight limits of short Combostors.

Another component whose leng_ affects the overall combeStor length iS the

diffuser. In order to realize the full b_efit of sliort-combustor technology, the

diffuser length flnlSt be kept to a lninimum While the same i_let- to _xit-al'e_t

ratio is maintained. The i-esuldng wide-angle difftmers wil| haveflow-sep_tration

problems unless special t_chniqtl_;are used to I_e_l_ the flow attached to the

walls. One such techulqtle is the use of b0tindary-l_y6r bleed.

* This air cab be drawn otit ttirough the Walls of the combuStor diffuser. 'i'he

effect this could liave on shoi'teriing the diffuser is illustrated |ii figure 1V-24. _ ",

The top sketch is the swirl-cab combustor with wedge-shaped inserts to fliafntatu
i
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the proper flow splits. The bottom sketch illustrated how the diffuser might be

Shortened by using boundary-layer bleed on both walls. In this way, the compres-

sor bleed can be doubly useful by improving diffuser performance as well U by

cooling the turbine. As was pointed out in the previous sections of this report,

: large quantifieS of compressor bleed may be needed to cool the turbine. _

Figure IV-25 Shows how small an amount of bleed flow is required to ira- :

prove the performance of a large-area-ratio short diffuser. Here are results of

tests on a two-dimen_ional diffuser that had an area ratio of 4 to 1. When there i

was no suction applied to either surface, the diftu_er waS in Set flew. With only ,_
id"4. $ percent of the total airflow bled away, there is a Very marked lowering of

: : the center velocity and a corresponding increaSe in flow at the upper and lower

walls. Svrprisingly, increasing the bleed rate to "/percent did not produce much
./J

mol-e of an-improvement. Therefore, Some bleed is very beneficial; but the rate, _

once above some minimum value, iS not critical to diffuser performance. 14

Figure IV-26 shows how the diffuser pressure losses are affected by _

boundary-layer bleed. Note that the diffuser total-pressure loss decreases as the

percent of bleed flow increases. AS before, increasing the quantity of blee{t flow

above somv minimum value has a diminishing improvement on diffuser perform-

ance. So a small amount of bleed flow is Very beneficial and lal_ge quantifies of

bleed air are not required - thoug h the use of large bleed flows is in no way det-
rimental.

:,' HIGH-EXIT-TEMPERATURECOMBUSTOR

/' :_" An interesting application of Short-combustor technology is the high-_xit-

temperahlre combustor research program. The program aim iS to evolve full- t

vamular combustors capable of performing with fuel-air ratios approaching stoi-

chiometrtc value_. Initial re_ul_ have been most encouraging. A swtl.l-can
modula_ combustor was used to, extend good combt_tor p_rformance to exit tem-

,, pera{ureS over $600 ° F.

A modular combug_or design ban always _pp6ared _ be desirable _or engines

requiring very high turbine inlet tehit_eratur_% However, befor_ undertakhig the ,

operation of a combustor at high temperatures, it wgJ_ first nf_cesdary to obtain

•, satisfactory performance levels at lower temper_tttres. Swiri-can!combustors

have beam investigated for m_ny years at NASA Lewis. The initial work in i955, :

(refs. 13 ahd 14) was conducted with hydrogen fd61. Later work (ref. i§) us_l

vaporized hydrocarbon fuel. The more recent work described in re_erehces g 1
!
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to 12 was conducted with liquid Jet fuel and was devoted to improving the design of

swirl-can combustors and extending their operating range to conditions typical of

modern engines. Thus, it was only after completing sufficient background work

that combustor operation at near-stot_htometric temperatures was attempted.

Figure IV-27 is a schematic of the high-temperature test combustor. It is

a modular design quite similar to the swirl-can combustor shown earlier. A

modular configuraLiou Was selected because of Several apparent advantages that

m_wlular combustors have for hitch-exit-temperature applications. These ad_an-

rages include a near-homogeneous mixture of fuel and air_ minimal liner coolant-
i

air flow requirements, and high atLair_ble heat-release rates, t

. . The combustor utilized 120 fuel inletS to produce good mixing of fuel and air. 14
A homogeneous fuel-air mixture is important since stoichiometric burning re- i

quires the re_tction of all the air with the fuel. For compaI.iSon, a conventional !
!

combusto_ design would contain about $0 fuel noZZles, ii
A minimum

amount of air was used for cooling the combustor liners since !_

this air is generally not available for combustion. Film-cooled line_: designs !i
were used. The total coolant flow under the liners was set at 8 percent of the r:1:i
total airflow for a combustor exit temperature of 1600 ° F. Due to increased I

momentum bUrning losS, this flow increasedoto about 8 percent at an exit tern- _i_

perahlre of $600 ° E. I'
Such relatively small coolant flows could be utilized because of the followit1_

' Combustor features: I_
h_

(1) The combu_tor is sho_t, being only 11.4 inches long fx'om the fuel entry i_

plane to the combUstor e_tt. Thus, there wlaS less lifter to cool. Also, simple ii

.... liner designs with minimal surface area were used, Since scoops o',"Slots were i_
ii

: not rSquired to supply nilus,it air. _

(2) The coolant film was utilized to maximum advantage by reducing the tur- I_ t

lzflence level at the liners. This occurred since recircnlaflon zones of hof ga_es r_
were confined in the module wakes and could not wash along the combustor ' ., _.
liners, Liners were also extended z_adially away from the fl_tme streamlines of

these wake zones.

(3) Additional coolant air was supplied between the arl'ay and the lmt-gas Side

of the liners. Sinci_ Ll_ts air Was supplied far up_tream_ iL had ample 0ppoi'tunity
.. to enter into combUstion reacti()fls. , .. +

'" Modular coLnb_stors are also capable ot high-in_slty bUrning, which re- 4

Suits in high h¢_t-release rate_. TiI_ cotabu_tor iS 6ss_mtiedl_ _ pre.mix sys- "

tern, with mixing of fuel and air occurrtng upstre_tm of the burMng Zone in the

carburetors. And, Since nearly all the airflow p_ses thi_ttgh the af_'a_'_ Ule_e

i08
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is abundant air available during all stages ot the coml_ustlon procesS,

/ Combuster performance was monitored by over 400 pressure a_d temperature
,, readings. Average combustor exit temperatures up to 2300° F were measured by
' a circumferential travers$, five-point probe. Higher exit temperatures were
• calculated by using a choked nozzle. An iterative calcu!ation using the following

eciuatiou was employed:

PACd(_[ + da) =\ R / _K-'_+i1

, i&where ,_

' . : ' K specific heat ratio i'-
I

. :. g 32. 174 ft/Sec 2 : _'

' R 53.35 ft-lb/(lb)(°R)

•.:.. W total maSs flow rate

' P total presstlre at nozzle throat

... T total_emperature

A nozzle throat area, 1.32.50 in. 2

_,... Cd(1 + da) nozzle growth function

" " . ".' The choked nozzle was calibrated with the traVerSillg probe, and _ nozzle growth

: .! function of 0.98_ [l + (Texit - Tamblen t) (0.018/'_500)] WaSd_termtned, which
' " " produced an area growth of 0.72 percent per 1000° F temperature rise, Effects

' ." ' ' of the nozzle on test conditions and p_rformance are discussed later hi thi_ sec-
tion. t

" Ftgttre IV-28 is a view looking upstream into the combustor after a 3600° F
• .. . . "',.,

" ' I run. The inner li_,:r was removed to better illustrate the module array. Mod-

ules were clustered in groups of three ahd held in place by fuel s_ruts. These i

....'.: etl_ts can be seen protruding through the outer combustor houSing. Inst_amen- i
• .. ration leads can also be observed extending _rom the centel'body mid the outer !

combuStor houSing. . }
Combustor module details are shown of_figure IV-29. The swirl-Can design !

:,' ' was modifi_d for theSe high, temperature tests. The basic coinpon_ts of earbu- i
...._" refer and sWirler were retained. Howe_er tile cone flame stabi|i_ers _ieScrtbed !

" previotlsly, and shoWr ,,,_'the dashed lines on the figure, wer_ replaced by flat !

1
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plates. Plates were used to eliminate metal from the burning zon,_. The circum-

ference of the flame stabilizers was also increased to maximize interracial mixing

area between the hot gases in the module Wakes and the air flowing through the

array. Sharp edges were retained to induce further turbulence. This hexagonal-

plate flame stabilizer is one of several designs that are currently being investi-

gated.

Combustion efficiency is indicated in figure IV-S0 by a plot of combustor

exit temperature against fuel-air ratio. These data were generated in a single

test run of 6_ hours duration. The combustor inlet air temperature waS 600 ° F.
Inlet pressure was varied between 3 and 6 atmospheres and airflows were be-

tween 49 and 68 pounds per second. A fuel-air ratio spat1 of 0.017 to 0.06 pro-

duced an exit temperature span of 1650 o to $616 ° F. The highest average exit

temperature achieved, 3616 ° F, iS only 33_ degrees F below tile mllximum theo-

retical temperature, which is $953 ° F at these conditions. Nearly all the data are

within a 2.5-percent span of t00_percent combustion efficiency. The source of _!:

the 2. 5-percent variation is the choked nozzle calculation. A 1-percent varta- I_
tion in the choked nozzle I_arameters produces approximately a 2. 5-percent de- i

vation in combustion efficiency. The fixed-area choked nozzle also restricted

the flow conditions which could be investigated. The reference velocity with i

600 ° F inlet air was 132 feet per second for isothermal conditions, 98 feet per i_

second at 16000 F exit temperature, and 67 feet per secoftd at 3600° F. !_
Figure IV-31 _hows the combustor total-pressure loss as a ftmction of dif- I_

fuSer inlet Mach number for isothermal _nd burning conditions. Accep_ble _,_i

levels of pressure loss were obtained. A comparison _)f isothermal presedre i!
loss of this combustor (opeti circles) with the typical annular cbmb_tor de-

_-._: scribed previoUSly (open sqtml.e)shoWS comparable pressure loSS values. AJso I_
preselRed are burning pressure losses (solid circles) for thre_ combustor exit

temperatuz_s corresponding to combustor-exit to -inlet temperattlre ratios of t

2, 3, and 3.85.

The following diScusSion cove_ additional re_mlts Obtained in the high-exit-

temperature tests:

(1) Pattern factol': Combustor exit pattern factors were 0.32 _tt a eomtmstor

exit temperature of 2280 ° F. The traversing probe was hot used for lflgher tetn-

peratures. However, pattern factors at higher e_t temperatu_'eS c_m be lrl-

ferred. For example, the pattern factor at 3_16 ° F was 0.112 or less, _ince

the maximum theoretical tempera_re was only 357 degrees F higher.
(2) Heat _elease rate: A fnaximttm heart _elease rate of 13.3_106 Btu pe_

hour per cubic foot of combustor volume per at_lo_phere waS obtained. J

liO
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(8) Smoke formation: Smoke-concentrations at the combustor exit were meas-
ured Using a stained-filter-paper method. No smoke could be detected for exit

.. temperatures below 8050° F, At 8(300° F the smoke level was below the visible
threshold.

(4) Resonance: Acoustic resonance or combustion instability was not en- t

countered. Resonance is often a problem in high-temperature _omblt_tion sys-
tems. !

(5) Liner temp0r_,ture: The m:x_imum liner temperature was 1680° F, This i

temperature occurred on the inner liner about inches downstream of the modu-

; lar array and prevented further increases in combustor exit temperature, i.i
(6) Damage: Some damage occurred to the cotnbustor during the high-

temperature run. The damage waS minimal and was restricted to five vanes
from five different swirlers and to a warped spacer ring between the outer housing
and the outer film-cooled liner.

, (7) RUn times: Th_ sum total of high-temperature run times to date are
4 hours and 50 minutes at exit temperatures over 8000° F and, 1 hour and
26 minutes at average exit temperatures over 3500° F.
A more complete _lescriptlon of these tests is given in reference 16.

The initial resultJ with this combustor have been very encouraging. High

exit tempera_reS have been attained for a fall-annular, large-diameter combus- _..,
tot without sacrificing good combustor performance. Reasonable run times were .. 4 .t,.

'_ obtained With minimal damage to the combustor. Future work with this combus- ".' ,.
.... tor will emphasize durability, particularly at higher inlet air tell_peratureS; en- ':._._ {

durance runs; exhaust emission data; and altitude reltght perfox'mance. , ".

_'_ EXHAUSTEMISSIONS ;"

-.,, Lately, [he concernover air poUutiotzhas draWnthe attention of the combds-
tot design engineer to the quantifies of _au_t emissiOnS contributed by the gas

.... turbine engine, l_ollutant emisgions may be ClaSsified as either pttrttcul_tte
matter (i. e., greeks) or as gaseous emissions S_tchas carbon monoxide i partially
bttrned h)drocarbonB, and nitric oxide. The first pollutant tO come ttttder atYmek
has been_anst smelts because the smoke tridls that are left by Jet airez'a_t on

takeoff a_d landing are an obvious anttoyance to the genbral public, k g_neral,

exhaust smoke becomes a problem when combust_rs opet_at_ at pressures _reat_r
than 10 atmospheres and when local fuel-air rafl0_ in the primary zone o_ the _i
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eombustor are in excess of an equivalence ratio o_ 1 (i. e., _toi_hiometric).
These conditions occur during takeoff and approach for landing.

Figure IV-32 illustrates the effect of eombustor pressure on smoke number.
_moke number is a parametel related to the density of the exhaust smoke. As the _

smoke density increaseS, the smoke number inere_es. In general, the smoke
becomes visible _ the smoke number exceeds a value of about 25. The threshold

of visible smoke may vary, however, d0pending on such things a6 atmospheric
conditions, the engine exhaust diameter, and the position from which the smoke is
being viewed. The data shown For a J-BV combustor are typical of earlier ecru-

busterS, which were pruposeIy designed with rich primary zon0s to _hance the
altitude relight characteristics of the engine. Smoke numb0r is ._hown to increase

rapidly with increasing pressure. These data were obtained from a single J-57

combustor operating at an inlet temperature of 6000 F, a fuel-air ratio of 0.01$p
and a reference velocity of 54 feet per second.

More recently, Pratt &Whitney Aircraft has been able _o reduce the smoke

number for the JTBD engine from a value of about 60 to a value below the visible

threshold of smoke. This was done by altering the primary zone design for this
combuStor. Similarly, more recent ewgi_es, such as the CF6 and JTgD, have
been designed with smoke numbers that are well below the visible threshold of
smoke.

The short-length, double-annulus combustor and swirl-can combtlstor which l/
were described previously were shown to have an extremely low smoke number

at a pressure of about 6 atmospheres. Data at higher pressures are not avail- !
able for these two configurations; however, we _pect that their Smoke n_mber i_

at higher pressures Will _emain below the threshold of visible smoke. Com- _

busters A and B are two _perimental segment combustors that were designed to I

have increased primary zone airflow and increased mixing inte_ity. The differ-- Ii

ence in smoke number between combttstors A and B is due to a dfffer_ce in pri- i

mary zone airflow. Combustor A, which has a_x_tremely low smoke number in i_i •

relation to the other combustors shown on t_hecurve, does not have a satis_actor_ ti • :

altitude relight capability, and further work WoUldbe r_qulr_t to improve its re- ii
light capability. !i

A recent survey (ref. 1'0 haS indicated that the cofltribution to the o_,ernll
urban air pollution problem by Jet aircraft amounts to le_s than 1 percent com-
pared to other contril_tors, such aS the au_mobile _d stationary power so_Lrces.

q

J
• HoWever, its contribution to the local polltttion in the vicii_ity of the airport carl* '

be significant. The gaseous emission level for a typical turbofafi engine is com-
pared to that oi an automobile engine in the following table:
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]_ngine Operating m_le Emission index_

• lb/1000 lb of fuel

CO iIlydrocarbon NO

Turt_fad idle 50 to 17-4- 10 to 76 3. O
HI L__

Approach ? to 9 | to 10 3. ?

Takeoff 0.7 to 1, 3 0.1 to 0.6 4, 3 ,,
ii ill i i

Automobile Overal! average 104 l0 18 i

p_

The data shown for the turbofan were obtained from reference 1T a_d are repre- :"

sentative of engines such as the JT3D and JTSD. The data presented for the i_
automobile are representative of an automobile that meets the 1970 Federal
standard for hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide emiSSions and the 1971 standard i

for nitrogen oxide emission, q:he automobile data were calculated from the

Federal standardS, which are expressed in grams per vehicle mile, by assuming i_
J

an average mileage of 12 miles per gallon. Three different operating nlodes are
listed for the turbofan engine: idle, approach, and takeoff. An overall average

J mode is shown for the automobile. The exhatlst emiSsion level is expresSed in
terms of pounds of pollutant per thouSaftd pounds of fuel bused.

The table indicateS tha_ the greatest quantity of carbon moflcxide and un-

burned hydrocarbons produced by the turbofan occur during idle conditiOlls_ while

...... _ the quantity of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissionS at apprOach f
and takeoff conditions are relatively sm_tll. The nitric oxide emission level pro- I t

duced by the turbofan is largest at takeoff, btit even here the maximum value is f
approximately one-quarter of that for the automobile. For the present, the most
significant pollution from Jet aircraft occurs in the Vicinity of the airport dtle to _

,,', the large emissions of carbon monoxide and tmlxinled hydrocarbons during opera-
_ lion at idle. In the future, the r_lative contribution by J6t aircraft to the over_U l

,' urba, pollution problem may become more signffican_ as air traffic increases and
as emission controls are applied to the automobile arid to induStry.

FigUre IV-33 illustrates the effect of combuetoz, operating conditions on the '
exhaust e_liseion level for a typical gas turbine comb_tor. The data sbo_ wer_

obtained ff-om a single J-5_ combustion |iner. TSe exh_{ emisnion l_vel in pp_n
is plotted against a correlatit_g pal'ameter (described previouJiy) Which coht_tins

its o
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inlet pressure, inlet temperature, and reference velocity. D_ta were obtained

for a range cf inlet pressuref of l to 20 atmospheres, a r_l_e of inlet tempera-

tures of 800 to 600 ° F, and a range of reference velocities of 29 to 150 feet per

second. The values shown for the parUally burned hydrocarbons are expressed as

the total amount of organic carbon in ppm carbon. The exhaust emissions for the

unburned hydrocarb_n,_ and carbon monoxide are ShoWn to increase as the value

for the correlating parameter is reduced. Plotted on the same figure is a curve _

for combustion efficiency against the correlating parameter, As shown in fig-

ure IV-2, as the value of the correlating parameter decreased, the combustion _,

efficiency d6cressed. The increase in the carbon monoxide and unburned hydro- I
carbon emission level is directly proportional to the decrease in combustion effi-

ciency. The data shown are for afixed fuel-air ratio of 0.013. At lower fuel-

air ratios, the drop in combustion efficiency and the increase in carbon monoxide

and hydrocarbon emissions become even greater. At idle conditions_ the value

of PT/V is low. Tiffs factor, combined with a value of fuel.air ratio lower

than that shown in the figure leads to lower combustion efficiency and causes

even higher hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emission levels. At high values

of the correlating parameter such as occur at takeoff and cruise, combustion

efficiency is high and the emission of hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide level_ off

and is at a minimum.

Nitric oxide is formed during any combustion process involvinf_ air. The
JL , • if'

amount of nitric oxide formed is a function of flame temperature and dwell time.

" The flame temperatune increases as the combustor inlet temperature ineteaves i_

! and aS the primary zone fuel-air ratio approaches a stoichiometric value. Dwell

time is affecttgi by combustor length and velocity. For the range of dat4 shown, _
the nitric oxide emission level gradually increases and levels off as the correlat-

ing parameter is increased. The variation in nitric oxide level that is sllown is _ p-i

mainly attributed to increasing inlet tempera_res and to reductions in reference

velocity, which lead to increased residence time.

Nitric oxide emission levels have recently bee_ measured in the hi[_h-

temperatur_ modular combustor that was described in the preVious section.

Thes_ data are shown in figure fV-34. The nitric oxide concentration plotted on

the ordinate is _preiJsed in ppm on the left ordinate and in terms of an emission

index in pounds of nitric oxide per thoUsand pounds of fuel on the right ordinate.

Data were obtained for an inlet temper_tture of 6000 F and a range of combu_tor

exit temperatur_ from about 1600 ° to 3600 ° F. The emission level is it) ppm at
an exit temperature, of 16000 1_. The concentration increases and levels nff to a

value of about 100 ppr_ at 3600 ° F. Similarly, the nitric oxide emission index in-

creases from a value of about 0.5 pound per thousand pounds of fuel burned at
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2600 ° F to a peak value of about 2.9 poundsper thousand pounds of fuel at _400 ° F

and then decreases and approaches a value of about L _ pounds per thousavd

poundS of fuel at 3600 ° F, The curve for the emission indeX iS different than that
for the emission expressed in ppm since it is affected by the increaaiug fuel-air

ratio, which approaches Stoichiometric aS temperature inereaaes_ A reference

: data point shown for a conventional J-51_comtmstor on the same figure has a

value of about 60 ppm at about 2600 ° F compared to the value of 10 ppm for the

modular combustor. The lower nitric oxide emission level for the modular com-

bustor is attributed to reduced residence time.

The approaches to reducing Jet aircraft exhaust emissions may be summa-
rized as follows: !

(1) Tile elimination of visible smoke is obtained by improving primary zone

fuel-air mixing and _voiding fuel-rich regions in the primary zone. However,

smoke number has been Shown to i_crease with pressure and the tzend to higher

.... operating preSsures makeS the problem more difficult. Furthermore, methods

used to reduce smoke must not _acriflc_ the altitude relight capability of the air-

craft.

(2) Carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions appear to be

mainly a problem in th_ ._.cinity of the airport during idle operation. •AS has been

ShoWn_ the emission level for carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons can

be reduced by improving combustion efficiency. One way of doing this is to re-

duce the number of fuel entry poiuts during idle operation in order to improve

fuel atomization and to optimize the local fuel-air ratio in the primary zone.

(3) The trend to higher inlet and exit temperatureS tend_ to incre__Se the

amount of nitric oxide formed. It appears, however, that aitric oxid_ emission

can be reduced by minimizing combustion residence time, as has been done in the

high-temperature modular combustor, t

Work on the emissions problem is just beginning. These approaches are not nec-

essarily final solutions, but merely indicate pOssible directions to _ in elimi-

nating the problem.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

There are four major achievements of the short-combustor-technolob_y pro-

grams. We have shown that combustor_ for aircraft turbine a_gt_te$ c_ be built

that should have the same performance as combustors that are §0 perc_at longer.

The short combustors have performance similar to the longer comlmstors in
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nearly all respbcts except for altitude relight. This program is continuing with

increased emphasis On improving the altitude relight performance of these com-

bustors.

One of the short coml_stors, the modular Swirl-can combusto_,_ wa_ oper-

ated to give turbine inlet temperatures as high as 3600 o F. Performance of this

combustor was very good; however, much additional work writ be-required to ob-

tain satisfactory durability at high inlet air temperatures.

The lack of visible smoke has been one of the outsta/_ding characteristics of

the short combnstors. This is due in part to the relatively lean fuel-air ratio and

the very high intensity of turbulence in the primary zones of these combuStors. '

Finally, we have Shown that a reduced level of nitric oxide emissionS may be ob-

tained by reducing the residence time in ._ combuStor. While these results

must still be considered preliminary, control of nitric oxide emissionS even at '

very high turbine inlet temperatures should not be difficult to obtaia. ,=
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N71 - 9456
V, V/STOL PROPULSION !

NewellO.sanders,JamesH. Dledrlch,JamesL.Hassell,Jr.,*
DavidH. Hlckey,**RogerW.t.uldens,andWarner'L. St_vart

ThiBpaperde_crlbeathepropulAinntechnologyforeommerc_l airplanoado-

signed for short takeoff and larding (STOL) or for vortical takeoff and laadin_

(VTOL), some differences between those airplanes and conventional takeoff and
landing (CTOL) airplanes are illustrated by the trajectories in tig_re V-1.

The CTOL airplane uses the lift ot wings caused by furward speed to get off the
ground. A relutively long runway is necessary for acceleratiof_ to flying speed, In

the $TOL aLcrMt, wing lif_ is augmented by the engine power. Engine power can be ;

:_ used to increase the '.*.ftin_effectiveness of the Wings or the engine can prodttce di-
rect rift to aid the takeoff, In both caSes, the takeoff speed is lowered, and acceler- ,

ation _stazme is reduced, The VTOL airplane lifts oft at zero airspeed, and the

wings do act provide lilt at all; engines provide the lift directly. In forward flight, i_

the wings do provide lift. l_
We recognize immediately a greater demand for engihe thrust, Or lift, as we

proceed from CTOL to STOL and to VTOL airplanes. Values of engine thrust to
airplane gross weight might be as follo_s:

i ' ' CTOL airplanes, 0.3
, ,} BTOL airplanes, O.6

_, VTOL airplanes, 1.2
The desired thrust of the STOL airplane is double the thrust of the CTOL airplane, t

: The VTOL airplane requires another doubling of the thrust. Tltese values _re g_n-

eralizattons; they ar_ intended _o conveys sense of mag_.itude on_v. Substantial d_-
viatiott8 from these values will be _viddnt in this pd.per.

: InCre_tstng tlu'usts mean incl'easing engtn_ weights. Unless the thg'ust to engine
weight ratio is improved, the engine weights can become too L_fge fbr econmttical
operation. Today's CTOL airplanes have engine thrust to Weight ratios near 5. Fbr
STOL aircraft an improvement in the eilgine thtmst to weight r_tio is flebesSary to

_', offset an otherwise 2 to 1 increase in eltglne size. A valu_ of 7 i_ suggested, btlt We

*NASA-LangleyResearch Center. i
**NASA-AmosResuarch Center.
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would be happy with 20 for all these engines, For the VTOL, a largo improvement In
engine thruat to weight ratio in nc-_ed to offaet an otherwise 4 to 1 tnereane In engine

:i size. An engine thrust to weight ratio of 10 would cut the potential weight penalty in
haft.

An we all know, today'a conventional airplanes are criticized because of the

noise they are_to. The noln_ problem with t_TOLand th_ VTOL airplanes will be
more _ovore because these airplanes will be uf_ndat airports in highly populated _

urban areas, A noi_o limit of 05 equivalent perceived noise decibels (EPNdB) a_ an
altitude of 500 foot Iron been suggested. T_n limit IH 10 to 20 decibels mare atria-

goat th_n tl_opro_oz_t federal regulation _or certifying now CTOL all'plano_. 'rhlo
_trinl_ont nol_o limit hrt_ a ftrt_t order effect on the t_oloctlon ot propulsion, ttrrango-

t

tuont and the onl_ino cycle,

The next item 18 safety, particularly wflh respect to engine failure. The CTOL

has an engine-out safety problem, also, but,_ becanso aft at takeoff and landing is

, critically dependent on the engines in $TOL and VTOL airpl_n_, engine failure be- :

Comes oven more serious and l_s a much greater effect oa propulsion syst0m dosiI_n, i_

High cruising speeds, approaching th_ speeds of CTOL airplaneS, are demanded i_i11

by potential operators of STOL and VTOL aircraft. These last tWo ttemsj speed anti __

economy of operation, favor the turbofan and the atrpump types of engineS. Our dis- ,i_cussion will be limited to these two e,_glnes. _

In the immediately succeeding _,ortions of this paper, STOL airplane propulsion i_
is discussed, and, in the final sections, V'POL airplane propulsion is discussed. :._:_'_

STOLAIRPLANEPRINCIPLES

There are, at present, proposale for a wide variety o_d_signsfor S'I'OL air-
planes. One of the main reasons for this is tbaf the STOL airplane designs are sell- t

strive to the requirements placed on the airplane in terms of field length and ride

quality, and these requirements are, at present, not firmly defined. We can illus-

trate this sensitivity first with the factors that detern_tne the thrtmt reqUl_'_din th_

airplane. In figure V-2 the ratio of the sea level static thrust to the airplane gross
weight to plotted as a function of FAA field length for two wing loadings, 70 agO.
100 pounds per square foot. Some airlines have asRed _or airplanes _vttlta field

: length of 1500 feet, or about two times a city block. Conventtotuil airplanes require
field lengths four and five times this value. Th_ short, l_00-foot field would, of
course, reduce airport land costs in populated areas.

High wing loadings like those mentioned are desirable fol' good ride and for eco-

nomic high speed cruise, Even for a very efficient lifting system, specifying a 1500-
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foot field length and a 100_pound-per-square-foot wing loading requires a thrust to

gross weight ratio of 0, B, or about twice that of CTOL alrplane_. If the required
field length is increased only _0_ feet to 1800 feet and the wing loading is d_creased
from 100 to _0 pounds per squ_re foot, a thrust to gross weight ratio of 0, 38 can
s_fice, This is a significant difference.

The specific valuoa of thrust to gross weight ratio depend on the atrp_ne dv_ign
as Indicated by the wld_ _hadod area, For example, _he ro_iulred thrust to gross

wolght ratio would exceed 0, 0 for a l_00-foot flold length; The important pcJlnt i_

tl_tt STOL airplhnes require high thru6t to grosA weight ratios who6e value depends

on field length, wing loadin_, and airplane design,
If tile $TOL airplane can ta_e off from a _hort field, it should also be able to

iazzdin the same field length. Whether it will be able to do so depends largely on the

l_ft coefficient that the wing can develop, This is illustrated in fit_re V-8 where the

required lift coefficient is plotted as a run.Ion of field l_}ngthfor the same two wing
loadings. To achi0ve a 1500-foot landing field length with a I00 pouncrper _qua_'e
foot wing loading requires a lift coefficient of '/. 0. If the fi01d length is increased to

1800 feet and the wing loading is reduc®d to T0, the r_quired CL is rec_ueed to abo_lt
4.0, a large diff0rence. In general, STOL airplanes reqUire high lift coefficient,
which, as was the ease with the installed thrust, a_e sensitive to field length and
wing loading.

In considering how the requirQd high lift coefficients can be achieved, keep in :,

' mind the high thrustS installed inthe airpl_ne. A powerful aerodynamic principle

for achieving high lift coefficient has been known for many years and is shown in fig-
l'

ure V-4; it is the Jat flap wing concept. Some of the propulsi_ force of the engine

is exhausted downward alof_g the tr_ailing edge of the wing. In its 0fleet on wing li_t,
this Jet sheet acts like an extensive meehaltieal flap. Also, the deflected Jet itself '

, :,

contributes to the Int.

lmplementating this _oncept gives ris_ to a number of problemS: !

(I)_loWisaspmlwiseJetsheet aehlev_d? I"

,_.. (2) How is flow attachment on the wing uFpe_ surface _flalntained at high lift co- I
: efflcients? ,,

(3) HoWis the _ailure of one of the engines tll_t produces the Jet sheet de_tRwith? _
The airplane designers have devised many designs in attemptS tO solve th_e !

pr_blenm. Also, as discussed earlier, the exact requit'e/nents for a STOL ai_lafle
are not firmly established and these have a strong effect on the airplane design. It
is for tll_se reasons that there is at present many STOL,airplane designs ¢_tder cob-

,' sideration.

Three types of STOL airplane designs will be discussed, nag/ely, the externally
blown flap, the aug/heater Wing, and the multiple hln airplane. For each design, the
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concept and propulsior, system will be described, and some of its advantages and

problems will be discussed.

EXTERNALLYBLOWN-FLAPAIRPLANE

The externally blown-flap concept is illustrated in figure V-5. The exhaust flow

from the underslung turbofan engines is directed onto the highly deflected flaps so

that the flow is tuI'ned downward. Lift is generated not only as a result of the re-

directed thrust but also as a result of the jet flap effect which _omeS from the

spreading of the flow outward to Cover most of the flap span and the resulting exten-

slon of the physical flap by the jet sheet so formed. Flow separation on the upper

surface is prevented because some of the engine exhaust passes through the slots in

the flaps to energize the boundary layer. Moderate wing sweep, like that of conven-

, tional jet transports, is required for good spreading of the flow. Also, the high by°

pass ratio fan engines currently being developed are ideally suited for the externally

blown flap concept because of the high mass flow at relatively low velocity and the

relatively low temperature of their exhaust.
A photograph of an externally blown-flap model being tested in the Langley full I

scale tunnel at a very low tunnel speed is presented in figure V-6. The stream of _,_

smoke passing over the wing and then sharply downward is clearly visible. This _'

flow deflection is an indication of lift coefficients two or three times greater than !

for the wing alone.

An obvious problem with the externally blown-flap concept is engine failure be-

cause of the a_ymmetric loss of lift and the resulting rolling moment. This problem

" .., : can be minimized by locating the engines close inboard, but this placement does not '

eliminate the problem. Correction of engine-out rolling moments has been inves- t
tigated very thoroughly at the Langley Research Center. In figure V-7, the rolling-

moment coefficient is shown plotted against lift coefficient. For the case shown

here, the airplane has four engines and a thrust-to-gross weight ratio of 0.6. The

maximum lift coefficient is 9, and, of course, there is no rolling moment asym-

metry. The solid curve illustrates the asymmetric rolling moment from failure of

the left _utboard engine and also shows that f_r this case with three engines oper-

ating at maximum thrust, the maximum lift coefficient has dropped off to about 7.

The real challenge has been so devi_e an aerodynamic control that provides sufficient

roll control power to trim out the asymmetry of the failed engine without lncurring_

additional loss of lift. The rolling moment can be balanced by decreasing the flap _

deflection behind the tw_ active engines and increasing the flap deflection on ,the side i

with the failed engine. This technique is called differential flap control. Results of

° ,r "
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tests using this technique are shown by the dashed curve which indicates that the

rolling moment has been trimmed without further reduction of m_tximum lift coeffi-

cient below 7.

Safety considerations dictate that the airplane operate at some margin above

stall speed. For a 20 percent speed margin, the safe usable approach lift coefficient _

is about 4.7. This lift coefficient permits operation into a 1500-foot field With a wing _

loading of _0 pounds per square foot. :i
Although they would not be used to trim the engine failure asymmetry because of _

the lift penalty that would occur, spoilers do provide a very healthy roll control in- i

:- crement for normal maneuvering control as is indicated by the curve at the top.

In an alternate method also tested at Langley, high pressure air is bled from the

engines and is cross ducted to the opposite ailerons to provide boundary-layer con-

trol. When engine failure occurs, twice as much bleed air is directed to the drooped

_tlleron on the side with the failed engine aS is to the aileron on the side with the two

active enghles. This boundary-layer control SyStem is quite powerful and provides

/: rolling moment trim very similar to that shoWn with the differential flap control i_

technique. In addition, such a system has the distinct advantage of operating pas-

• sively in that most of the rolling moment asymmetry would be trimmed without action

on the part of the pilot. Engines capable of supplying sufficient bleed air to power

the boundary-layer control would be required or provision for auxiliary power from

anothersourcewould be necessary.

A candidateen_e forthe blown-flapSTOL airplaneis shown infigureV-8. The

" trend in engines for conventional transports has been to higher bypaSs ratio and lower

fan pressure ratios. Conventional twin-spool engines of today can meet all require-

ments for this service except a noise limit of 95 EPNDB at an altitude of 500 feet.

Acoustical treatment of existing turbofan engines with bypass ratios of 6 could pUt us

within6 PNdB ofthislimit. The nextsectionwillshow thatstilllower core jetre- t

locities,low fanpressure ratios,and sound absorbingtreatmentare requiredto

meet the 95 EPNdB noiselimitgoal. New fantechnologyemployingpropellertech-

niquesmight be appliedtothese new engines.

Insummary, wind-tunnelexperimentsshoW thatthe desiredliftcoefficientsand

controlof englne-outrollingmoments can be achievedwith an airplanethrustto

gloss weight ratio of 0, 6. Further development of the trend to lower fan pressure

ratio engines is required to meet the noise limits.

AUGMENTORWINGAIRPLANE

The propulsion requirements for an augmen_or wing airplane will be corusidered

now. The question of installed thrust required, core thrust - fan thrust split, and
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fan _nd core pressure ratios will be examined.

Like the externally blown flap concept, the augmenter Wing concept is a deriva-

tive of the jet flap principle. Figure V-9 shows a cross section of an augmenter

wing. The augmenter is atwo-dimensi0nal eJectorformed bythe biplane flap system

and the pressurized duct containing the primany nozzle. The attgmentor increases

the thrust of the primary Jet by about 30 percent. The secondary inlets for the ejec-

tor are shoWn in the cross section. The inlets on tb_ top flap remove the boundary

layer so that the external flow follows the highly deflected flap. The discharge from

the augme_or forms a Jet sheet and geftel_z_es high lift coefficients by the Jet flap ef-

fect. As shown on the plan view, the angmentgr typically covers from the fuselage

: to 70 percent of the span. For additional lift, the _ierons (typically eovel_lng the

outboard 30 percent of the wing) would be drooped and have boundary layer control. =

The engine-out ehargcteristies of this concept are one of its Strong points. The i

interconnected ducting _ shown in the figt_e minimizes ulcer moments d_le to engine i

' failure by providing uniform distribution of air into the fbtp sy_em despite the failure .

of any one of the engines supplying the pressurized air. This league, along with the

high lifl_g efficiency_ makes a two-engine commercial STOL aircraft feasible.

Figure V-10 shows a conceptual installation of a two-spool, two-stream engine

(i. e., the core stream and bypass stream) in a nacelle. At takeoff _d landing, all

the bypaSs air passes up through the pylon into the wing ducta and out _he duct nozzle.

I_ braking on the g_ound is required, the forward valve might be opened., eliminating
the augmenter lift and providing a retarding force. During elmi_ej the valves to the !'_

wing ducts are closed, the flaps are retracted to a streamlin_ position, arid the valve i_i
., at the rear of the pylon is opened to augment the forward cruise thrust provided by 1,i

the core Jet. I

! • The Canadian government, deHavilland of Canada, and NASA have been working

on the augmenter wing concept for several years. Figure V-11 shows a large-scale i t
model mounted in the Ames Research Center 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. The model I_

" span is approxifl_ttn.ly 40 feet. The atlgmentor inIet is ShoWn along the tl_tiling edge !_

of the wing. Ailerons were drooped and h_td bolmdary-layer control applied at the

knee. Botlndary-layer control was also applied at th_ slot across the top of the fuse- _i_i_

lage. A special pump for the augmenter air was mounted in th_ fuselage. The pump

consisted of a J-85 engine d_vizg two Viper compressorS; hence, the three inlets on !|
the fuselage visible in the photograph. An augrnentor wing airplane would not haVe i_

i't
.. these fuselage inlets.

Data from this model are shown it figure V-12. Lift coefficient is plotted as a

function of drag coefficient. This curve is for an augmenter and botlndary-layer con-

trol thrust to gross weight ratio of 0.31 and a flap deflection of 70 °. Even for this

low thrust, the maximum lift coefficient is above 7, which shoizld be sufficient foi" a
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1500-footfield length airplane,

,..,. These data define an engine specifically for an augmentor wing aircraft, but
..... : first a landing approach design point must be selected. Figure V-13 is the same as

the previous figure, but more information has been added. An airplane descends at
an angle determined by the ratio of drag-to-lift. Lines of constant descent angles of

3°, 6°, and 9° are shown, and of course the vertical axis corresponds to level flight.
A deoign point at a 5° angle of attack and 20 percent above stall speed was chosen.

This design point provides a 150 angle of attack and a 13-knot stall margin, which _',
exceeds the margin recommended by some authorities, At the lift coefficient of 5.1,
an airplane with a wing loading of 7_ po_tds per square foot could land in a 1500-foot
field. At this design point, the descent angle of 5° and the 5° an_ le of attack gives a

", horizontal fuselage altitude.
: One of the requirements of commercial aircraflis that they be able to arrest the

:rate of landing descent with a minimum loss of altitude after the pilot's decision is
made to go around. This is done conventionally by rotating the airplane, increasing

power, and in some eaSeS r.educing flap deflection. However, as attempts are made

to lower weather minimums, these techniques become less acceptable. With the aug-
•_ mentor wing, this characteristic can be improved by designing the engine So that the

core thrust will be sufficient to arrest the rate of sink (corresponding to 0.09 thrust
to gross weight ratio) and make the thrust immediately available for emergencieS.
To provide this capability, a fast-acting thrust modulator for the core is necessary.
By including a thruSt reverser in the modulator, the airplane can have a descent

• _ angle between 0° and 8° at fixed power. With the prow_ion of the thrust modulator,
: handlin_ qualities have probably been improved because the modulator provides a

descent control independent of lift or airplane airspeed.
•. _ The figure contains enough information to define important characteristics of the

...... ii augmentor wing engine. With a duct loss of 20 percent, an augmentor augL,entation t
•, of 30 percent, and a flight speed of 65 knots, the required instaiied gross thrust to

: _ii gross weight ratio required is 0.3. Commercial transport regulations will require
this performance with one engine failed, thus the installed thrust for a four-engine
airplane is O.4. The information also establishes tlmt the ratio of the core thrust to

the total engine thrust is 30 percent. The remaining 70 percent of the thrust is de-

livered by the fan to the augmentor. O/course, other core thrust ratios can be ob-
tained With different airplane variables or thatching philosophies, but the case de-
rived here is representative.

Thus far tWoquestions have been ignored. One isthe limitations on duct sizes
imposed by the wing cross-sectional area, and the other is the practicality of the
engine cycle and its adaptability to noise reduction technology. These questions will
now be considered, d

1
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Enough air can be passed through the wing by resorting to high pressure ratios, i
but pressure must be minimized because of cruise specific fuel consumption and
noise from the augmenter. The relative duct areas required to pUS the augmenter

flow at Mach 0.3 in the most critical wing section is shown in figure V-14 as a func- i
• tion of fan pressure ratio. A duct loss of 20 percent thrust iS included. The ca-

pacity of the ducting system shown in the sketch was estimated for a wing loading of
77 pounds per square foot and a 12 percent thick wing With Spars at 15 and 50 percent
chord. The relative duct areas available are shown for wing aspect ratios of 6, 8,

and 10. At an aspect ratio of 8, a pressure ratio of 2.3 is required. However, the

curves indicate a wide range of possible compromises between the engine, aerody-
namics, and noise. For example, with a wing aspect ratio 6, the data indicate that

, a I.6 pressure ratio fan may pump the required amount of air. This, as a single-
stage fan, will reduce compressor and augmenter noiSe significantly but would in-
crease the r_quired airplane thrust to gross weight ratio by about 10 percent. Studies
to evaluate these compromises are required.

As defined here, the engine should haVe 30 percent of the thrust from the core
and 70 percent from the fan. Furthermore, the jet exhaust velocity should be low to i

I

minimize core jet noise. FigUre V-15 shows the core thrust fraction aS a function of i
the core jet velocity for an 1800° F turbine inlet temperature. Fan pressure ratio
is 2.5. The core jet velocity must be arou_A 800 feet per second to keep the core
jet noise down. The desired core thrust fraction is obtained at the moderate turbine

inlet temperature of 1800° F. These figtwes represent one solution to the engine-
airplane matching problem. AS With the blown flap, conventional engines could have

been used, b_ttthe core jet noise is p_ohibitive; thus, a new engine iS req_red for
noise reduction. This engine will probably be well within the state of the art; how-
ever, no eftgines like this are being built today. A new or highly modified e_lne

i' _'i_

will probably be developed Specifically for the augmenter Wing airplane. '

This has been a review of the augmenter wing state-of-a_t. The augmenter wing t
is an efficient high lift system. It is possible to get the required duct sizes into the

aircraft wing. A two-spool engine of special design can generate the required wing
duct flows and pressures With a low jet core exhaust noise. Considerable work is

still required to optimize the matching between the engine, airframe, and noise.

, MULTIFANAIRPLANE

The major factors affecting STOL airplane design are noise, efigine-out_ _alid a
lateral spreading of the Jet sheet to achieve high lift coefficiehts vfhcieiltly. Given
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these factors, the use Of multipls_ low-pressure-_atlo far_s is an approach to a STOL

, airplane that may have some advantages. One possible airplane layout is shown-ln• i

_ figure V-10. On the airplane, 16 fans are spread along the wing trailing edge.

These fans have a pressure ratio of 1.25 so that the propulsion can be quiet, and the i

same fans proVide both the takeoff and the cruise thrust. The large number of fans ,

gives a good spanwise extent of th9 Jet sheet. The fans are mounted on a hinged flap i

to achieve a downward deflected jet for high lift. The fan inlets create a massive

Suction to maintain flow attachment on the wing upper surface. The effect of one ,_

fan-out is small because the thrust of each fan is only a small fraction of the total
thrust.

The fans are driven by hlgh-pressure air from four air pumps that deliver air

• /i ' at a pressure ratio of about 7. This pressure ratio allows the duct sizes in the wing
to be small compared with the wing croSs sectional area.

To help determine ff this arrangement has merit, the model shown in figure

. : V-17 was built. It is a semispan model, and, hence, has eight fans. They are _

driven by high pressure air, and the whole system is mounted on a force balance. _ I_
• The tests were run in the Lewis 9- by 15-feot V/STOL test section. A typical set of

results is st_own in figure V-18.

Lift coefficient is plotted as a function angle of attack for two conditions: a 30°

flap deflection corresponding to takeoff and a 60° flap deflection correspondL_g to

landlng. The data extend to a 30° angle of attack, and the wlng has not stalled for

either flap deflection. These data have been interpreted in terms of a STOL airplane

with a 100-poufld-per-scluare-foot wing loading, a 1500-foot field length, and an in-

stalled thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.5V. Takeoff would occur at a lift coefficient of

i about 4.0 at about a 10° _mgle of attack. At this flight condition, the wing can easily

_ :,: tolerate a 30-foot-per-second vertical gust.

., : • The landing approach would occur at a lift coefficient of 7.0 with the engines t

partly throttled and a thrust to gross weight ratio of 0.44 (the installed vahte is

:, 0.97). Again, at this flight condition, the wing .has a 30'foot-per-Second vertical

gust tolerance. This performance together with the fact that it is achieved with pd-

teutlally low-nolse fans nmke_ this a configuration of interest.

The propulsion system is described in more detail next. A drawing of one cf

the fans is shown hi figure V-19. It has a single-stage rotor with a pressure ratio

of 1.25. Turbine drive air enters an annular scroll, pas_es tlttough the tutbin_

nozzles and _rbine blades modrited on the tip of the fan to drive the fan, ahd thed

exits to _rovide part of the thrust. The drive air temperatures stre lov_ enough s0

the ducflng, scroll, and ttwbine materials can be titaaiuhi.

High pressure drive air is provided by the air pump sliown in figure V°20. It id

a two-spool engine. The first spool generates a pressure tatto of about 7.0. Half

z4S
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of this air is ducted off to drive the fans; the remainder is routed through the second

spool, is burned, and is used to drive the turbines for both spools.

The consequence of an airpump failure depends on the ducting system. It Is

proposed that the ducting be arranged so that each fan receives one=quarter of its

drive air from each airpump. The loss of one airpump causes a one=quarter loss of

power, but all the fans continue to run uniformly so no roll or yawing moments are

developed. Also, because this is a power interconnected system, the one-quarter :

power loSS ideally causes only a one-eighth loss in thrust. Thus, this concept is

tolerant of either a fan or airpump loss.

Studies and tests to date indicate that a multiple low-pressure=ratio fan conftgu- .

.... ration has the potential for low noise, good engine failure tolerance, and has very i_
I

high usable lift Coefficients. As a ConSequence of the high uSable lift coefficients,
the multifan concept can yield airplanes with a wing loading of about 100 pounds per ! °

.- square foot for a 1500-foot field. What iS _ worth to increase the Wing loading f_om i

70 to 100 ? The decrease in wing weight corresponds to an increase of about 20 per- i

cent in payload weight. The cruise lift-drag ratio at MaCh 0.75 and at an altitude of i _
25 000 feet is improved about 10 percent, and there is qualitative improvement in !

ride quality, i

In brief, the multiple fan airplane appears to have a number of 8tgniftcant advan- i _

tage_, but there are also problems thitt require further study such as cruise drag, i,:

a_roolastic stability, and system Weight. i_ J
4 _

VTOLAIRPLANEPRINCIPLES
,. .

VTOL airplanes employ engines for lift as shown in figul.e V-21. This drawing i_
is purely schematic and is not proposed as a favored configuration. A multiplicity

of engines are required to provide the enormous lift and to provide safety in case of

engine failure. The engines also must perform new control functionS. At zero llft- t

off speed, there are no aerodynamic forces acting on the control surfaces. The

power system must provide the control. The lift engines shown in the wing tips are

for roll control, and fore and aft engines shown are for pitch control. In addition,

engines must pl_ovide cruise thrust for forward flight. Separate engines are shown

for _tch of these functions; it is probable tha_ some of thesefunctions carl be com-

bined into fewer engities.

The remainder of this section is limited to a disctmsion of lift fans. Although

thellft _lgiflet_ are requil'ed only at takeoff arid landfltg, we must drag them alongfor

the entire flight. TO avoid the drag peflaity of these inactive ehgines as much as pos-

sible, the airplane designer tries to bui'y the engines in the Wing, in small pods, in

extensions of the f_sdage_ or in the fuselage itself. Consequently, the engine designer
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is required to make the engine as short and a_ small as possible,
Another problem concerns an unusual flow situation aroutid the engines. After--.

ltft_ff, the engines must operate while the airplane is in forward flight until complete
wing lift is established. The flow of external air across the inlet causes severe dis-
tortions of flow at the engine face. The en_ln_ and en_ne installation must be de_

signed to wit_tand the_e flow distortions.
The minimum engine thrust, or lift, must be at lea_t as great as the gross

weight of the airplane, Additional lift is required for acceleration and maneuvering.
To allow for engine failure, the installed thrust must be great enough to provide lift

and maneuvering acceleration with an engine out. The failure of an engine causes i

upsetting moments; correction of these moments requires still nlore installed lift.
When all of tl_ese factors are considered, the installed thrust to gross weight ratio
will range between 1.2 and 1. (J.

The importance of engine thrust-to-weight rstio is Shown by the result of a _

,- parametric study of VTOL airplanes (fig. V-22). The plane in this figure can carry
100 passengers 500 miles, and its engine thrust to weight ratio is 1.3. Aircraft

gross weight is plotted as a function Ofthe ratio of englne thrust-to-engine weight as
installed in the airplane. Curves eo_'responding to lifting times of 5 and .10 minutes
are Shown. YOumay recall that the engine thrust to weight ratios of today'S airp_e
engines are near 5; such engines are totally unsuitable of this service. A thrust to
weight ratio of 10 gives an airplane gross weight close to 100 000 pounds for a lifting _

time of 10 minutes. DCg's and _37's are approximately this Size and carry approxi-
t

mately the same number of passengerS. We would like, there/ore, to have engines
i

with thrust to weight ratios of 10 oF better. New engine designs and new t_chnol_ I
will be required to produce these engines. !•

The figure also shows the effect of var_flng specific fuel consumption (SFC) on il

airplane gross weight. Increasing the Specific fu_l cortSumption from 0.4 to 0.5 has iI j,
minor effect of airplane gross Weight because tllsse fan engines are already very el- • '_

• ficient and the fuel consumed in the 5 or 10 miflu_s of operation is not great, ti

The noise limitation drives us to very _gh-bypass-ratio, low-pressure-ratio, !
arid low-tip-speed fans. !_

In summary, the installed lift must be 1.2 to I. 6 times the gross weight of the I

airplane. The engine thrust to weight ratio must b_ high, probably above 10; the

engine must be compact, have low noise, and be tolerant to the external flow across
the inlet.

!
1
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EFFECTOFEXTERNALFLOWONVTOLFANPERFORMANCE

A picture of a fan installed in the 9_ by 1B-foot V/BTOL wind-tunnel te_t section
is shown in figure V-93, The modal lift fan has a diameter of 15 inches and is

mounted in a wing which spans the tunnel test section, The wing was mounted verti-

cally to facilitate the measurement of forces. The fan is driven by a compact, high-

pressure air turbine which is mounted in the hub of the fan. Th_ fan ham a design

pressure ratio of about 1,3 at a tip spe_d of approximately 1000 feet per second.
The axis of the fan is perpendicular to the direction of th(_ tunnel airflow. Con_

s0quently, the air is forced to turn 90° to enter the fan. This is termed the cross-
(tow environment.

The oncoming airstream is forced to turn sharply to cater th0 fan on th0 up-

stream edge of the fan inlet. At high crossflow velocities, the flow separated and
blocked a portion of the inlet area. This is potentially a severe problem; but in this

particular case, the maximum inlet area blockage amounted o_ly to about 6 percent.
Blockages like these can be tolerated by the lift fan and aircraft as will be shown
later.

!
Another problem caused by crossflow is more serious: the change of rotor in-

cidenCe angle (see fig. V-24). The inset is a planform of the fan in crossflow. The

rotation of the fan is indicated by the long arrow. Each fan blade advances and re- ]!
treats relative to the erossflow as the fan rotates. This causes positive and negative

' relative incidence angles of the flow, as shown in the inset. In the figure the theo-

retical change in incidence angle is plotted _ts a function of the ctrcun_erential posi-
tion. There is a cyclic pattern which is aggravated as the el'osSfiow Veluctty in-
creases from 0 to 1(_0mph. When rotor incidence angle changes, rotor preAsure

.. ratio changes. Confirming experimental data are shown in figure V-25.
The rotor total pressure ratio is shown as a function of circu_lfe_ential position. t

Static conditions resulted in a uniform pressure ratio. As eroesflow increased to

100 and 160 mph, the predicted cyclic behavior was observed. However, the curVe$
were not symmetrical in the advancing portion of the cycle. The data reached a

limiting value which was independent of the crossflow velocity. This effe¢t pr_uee_

a net reduction of the mean rotor total pressure ratio as the croesflow velocity in-
creases. Colmequently, we would expect the fan thrust to iall off Witli increases in
crossflow velocity.

Figtlre V-26 shoWs model lift fan total thrust per unit frontal area as a function
of the tmmel air velocity. Data are shown for a tip speed of 980 fiiet per sevond (or

design conditions)• 'l_vo additional curves are superimposed for comparison l_ti_-

poses. The top curve is an ideal fan performance curve, which assumes r_covery I,
of all the momentum of the tunnel airstream. The lower curve is the lift fan thl'ust i:
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reqwtrementof a VTOL aircraft converting to win_-_upported fl_ght at 140 mph. We
have referenced the two curvea to the Btatic thrust of ,_hemodel lift fan at design

speed.
For the- design condition, the experimental f_tni_rust fall_ off with ir,cre_slng

eros_flow velo_Itle_. The performance oF tld_ fan la tar from ideal, The ero_stlow
onvl_'onmeat d_gradc_ the fan perform_nc,._ by a considerable amount, but there l_ _

Bufficient margin to provide the required thrust for the example shown.
This l_ Just one caBe, and further tests are being planned With low-prea_uro

ratio, low-tip ,peed, loW-noise fana to see ff there trends are maintained.

VTOLFANPROPULSIONSYSTEMS

As has been pointed out before, noise constraints lt_ve resulted in the r_luire-
meat of rather low pressure ratios, 1. _5 or less, for lift fans. These faris in them-
selveS, then become rather well-defined and are flat and light weight. The reasons
we get into various fan systems lies in the question of how the fans are driven.

In general, the drive systems can be put in two categories, as ShoWntn fig-
ure V-27, The integral drive tan engine is self-contained with a hub drive turbizte
and its o_n inner spool. It is, in principle, a eonverltlonal tw0-sponl, InCh bypass
ratio turbofan engine. The lower part of the figure shows examplss of the remote
dries systems. In such Systems the power source is in a loeatibn remote f_m the

fan itself, _ith pneumatic energy transmitte_l to the power tu_'bhte through ducts or
pipes. These ducts can be co_igUred in such a way that f_Ju_axidpower SourCed can

be interconnected to reduce the engine failure and doatroi problems. The far[ rood- i

ules are rather short in depth. This, and the ability to orient the power source i
albng a different _xis results in a potential reduction in installation problems as
compared to the integral drive system. :_

Two remote systems _re shown. One is a ga_ gen_rator system, ta which a
conventional turbojet engine is eniployed. The hot pressurt_.ed g_ts, rather than

being uset_ for thrust, is diverted through appropriate ductint_ to the fan-drive ttir.
bine inlet. This fan system has been used in some of the direct lift reseai_ch air- _

craft that have been examined in recent years, notably the XV_. The other SyStem _

uses an airpump. This airpump would be a very low byp[tss ratio, high-_i'essure

ratio turbol!a_ engine. The pressurized air, winch is considerably cooler theft the

gas g_flerator exhaust, is routed through dt_cts to th_ lift tan. An a_dltary co_l_us-
for heats the air Just before it goes into the ta_ ttl_bine drive.

The ulUmate choice of the fan drive system ts a function of many factors, some
related to the engine itself, such as weight, system _el eohstimptiofl, volume, and
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depth and others related to aircraft operation, such as enntrol and engine-out. The

dlscus_Ion here will be confined to the engines themselves and their features,

INTEGRALDRIVEFAN

_ome of the features of the integral drive fan are shown in figure V-28, which

presents a cross-sectional view of one fan currently being considered. This t_ a

single-stage, relatively low-speed fan (due to the required low pressure rat/o). It
has the IJotentlal of being very light weight because of the possible use of advanced

composite structures. The fan is sllown Wttl_the flow to the compressor split off i

from that of the bypassed floW. Such a fan geometry is attractive because it permits
the pressure rise at the hub section to be lower than that of the main fan, thereby _

permitting a lower fan inner radius and,, therefore, a smaller diameter engine. The

inner spool Includes a multistage compressor driven by a single-stage turbine. The i

combustor sl_wn iS a reverse-flow type. Such a combustor geometry is considered
to be attractive because it shortens the length of the engine, thereby mirAmizing its _!

depth and volume, tThe inner spool must be rather _implc and compact for this application. For- i_-
tunately, the engine cycle parameters, namely, pressure ratio aad turbine inlet tern- i._:

perature, are such that this iS possible. The results of engin_ Cycle calculations "_i
made to find the optimum cycle pressure ratio and turbine inlet temperature are

shown in figure V-29. Th_ engine W0ight plus 5 minutes fuel is Shown on a relative !

scale as a function of the turbine inlet temperature at thre_ compression ratios.

: The optimum temperature is 18000 F, which is surpl'isingly low and a conservative
value by today's standards. The optimum pressure ratio is also surprisingly low,
being about 8. Low optimum temperature and pressure ratio are obtained because

?
• the short operating time of the engine minimizes the Importance of specific fuel cozi-

sumption. These m_xiest cycle temp6ratures and pressures gr_ttly simplify the g_s
generator.

From figure V-28, it can be seen that the fan is dl'iVen by a mtlltistAge turbinel
Because of speed restrictions on the fan arid because the turbine diameter is sub-

stantiaUy less than that bf the fan, the turbine blade speedJs _'tndassociated stresses
of this turbine are quite low. Therefore, the turbine Is potentially light in weight
through the generous use o_ thin sheet metal inits _orlstruct/Oa.

From art aerodynamic standpoint, this tuflJine has requirements that ar_ co,i-
sidered to be beyond that of conventioitai practice. The re_snn for this is indicated
in figure V-30, where stage efficiency is plotted as a functioh of turbine sta_e Work ,'

factor. (Stage work factor relates the work being exti'acted pet_potmd of air per
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stage t, the kinetic energy of the rotating blade_. ) Increasing the work factor re_

sult_ in decreasing the turbine efficiency. Current cr_ji_o etlglnes usually operate
at work factors of I to 2 because of the desire to have :_gh turbine efficiency and,

thu_, low specific fuel consumption. Stu_es of the integral engine have shown that,
when considering both turbine weight and efficiency, work factors in the ra_e from

4 to 5 become necessary. Such high work factors are _ncountered becauge the b|ade

_pOed is loW, as previously mentioned, and the work per p_und is high because o! the _:
_ flow through the gas generator. Shown is a broad band of uncertalnty in the exo
peeted efficiency at these high work factors, thus tndtcatlng that there are major
questlon_ regarding the ultimate dficiency in this range. Programs are currently
under way to attempt to answer these questions.

?

TIPTURBINEFANSYSTEM il

The low blade speed encountered in the turbine tor the integral engine is one of 1_i

,, the reasons why other approaches p_rmitting increased blade speedS are desirable. 1
Introducing a gear system would be one way of accomplishing this. To date, how-
ever, the adde_l complexity and weight has not resulted in this approach being Sltown
to have a net advantage.

Another idea to _ncrease the turbine blade speed - also considered to be un-

practical for the integral engine - is the use of a turbine located at the tip of the fan.
These tip turbines are located where the blade speed is greatest, thereby resulting
in more modest values of stage work factor, about 2. Tip turbines are tised Jr,the
remote drive systems described pl'eViously. BecaUse o_ the location of the turbine,
rather large scrolls are required to direct the high pz'esgure ga_ to the turbine en,

trance. Also, turbine inlet temperatures on the order of 1400° F al'e b_ing congtd- t
ered for the drive systems, resulting in the whole outer Section being at_lligh tem-
peratures. These outer elements, of course, require insulation and major attention

_:! to maintain the structural integrity _nd li_e of th_ hQt parts,
A cross sectional view of one of theS_ f_ms is shown in figure V,31 for the gas

gerlerator system. The fan rotor, its staler, the scroll, and the Single stage tip
turbine are shown. Although the gas generator aridair pump d_ive systems appear

to be similar (fig. V-27), there are substantial differences. These differenceg oc-
cur principally because oJ_the difference in the available pressure ratio across the _"

_" tttrbine. Since the g_s gene_tor is basically a _rhoJet engine, the pressure avail-

able to the tip turbine is modest - perhaps off the order o_ _ atmospheres. The air

pump system, on the other hand, can deliver' pressUreS considerably greater tharl
that. We have been examining delivery pressid'es as high as 8 atntospheres ih 0i'der
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to allow the pump to operate with a single spool and to minimize the size and weight
of the associated duets. These ductS could be at a sufficiently low temperature to

' permit titanimn to be used.

A substantial impact of these differences in pressure raUo is felt Onthe scrOll
and turbine. Figure V-$:l illustrates these differences. Shown is the Volume flow to

the hot scrOll as a function of turbine pressure ratio. The flow for the gas generator
system is seen to be over four-times that for the air pump system, and this results

in a larger_and heavier Scroll for the gas generator system. On the other hand, the
low pressure ratio across the Up turbine for the gas generator system permits a
single-stage turbine to be USed. The high pressure ratio across the tip turbine for

the air pump ease has forced us to consider a two-stage tip turbine for this system.
• _ Cross sectional views of the tip regionS for these two cases are shown in fig-

ure V-$3. The difference in the scroll size and the number at turbine stages can be
seen. Some other flsct0rs that affect the turbine and fan performance can also be

' seen. First, generous axial clearances must be provided to accommodate large mo-

tlons of the fan tip. Second, the very short blading, particularly for the a/rpump
turbine, has an adverse effect Onthe efficiency. Third, leakage at the front face of
the fan_ which occurs due to the preSSure differential between the turbine stator out-

let and fan tip inlet, reduces efficiency. Tiffs leakage l)enalizes the turbin_ by di-
verting the flow and penalizes the fan by the introduction of hot gas _ the fttn at the

tip. This is a rather serious problem since these seals are in a region that is § feet

• "_ in diameter, a,_re investigation is needed to determine the best seal geometry for
this application.

This diSc_sion has pointed up some of the features and problem areas internal
to the lift fa_ _ themselves. Little was discussed about weight eompftrlSons since

• "/ considerable desigu improvem()nts must be made before practical values can be oh-

.. tained. The discussion Ires shown, however, that the effleieney of high work factor
turbines must be determined for the integral engine. On the other ltamt for the re-.

mote drive fanS, major questionS arise regarding the tip turbine perfor_ee, par-
ticularly as related to the clearances and i_utkage_. There is also the qUestion of
aeeeputbility of 21 the hot components that are located outside the fail. TheSe and

other questions must be anSwered to deter_line which configuration is best for the
VTOL transports.

u

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

For the blown-flap _i*pl_me, the engine thrust tatl_t be close to 0.6 of Ute grosb
weight. The problem of engine-out rolling moments It_ beeitinvestiip#_d with
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models in a wind-tunnel, and the results encourage _s to believe that these moments

.... . can be managed by differential flaps or boundary-layer control and proper airplane
- proportioning.Enginessimilarto_xlstingCTOL enginescanmeet allpropulsion

requirementsexceptlownoise.A speelalenginehavinga highbypassratio,lowfan

, pressure ratio, and sound treatment will be required to stay wRhin the noise goats.

The example augmenter wing airplane required an installed thrust-tooweight

ratio near 0.4. The airplane has good engine-out characteristics. HOWever, a spe-
cial engine design is required to give a thrust split of approximately 70 percent to

the augmenter and 30 percent to the core Jet. In addition to achieving the noise

goals, the core velocity must be held to a low value near 800 feet per second. A
major problem with this airplane is the control of the noise from the augmenter.

_! iii'I-'_ The novel muRifan system is promising, but further research is required for
• '_. evaluation of its potential, i

...... For the VTOL airplane, we have shown some of the features and problems of i

'.... theintegraldrivefan,thetip-turbinefandrivenby a ga_generator,and a tip-
7,

turbinefandrivenby a compreSSedairgenerator.Inallcases,advancedtechnology

.... willbe requiredtoproduceusefulengines, ii

3_
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TYPICAL TAKEOFF AND LANDING TRAJECTORIES
FORCTOL, STOL AND VTOL AIRPLANES
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' STOL AIRPLANE LANDING LIFT REQUIRE;41ENTS
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EXTERNALLY BLOWN-FLAP STOL AIRPLANE
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AUGHENTOR WING STOL AIRPLANE
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AUGMENTOR WING AIRPLANE MODEL IN
WIND TUNNEL

=. FigureV-11
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AUGMENTOR WING DESCENT PERFORMANCE
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AUGMENTOR ENGINE THRUST DIVISION
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VTOL FROPULSION FUNCTIONS
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FAN DRIVE DESIGNS
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INTEGRAL ENGINE CYCLE SELECTION
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REMOTE DRIVE LIFT FAN
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N71 -19457
• VI. NOIS'EREDUCTION ,

JamesJ.Kramer,DavidChestnutt,EugeneA.Krejsa,
JamesG. Lucas,andEdwardJ. Rice i._

Increased use of jet transports along wflh a growing concern for the quality of

the environment has resulted in considerable emphasis on noise reduction efforts in

the past 5 years. In order to discuss the noise an aircraft engine makes, it is

'' necessary to define several items: where the observel` is with-respect to the plane, i:
the engine power setting, and the units of noise measurement. Noise energy levels ,

are measured on a logarithmic scale in decibels. What we are really interested in, "",_

, however, is not how much energy is in a cex_ain sound but how angry it makes the •

person who hears it. We want to measure the human response. A new unit, the

perceived noise decibel, waS developed to reflect the varying human response to the I_

different kinds of sound, distinguished by their frequency spectra. Sounds which i!,
have high energy content in the frequencies to which humans are most sensitive ate !_

weighted so a_ to have high PNdB or perceived'noise decibel values. These fre- i:i

qUencies of high annoyance are in the range of 1000 to 5000 cycles per second or ii
hertz. Other factors are known to affeot human response - most importantly the t,

duration of exposure and the presence of discrete tones in the spectrum. Correc°

• tion factors have been developed and when these aJ_e applied, tile resultant levels i_

., axe in effective perceived noise deetbel_ or EI_dB. i_

' (:_ Both conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) and vertical/short takeout and _i_ '
., landin_(V/STOL) aircraft noise is discussed. The sttbsonic aircraft flight profile I

is considered first. Noise is a factor for sttbsonic aircraft when they are landing

and taking off. These aircraft land on a 3° glide slope, so that their altitude atx_e

the commttuity is fairly well defined as a function of distance from thuchdcNm. The

enginepower settingvaries_s the pilotmaneuvers down the glideslope,but i_en-

erally the engines are at about 25 percent of takeoff thrust. During takeoff the al-

titude above the community depends on the operating weight ot the aircraft and the

power setting. It is possible fol` the pilot to l`educe power ariel, he has achieved

some safe altitude. This pow_l, reduction resuJts in less noise.

_NASA-Langley Research Center. 4
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CTOLAIRCRAFT

Recently, the FAA issued an airc_aR certification standard for noise. The

FAA-selected measuring stations for conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) air-

craft are below the aircraft 1 nautical mile from touchdown on approach and 3.5 nan-

tical miles from brake release on takeoff (fig. VI-1). Power cutback is permitted

during takeoff if other safety requirements are met. For approach on a 3° glide

slope, _he aircraft Is 370 feet above the ground at 1 nautical mile from touchdown;
i'

and at 3.5 nautical miles from brake release, the aircraft is anywbere from 600 to

1200 feet in altitude, or higher. The sideline station is at 0.35 nautical mile for

four-engine aircraft and 0.25 nautical mile for two- arid three-engine aircraft. The

: ' maximum permitted noise levels at these stations are sh-,wn in figure VI-2.

• ' Consider a 707/DC-8-class long-range transport. It produces about 118 PNdB :.

of noise at 1000 feet altitude at full takeoff power. If a replacement aircraft were ' _

to be built, it could make no more than 103 EPNdE according to this FAA _tandard. i ',
The actual permitted noise levels are a function of aircraft size, with the variation I'_

• _ /r

in effective perceived noise level (EPNL) a function of aircraft gross weight as _,

shown in figure VI-2. Getierally, the levels req.uirod now are about 10 to 15 PNdB i_
lower than previous levels, i.,_,

At Lewis we have been working for several years on a low-noise engine sttitable ii
for use on a CTOL airplane. The engine will incorporate all available sound reduc- !d

, • tion features in an effort to consolidaie and advance the technology of noise reduc- _,_

tion. The engineiscalledthe Quiet Engine. This enginein conjunctionwithan I_

acousticallytreatednacelleshouldpermit the attainmentof noiselevelsabout _

• I0 PNdB below the currentFAA certificationlevels. Currentlyb_ing buIR under con- i_
tractwlth General Electricisa Itlgh-bypass-r'_toenginedeveloping22000 pounds of '_

.... i takeoff thrust. A cross-sectional view of the engine is shown in figure VIo3. In this _ '

program, severalfansand turbines_orthe engineare beingbuilt,liningsfor the "

_ coldand hotducts are beinginvestigated,and some potentialnoise reductiondevices

are beingtestedon a half-scalemodel fan. We expecttobe testingthe englhe_t

General Electric in about 6 months and to take delivery here at Lewl_ in late 1972.

This engine serves as the basis for the following discussion of our noise research.

NoiseSources _
,.

Gas turbine engine noise can be divided into two geheral categories: internally il

generated noise, usually associated with the rbtattng machinery; and externally gen- !_

cratednoise,or Jetnoise. Any noisereductionprogram must considerallsources _ ,

( '_
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and bring them all down to an acceptable level.

The cutaway view of the Quiet Engine shown in figure VI-4 reveals the sources
of internally generated noise. These primary sources are the fan, the compressor,
and the turbine. In this engine, as Lt most high-bypass-ratio engines, the fan is
the dominant source of the internally generated noise. The fan noise propagates
out both the engine inlet and the fan discharge duct, the compressor noise propa-

gates out the engine inlet, and the turbine noise propagates out the jet exhaust noz-
zle.

There are two sources of externally generated noise in a turbofan engine. I1t

figure VI-5 the mixing regions WhiCh produce the Jet noise are shoWn. One is lo-
cated downstream of the fan exhaust duct and the other at the nozzle exh_St.

_ ' There is an important distinction betWeen the Internally generated and exter-

nally generated noises. The internal noise can be suppressed in the engine pas-

sages, whereas the external noise obviously can not. The most effective control ot

; externally generated noise is to keep the Jet velocities as low as possible. Fig-
ure VI-6 shows how acoustic treatment might be applied to the engine passages for

the reduction of internal noise. The fan noise is reduced by inlet and fan ex,_mst

suppressors. The compressor noise is mostly absorbed in the core engine Inlet,
while the turbine noise is suppressed inside the core exhaust nozzle area.

: The relative magnitude o_ the different noise sources can vary from engine to

engine, and even for a given engine they can vary with operating conditions. This

is illustrated in the figures VI-7 and VI-8. All noise sources have td be l_ered

since overall sound pressure level is determined by tlle highest level source. Fig-

' :i ure VI-7 shows the perceived noise level/or a Boeing 707 or DC-8 aircraft at tkke-

_._. off and landing approach. The Pratt & Whitney JT-3D engines for these aircraft

" y ; have a bypass ratio of 1.43. At takeoff the Jet noise is greater than the engine inlet

" noise and nearly as loud as the fan exhaust duct noise. Therefore, internal noise t

• _. suppression would proVide very little noise reduction, At landing approach, how'
ever, the jet noise is much less than the noise radiated from the engine inlet arid

fan exhaust duct. In this case, internal acoustic sttppression would result in stib-

statltial reduction in perceived noise level.

i_! InflgureVI-8 the same typeofplotisshown for theQuiet Engine. With a by..

pass ratioof _.5 to I, the noiserelationhas changed considerably. For b_tlltake-

, off and approach the _et noise is considerably below the nois_ radiated front both the

inlet and the fan exhaust duct. This is due to the high-bypas_ feasts, which ex.

tracts significant propulsive energy from the main Jet. Tltis fehture has been in-

corporated in some of the newest engines now in production. • Thtts, internal noise

suppression results in substantial perceived noise level redudions at both ap_i'oach
and takeoff.
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Jet noise. - There are tWo external noise sources in a turbofan engine such a_
the Quiet l_ngine, These are shown schematically in figure VI-9. One source of

external noise is the turbulent mixing region produced when the fan Jet mixes with

ambient air, The other source of external noise is the mixing regior_ produced when
the core Jet mixes with the fan Jet and ambient air.

When two airstreams at different velocities mix, considerable turbulence iS
generated and some of this turbulent energy is radiated as Sound. As the difference

in Velocity increases, the intensity of the turbulence increases and, hence, the
noise increases.

Figure VI-10 shows the relation of the sound power geneeated by Jet mixing to
the Jet velocity. The data points shown were obtained from noise studies on Jet
engines and on nozzles supplied with hot and cold air. These data points were taken

in the velocity range Which is typical of turbojet and turbofan engines. The slope of J

this line on the log plot indicates that the noise is proportional to the Jet velocity to
' the eighth power. Due to this Strong dependence, a moderate reduction in Jet re- i

locity will produce a considerable reduction in noise. For example, a reduction !"

fl.om 0000 feet per second, which iS a typical Jet velocity for a turbojet at takeoff, I

to 1500 feet per Second, which is a typical Jet velocity for a low-bypass-ratio turbo- !_
fan at takeoff, produces about a 10-dB. reduction in noise. Further reduction in the
Jet velocity to that of the Quiet Engine would result in:further reduction in the noise. II

The Quiet Engine operates with a core jet velocity of about 1160 feet per second ii

and a fan jet velocity of about 900 feet per second. These Jet velocities are at !!
I

stati_ conditions. The takeoff community noise meaSurement point is at 3.5 nauti- !

cal miles from brake release. At thi_ poin_ the airplane will ha_e a fo_al_l veloc- i_

, / fly of about 250 feet per second. Since the noise produced depends on the relatiVe i
..... Jet velocity, the Jet noise will be determined by _,haust velocities which are abbtlt :_

250 feet per second lower than those shown.

Data have been taken on Jet engines in this lower velocity l'ange arid are shown ,,!_, t

in figure VI-11. These data, shown a_ circular points in the low0r velocity range,

fall above the eighth-poWer ctirVe. The reason that the data fall above the eighth- _.
power curve is that in this velocity range the notSe is dominated by the internal _
machinery noise.

l_cent work hei'e at the Lewis fan noise facility has demOnsti'ated tiC.t, ff the

Jet noise is extracted from the total noise, the Jet noise does follow the eightlt,power
, curve. These points are the sqtiar_ points in this figure. They/all slightly below

• the curve but generally follow the eighth-power htw.
Pigure VI-i2 shows th_ jet noise produced by st _0 000-pouttd-gross-weigtlt "

airplane having a tht-tlst of 90 000 pounds. The coi'e Jet produces a noise indicated

by the upper band. The noise pt,oduced by th_ fan Jet is _dicated l_y the lower b_nd. 1
!
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The Quiet Engine will operate at a pressure ratio of 1.5. At this pressure ratio the

Jet noise will be aboLtt90 or 9B PNdB.
' Fan noi_e, - One of the major noise problems of the high_bypass-ratio turbofan

engine is internal noise associated with turboma_inery. For the purpose of dis-

cuasiou we wiU consider the propulsion system for a 300 000_potmd subsonic air-
plane of the DC-8 or 707 class. A new airplane of this size would have a thrust-
Weight ratio of about 0.3 al_d, hence, would require 90 000 pounds of thrust. If

four engines are used, as they are in these airplanes, they Will each have about
22 000 pounds of thrust, which is the size of the Quiet _ngine shown in figure VI-3.
An engine of this type is normally found to produce most of its internal noise in the
fan component and this is quite understandable for several reasons. First, noise

essentially is generated by the moving of air, and the fan haS a higher airflow than
any other engine component, in fact six times higher in an engine of this type. In

addition, the t_mis the component most exposed to the observers view and, hence,
, its noise has the easiest path to the observer. Also, the fan is physically the

largest component, and it has quite high velocities relative to the air. All thiB
adds up to make the fan a potentially large generator of noise.

The fan produces noise of three types: broadband, discrete tones, and mr(Ill-

pie pure tones. Broadband noise is essentially the noise from turbulence in.the air
and scrubbing of the air across hard fan surfaces. It can be Seen from figure VI-I$

that the spectral plot of broadband noise shows essentially a straight line at a con-
slant decibel level. Discrete tones are th.ose at the frequency of rotor blade pas-
sage and its harmonicS, and they are influenced greatly by the flow conditions over

the rotor blades and by impingement of rOtor wakes on the sisters. Multiple pure
/ tones, shown on the figur_ as a small field of fine spikes at a low frequency, are

most probably generated by sho0.k pattern_ on the rotor blades caused by supersonic_'

...... local relative Mach numbers. They can occur anywhere in th_ spectrttm and at azy t
level. Broadband noise is associated With any flow process and, hence, will always

be present in the spectrum of a fan noise. The discrete tones or multiple pure tones _-
may or may not be prominent hi _ particular spectrum, depending on the fan design
and the operating conditiotm. The extettt to which they are present in the dpectrum
can affect the characteristics of the fan-generated noise greatly. On the typical
spectrum shown in figure VI-13 the noise with the highest decibel level is the dis-

crete tone and this tone would dominate the noise that th_ Qb_ervet" hears. This, in !

is the whine that is so characteristic of the noist_ heard from ctti_re_ |el air- Ifact,

planes having turbofan engines. _om_ds dominated by mtfltiple pure tones _end to
have a raspy, buzzing quality to them. ' i, //

Before details of our fan research program and some of the results of the p('o-

gram are presented, mention must be made of-the other internal noises, those from _ I

!
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the core engine and the fan turbine. Normally, these produce a level of noise which

is low enou_ that it is insignificant in the total engine noise. However, if.the fan

component Were quieted sufficiently either by design or by sttppression treatment,

the noise levels of the core engine and the turbine could possibly become dominant.

Indeed this can happen, and for this reason the Quiet Engine has Some acoustic

suppression treatment in the turbine exhaust duct.

The facility shown in figure VI-14 was built to acoustically evaluate a Series of

fuli-sl_e fans. Drive is by an electric motor of 37 000 horsepower through the

shaft to the inlet of the fan.rotor. Far._fleld noise is measured by microphones on

poles, some of which are shown in the figure. A cutaway view of the fan nacelle

(fig. VI-15) shows such internaldetails as the drive shaft, rotor blading, stator

blades, cowling, and exhaust nozzle. The basic aerodynamic design of the t_zn, such

as its thrust and bypaSS ratio, is very closely determined by the performance re-

, quirements of the engine itself. The fan designer then would like to select an op-

timum combination of tip Speed, pressure ratio, weight flow, and.mechanicaL

arrangement to yield the lowest possible noise output. To do this he must knoW the

relationS between these various design parameters and the types and amounts of

noise produced. The._e relations are not known at p.resent, but they should become

evident as the result of a test program with a series of full-Size fans of w, rytng de-

sign. These designs are shown in figure VI-16, where they are deiin_d in terms of

tip speed and pressure ratio. Tip speed is used because it is an important noise

p_,_ameter which intlicates the expected level of relative Mach numbers on the

blading. Thus, it affects the generation of all three types of noise. PresSure ratio

is used in this figure simply as an Indicator of blade loading at a given sl_ed, or

how mtich turning the blading has to do on the air passIng by it. TheSe fans are all

about '/2 inches in tip diameter; they are all single-stage fans; and most of them

were designed for about 22 000 pounds of thrust. A pressure ratio range of about e
1.4 to 1.6 is of hlterest for the CTOL airplane and most o_ the fan designs are con-

centrated In this area. In the aerodynamic design of a fan a tradeoOff ca_ be made It

between tip speed and loading. An_ong other things, the designer mtist ]_y# how to

balance these two parameters to yield the lowest possible floise output. This can be

determined by systematically varying each p_rameter selz_rateiy and studying the

noise generated. Testing a series of _aris designed at the same tip speed, for exam-

pie, will Indicate holy the blade loading affects the noise output. Similarly, tests on

a series of fans designed at a particular pressure ratio will show h_v tip speed

affects the noise generation. As a result of these tests, the interS'elations _unon_

blade loading, rotor tip speed, and noise generatiorl Should becom_ apparerit. One

fan, designed at lo#v tip speed and low pressure ratio, r_pr_sents ffie type of design

which may be required for a high-bypass STOL engine, or for a V'i_)L eng/Ine. In
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designing these fans, generous advantage was taken of Some of the previously known

techniques for reducing noise generation. For example, these fans were designed

with a wide spacing between the rotor and stator blade rows to alh_w the rotor blade

wakes to dissipate before hitting the stators, thus lowering the generation of diS-

crete tones. In addition, in most of the fans the number of rotor and stator blades

was chosen to minimize the propa_tion of discrete tones.

One fan, that designed at il00-feet-per-second tip speed and a pressure ratio

of 1.5, has already been tested. It was found that the maximum forward-projected

fan noise occurred about 40 ° off the fan inlet axis. Figure VI-_lY presents a _pec-

trum of sound pressure level taken by a microphone at that location. This spec-

_ trum was obtained _zith the fan operating at takeoff speed with the standard exhmzst

_: nOzzle. Th_ base level on _e spectrum at "bout 75 to 80 dB iS the broadband part

,_• of the overall noise. The tall spike is the discrete tone which occurS at rotor blade

• passa_ frequency (in this case about 2VO0 Hz), and the two spikes at higher fre-

i quencieS are its harmonics. At_about 400 and 1500 hert_ there are small contri-

lzltions of multiple pure tones. Obviously, the loudest sound in this particular

spectrum is the discrete tone and the observez_ beloW the airplane would he_tr the

whine previously described. When the fan is run at the same speed but with the ex-

:_ haust nozzle area increased about 10 percent, thus increasing the level of relative

Mach number on the blading, the spectrum (shown in fig. VI-IS) is considerably dit-
ferent. It still has about the same broadband base level but now the discrete tone

lma dropped considerably, as have its harmonics. The most striking difference be-

/.: tween these two spectra is the presence now between 1000 and 1500 hertz of a baud

_. of very lottd multiple pure tones. In this case the observer Would hear the raspy

sottnd of a noise dominated by multiple pure tories. The interedting feature of this

/ i: comparison is that the increasing presence of multiple pure tone_ iS accompanied
by a considerable lowering of the discrete tone which is in _e high-annoyance fre- #
quency range. The result is that the calculated perceived noise level of the fan is

somewlzat lowered. These two spectra Were obtained at rotor inlet relative Mach

numbers of 0.9_ and 0.99, respectively, which indicates a very sensitive relgXton

of the multiple pure tones with Mach number.

Calculations were made to estimate, on t _.e baSiS of the best awzilable ditt_, the

fan machinery floise to be eXpected fl-om tuvoo_ engines of varying design, all

sized to px'ovide a total of 90 000 pounds of thrust fronl four engines. Figure VI-19

presents the cal_ula_ d perceived noise level of siflgle-stage fans at takeoff opet,-

-° atioiz as a fltnction of the fan pressure ratio. The cui*ve is showil as a hanoi o_ _e_-

eral dB width, which reflects the uncertainty in the calculation. DZz_tpoints for

the fan just discussed and for a half-scale model of one of the Quiet Ezigtn_ fans ate

shown to verify the ievel of the curve. The Quiet l_ngine fret, Which operates at a



preSSUre ratio of 1.4 during takeoff, is shown to produce about 105 PNdB of noise,

which Will nearly satisfy the current FAA regulations for new airplanes. An upper

limit to the-pressure ratio that can be obtained from a Conservative single-stage

fan is shown on the figure at around 1. V or 1.8. This means that H a higher pres- i

sure ratio is needed for some particular engine cycle a two-stage fan would be re-

- quired. Some thought _ _so been given to using a two-stage tan, even at lower

pressure ratio, to decrease blade loading. For these two reasons, figure VI-20 i'

presents the same curve-as figure VI-19, with the addition of an equivalent noise '

prediction curve for the two-Stage fan. The level o_ the t_o-stage-fan curve is sup-

portedby data points from the JTSD engine and from a modified TF-$9 engine. The

. two-stage fan is shown to typically produce about 7 or 8 l_dB more noise than the

• , single-stage fan. This is the result of interaction effects caused by the additional

-" bladtng. Some propulsion schemes do require high preSSure ratio and, of course,

• : must accept the noise penalty of *.he two-stage fan. In the lower px'essure ratio

range_ however, the single-stage fan is clea_ly the better. It has been shown that

the Single-Stage-fan engine by itself will nearly meet the FAA regulationS; more-

over, its noise can be lowered still further by acoustic suppression treatment,

which is the subject of the following section.

Suppressors

Large noise reductions can be achieved by the use of acuustic suppression ih I
the internal passages o_ an engine. This discussion stresses the use and results of _'

a typical suppression eoftfiguratioft in th_ _tiet Engine. J

.... The cutaway vieW in figure VI_ reveals the acoustic liners of the Quiet Engine. i

The forward-radiated noise of the fan is partially absorbed by the inlet sUppreSsor 1
consisting of the t_'eated c0wl and splitter rings. The long fan exhaust duct is '

treated on the inner and outer wails to provide suppression of the aft-radiated_'an I_

noise. The internal passage leading to the compressor is al_o lined. The acoustic _.
lifting in the core nozzle will remove turbine ttoise. _

L

The lnechanisms behind the operation of the acoustic liners can be shown by _

observing the ducts in a litt|e more detail. A small section of the acousltic liner is _

shown enlaz, ged in figure VI-21. A pe_or&t_d plaie over a horieycomb backing cav-
. * . q

_. ity is further magriffied in the inset. When the acoustic pressure is high on the dtzct I

side of the plate, a jet will be formed i_lowing into the back cavity. The _et will flow

out of the orifice wlten the _tcotmtic pl-essure drops below ambient. The absorption

of acoustic power is accomplished through the turbulent dissipation of the kinetic

energy of these Jets. The resonant properties of the liner can be adjusted to pr0_ide

1'/6 ,,
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maXimum acoustic poWer dissipation at a given frequency, such as the frecltteney of

_ noise providing the greatest annoyance. This is done by adjustment of the back

: ' cavity depth and the sheet thickness and porosity. Adjusting these parameters

allows us to obtain the proper wall acoustic impedance to optimize the coupling be-

tween the liner and the duct. _

Other wall constructions could also be used. The face plate could be made of !

• very fine-wires or screens. The back cavity could be paclted with a bulk absorber

Such as fiber glass. In these constructions the main dissipation mechanism would

be the viscous shearing effect in the very small passages of the material.

. In the fan and compresSOr passages, common materials, such as aluminum, '

are sufficient for the absorber. In the core engine exhaust, moderately high-

:_i temperature materials must be used.

:i / A 6-foot-diameter turbofa_ similar to that of the Quiet Engine has been tested

here at Lewis. Figure VI-22 shows the.inlet suppressor u_ed wt_ rids fan. The

., _uppreSsor iS made up of alined outer cowl.and three spltfler rings lined on both

sides. The outer ring has a lined length of about 3 feet. All liners are constructed

• of aluminum perforated _late bonded, tO an aluminum honeycomb backing. The hdet

is shown with a bellmouth which ._s used for static testing only.

Figure VI.-23 shows the effect of the inlet suppressor on the narrow-band noise

spectrum at the position of maximtlm front-end noise. This occurs at 40 ° off the

• _nlet axis. The fan was operated at takeoff speed for thls data. The upper curve

represents the noise for the hard-co,_l conflgUraiton. The lower is for the acous-

• tically lined configuration. The liner absorbs noise over _tvery wide frequency

range, with substantial reduction_ between 400 and 10 000 hertz. The maximum

absorption is near the blade paSSage frequency. The harmonics of the discrete tone

• are al,Jo reduced. The multiple pure tones r_ear 500 and 1500 hertz have been _m-

: pletely removed.

The suppressors provided perceived nols_ level reductions of 12 PNdB at slm-

: ulated takeoff condition_ and 13 PNdB at approach. It is felt that a 15-PNdB re-

.. duction could be realized with proper suppressor design and balance. This is re-

flected in figure VI-24. The predicted PNL versuS fan pressure ratio is shown.

The upper curves represent the turbonlachinery noise for one- and tWo-stage en-

gines without suppression. The lower curves indicate the results with the expected

15-1_dB reductions.

Choking

Aerodynamic choking is defined as the acceleration of airflow to sonic velocity

IV7
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by reducing the flow area to a critical value. The concept of choking for noise re-

duction is shown diagrammatically in-figure %1-25. The noise being generated

propagates to the left against the airflow until It reaches the choked-region, where

the air velocity is equal to the speed of sound. The sound waves begin to reflect

but are believed to lose their phase identi'.y due to the irregularity of the shock

wave. This condition iS termed "b_rd" acoustic choking; that is, none of the noise

generated downstream can propagate upstream beyond the choked region. If this

phenomenon is going to be used in an airct'aft engine inlet, it must be variable since

the engine requires varying airflows for its operation. Figure %1-26 shows.a variety

of mechal_isms that ca_ he used to accomplish this. The first type of mechanism

indicates variable geometry vanes, some of these vanes may be translated, rotated,

or exp_ded; the second type indicates that the cowl may be contracted; the third

type includes variation of the centerbody by either expanding it or translating It.

• _ In figures VI-27 and VI-28 are typical results obeyed by rotating the inlet guide

' vanes to cause choking. The outer curve in figure %I-27 shows the uachokednoiSe

level at all azimuthal locations in a fo_-ward quadrant. The inner curVe shows the

corresponding choked noise level. Elgure VI-28 shoWs spectra taken at the point of

maximum sound pressure level (SPL), which was at the 30° azimuth from the com-

pressor centerline. These measurements were made using a model compressor

operating at high rotational Speeds, hence, the high frequency noise. The upper

curv_ Shows a typical unchoked Sl_etrum. The maximum peak is that associated '.

with the fundamental blade passing frequency. The lower curve shows the choked

spectf_nn taken at the same azimuth. Not only have the fundamental frequency and

its harmonics been drastically reduced, but the broadband level has been sigoffi-

cantly reduced also.

Since the choking concept iS so promising acoustically, we will now examine the

design requirements associated With using a choked mechanism in a production en- e

gine for commercial flight operationS. Of particular concern is operational safety.

Whatever mechanism is chosen for choking must be fail-safe. It is most desirable to

use _tdevice that is mechanically simple. A certain amount of effort is being di-

rected toward this goal. In addition, there are design considerations to minimize

the effects of inlet pressure recovery, inlet distortion at the fatl rotor, coWl drag,

and weight.
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.;. CTOLSummary

", Based on.the precodinE dis_ussion of the two types of noise (jet and fan) and

noise estimates for CTOL atrcr_t, we can estimate the total propulsion system

noise, Unsuppressed fan noise follows trends like those shown ,n figure VI_29. A

single-stage fan should be used if at all possible, Noise reduction can be achieved

by l_ssive linint_s or eholCedtnlets. These techniques ca_ give reduced machinery

noise, as shown in the figure VI-29. The Jet noise from the core a_d bypass

strea_us follows the trend shown. Suppressed fan and Jet noise sources are pretty

well balanced arotmd a fan pressure ratio of 1.5, the ratio for which we designed

our Quiet Engine. Noise is even lower at lower fan pressuz'_ ratios, but engine _

diameter increases and drD._ losses rise, A!L levels in figure VI-29 are for 90 000 I

pounds of thrust at 1000 feet altitude at full takeoff power. T]_= levels that appear

to be achievable are in the range of 90 to 95 PNdB. These values are about 10 PNdB

below current FAA regulations for new CTOL aircraft.

STOLAIRCRAFT

The air transportation system of the 1980's will include not only CTOL aircraft

but will also probably include substantial numbers of STOL and VTOL aircraft.

An advantage of short-takeoff-and-landin_ (STOL) aircraft is that. the airport can be

* closer to the center _f toWn. But noise levels must therefore be lower th_n for

,, C'TOL aircraft. Short-takeoff-and-landing field requirements result in consider-
ably increased installed thrust levels compared to conventional aircraft. Atld this

increased engine power produces more noise thatt wflh CTOL aircraft. The reason

:. lot" the high thrust is that part of the propulsion is used to augment the lift.' There i
:'; are several lift augmentation schemes, and these may themselves be noise sources.

• :; Two of these lift augmentation systems - the blown flap and the attgmentor wing -

are examined. •

., Blown-FlapNoise i

In considering the blown-flap geometry, the emLohasis is on noise production

when the flap is lowei'ed into the engine eXhaust, i!
_ d

'_ A four.engine STOL aircraft using bloWn flaps for lift augmentatiu_t is shoW=l in ,_
_ figure VI-30, It looks very similar to conventional aircraft, except that the flap is a

I



much largerincomparisontothemain wingsection.Thiscanbe see_inthewing

cross section at the lower right corner of the fibre. 4,
Two important questions about bloWn-flap noise need to be answered:

, (I) Can the flow interacting with the flap become a significant external noise

source 9 i
(2) Can the flap redirect internally generated fan noise ?

In order to get some preliminary answers to these questions, noise measurements
were made on the blown_flap model that was used in the 8TeL wind tunnel tests.

In figure VI-31 a cross section of the blown-flap model is shown. The mm_imum

flap angle of O0°, to simulate approach, is shown. Noise measurements were also
made for takeoff conditions with 30° flap deflection and for cruise conditions with no

,, flap deflection.
This model• is shown in figure VI-32. The model is rotlghly 1/10 scale ba_ed on

a 100 000-pound-gross-weight aircraft. Only one 6-inch-diameter fan Was used. A '_

60° flap deflection corresponding to the approach condition is shown. Noise was

m_asured in the plane perpendicuhtr to the wing looking at the underside, and in the i
plane of the winglookingat the end. _:i

A typicalnoisespectrumproducedby themodel isshown infigureVI-33. ii
Sound pressure levels versus frequency are shown for no flap deflection. Of course, :
all the frequencies are high because of the small scale of the model As might be I

expected, when there is no flap interaction with the flow, the spectrum is tYpical !_

_ of any fan. At the higher frequencies there are internally generated fan noise spikes !i
[

atbladepassagefrequencyanditsharmonics,alorlgwithsome broadbandfannoise, i
Intheexperimentsno Significantch,_g_sinfannoisestrengthor directiVityWere !

found as the flap was loWered into the fl_w. !
• i

.... At lower frequencies there is some evidence of externally generated J_t noise.
' •.._ The slightbulgingofthecurveisassociatedwiththisjetnoise.The changeinthis

• _ ':' low-frequencyhump whichoccursWhen theflapisfullyloweredintotheexhaust

: flow is shown in figUre VI-34. While fan noise remained about the same, the loW-
frequency hump was substantially increased as the flap was lowered to the 60°

approach condition. This increase is due to the fan flow interacting With the flap.
The band indicates differences associated with different measurement angles. Re-
sults for a 30° flap deflection at takeoff conditions fell between the 0° and 60° flap

,. cases, as would be expected.
Ifthe model fan had be_n acoustically treated or designed with c[uietii_ _atures,

' thehigh-frequencyfannoisewo,ldbe loweredand theloWer-frequencyflapinter-
actionnoisecotfldbecome the_iominanisource.

The experimentalinteractionnoisedatawere scaledtofullscale,andperceived

noiselevelswere calculated.Such scalinginvolvesshiftingthedatatolowerfre-
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<tuencies, s_ that some uncertainty results. _owever, scaling does allow the use of
the model re_ult_ to make estimates of how the interaction noise contributes to the

total noise of the blown_fl_p propulsion _ystem.
Flrst, con_Ider the noise produced by the turb0f_ms alone, as shown in fig.

ure v,.3_. A 500-foot distance is treed here since the STOL aircraft will oper_tte
very close to densely populated areas. The _et noise become_ the dominate source

above pressure ratios of about 1, 4 f_
In fit_ttre VI-36 a third baud is added, which is the flap interaction noise that

was obtained by _caling the model results, It includes both the noise of the rod1- i

rected Jet and the noise produced in the process of redir0cting it. The interaction

., noise becomes the dominant noise s_urce at apressure ratio of about 1.3, whereas

Jet noise alone dominated at 1.4.
The two questions posed ear"ier have now been given at least preliminary an-

swers. First, a significant interaction noise can be generated.In the process of
' turning the engine exhaust flow. Second, no significant redirection of the internal

en_dne noise w_s observed.

Augmenter-WingNoise

Shown in figure VI-37 is _. schematic of the augmenter-wing propulsion system.
High-pressure air is ducted to the wing during takeoff and landing. This air ex-

' hausts through a slot in the wing and flows through an ejector tnade up of flaps on

the wing trailing edge. Tlds arrangement provides the higlt lift coefficients fleeded
for short takeoff and landing.

Since the pressure ratio across the wing slot is high, about 2.5, considerable

.. noise could be generated when this air mixes With ambient air. z, vtJVer, since
most of the mixing occurs between the flaps, some beneficiat _,_,elding may help t

reduce this noise. To study this noise source, an au_etltor-wing noise test fa-

cility was built at Lewis. This facility is shown in figure VI-38. PresSurized air

is fed to the wing through the pipe shown. The wing is a 6-foot span of an approxi-

mately 1/2-scale wing for a 100 000-pound-gross-weight airp|al_e. The air flows

_ out of the slot _nd flows between the two flaps. Noise measurement_ were made
over a range of pressure ratios for several slot heights,

Figure '/1-39 shows a typical directivity pattern of thenois_ prodt_ced by this

wing. These data were taken witha slot height of 0.7 inch and a pressure ratio of
2. The two-lobed pattern centered about the jet exhaust is typical of Jet floise. DUe

to the angle of the flaps, the lower lobe is almost directly b61oWthe _ing. I_tlHn_,

flyover, sound in this lobe is radiated straight downward toward the gtutmd. Sound
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from the other lobe travels farther before hitting the ground. Thu_, even though the

noise power of the two lobes is nearly equal, the noise represented by the lower
lobe appears louder to an observer on the grotmd.

Figur_ t71.40 Shows the spect_m of the noise in this lower lobe. The noise ts _
I

broadband, which iS typical of Jet noise. There are no spikes in the spectrum, as
thex'e were in the spectrums of machinery noise. These data Were alBo taken with a _

slot height of 0. V inch anti a px,es_ure x'_io of 2. The location of the microphone

relative to the wing l_ shown in the sehem_ttie in the upper r/gilt eo_e_ of the tip, re.
The spectrum peal_ at about 8000 hertz. The frequency of this peal_ id predictable !

from the slctZeight. Bince the slot heist is-small, about 1.5 inches for the full-
scale plane_ the noise generated by the wing will be in the frequency rEm_e that the
ear is most sensitive to. _

In order to stcdy ways of reducing the noise produced by the wing, the flaps _i

were lifted with acoustic absorbing materi_d, a_ shown in fl_re VI-41. The ma-

terial is similar to that used in the fan tests. It is made of a perforated sheet i,
bonded to a honeycomb b_cking. The material was placed on the flaps as shown in

the figure, i'

The effect of this material on the noise spectrum is shown in figure VI-42. i
Data for the tmlined flaps are shown as circular points, and the square points a_e i".
the data obtained with the lined flaps. About an 8-dB reduction was obtained at i

5000 hertz. EVen though this lining produced only 2 PNdB reduction in the overall I

noise, the test did indicate thai the noise pl'oduced by the wing can be attenuated by I'ilining the flap surfaces.

i The reSultS of these tests were scaled to a 100 O00-pound-gross-weight air- !i

plane and are shown in figure VI-45. For a plane of this size, about 30 000 pounds _l_

• of thrttst would be obtained from th_ _ing. The _stimateS indiCate that a plane of _!_
• this size would produce about 105 to 115 PNdB with no linin_ on the flap surfaces, t_

ff the flaps are lined, the noise may be reduced to about 100 to 110 PNdB. ,!_ t

Conventional aircraft noise tecl_ology and _xperimenf_d work has been applied i!
to STOL aircraft noise prediction and has led to the prediction of eztgine inlet floise li_
as the dominant noise source, as shown in _igUre VI-44. Thes_ predictions are

scaled to the anticipated size of the augmenter-wing prototype _ircrafl. Iti addition,

the engines are assumed to be designed for lo_ Jet exhaust velocities and, hence, I !\

low Jet noise, in cinder to obtain a high presstire ratio for small ducts in the whig,

_. the unSuppresSed fan tnl_t noise is estimated to be in the t_tn_e of 120 PNdB, as

shown. Tiffs is for two or thr_e stages of compressiol_, ff larger ducttng with ,_
lower pressure ratios could be tolerated, a distinct l_otse _dvant_ (_tbout10 PNdB)
could be ftaiized. This is Shown by the lower bafld for fan inie_ noise at low

_- - - ,.,,. _,_._!:,_:_;__.__ _. ,_, H,'''_' [ [ I I I II ' '
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pre_re ratios, This decreae_o in noise is associated with the use of a single-
stage .'an. This inlet noie_ could be further reduced by either inlet choking

,, or inlet suppressors, The inlet suppressor system is shown in figure VI-4B, The

suppressors shownin this figure are estimated to be _pable of noise re,,Action of

the order of 10 FNdB. If a wing slot pressure ratio of 1.4 were acceptable, the i_
OS.PNdB goal might be reached, It a hitcher wing slot pressure _tio is required, a

chol(Ing mechanism in the inlet is indicated, A cemdid_te ch_kln_ moehemlelm is
shown in fibre VI-46, This oholting devise is called a _rid inlet, It is m_de of a i

series of airfoils arrm_ed across the inlet like a venetian blind, In the cruise mode ,,
those Vanes are in several rows, When chokin[_ is requirodp all the rows are '

brought toKether to reduce the inlet area, This technique hembeen tested success-
fully on a co,scads rig and on 8-inch- _d 12-inch-dis.meter model fans. Choking
should reduce the tan inlet nOisOby 2B to 30 dB, which is within the 9B I_NdB goal,
However, the noise ereat0d at the wing slot will now dominate, and some method
must be found to further reduce this level before 9B PNdB can be realized,

,

i
STOLSummery i

The limited amount of blown-flap data available indicate that this augmentation
system may have a noise problem. Small-seals model tests have indicated no re-

direction of the fan discrete frequency noise, but he_veshown ar_amplification of
_ the jet noise. The amount of amplification is estimated at about 5 PNdB for the wing

configuration at takeoff. At approach, the ampiifldation iS larger beeattse of the
larger flap immersion in the Jet. However, the Jet velocities are loWer at approach.
The Jet noise becomes a donlinant source above a fan pressure ratio of about 1.3.

_ Acoustic results o_ one model of an augmenter wing show rather high noise levels

_ and poin_ to the need for further work in developing a wing Configuration with accept- I
able at:oustic and aerodynamic characteristics.

For noth the augmenter wing and the blown flap i_ iS clear that considerable
_ effort is required to produce systems with low noise output.

i

VTOLAircraft

._ Several characteristics of the VTOL airplane and its propulsion Syst@m stand

out. First, o_ course, the very reason for existence ci the V'I_L airpieZe is to I
allow it to operate from popu_atloi_centers, which means that people will be very ,
close to the airplane during its takeoff and landing operations. In addition, during

!
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these operations, the airc_t velocity writ be quite Iow, and hence the relative Jet
velocity wiil be about equal to the absolute Jet velocity, Thls implies an increase

in Jet noise generation over the CTOL or STOL airpl_tes, Also, lift fans will be

used to generate the low-pressure.ratio Jets for verti_l th_st, and they will tend
to be lrmt_llod very compactly to pe_,mit good c_-41so porform_mce. As a result, it

will be difficult to surround them with a generous amount of acotmtic sttppvession,
Finally, an enormous amount of thrust will be installed on the VTOL airplane so :
thatitsthrustoto.gross=woi_htratiowillexceedunity,andthenxldodth_stwill ''

'\

represent an increased source of noise. Those ch_tracteristics combine to make the

VTOL noise problem difficult. Because there is only a limited amount of data avail-
able on VTOL lifting systems, machino_ noise data and Jot noise data have b_en

used to estimate the noise performance of $_me VTOL propulsion sysi s,
in a similar format as was used for the CTOL and STOL systems, figure VI-4'/

presents calculated perceived noise levels at 500 feet from the tal(eoff point of a

VTOL aircraft. The propulsion systems have been generalized so they can operate :'

at different pressure ratios, The calculations assume a 100 000-pound-gross. ,

weight airplane having twelve 10 000-pound-thrust units. The fan machinery noise '_
of these 12 engines unsuppressed follows the trend shown. As discussed earlier, ff
space were available, this fan machinery noise could be _ppressed by 16 PNdB. 'i_
Acoustically there is no reason why such suppression would not be possible. How- ! ;i'

ever, there may be a severe mechanical problem in Just finding sufficient area to ' :_

treat in the small engine nacelle. Because of this, the overall feasibility of IB-

PNdB suppression is problematic at this point and needs further study. The jet i_'

mixing noise of the VTOL lift fans will produce the trend _llown, obviously falling ,_

off rapidly as the pressure ratio of the fans decreases. The overall implication of ii

these curves is that VTOL lift fans must operate at a fairly low pressure ratio ff "_I_
; they are to produce low noise levels. _ addition, a serious effort must be made to i_

introduce sufficient acoustic suppression into the housing around these lift fans to
reduce the machinery tmise.

/

SUMMARY

i

For conventional_rcr_ thereisa potetltlalforsubst_.nti_fLtrthet'liolser_-

:' ducttons below present FAA certificat.'.on limits. Complete system _ork is Underway
within NASA in the Quiet Engine Progl-am.

: STOL aircraftrequireevenlow_rnoisele_cels,while_ thesame timeatld_g

anothernoisep1"oducez'inthellftaugmentationsystem. Bothextt_rnMly-blowtt.

flapandaugmentor-wingconceptsneed considerablymoi'eresearcheffol'tinoix_e_'
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tOdefine _ccurately the severity of their noise and to devise nots_ reduction

schemes. To a_i_ve noise levels as low as 95 PNdB at 500 feet Will require tech-
_ nology beyond that currently available. This technology, however, may well be de-

veloped ff serious attention iS givell the problem, as has been done in the case of

CTOL aircraft.

VTOL aircraft using lift fans have two noise problems: Installation ot enough
acoustic treatment to suppress the hul machinery noise is difficult in the typical
Compact installation. Low-velocity Jet noise appears to follow the eighth-power law; 0
but in order to have a low-Jet-noise signature these lift fans will have to opc_tte at
low pressure ratios. _,i

-!!'

i!

i

!
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VII. LOW-COST ENGINES FOR AIRCRAFT

RobertL CummingsandHaroldGold

Gas turbine engines have now almost completely taken over the field of large

aircraft propulsion. Their small size atld weight also make them very attractive

for light aircra_t. A major obstacle, not technical but economic, is the very high

:: cost of.current gas turbine engines which Substantially restricts their use. The

approximate cost of Several current general aviation engines are shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Turbocharged piston engines and prop

Direct-drive 285-hp engine ........................ $10 200

Dlrect-<{rtve 290-hp engine ....................... 11 300

Geared 425-hp engine ........................... 1_ 400

Turbine el_gines:

Low presSnre ratio 1025-1bf thrust turbojet ............... 2_ 200

Turboshaft 605-shp eugiae ........................ 35 $00

_ Turbojet 9850-1bf thrust engine ............ 85 §00

FanJet _.00-1bf thrust engine ............... 6_ 000

It _hould be kept In mind that the general aviation light plane must be suitable for a

,.. _, retail sales prt_e of around $30 000 for a singie-englbe aircraft and $4_ 000 for a

light twiu-etlgine aircraft. The turbocharged piston engines are themselves quite V
costly. For the high flight speeds that we will consider, a 425-horsepower engine

-._ would be required, but the price of over $17 000 is already too high. The currently

available turbojet, turboSha_t, and fanjet engines are much too costly, with prices

• ' ranging _rom $22 000 tO over $05 000. ,i

Looking at these prices, we can n0WunderStalid the competitive impactof a

really low-cost gas turbine ef_ine with a 1000-potutfl static _ea level thrust having i....

a total mamffactttring,price of $5000, or $5 Per pt_und o_ thrttdt. Such an e_ine

would provide important perfonhance gains |or light ah'craft and also h_ve a very
t,_lportant price advantage over either current pist0h engines or Ctlrrent Jet entwines, (_

It order to sell at 1/5 the price per poudd of thrust t_ cui_rent Jet 6n_ifles, I_w_ver,

this engine would require really major design simplifications arid manu/actur,ing

cost reduction. ,;
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This paper discusses the major results of a program which is concerned with

such low-cOst engines. This small Lewis program has had. only limited assistance

from contractors. It has been essentially exploratory, covering a number of pro-

blem areas: The main areas covered in this paper are (1) engine cycle analysis and

airplane performance studies relating to the cost-performance tradeoff question,

(2) engine configurations which are being emphasized, (3) new compressor and tur- _'

bine rotor construction methods and results from spin tests, (4) construction and i

test results on a low-cost annular combustor, (5) results on a new type of hydro-

mechanical fuel control, (6) work on low-cost accessories, and (7) current plans for

construction and test of complete tul'boJet and fanJet engines.

ENGINEDESIGN

•: To achieve low cost on a device as complex and critical as a gas turbine engine,

• we must be willing to give up some performance to limit the design temperature to a
i,

level low enOUgh to obtain reliable machinery, requiring only low cost materials, and

to limit the pressure ratio to reduce the tip speeds, the stress levels, and the num-

ber of expensive siages. The decisions as to just how far to go with this approach .-

are a matter of judgment involving a tradeoff of engine performance against its ini-

ttalcost....

• The performance tradeoffs on fuel consumption and thrust are shown in figures !_

VII-1 and VH-2, where we have the specific fuel consumption and specific thrust of

turbojet and fanJet engines plotted against pressure ratio. These results are for a

/'i flight speed of 450 mph at an altitude of 25 000 feet, which are being used a_ a' . typical advanced general aviation aircraft design point and for a turbine inlet tern- ,

' _ peralnreof 1300° F. This choiceofa low turbinetemperature was made topromote
J

economy and reliabilityinthe design.

: From figureVII-Iw.ecan see thatchoiceofa low pressure ratioof 4.0 does in-

deed cause about a 25 percent higher fuel consumption than if 12.0 w{_re chosen. The

pressure ratio of 4. 0 can be achieved with about half the nuinber of stages requti'ed

for a pressure ratio 12.0, however, and this is the _pe of tradeoff we must n_alte ff

we ai'e to achieve low cost. For the turbojet, it is our exp4_ctation that the main ap-

plication would be for missil_ and drone engines. The design point for the ttlrbojet

.. has therefore been chosen, as shown on the figure, at the lowest pressure r_tio that is

consistent with moderate performance.

The fanJet engine design point takes advantage of the added fan stage to operate

at a higher overall pressure ratio. The fan stage also provides additional propulsive

mass flow. Both of these factors improve the engine performance. Note in fig-
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ure VII-2 that the: fanJet design point uses a moderate bypass ratio of 2.5 aad a fan

pressure ratio of 1, 3 and thereby achieves a significant performance improvement,

compared to a simple turbojet. At the design point a specific fuel eonsumptioa-of

0.90 pounds per hour per puund of thrust is achieved with only one additional stage.

The fanJet engine, thus, has moderately good fuel co_sumptton and should be the

most attractive for aircraft propulsion.

Both the turbojet and the fanJet engines in figur0 VII-2 have very useful specific

thrust levels, in the range of from 46 to S5 pounds per poufld per second of core en-

gine airflow. Here the core engine airflow is eoftsidered as the relevant parameter,

since the core en_e contains the expensive components. This Specific thrust level

moans that 10O0 pounds static sea level thrust can oe obtained With either a turbojet

or a fanjet engine with an inlet diameter of less than 10 inches. The gas turbine en-

gine is, thus, _ much smaller than the piston engine it would replace. A further factor, _

whl_h should be noticed in figure VII-2, is the specific thrust advantage of the lanier, i,,z

For the same thrust level, the fanJet has a size advantage that would tend to offset i

the cost penalty due to th0 added complexity of the fan Stage. _

With d_sign points _hosen, as shown, the perfJormanc_ obtained for both the i

turbojet and the turbofan is substantially lower than most modern jet engines of the i

type described elsewhere in this publication. The critical question, however, is

whether these performance levels are good enough to provide useful range and op-

erating cost for a light aircraft. The performance figures for a light twin-engin_
airplane, which is designed to cruise at 450 miles per hour at an altitude of 25 500

feet are as followS:

Design cruise at 25 000 ft, mph ........................... 450

Airplane characteristics:

:, Twin engine gross weight, Ibm ......................... 5000

:_ Fuel weight including 3/4 hr reserve, Ibm 2000 t

Takeoff thrust, ibf/engine ........................... 1050

Cruise thrust, lbf/engine .................... ........ _50

T_eoff wing loading at C L w 2.5, Ibf/ft 2 .................. 40
Approximate takeoff and landing speed, mph.. ...... .......... 80

Performance at cruise:

Specific htel consumption .................... ....... 0.90

Takeoff dis_nce, ft 1050

10_0Useful range, mi ........................ ;, .......

Comparative fuel cost (reciprocating e_lne = 1. O) ..... , .... • • • O. 81
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It has a typical fuel-to-gross-welght _atlo and fuel reserve and a wir_ loadlnS low

enough to provide the low takeoff and landing speed of 80 miles poe hour. For this

airplane the two 1000-peund takeoff thrusL_iues are capable of achieving a low
takeoff distance of only I050 foot. The very useful range of over 1000 n_iles is also
obtained at an operating fuel cost level lees than piston engines of equiw, lent thirst.

These cost estimates, of cOUrse, take into aceount the lower cost of Jet fuel com-
pared with aviation gasoline.

This airplane must be stressed to operate at flight speeds at least twice as

great as current light airplanes and be capable of cabin pressurization. To achieve
these qualities at reaso_ble cost, work will be necessary on the all'plane frame as
well ash:he engine. For the present,/_owever, the discussion will be limited to the

engine.

During the course of this program, numerous turbojet and fanJet des/gns have
been considered and compared. For application to light alrcrafl_ the improved

range and the lOwer noise levels of the fanJet caused major interest to be centered i
on this type engine. The objective of the fanjet design study was to obtain the i_

economy of its smaller size core engine without addi_ Costs beeause of u_due corn- .

plexity. !_
A configuration being studied for the fan engine is shown in figure VII-$. This

figure shows a geared fanJet engine, which is not only a low noise, low tip speed _ i

fan but also a single-shaft, two-bearing design, for the cot6 engine. The 1000- i_

pouu_ .thrust engine uses a 15-inch-diameter fan, a 10-inch-diameter, five-stage !

compressor, and a two-Stage axial turbine. It also uses a 660_horsopower gear il
, . _ box with a speed reduction ratio of 2 to 1. This gear box allows the turbine stages

to operate at high speed and to share the work and, therefore, minimizes the diam-
eter and the number of stages required.

":". The de_dgnofOdS g_ box has been _tndied by the AIHsonDivision of Gefteral

Motors under a NASA contl'act, add their results i_dicats.that a con_etvaliVe_ r

650-horSepoWer, coaxial gearing system can be produced at a total cost of approxi-
mately $600. Using such a gear box avoids the complexity of coaxial shafting wi_
its additional high DN bearing and seals. The sheet metal coinpre_sor _uid turbine
shown in the figure will be described later. This g_ared fan engine congigu_tiOn
ltas a numbe_ of advantages. However, oth_r fan engine de_uS are adaptable to
the low-cost fabrication tsehniques and are also still raider consideration.

In addition to general aviation applications, Lewis has been wol'kiag in eoopera
lion with the U. S. Navy to determine the applieability of the low-cost tleSigns and

_ fabrication techniques to engines for this/dies and drones. Sueh expendable engines

are referred to as ordnance engines. A typical curret_t _equtr_enient for such an
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engine is given in the _ollowing table and the resultin_ four-stage compressor en-

gine design is shown in figure VII-4.

Cruise thrust required, lbf. . . _t50
Sea level static thrust, Ibf . . . 650
Engine weight limit, Ib ..... 100
Engine diameter limit, in .... 12

Specific fuel conBumpUon. , . . <1.8

Flight &trationp rnin ...... 15

The requirement is for 350 pounds of thx_St at the design point of Mach 0.8 at
an altitude of 20 000 feet and a sea level thrust of 690 potmds. The weight limit

is 100 pou_ls, the diameter limit is 12 inches, and the specific fuel consumption
must be below 1.8. Both windmill start under ram _ondltiOus (cruise) and impinge-
ment start at sea level are required. The design flight duration is only 15 minutes.

The turbojet engine designed to meet these coudition_ uses a four-stage cast
axial-flow compressor and a single-stage investment- cast turbine. Figure VII-4
also shows the simple shaft and bearing design. The engine outside diametez' is

only 11½ inches, and it is estimated to weigh less than 100 pounds and to have a
specific fuel consumption of 1.3. With these size and performance figures, it will
provide overall range and payload much better than san be aclfleved by a rocket
engine. It is also attractive in its promise for low production cost.

FABRICATIONDEVELOPMENT

In addition to this engine design work, investigation has been made Oftechniques
for the fabrication of low-cost axial-flow rotor stages. The main approaches being t

considered are (1) casting and (2) sheet metal stampings. The casting approach is
already known in the industry and will not be further discussed in this paper. It
also appears that the stamping approach, usin_ coined blade profiles, may have a
better potential for low cost and reliability. This construction has therefore been

emphasized in a fabrication and test program; its main features are illustrated in
figure VII-5. Aftaxial-flow compl'e_sor is composed of tWo sheet-metal disks,

With blades formed on tabs on the edge of the disks. A pair of such disks is placed

to{_ether to give the solidity required for good transonic axial-compressor per-
formance, and fitted ihto a pair of _ings. The ri_s are slotted to receive the
blades, or a filler t_aterisl is used between the blades. A complete sheet-metal

compressor rotor is shown in figure VH-6. There a 10-inch diameter sheet metal

1
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compressor is installed in an end plate assembly as required for spin testir,g. A
coining or cold forging process has been used to form the blades, This produces

accurate reproducible contours with small leading- and trailing-edge radii, There

is, consequently, no known aerodynamic pc_ormance polity impo_ed by use ot this

type of construction.
X number of these sheet-metal compressor rotors having slightly differing con- _

struction have been built and tested in a Lewis spin test rig. Strain meaSurement

data, taken during spin testing of the slotted hub version of this compressor, are

shown in figure VII-7 where the calculated strain at two points on the rotor is plot-
ted against the rotational speed. Also, plotted in the figure are the measurements

I

taken from strain gages attached to the rotor at the same two points. The measured

values correspond very well with the calculated ones and the measured strain i,
I

is linear. The rotor has been tested to 25 p_reent above its design speed, indicating
a good strength margin and safety factor at the operating speeds of our fanJet and

i

turbojet engines. 14
The sheet-metal eonstr.actton technique is also being evahutted for application ;_

to axial-flow turbine rotors. A model of this is shown in figure VH-8. Here, the

problem is somewhat more complicated Because of the additional camber of the fur- _.
bine blades, but stress calculations show the designs to be attractive with respect ;,_

to both centrifugal stress and thermal streSS. As shown in the figure, the turbine i.
rotor would consist of two sheet-metal plates formed with coined blades on their I',!i

rlm, fitted together and placed intO rings in a manner Similar to that of the corn- l_i"_
presser. A test rotor of the type show_ is now being constructed. !_

In addition to this sheet-metal appl.Oaeh, both cast and welded turbine designs

are also bei_Jg investigated.
The fan requires an axial stage, as shown in figure VII-9 which is larger than

the core engine and which has substantially longer blades. This stage is also the
Onewhich would be the most adversely affected by damage from foreign objects. !

Therefore, for this rotor we have investigated the use of holloW, stamped sheet-
metal blades that are removable. These b_des are stamped from twopieces of
stainless-steel sheet metal and are joined together by welding or brazing. They have

a stamped or cast base to provide a low-cost, freely pivoting attachment to the hub.

Because of their hollow construction, they have the advantage of a high resoilant vi-
bration frequency and low root stresses and can operate without z'equiring midspan
vibration dampers. The hollow construction also favors a lightweight, low-cost

rotor disk. These blades have bee/_ vibt'ation tested to verifY the high be_dtng ire-
quencies, and the complete rotor shown has bee_ spin tested to a speed 40 percent
above the fan rotor design speed.
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A low-cost annttlar eombu_tor has been constructed-from perforated sheet

met_i (fig. Vii-10), This combustor uses a cooling airflow htyer obtained from sl0e-
ctal orion_tion of the pattern of holes in commercial per/orated sheet, along with a

simple p_ttet'u of punched holes. It also uses a Very simple air-atomiZing fuel noz-
zle. This combustor ruts been teated, and results oft combustion efficiency over a

r_tnge of fuol_air ratio are shown in figure VII-11. Good design point combustion

efficiency w_ts obhtined and ignition and blowout characteristic8 wer_ vel'y s_tLsfac-
tory. In Rdditiot_, the combustor exhibited a good temperature vari_on pattern
factor of about 0.20 and a design pressure drop of 6 percent at a relatively high

design point-M_tch number. ,,,

Accessories are also very important to the overall cost and size of small Jet
engines since they tend to be large and expensive. The most critical accessory is _!,
the engine speed and fuel control, which must provide capability for rapid thrust i

response without surging the compressor or exceeding the alloWable turbine tern- :_

' perature. The control iS, therefore, a key to the safety and reliability of the entire !-,

engine. It is, furthermore, critical to the cost and may add up to 20 percent of the i
cost of the engine. The fuel control has, therefore_ been extensively investigated,

using a hydromeehanical control based on use of a zero gradient pump speed sensing

technique. The principles on which the work is based ar_ shown in figtl_e VII-12
wherein a parameter, consisting of fuel flow divided by speed and by the ambient

pressure correction factor, is plotted as a function of the compressor pressure ra-
tio.

:' The values plotted in figure VH-12 are for a current typical turbojet engine,
and it will be noted that the steady-state operating line, the surge temperature
limit, and the combustion blowout limit can all be approximated by the linear rela-

_ lion between the fuel-flow speed parameter and the presSttre ratio. A control that
schedules fuel flow, following a linear relation will, therefore, approximately pro- ¢

vide the correct steady-state fuel flow to the engine over the complete range of ro-

tatiotml speed, altitude, and flight Math number. Such a fttel-floW schedule can
then be modulated by a speed error signal from a speed governor to control the

speed of the engine. The engine may be kept belbw the surge line durittg an acceler o
alien and avoid blowout during a deceleration by keepin_ the fu{_l-Sp_ed parametel.
between the limits shown. . , , '

Plotted in figure VII-iS is a typical acceleration fuel-flow schedule of a eurr_nt

•' Jet engine. Here the uncorrected quantity, fuel flow divides by pressure, is used.

" The limiting fuel flow is, theretore, a function ot th/'ee vari_tbles: speed, tefr/pera-
lure, and pressure. From the compleXity of this limit scllt_ldle, it may be appre-
ciated that the simple linear limit of the hydrtJme_hanical fuel conti.ol should offer
some important simplifications in construction. 4
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The techniques which were used to incorporate these principles into a functional

fuel control device ar_ shown in figure VII-14. As may he seen, a small speed

sensing positive displacement gear pump is driven by the engine. The pressur_ dif-

ference across thi_ pump is kept at zero by a pressure regulating valve which by- '.

p_tsses flow from the main fuel pump. Since na pressure rise occurs across the '

small pump, its output flow rate is directly proportional to the engine sp_ed. This

flow quantity is the, passed through a flxed_area orifice to generate a pressure slg-

nal, which is directly proportional to the _uaro of engine speod. The ac_al speed ";

may then be compared with the pilot's speed command setting to generate a speed

error signal. The area of an orifice that bypasses the speed sensing pump is then

controlled by the compressor inlet and discharge pressures. With this circuit the i
total fuel flow delivered to the e_ine at any speed and pressure is then a linear func-

tion c,_ speed and pressure ratio as required for the fuel flow schedules previously ....i_
discussed. Ti:is _z.i/ice area may also be modulated by the speed error signal to '

control or govern the engine speed. Thus, when the throttle is advanced, the con-

trol provides additional fuel flow to increase the engin_ speed. During such speed

transients, however, the changes in fuel flow are limited by the acceleration and

deceleration Schedules previously ._iscussed. In an actu_l control, the variable i

area orifice would be provided by spool valves, i_ _

This simple hydraulic circuit provides all the required functions of the Jet en- _'

gine control. The working parts required to construct such a control are shown :i_

in figure VH-15: In the figure are shown the small gear pump which provides the !_

speed signal, the fuel bypass valve which controls the zero pressure gradient, and _;_

the valve which adjusts the flow accordit_g to the speed error signal. In addition, i i*_
there are two valves operated by compressor inlet and discharge pressures which '

provide the controlled area orifice for th_ fuel schedule.

For comparison, briefly look at figure VII-16 which shows the parts required !_ .

for the fuel and speed controller of a current turbojet engine. The zero gradient t
pump control has a stlbstantlally smaller number of working parts. It is also slm-

pler for assembly and adjustment, and it is direct acting (i. e., it does not require

serve-actuators).

This control has been extensively attalyzed, and its operation has been simu-

ulated on the analog computer. It has been built and has performed successfully in

actual operation on a J85 engine. A typical operating sequence during a th_tJttle

burst from 50 to 99 percent is shown in figure VII-17." Here, the sequence is initi-

ated by a sudden change in throttle position. The initial fuel flow inc1'eases as the

governor calls for more ftlel. Then there is a further increase following the surge

limit schedule. This produces a sfnooth acceleration of the engine in a very sho_

response time. Finally, the governor cuts back the fuel flow as the speed set pbint
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is approached and the speed levels out at the set point With no overshoot or oscllla_
tion.

In addition tothe work on the fuel control, a number of other ac0Ossory areas
have boon considered, They are

(I) Electric starter generators

(2) Hydraulic motor.pump_

(3) Fan drive gearing design

(4) Fan blockage thrust control
(5) Eat_ta_m_unts and accessory installation

The more imlx_r_at results are summarized in the following paragraphs,
The s_rtuptechniquefortheon_;inohasboonextensivelyconsidered.ARor

evaluationofnltmorouspossiblest_rtuptOchnlques,ithasboon concludedthat,

since a generator and a battery will be needed for flight, the overall best economy
will be achieved by using these same components for engin0 cranking, Since the cost
of starter-gener_ttorsrises very rapidly with power output, cranking must be achieved

withthesmallestunitpossible.Thistyl_ofstarter-generatorl_s,therefore,been

testedtoverifyitscal_tbilitlesinbothmodes ofoperationandtoinvestigatepossible

mecl_mlcalsimplificationsthatmay permitcostreduction.The conclusionwas

reachedthatthe150-amperestarter-generator,operatingat_.4volts,shouldbe
adequatetocrankthe1000-pound-thrustengine.

The frontal area of accessories has proven to be a substantial penalty for the 8-

to10-inch-dla_neterengineshereconsidered.The accessorypower takeoffshafting

toldgearingisalsoexpensiveand limitstheallowabledesignconfiguratlons.A

hydraulicdrivesystemusingpositivedisplacementgearpumps and motorshas,

therefore,beendesignedand iscurrentiybeingtested.Thissystemwouldallbw
t

remoteplacementofaccessories.

A designstudyhas alsobeen undertakenon thefandrivesl_edgearing.The t

resultofthisstudywas favorableon botha technicalanda costbasis.Thisfan

drive system was shown in figure VII-3 and previously discussed. The gearing sys- .

tern selected consisted of three parallel reduction gear shafts each having tWo

meshes, giving an overall speed ratio range of 28 to 15. This gearing system has

the advantage of a coaxial output shaft and of fitting a small Splice. It also has low

geartooth lordsandbearingloadssuchthatv_rygoodlifecan be obtainet Wi_

small,low-costbearingsandgears. Botha lowfabricationcostand a longlife,

•. therefore, appear possible for this design.
The geared-fan engine requires that a means be incorporated for redttciNg the

fan torque at idle speeds to prevent excessively high turbine tniet temperaktr_$.

,t9 '"
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CONCLUOINGCOMMENTS

The foregoing has bri_ffly summat'ized and described the major aspects of this
low-cost-engine program. At this time_ major results and conclusions cannot be li

made because the program is at an intermediate point, i!

For the futureD it is planned to continue the fabrication development program on I
sheet-metal axi_tl stages and the control development and its o.ppllcation to the turbo- i'

jet and the fanjet engines. Design work oft the fan_et engine will continue and also the
final design will be _ompleted on the Navy Ordnance engine. Fabrication of proto-

type Ordnance engines will then begin. This engine will be built So as to simulate tt
t"

production engine tully, and it will be tested at its full design operating condflions. ,

In connection with our overall interest in low-cost aircraft engines, it is in-
structive to examine the estimates that have been made on the production prices of

the components of this engitxe. These are ShowtLin table VII-1 and are based on

production rat_s of 2000 uMts Per year where the tooling wrtteott costs may be t

neglected. _ t_

It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss these prices completely. The total

cost of Just over $3000 for the 650-pound-thrust engine, clearly iritlieates, however,
that we can expect to provide the advantag(_S Of turbojet propulsion to missiles and

drones at a price thai is _ompeittive with any other form of propulsion. $lmlltir price
estimates _vere previously made for the 1000.pound-thrust level tttrbotets, which ittdi-

cated that mamffactui, ing costs of abottt $5000 to $0000 sho_lld be attained for pro-

duction quantities of 2000 per ye;tr. The proflucttoit cost level of $5. 00 per i_oundof _ !
thrust has, therefore, been indicated toe both thrust ieWls. We are not cottekiding
that $5.00 per pound of thrust wottld be a fliml manufactttrei-ts se|itngprice sitice

there are a number of indl_'ect costs which would affect the selling pH_e. For eg-

ample, the costs for calibration runs , the writeoff of qtialifie/_tion e)tpenses, saMs, and ]
!
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TABLE VII-I. - PRELIMINARY COST ESTIMATES

OFSAW

........ _'_m _ ..................................Oost

dolhr_
I i

Axial ¢ompre_aor and staler 680
Turbine rotor anti stator 220

Front m_ roar bearing supports 165

Compressor housing t_ssombly 55

Combustor and housing assembly 185

Compressor shaft 40
Fuel manifold anti nozzles 55

Bearings, springs, bolts, etc. 50
Fuel control, pump, filter, etc. 885
Ignition system and igniters 175

Subtotal purchased parts 1960
Cost of assembly and inspection 250
Material handling burden 200
Manufacturer'S general and administra-

tive expense and profit 7__
_ Total cost assembled 3165

, .

field engineering, and the distribtttor*s markup. It is pozJstble that these items could

, actually double the price at which the engines would be finally sold to the user. _!

From the estimates made in the program, however, It IS evident that gas tur- i¢
bine engines of the type here considered will be attractive and cost competitive for

... general aviation, for missiles and drones, for additional services uses (_ch as
reconnaisance airplaneS), and possibly for the smaller business category aircraft.
If the obstacle of high cost can be eliminated, gas turbine engines wiil make major
performance itnprov_ments available for these purposes.
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VIII. SUPERSONICEXHAUST NOZZLES ii

. MiltonA. Behelm,BernhardH. Anderson,JohnS. Clark, .:
..i BlakeW.Corson.Jr.,, LeonardE.Stltt,andFredA.Wqcox _

A major problem in the design of _n exhaust system for a super_ontc airphmo is _,,
tl_t lt_ geometrical shape should change as flight conditions at0 changed. The sonic

area and expansion zatlo must be variable, and it might also be required to reverse
thrust and to suppress Jet noise or i_rared radiation. The mech_Sms tlmt are

needed to do this can be complicated mid heavy. Therefore, there is a trade b_tween
weight and performance tllat depends on the mission.

The missions for supezsonic aircraft can be divided Into the following types:
(1) Supersonic cruise, such as the B-_0_ SR-_I, and the supersonic transport

(2) Supersonic dash, such as the B-fiB, F-4, F-111, B-l, F-14, and F-15
(_ome of wl_h are aircraft of the future)

The supersonic dash aircraft fly lon[_ distances subSoldcaUy but are also able to go
supersonic for relatively short distances. Exhaust nozzle concepts foe both types of

k aircraft are considered in this secUon. Supersoolc cruise nozzles are discussed
• first, and then some of the supersonic dash problems al.e described. • , ' "

• " i

SUPERSONICCRUISEAIRCRAFT " i

, .:: :: The first step in ,analyzing the exhaust system is to get some indication of the i

; sensitivity of a mission to t_ design. Some results of an analysis for a supersonic !

, cruise airplane are shown in figure VIII-1. The ah'plltne t_ assu_ned to have a take- i l
off gross weight of 7B0 000 pound_ and a p_tyload 6_ percent of the _eoff w_i_ht, l:/

" On the left side of the tigttre, the changes in rang_ _or a 1-percent change in nozzle
gross thrUSt coefficient at ct_ise and lottel' are conip_red to a 1-percent change in i
nozzle welght_ for a cruise Speed of Milch 2.7 for 3930 nautical miles. Getting
enough range out of a st_personic _uiso alrpl_m_ has always been a fund_tnlentfl|
problem, and it is even more crRical _or coiu_flet_lal operatl_m. Sidce _ttie_ are

. ' .". fixed dtstatnces apart and since runways will nevez' I_ flmre thorn_ mtleslong, rmtg_ '
increments have to be Watched closely. For this mis_ion_ the cruise nozzle efil-

• NASA-Langley Research Center.
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ciency affects range by 3_ percent and Is quite Important. In fact, a lopercent gain
hero Is at least three times a, effective as a 1-p_rcent gain In performance of any
oth_r component of the propulsion system. On the right side of figure VIII-I It is

presumed that this same airplane flys an all-_ub_onic mission at a cruise _peed of
Much 0.9 for 3280 r_tUtinnl miles. A l-percent change in _ub_onlc cruise thrust co-
efficient affects range by about 2 percent, and the _cn_itivity to loiter thrust is the i
same a_ it was before. For the_e assumption_, then, it c_n be worth a lot of nozzle
weight to keep porfor_mcc high at air _eods.

Some o_haust nozzles which could be u_ed on this airplalw are _hown In figure
VIII-2. On the left t_ a variable £htp ojoctor_ which Is tile type used on the J-93 en-

gine. For a turbojet engine the sonic area is varied by about 40 percent for after.
burner operation, and some kind of iris m_chanism is required. For flight at Ma_h

numbers near 2. '/the expansioll ratio from the sonic area to th_ exit area is about
3.6, but at subso,_lc speeds it must be decreased to a value near 1. Therefore, the i

divergent shroud is made up of several cverlapping _laps and seals so that it can be i'_
closed down at subsonic speeds. The s_cond nozz_ is like tlmt used on the J-58 and

TF-30 engines. At ltlgh speeds its appearance is similar to that of the variable flap i

ejector and secondary _low is still used to coot the hot parts. For low-speed opera- i_!

tion the divergent shroud also uses multiple flaps, but it does not close as far in i
order to simplify the flap meclmaism. Auxiliary inlets are then opened up in th_ r

s_condary flow passage at these low speeds _ bring in additional air to help fill up i:
_'. the exit area. The dashed lines indicate the position of the doors when the inlets are il

opened. The minimum diameter inside the shroud is larger than it is on the variable i_

flap ejector so that this inlet air c_n _et through. The conical plug shown on the !_,
right is a more recent idea than the divergent ejectors and it Ires not yet been used
on a production engine. The sonic area could be varied either with an iris primary ii

flap or by an axial translation of the flap relative to the plug. At high speeds the in- I! t
ternal expansion occurs in the ammlar flow passage between the plug and the cylin-

drical shroud. For low-speed operation, the exit area could be decreased by tra_-
luting the cylindrical shroud upstream. For subsonic flight, then, the shroud would
be completely retracted so that the primary flap is exposed to the external flow.

This kind of nozzle is harder to cool than the divergent ejectors, but if that pI'oblem
can be solved, it has some advantages. Fot' one thing, it would not le_k as much
since the length of seal between the movable surthces could be decreased from about

,, 300 feet to 30 feet. In addition, the mechantsnts appear si_npler and might be more

durable. Some jet-noise tests also indicate that It is inherently a littl_ quieter tlutn ,
the other nozzles (ref. 1).
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SupersonicCruisePerformance

Since the performance of a high-speed nozzle is so important, small differences

affect the optimization of its design. In its development, a lot of configurations must

be tested but it iS hard to measure the experimental performance with enough accu-

racy. Fortunately, some methods of.analysis have been improved so that they are

becoming quite helpful.

The ejector flow model is based on the inviscld and viscid interaction between a

high-energy stream (primary flow) and a low-energy stream (secondary flow) (fig.

VHI-3). These two streams begin to interact at the primary nozzle 11p. For the

ejector operating in the supersonic regime, the secondary flow is effectively "sealed

off" from ambient conditions. When this occurs, the ejector mass-flow characteris-

tics become independent of the ambient static pressure. R is this ejector operating

condition that is considered in the theoretical analysis. The flow regimes occurring

within the ejector system can be categorized on the basis of the predominant flow

mechanisms.

When the amount of secondary flow supplied to the ejector iS small, the p_rin_ary

flow plumes out and impinges on Lhe shroud wall (bottom of fig. VHI-3). This causes

an oblique shock to form which effectively "seals off" the secondary flow from am-

bient conditions. The secondary flow is "dragged" through the obll_/ue shock by its

mixing wlth the higher velocity primary jet flow. H the secondary flow is increased,

the secondary pressure increases and this "pushes" the primary Jet away from the

shroud wall. The oblique Shock can no longer be sustained at the shroud wail, and

thus the secondary flow accelerates and chokes within the shroud (top of fig. VHi-3).

The aerodynamic phenomena that determine equilibrium conditions at "low"

secondary ejector flows are the same as those that determine the base pressure be-

hind a backward-facing step. For "zero" secondary flow, the mass flow entrained t

by the mixing process must be equal to the mass flow reversed by the pressure rise

through the recompression zone (oblique shock). This condition is satisfied when the

total pressure on the dividing streamline in the mixing zone equals the recompres-

sion static-pressure rise. Within this base flow concept, the flow which 'tleaks out"

past the recompression zone is that amount of fluid which has a total pressure great-

er than the pressurc rise through the recompression zone. Equilibrium conditions

are thus established in the "low" ejector flow regime when the amount of secondary

flow supplied to the ejector is equal to the fluid which "leaks" past the recompres-

sion zone associated with the oblique shock.

For "high" ejector flows, the interaction between the two streams is such that

the secondary flow accelerates to a critical condition somewhere downstream of the

primary nozzle lip. The viscous interaction between the two streams occurs along
J
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the interface (dashed line in fig. Vl_I-3). The effect of mixing results (1) in a trans-

fer of energy (Shear Work) from the primary jet flow to the secondary stream, and

(2) in a modification of the pumping _haracteristics due to the displacement thick-

hess of the mixing zone.

In figure VIII-4, the two effects due to mi_ng are evaluated for an ejector with

a large secondary shoulder diameter compared to the primary nozzle exit diameter.

The inviscid solution (Solid curve) is obtained if mixing between the two streams is

neglected. The primary flow field is determined by the method of characteristics,
whereas the secondary flow is assumed to be one dimensional and reversible adia-

batic. Two conditions were applied along the interface boundary. (1) the local static ,

pressure must be equal for both streams at their boundary, and (2) continuity be- _

tween the streams must be preserved. _he effectS Of mixing along the interface !:'_:

boundary have been evaluated by locally superimposing the mixing region on the _

established inviscid flow field solution (solid curve) at the critical secondary flow J

area. The assumption is tha_mixing takes l_ace as though the interface were a i_

constant pressure boundary (ref. 2). The reSultS of such a mixing Correction are '_

represented by the upper dashed-line solution in figure VIIL-_4. Inherent in this type i_

of mixing correction is the assumption that the displacement effects due to mixing

l_tve a negligible effect on pumping characteristics. When tht_ kind of-correction is if"I

used, the effects of mixing are viewed as an increasei in the secondary corrected _
weight-flow ratio over that given by the invtscid solution. Continuity is thus pre- t_

Served by increasing the initial secondary _veight-flow ratio by the amount that was J

entrained as a result o_ mixing, and by assuming the two flow fields are not appre- _
ciably changed by mixing, i

In order to account for the change in shape of the primary jet boundary due to i_
mixing, the mixing correction must be applied at each point along the interface !_

boundary. The results of this type of mixing solution are ShoWn as the lower dashed t
line for low flow rates and dash-dot line for the high-flo_v-r_tte solution. For these

solutions, continuity was applied along the inter_ace boundary by requiring that the

sum of the tnviscid weight-flow ratio plus tile mixing component be the same as the

secondary weight-floW ratio supplied to the ejector. This reSulted in a much larger

effect due to mixing than was originally iaicuhtted, tn general, these sohlUons

agree quite well with thb data indicated by the circular $_mbols.

This analysJ_ is particularly useful in trying to find the best shape of th_ diver-

gent shroud. For the auxiliary inlet ejector the nflrdnittm dis_eter at the shoulder

must be relatively large to accommodate the auxiliary air at of_-design speeds.

The position of this shoulder downstream of the primary exit mtlst then be picked
to ensure high nozzle performance.

Figure VIII-5 shows calculations which help in making this choice. The nozzle
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thrust coefficient is shown as.a function of the Spacing ratlo_ which Is defined as the

distance between the shoulder and the prima_y exit divided by the primary ex/t diam-
eter. With a relatively sharp contour at the shoulder, an abrupt loss in thrust oc-
Curs if-the sp_a_lng is too low, u shown by the lower curve. _he shoulder iS more
rounded, the ejector is less senSit/ve to spacing; and higher performance results, as

indicated by the upper curve. In most des4gns the position of this shoulder is fixed
I,/

but the flaps must be moved to vary the divergent Sltroud exit al'ea. The shape of
these flaps is another design variable. For the sharp-shoulder performance curve,

It was assumed that the flaps llad_tn lsentropic contour. H the flaps were changed
to a conic shape, the daSh-dot curve resulted, and it may be a better choice. Some ,
data points are shown on the figure to indicate that the theoretical trends actually
occur. The circle is for an tSentropie cofltaured shroud, while the square is for a
conic flap Configuration.

TheSe curveS are shown for the auxiliary inlet ejector. A similar study has
been made for the variable flap ejector and the resttlts show an even greater sensi-
tivity to shroud geometry than is shown here.

All-these eurve_ are shown for a 2-percent corrected secondary flow ratio.
However, these results may be sensitive to this flow rate. In figure VIII-6, the
secondary flow is varied. TheOretical results are Shown for the geometry with a

sharp shoulder and contoured flaps. The 9-perc_mt flow curve is repeated from the

previous figure. HoweVer, for this pa_,Ucular figure, the ram drag of the Secondary
flow has been subtracted from the gross thtwst. Curves for secondary flows of 4-
and 8-percent are also shown. Although higher performance is reached at 4*percent
corrected weight-floW ratio, it rotluires a Study of the overall {iesi_n of the propul-

sion system to decide whether these higher flows should be used. The experimental
; data pointa again show good col'relation with the theory.

A summary of supe_sonic cruise nozzle performance ts shown in figure VIII-_/. t
The gross thrust coefflcten[ is show/z for each of the three nozzles at 9-percent cor-
tee:ted secondary flow. The top of the bar is the theoretical m_mum peHorn_tnce
which could be obtained with an optinUzed design. The performance of _ v_riable
flap and the attx/ltary inlet ejectors were taken from curves similar to those of fig-

ure VIII-5. Pfelifltin_y caleultttion on the pl_g nozzle indicate that its perf0rmanCe
could be as high as that shown for the Va/'iable flap ejector. The aux/liary inlet
ejector is less because of its r_lulrenietlt fo_ a larger _econdary diameter. The
best experimental results obtained to da[a are indicated by the dashed lineB and are
quite close to theory. _ ,
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SubsonicCruisePerformance

The off-design performance of a nozzle is harder to analyze because of the in-

teractionS between the internal and external flows. Therefore, we have to depend i

i more on experimental data. The isolated nozzle model _hown in figure VIH-8 iS :

used for wind tunnel tests at this Center. A 21.6-centimeter-diameter cylinder is

supported by a strut, and high-pressure air is dusted to the test nozzle to simulate !

the engine exhaust. In the 8- by e-Foot Supersoai_ Wind Tunnel, tests are fllade

from Mach 0 to 2. However, the transonic performance of a nozzle is particularly

hard to get because of tuimel wall interference. At transonic speeds the most ira- {
portant airframe installation effects occur. These effects result because the exter- i

I'

' hal flow is distorted by the airframe, and it varies depending on the engine location, o
So the transonic testing problem is made even more difficult since a big piece of the

airframe must be tested along With the ex_Ust nozzle. As a r_tllt, the nozzle tt
model ends up being a lot smaller than we would like when working within the size I

limitS of our present wind tunnels. One approach to this problem that would help is Ii

to have a coordinated flight and wind tunnel model program that uses the best fen- !:
tureS of each test technique. An effort like this iS in progress at the Lewis Rese_arch _

Center using a modified F-106 as illustrated in figure VIII-8. A new engine nacelle /i

has been added under each wing so that the nozzle sticks out behind the Wing. This I_
kind of engine installation has hot been used before, but it has an important advan-

• rage since the wing carl be used to shield the inlet from angle-of-attack effects. An

• aft_rburning J-85 turbojet engine was used in each pod. These pods were 60.8 centi-

meter_ in diameter alld were designed to accept any of the nozzles which ga#e good

. results in the isolated tests. For each noZZle design the airplan_ is also flown At
4 _

low altitudes for fly-by noise measul'emel_ts. I!"

In parallel to the flight tests, a wind tunnel model program is being conducted

L_ an effort to get more flexibility in the nacelle shape and its location. Ah _unple 1_ t

is the 1/20-scale model F-106 shown in figure VHI-8. It wa_ small enot_h to _tvoid _

the transonic wall interference problems but the haeelle diameter was only abotit
i,! ,

3.18 centimeters, and the Win_ structurewas so thin that we could not _et pressur- t_

ized air to the nacelle to simulate Jet effects. Thel_dore, _nly tile simplest exhaust

nozzles could be tested with this model. .. _-

Flights have been made with the F-106 at Mash 0.4 for noise fly-by measure- Ii
L

: merits and at Mach tiulnbel.s froin 0.6 to 1. $ for _uitist nozzie evalu_ttttm. Math _!

number 0.9 is used in the ensuillg figure_ for discussiotz of subsonic cruise. The _

flight test program is described in references 3 to 5. I

The installation of the nacelles is _,hoWnin figure VIH-9. The n_celie$ ivere

tangent to the wing lower surface at the trailing edge of the wing and they were at-
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i tach0d by two links. Axial forces were measured by a load cell. A Simple normal
Shock inlet was adequate for the Mach number range used. A movable rotating valve

was located at-the engine face to control flow of secondary air to the nozzle.

With an exhaust nozzle located in the combined flow fields of the wing and ua-

celle, flow conditions differ from those around the model of figure VIII-8 that was

used to evaluate isolated exhaust noV zies. TheSe flow field differences are first

pointed out and then the effect of installing various nozzles in an underwin_ flow

field iS described. Flow field effects are reported in references 6 to 10.

Installed flow fields. - The variation of static-pressure coefficient under the

wing at a spanwtse location near the nacelle location is presented in figure VIII-10.

• Data are shown with and without the nacelle. Without the nacelle the value of pres-

sure coefficient drops along the wing chord and then rises to zero at the wing trailing !

edge. When the nacelle iS add_Lto the wing, the effect of the combined flew field is

to raise the pressure in the region-of the inlet. The flow then overexpandS around _

the Juncture of the inlet and nacelle; the pressure coefficient drops to a.lower value i'

' than with the clean wing and then it rises back to zero. High pressure near the inlet

increases inlet drag. Some of this drag may be cancelled, however, by pressure _.:

forces acting on the surfaces of the n0_.zle if pressure coefficient downstream of the

wing trailing edge reaches a value above zero. Some nozzles may be more effective

than others in this drag cancellation. There is a compression shock-present in the I_

pressu.re rise near the wing trailing edge. The position of this shock varies With I_'_ ,

flight _ch number. _

The movement of the compression shock with flight Mach number is shown on i
/" figure VU/-ll. At Mach 0.8 there is a small amount o_ oVerexpanSion and a gradual i_-

; rise in pressure coefficient back to zero n_r the wing tl_iling edge and above zer_ i
.... on the boattail of the nozzle. At Mach 0.9 there is more overexpaflsion, follo_¢ed by _ '

a sharp rise in pressure. The compression shock is locat_i in this steeply rising I'pressure region. At Math 0.95 th¢_ shock has moved rearward n_ar the t_ailing edg_
of th_ wing and at Mach 1 it has moved offthe end of the no_.zle. PreSsure rentah_

low along the entire length of the nacelle and nozzle. Low pressure on the nozzle

boat_tll for this condition restilts in high nozzle drag. /

The extez_nal static-preSsure coef_icien_ was tmif0rfl2 along _le isolated nozzle

test model at a value of about zero for all ltubso_tc conditionS. There Was no cir-

cunde_ential variation in pressure arour_d the ,solated model. "_his _as also the

case in flight about one nozzle diameter ahead of the Boaflail juncture _md at the z'ear

of the boattail. _n the region JUStdownstream of the wing trailii_g edge, however', t'
the external pressure was higher around the top of ttle riozZle tl_m at the I_ottom.

There were differences in external boundary layer measured upstr_tfl_ o| the

nozzle. In flight the boundary layer was generally thinner than on the isolated niodel,

23k
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except in the corners between the nacelle and wing and over the top of the wing.
There were regions of low energy within the boundary layer all around the nacelle as i

a result of the more complex flow field and presence of shocks. The various exhaust
nozzles shown in fl_re VIII-2 have been tested in this flow field. Isolated nozzle i

tests were made prior to the flight tests.

Variable flap ejector. - The variable flap ejector nozzle is shown in figure ii
Vlll-12 in the subsonic cruise configuration. The nozzle flaps are closed down and ii

I

provide a low internal area ratio (Ae/A 8 = 1.40) and good internal performance at i
this fUght speed (ref. 11): The boattai._ drag can be a problem since the projected
area of the boattail is 60 percent of the r_tcelle area and the boattall angle is 15°. :
Boattail drag depends on the static-pressure distribution, which is affected by the
shape of the boattail. It would b_ desirable from a drag standpoint to radius the cor-

ner between the cylindrical, nacelle and the 150 boattail angle. H_wever, it is im- i
practical to provide much of a radius at this external hinge point and Still be able to i

maintain a cylindrical boattail Shape at supersonic cruise when the trailing-edge i_

flaps are f_lly open. li

Typical static-pressure distributions for both a sharp- and a rounded-corner :

boattailare sho_n inflgure VHI-I$ ataMach number of 0.90. The flow overexpands

conSiderably downstream of a sharp corner (R/D = 0) and results in a high drag. i_ .
Rounding the corner can reduce both the initial overexpansion and the drag, as dis- _i

cussed in reference 12. The boattail static-pressure distribution can al_o be af- i

fected by the jet bolmdary that is located at the trailing edge of the boattail. _his _

Jet boundary varies with nozzle pressure ratio and, therefore, jet effects must be i!l_i
duplicated wllen measuring the boattail drag (ref. 13). I_

The isolated pressure drag of a 15° boattail is shown in figure VIII-14 at a Mach _li

• number of 0.90 as a fu, cflon of nozzle pressure ratio, defined as the total pressure
of the primary Jet divided by the ambient static pressure. The boattail pressure

drag is rafloed to the ideal gross thrust of the primary flow. The highest dr_tg was ,i t
obtaln_ with

a sharp-cornered boattail (R/D = 0) and a thin boundary layer, t3/pi_l I
of a nacelle inStallation. For the example showh, the botin#ary-layer thickness was _'
7 percent of the nacelle diameter. At _ nozzle pressure ratio of 3.75, typical for a ,!!

• turbojet engine at subsonic cruise, the pressure drag of this conical boattail was ,
about 6 percent of the ideal gross tlirt_st of the nozzle. At this flight speed the net li

thrust of the engine i_ about one-half of the gross thrust, So that the boat_ti| drag f
It

would be about 12 percent of the airplane diag. A thicke_ boundary layer-, typical I /
of a fuselage instal_tion, reduces the drag of the sharp-cornered boattaiI to 5 per- _

cent of the ideal gross thnlst. For this example the boundary-layer thiclmesS was
18 percent of the ftise_ge diameter. It is it_teresting that the effect of a thick bound-
ary layer is to m_tke a sha_-p co_'_ierap[_ear rounded. It reduces the initial over- '
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expansion and raises tlle general level of pressures over the boatmil, as shown in

reference 12, The effect of boundary-layer tl_ckness on the pressure dr_ of a se-
ries of boattalls over a range of Mach number is presented in reference 14.

A small radius at the corner of the boattail with the thicker boundary layer (fig.
VIII-14) reduced the pressure drag to 4 percent of the ideal gross _hrust, This ra-

dius ratio, R/D = 0.5, appears to be a reasonable value for the typ_ of flap and seal

arrangement shown on the model in figure VIII-12. A more generous radius can r_

duce the. pressure drag even more, as shown in £igu_,e VIII-14. K is evident that the
isolated boattall drag for a variable flap ejector nozzle can be significant at subsonic
cruise. How this external drag is modified when the nacelle is ivstalled on the F-10_
aircraft is now examined,

.... Figure VIII-15 shows a variable flap ejector nozzle mounted on the F-106.
Flight performance for this nozzle type is reported in reference 15. A section of the
eleven was cut out and rigidly attached to the wing. To simplify its fabrication, the
boattatl part of the nozzle was solid rather than made of individual flaps and seals
and the area ratio was fiXed at the appropriate value for subsonic cruise.

Installation effect on boattail drag is show.,.in figure VIII-18 for a sharp-

junctured variable flap ejector nozzle. The installation effect iS to greatly reduce
boattail drag at the higher subsonic speeds. Drag is about zero at Mach numbers

..... from 0.8 to 0.9, where the compression shock is ahead of the nozzle. At Math 0.95,

where the shock is near the nozzle, the drag goes negative. The drag rmes sharply

when the compression shock moves off the end of the nozzle at higher Speeds.
In the isolated case, rounding the boattail juncture was effeotive in reducing

drag. The effect of doing this in flight is shown on figttre VIII-11. D_ta are shown
for R/D = 0 and R/D = 2.5 nozzles. Little decrease in drag below the already low

t

subsonic values was obtained. There was some reduction in drag above Mach 1.0,
• _" however, t

Auxfllar_ inlet, ejector. - An auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle is shown in figure
" V_II-18. At subsonic cruise the auxiliary inlet doors are open arid external air en-

ters the secondary shroud to prevent overexpansion of the primary J_t at low values

of nozzle pressure ratio. Since this air fills part o_ the shroud there is a reduced
requirement for exit-area variation with the trailing-edge flap_. 1_ this boattatl is

compared with the variable flap ejector (_ig. VIII-12), w_ find that the projected ar_a _,

has been reduced from 60 percent to 45 percent of the nacelle area. FOr an equal ;__
trailing-edge-flap length, the boattail angle can be reduced fl'bm 15° to 10°. The in-

ternal expansion ratio Ag/A 8 for the auxiliary inlet ejector at this flight sp_d is
about 2.0 {ref. 16), compared to a value of 1.4 for the variable flap ejector.

The isolated performance of auxiliary inlet ejector nozzles is shc_vn in fibre
i

VIII-19 at a Mach number of 0.90. The gross thrust coefficient is used _s a measure

/
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of :lozzle performance a:_d is defined a_ thrust mintu_ drag divided by the ldual gross

.... thrust of the primary flow. The optimum performance was obtained when the inlet
doors were fixed ope_land the trailing-edge flaps were held closed (ref, 16), as

shown by the upper curve, It wauld be desirable to minimize the actuation require.

ments and the mechanical complexity of this nozzle type by allowing some of its com-

ponents to be positioned by the air lo_ds. At a subsonic cruibe pressure ratio of

3.75 the nozzle perle :mance was reduced by 4 percent when the inlet doors were al-
loWed to float and ended up being closed over half way (ref, V/). An additional lo_s

of 2½ percent in performance resulted when the trailing-edge flap8 floated slightly
open from the closed p_,sition (ref. 18). At this flight speed_ thenp the use of float-
ing components rQsultod la a nozzle that was operating well everoxpanded at a loW
value of performance.

The geometry of the floating doors and flaps would have to be carefully selected
to avoid the problems of Instability. There is a lot of energy in the primary flow. !_

If the hinge locations and flap lengths are not picked with care, oscillations of the !.
floating components might result. SeveJ._tl coafi6mratioas with floating components i"
have been tested in the wind tunnets at the Lewis ResearCh Center. Some of these i

designs proved to be stable (refs. 11 and 18). Some examples of trailing-edge flap ;
and auxiliary inlet door instability are discussed in reference 19. i

The auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle is shown installed on the Fol08 in figure iI

VIII-20. ReSults for this nozzle are reported in reference 20. This nozzle had i_ .

16 attxiltary inlet doors which were either fixed in place or free _loating. The top :i:
three opened into the trough built into the wing. The boattail part of this nozzle wa_ i_
again fixed at the subsonic c_uise area ratio. !_

Pertornmnce of the auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle isolated and in flight i_ Shown '_I'/

in figure VIII-21. Nozzle gross thrust, coefficient and boattail drag _attoed to ld_ai !:
j_

thrust are presented as a function of door posY' l'he isolated gross thrust co_i- I: r
ficient fell along the dashed curve and it contilmed to Hse aS the doors were opened, i_

The _light thrust coefficient was somewhat higher and it also rose as the doors Were _i_

opened but it leveled off and was the same as isolated for full-t_pen doors. The I
upper p_rt of the figure shows that boattail _drag was lower in flight. The lower I__
boattail drag accounts for the higher nozzle gross thrust with the doers closed and I_

part way 'open. The benefit of the lower drag was lost, huwever, when the doors Ii

were full open. i
As indicated in figure VIIi-21, the performattc_ of iloati_g doors in _light was

nearly the optimum. The doors floated to an average position somewhat over mid-
open. In the isolated case, floating deal" p_rformance was considerably lower. Whdn
the trailing flaps were allowed to float in addition, perfoimuince was evei_ lower. In
flight the trailing flaps probably would have floated to a lower-area-ratio poslflori
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th_n they did in isolated tests because hoattail pressures were higher due to the

presence of the shock. This would have resulted in a higher gross thrust coefficient.

Positions of the floating inlet doors are shown in figure VIII-92 for flight _tt i
I

Macll 0.9, The trailing edgesof the doors are viewed from the rear. The higher i

external pressure around the top of the nozzle hold the doors open around the top
and the outboard side, The_o door_ admitted air from the l_wost energT r_gtons of
the flow field. The Dowerexternal pressure on the bottom and the inboard side ,,
closed the remaining doors. In the ca_e where _lt the doors were fixed open, little
air appeared to be entering the doors on the bottom. The performance _hown on the

previous fi_re forthi_ conditionwas about the same as for floating doors. Higher

performance wa_ not achieved with full-open doors because very little of the higher ,
energy air around the lmttom entered the nozzle. '_I

P___. - The 10w-anglo conical plug nozzle is shown in figure VM-23 in the sub- ]

sonic cruise position. The outer shroud is retracted upstream for operation at this {
flight speed. Both the primary flap and the plug surface are now exposed to the ex-
ternal flow. Thl_ nozzle concept utilizes secondary fiery to cool some of the engine
parts and the primary flap, This cooling air is discharged in the annulus between
the primary flap and the outer Shrotzd. The major difference betWeen the two con-
figurations shown is in the shape of the surfaces upstream of the primary throat.

The cozffiguration on the left has a cylindrical outer shroud and a clinical primary
flap, while the other has a boattailed outer shroud and a rounded primary flap shape,

It was shown earlier in this discussion that floating components of nozzles can

be tinstable. In the plug concepts shown, the plug is immersed in the high-energy
primary stream and can be unstable ifnot supported properly (refs. 21 at_ti_._).

..... From a stability standpoint it would be desirable to support the plug from the outer
" ' shroud with struts. However these struts arc now immersed in the afterburner flow

:S and present a difficult cooling problem. Support struts also act as fl_meht_lders for-i ?
unburned fuel In the afterburner, Another support concept of interest is to cantilever

i

the plug from the turbine frame with a sting through the c_nter of the afterburlier.
Afterburner temperature profiles can be tailored to maintain cooler temperaturSs

along the sting to minimize the cooling requirements. 'Hbwever, the sting must bb

surf enough to prevent oscillations of the plug.
The isolated performance of these two plug co_igu_tions is Shown in figt_r_ !,

VM-24. Data are presented both at static conditions and at a Math number of 0.90. "_

At a subsonic cruise pressure ratio of 3.75, there is a sizecble effect of e_ernal
flow on the performance of these tWo configUrations. The loss of about B percent ili /

performance resulted from the combined drag on the primary flap and 0n the afmular ':
base where the secondary flow is discharged. Romiding the surfaces upstream of

the primary throat did improve the performance, as expected. A further discussion
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of t_e isolated performance of a serle_ of conical plug l_ozzles ovvr _ wide r_tnge of

flight speeds is presented in references 23 to 27.

The plugnozzleisshown installedon the aircraftinfigureVIII-25. This nozzle

was uncooled and w_ts operated with the primary thro_tt in the fixed position shown I.

with the engine in the nonaRerlmrning mode. The lnst_tlled performance of this no_,.

zle is compared to isolated d_ta in"figure VIII=26. The effect of the movement of the

compression shock can be seen on this figure. It lfl ahead of the nozzle at Mash

numbers below 0.9. At Math number 0.95 it is near the primary flap, and the

highest nozzle gross thrust coefficient is obtained. The thrust coefficient drops

sharplynear Mach I.0, where the compression Shock moves offthe end of the noz-

zle and low externalpressure isobtained- primarilyon the plugsurface. Flight

performance data for this nozzle are presented in reference 20. ,_

Nozzle performance comparison. - Figure VIII-27shows gross thrustcoefficient

bothisolatedand inflight.The variableflapejectorwas th0 poorestwhen isolated

because of its boattail drag, btlt the best when installed. The plug had very high per- t

refinance when isolated and improved in flight, so that it was second best. I_olated i_i

performance of the auxiliary inlet ejector was good if the doors and flaps were. actu- _,

ated; but flight performance stayed about the same. t'

NozzleCooling

In the discussion so far, aerodynamic performance has been stressed. Nozzle li
h

• : coolil_gisanotherproblem, particularlywiththe plu_ nozzle. Experimentalheat- !:
transfer studies have been made at Lewis on both ejector-type nozzles and _lug-type I

nozzles. A brief discussion of these experimental results iS presented in th_ follow-
lng paragraphs.

Film coolin{_. - Figure VIII-28 shows some typical results from the ejector c0ol- !i #,

ing st-dy. A cylindrical ejector was tested on a J-85 afterburning turbojet engine in

an altitude facility. Ejector cooling was accomplished by film cooling and radiatiott.

Film cooling is a means of insulating the ejector wall from th_ hot priitmry Jet with

a layer of the cooler secondary air. EJector wall temperatures are shown _ts _t ftmc- :

tionof distancefrom the primary exitfor a case with maximum afterburning(approx-

Imatety3100° F) and highsecondaryflow rate. The predictedtempei_Rires were

obtainedfrom a heat-balancecalculationforthe wall (ref.28). The iustilatitlgeffect

ofthe secondarystream was calculatedby usinga modified Hatch-P_ipelifilm-

coolingcorrelation.Tlds correlationwas empiricallydeveloped for a flatplate,

subsonic flow, and no pressure gradient. R was modified for annular flo_ with Vary..
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ing pressures. The predicted t_mperatures agree reasonably well wRh the men..
sL:'od values°

A comparison of the various calculated heating and cooling mechanisms l_ shown

in figure VIII-29, The upper part of the figure shows the parameters that heat the
wall and the lower part shows the eoollt_g terms as a function of distance from the

primary exit. Radiation from the hot ga_ to the wall Is approximately unifornt over
the entire ejeetor. TI_ secondary airstream film cools the wall for about two-thirds

of the ejector length. At this point, the secondary stream has bocomo hotter than
the writ arid, thereafter, add_ heat to the wall. Ziadiatiot_from the wall to the sur-

roundings is the only coohng mechanism over the last third of the nozzle. 81mtlar

results were obtained for other pressure ratios and secondary flow rates, Thus,

the prediction techniques developed can be used with confident0 to design eJ0¢tor-
type nozzles.

Figure VIII-80 shows some typical results from the plug film-cooling study. A
21.6-centimeter-diameter model was tested in an altitude facility. Cooling air ca-

" toted the plug through a sting mount. Three separate plug models were tested, Tile
first had a film-cooling slot at the S0-percent point (i. e., halfway between the pri-
mary throat and the end of the plug). The second had a slot at the 10-percent point
and the third plug b',d a Slot upstream of the nozzle throat at the -10-percent point.

Tests were made at primary temperatUres to S40° F. A typical plug statte-pres_re
distribution is shown for a high nozzle pressure ratio. Typically, the pressure dis-

trtbutions downstream of the S0-percent Slot are about constant, while pressure
gradients following the other two slot$ are first favorable and then adverse.

In flgmre VUI-31, m_asured cooling effieiencieS are compared with the Hatch-
Papell fihn-cooling correlation. Cooling efficiency is simply a ratio of primary re-

covery temperature minus waU temperature to the primary recovery temperature
• mlnus the coolant inlet static temperature. When the wall temperature is eqtml to

the coolant temperature, this ratio Is equal to 1.0; as th_ wall temperatu_'e in- t

creases, the ratio decreases. The Hatch-Papell parameter includes about 10 differ-
ent terms, including distance from slot exit and coolant flow rate (see ref. 28). The
curve on the figure represents the correlation. The circular symbols on the flgtlre,

for the 50-percent slot, correlated well for all pressur_ ratios, coolant flow rates,
and appropriate secondary shroud positions. The trietngttJar symbols, for the 10.-
percent slot, generally fell above th_ correlation line. The "knee" in th_ da_a was

found to correspond to the point where the pressure graPle_( turns _1"o_ fa_.o_'ableto

adverse. The favorable pressure gradient retai'dS ml_n_ of the prtin_try told c_lant
streams, keeping the wall temp0ratu: os low. The adver_ pressure gradient accel-
erates the mixing, causing a sharp idcrease in Wall teniptratttre. For the -10-

percent slot, similar results were obtained. All the data of interest fell on or above 1
I
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the correlation line, however. This meanS the measured wall temperatuees were

lower than would be predicted using the correlation. Therefore_ the use of the cor-

relation should result in the conservative prediction of plug wall temperatures.

Convecttvel]r cooled plu_ nozzle. - Heat-transfer tests were also made on a

convectively cooled plug nozzle system (ref. 29). The plug was strut supported for !
easy attachment to the J-85 engine (see fig. VIII-3_). Cooling air was obtained from

the compressor discharge ports of the engine. Cooling channels (shown in Section

A-A, fig. VI11-32) were formed along the sorface of the plug and struts by attaching i

nickel fins to the high-strength outer wall. Nickel was used because of its high ther-

• real conductivity and the resulting high effective heat transfer from the outer wall to 4

the coolant. A conical extension was attached to the 60-percent point on _he plug and

was film cooled with the cooling air discharging from the plug cooling channels. The

nozzle during a high-temperature test in the altitude fac_ty is shown in figure
• ! _

VI_-33. The primary gas temperature was 2900 ° F - slightly less than maximum _
iafterburning. The nozzle pressure ratio was about 3.0. The plug and struts were

cooled with _ percent of the primary airflow.

The plug was designed for wall temperatures of 1740 ° F with this cooling flow

rate, but the maximum temperature on the plug was only 1500 ° F. The hi[_heSt tern- _i

perature on the extension waS only 1300 ° F and the hottest temperature on the pri- _

mary was about 1700 ° F. The plug wall temperatures were lower than expected be- _

cause of the gas temperature profile that existed in the engine. A typical profile is _

shown on the bottom left in figure VIII-32. A radius ratio of zero iS on the center-

line, arid a radius ratio of 1.0 is on the primary wall. This profile results from the

particular afterburner fuel nozzle desikql for this engine. Temperature/_ were folmd

to be as much as 500 ° F.cooler at the plug surface than the maximum g_ts tempera- I!

ture. Since this profile e_tses the plug cooling problem, it should be designed into
any advanced plug nozzle system.

The experimental heat-trans|er tests are sumlllartzed as follows: t
, i

(1) FirSt, for ejector-type nozzles, the Hatch-Papell film-cooling correction

appears to yield a reasonable prediction of wall temperature when cofllbined with

radiation terms. :.

(2) Second, for the film-cooled plug, the Hatch-Papell correlation resulted in a

conservative prediction of plug wall temperatures. I. :/
(3) Finally, it was demonstrated that an air-cooled plug could be cooled in _ '/'

afterburfllng turbojet wi[h a reasonable amount of compressor b_ed air. .;

The purpos_ of thesr_ expetimehtal tests was to develop the prediction methods nec-

essary to evaluate advanced slatterns. , .

Supersonic cridse aircraft ehldieS. - Tire next logical Step is to tree the predic-

tion methods deve|otSed and to extrapolate the smal|-scaie p|ug no_.zle data tO a iuli-

•/
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size supersonic cruise engine. The following is a br_tefsummary of two theoretical

studies that are underWay at the Lewis Research Center. In the first, engine fuel is

used to regeneratively cool the plug. In the second, compressor air is the coolant.

In each case, a sting-supported plug was selected, to eliminate the struts that
are immersed in the hottest region of the hot gas. The fuel-cooled nozzle appears

feasible, from a heat-transfer standpoint, to cool the plug and sting support. There-

fore, no engine cycle air would be required to cool the plug. Also, plug Wall tern- _':I v

peratureS could be kept below 1000° F Whenusing fuel cool_ng.
The theoretical study using air cooling indicates that for maximum afterburning,

21 percent of the engine cycle air would be required to cool the plug below 1740o F.$ a

&

Also, the afterburner is presumed to be on during Supersonic cruise, resulting in

/: primary temperatures of about 1900° F. The plug would not have a very long life at
this temperature unless it were cooled. The calculations Show that 1/_ percent of

[ :/i: the engine cycle air is needed to ensure reasonable plug temperatures during super-
sonic cruise.

Summary

The effect of nozzle type on the range of a supersonic cruise aircraft, if the
cooling requirements are included along with the aerodynamic performance charac-
teristics, is shown in figure VIII-34. The airplane and the two mission_ illustrated

are the Same as those presented in figure VIII-1. The auxiliary inlet ejector nozzle
• is used as a baseline configuration and it provides 3930 nautic_tl mile_ of range for a

typical Mach 2.70 mission. Both analytical calculations and experimental data (fig.
.... VIii-7) have shown that the variable _iap ejector has about 1/2-percent higher gross
::. thrust during cruise and, therefore, provides an additional 68 nautical nflles of

range. The plug nozzle is competitive with the variable flap ejector if the plug sur- i I
face is cooled with the engine fuel at no loss in cycle efficiency. Howe_,er, a plug

cooled With compressor discharge air shows little gain in range over the baseline
nozzle. The range of the air-cooled plug could be improved if an interstag_ bleed

could be used aS the source for the cooling flow. The plug nozzle has Some other
features that make it an attractive nozzle concept. As mentioned pr_iously, it may

be easier to seal, has less mechanical complexity, _and may be inherently quieter.
The range comparison shown does not account for afly of the_e factors. _

' The variable flap ejector and the plug nozzle also proVide l_lore rahge for _n
all-subsonic (Mach 0.90) mission (fig. VuI-34). These two nozzle concepts _tadthe

highest installed performance at subsonic cruise, based on in-flight thrust _eastife-
ments using the F-106 aircraft (fig. VIH-27).
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SUPERSONICDASHAIRCRAFT

The exhaust systems for the second type of aircraft - the supersonic dash _ .,

planes that cruise primarily at subsonic speeds - are examined briefly in this see- 'r
tion. For this kind of mission, afterburning turbofan engines would be used rather

'T

titan turbojets. Subsonic performance is most important, but it is accephtble to

compromise supersonic performance ti it helps to minimize the nozzle weight.
Some examples of these nozzles are shown on figure V]II-35. On the left is a varia- ,:i

ble convergent-divergent nozzle which is shown in the subsonic cruise position. The

tufts sticking out of the top of the nozzle were used in flight tests to detect flow sepa-

ration. In concept, it is sirc_llar to the variable flap ejector except that for use on a

turbofan engine the seconda_',; _rflow could be eliminated. In addition, the sonic ! ,_o
area variation is larger. In fact, during full atterburning the sonic area could be _._

.1
twice as large as that shown. Some amount of internal expansion is needed again for i_,

i "1

high-speed operation, but it would be less than that of the variable flap ejector. By i'_
constructing the boattail with overlapping flaps and seals and by using enough actua- I_

tors, these variations could be provided. But to minimize the mechanical problems, 1.1_
these flaps should be short. Therefore, at subsonic cruise speeds, the boattatl on

this type of nozzle is even larger and has steeper angles than the variable flap ejee- f_
tot. For the nozzle shown, the projected area iS about 75 percent of the r_ceUe

area and the maximum angle is 24°. Putting a plug in the nozzle, a_ _hown on the I_Y_

right, would decrease both the boattail area and angle. /f the plUg had adequ_t_ _ '
cooling, it could also be used to suppress infrared radiation from the hot engine l_
parts. However, its structural weight would probably be higher thatl that of the
other nozzle.

i

IsolatedPerformance

The isolated performance of the two supersonic da_h configurations is shoWnin

figure VHI-36. For reference, the internal performance of an ideal convergent no_'-
zie without any external drag is presented. The dropotf in pertormatlce of this floO-

zie with increasing pressu:e ratio is an indication of its tmderexpansion losses.

The plug nozzle has the same performance characteristics as the ideal convergetit
nozzle. The small decrease in performance with external flow resulted from tl_e

drag on the 9° circular-arc boattail. At a typical subsonic c_lse pressure ratio of
2, 8 for a turbofan engine, the plug nozzle provides a high gross thrtlst coefficient of

better than 97 percent. At the same nozzle pressure ratio the variable conVergent-
divergent nozzle had a slightly lower performance, about 96 percent. The differetice
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In performance was due to the higher drag associated with the 24° boattail, Some

additional discussion of the Isolated-performance of plug and convergent-divergent
nozzles for application to a supersonic dash aircraft are presented in references SO
and 31.

The high-angle boattall Shown for the variable convergent-divergent nozzle (fig.
VIII-35) iS operating near the limit for maintaining attached floW. Typical pressure
distributions for this 24° boattail shape are shown in _ig_re VII1-37. If the flow re-

mains attached the distribution Is as Shown by the solid curve. If the flow separates

locally, a distribution as shown by the dashed cu_'ve results, with an increase in

boattail drag. It is important, then, to define the separation characteristics of these
high-angle boattails and to determine their sensit_vity to Reynolds number and to in-

;_ stallatlon effects. The Lewis Research Center has recently flight tested a series of
these high-angle boattails and data are now available that show some of these effects

:_ on boattail drag.

' NacelleInstallation

The convergent-diver.gentnozzlesthatwere testflownareshown infigure i

VIII-38. These three nozzles all had the same projected boattail area and a 24° t_l_

angle at the end of the nozzle. The two on top were the Same, except that the Case 1
nozzle was moved downstream relative to the Case 2 nozzle by about one-half nozzle l
diameter. The boattail juncture for these two was fail, ly sharp. The Case 3 nozzle i!

_/ had a full circular-arc boattail.

_!:_: Boattail drag divided by ideal primal'y thrust fol"these no_.zles is shown in fig-

ure VIH-39as a functionofReynoldsnumbe_. Reynoldsnumber was variedbyflying
the F-t06 at different alti_des. Angle of attack was held constmit at 6° by flying in

•' coordinatedturnsatthehigherReynoldsnumber. The lowestReynoldsnumbers

were obtained by flying straight at an altitude of 45 000 feet. The highest Reynolds t

numbers were obtained by flying in 3-g turns at an altitude of 15 000 feet. Reynolds

number was based on the length from the inlet cowl lip to the nozzle attachinent point.
The case number on the lines of data correspond to the nozzle designations of figure

VIH-38. With the Case 1 nozzle at the lowest ReYnolds numbe_ the boattail drag Was
as much as 10 percent of the ideal primary gross thrust. The drag wa_ lowered con-
siderably when this nozzle was moved forwa_l, giving CaSe 9. This was a result of

_ the more favorable flow field cloSe_ to _he Wing. The (_ase $ circular-arc contour
? provided the lowest drag,

Separation of the type described in figure VIH-$7 was encountered with these
nozzles. Separation was detected by pressure measureflients and tufts. Areas of

separation are shown on figure VIii-39 by the shaded regions. Separation was en-
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countered with all the nozzles except the circular arc at the highest Reynolds num-
ber. As the Reynolds number was increased, drRg was reduced for all these nozzles
because this reduced the tendency of the external flow to separate.

Two frames from a motion picture of tufts for the Case 2 nozzle are shown In
figure VIII=40. This motion picture was taken by a camera mounted low in the tail.

The angle of view is such that the tufts that appear to be on the top are actually on
the upper inboard side. The two frames show extreme positions taken by the inboard
tufts, which were In a region of separated flow. Flow on the outboard side and over
the top of the wing iS seen to be steady.

ii

: FuselageInstallation "

n many fighter designs the engines are packed into the fuselage as shown in ! ;,_
figure VIII_41. The nozzles become more buried, then, within the airframe. The ;':_!

LanglsyReseare_hCenterhasbeenstudylngtheseproblemsandInone serlesoftests i_
they made some parametric variations in the regiort of the nozzles (shown by the i:_
Solidlines).Some oftheresultsofthesetestsarepresentedinreferences32 to36. I_

A portionare repeatedhereinsinceexhaustnozzleinstallationintheaftfuselageof I

twin-engineaircraftiscurrentlypertinenttothedevelopmento_militaryaircraft i__

The results presented herein were obtained with the twin- engine-fuselage i'l 'a_terbody-nozzledynamometershowninfigureVHI-42,describedinreference37. '
The maximum diameterofnozzleswas 10.2centimeters,whichrepresentedapprox'

Imatelya 1/12-scalemodel. The engineexhaustjetswere simulatedwithcom-

pressedair,andwere operatedovera wide rangeofpressureratio.The datapre-

i sentedhereinwere analyzedatvaluesofpressureratiorepresentativeoftl_osefor ,
a turbofanengine.The circumferentialllneatthemid-bodyisa transversecut

closed with a flexible seal. The nonmetric forebody served as a support for the t

a_terbody. All forces on the afterbody and nozzles were meaSured with two six-

component balances arranged to yte]d a breakdown of the forces into nozzle thrust
minus drag, and aft_rbody drag. These investig_ttions were conducted in the 16-foot
transonic tunnel at the Langley Research Center. This presentation deals with the
effects of model configuration changes in the vicinity of the exhaust nozzles.

Jet-exit axial location. - Results of a brief study of the effect of jet=exit axial
location on aftel'body di'ag, extracted from i'eference 38, are Presented in figure
VHI-43. The afterbody drag coefficient is based on nacelle maximum cross-

sectional area, and drag vacation with Math number is/shown.
The afterbodies were all the same length and were _haped for minimum wave

dragatMach 1.00/,usingthe proceduresoi'reference39. The lowersketchIncU- I
!
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Installation effect on nozzle performance. - To this point, interest has been con- _

tered on afterbody drag. Figure VIII-45, prepared from material in references 33 i

and 40, is concerned with installation effect on exhaust nozzle performance. The-- i
I,

performance coefficient used for making comparisons is AI(F - Dn)/Fi] , the sum of
I

nozzle gross thrust minus nozzle boattail drag, taken as a ratio to ideal gross thrust, j

The drag term in this expression is drag on only the nozzle boattails indicated by the i
shaded regions in the sketches on the right. This figure shows increments in the

coefficient using the nozzle static performance as the reference, l_tesulta are pre,

sented for convergent and convergent-divergent nozzles.
The lower sketch Onthe right represents a model in which the nozzles were in-

stalled in an aerodynamically clean aft-fuselage, for Which the afterbody contours

i faired smoothly into those of the nozzle. With this installation at m_bsontc speeds,
good pressure recovery in the eXternal flow exerted a thrust on the nozzle boattall, i

The vertically hatched bars show that in the clean installation, at Maeh 0.8, the noz- _.i'
zle performance exceeded the static value by 5 or 6 percent of the ideal gross thrust,

for both types of exhaust nozzles. !_

Another type of installation is represented in the upper sketch, in which the _

_ afterbody incorporated extended fatrings outboard of the nozzles and a fuSelage ex- II

tension between the nozzles. The presence of these extensions tended to disturb the !ii

streamline flow over the nozzles, and to prevent good pressure recovery in the ex- i_
ternal flow. The result was a severe drag on the nozzle boattail. The shaded bars l_, !!

on the lower side of the plot at the left show that for Mach 0. _ the incX'eased drag tm !t
the nozzles resulted in a large loss o_ pet, formance. The difference in performance
between these two installations of 10 or 12 percent of ideal gross thrust at high sub-
sonic speed represents approximately 20 percent difference in net thrust. The in-
stallation effects are important. At Mach 1.2, both types of nozzles suffered a

small loss. These comparisons show that the nozzle operating environment has a t

critical influence on nozzle performance at high stlbsonic speedS, but relatively less
effect at supersonic speeds.

After_dy boattail angle. - Another factor to be considered ia the design of an
e._haust nozzle installation_ namely the boattail angle of the aftel_body just upstream

:/ of the nozzle attachment, i_ treated in figure VIIt-46. Again th_ basic Co_figuration

was the clean twin-engine a_erbody with closely spaced convergent nozzleS. The
• data present increments in the performance parameter as a function of aftel_body
_ boattailangle.

At a Mach number of 0.8, with the nozzle in the military poWer setting, good
pressure recovery in the external flow was realized; the nozzle installed perfor-
mance exceeded the Static performance in all cases, and imp_ved with inc,'easing i

boattail angle. 1
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cates a configuration with the Jet exits at the downstream end of the fuselage, for

which the afterbody drag is shown by the circular points. From this downstream

position the jet exits were moved forward on the fuselage by one-lutli body width as

shown in the middle sketch, and then by one full body width as shown in the top .

sketch. For these latter tWoafterbodteS to have the same area progression as _hat

in the lower sketch, the cross-secti0nal area of cylindrical Jets is included. While
the direct thrust 0_ the nozzles t'J excluded from these measurementS, the results
do include the effects of Jet interference on afterbody drag.

At low supersonic speedS, the dashed curve shows calculated dr_g for an axi-
symmetric afterbody having an area progression equal to that of the modelS, the

: values being the sum of wave drag and skin friction. The good agreement between
the calculated drag and that measured on the afterbody with downstream exits im-

proves confidence both in the theory (ref. 39) _mdin the experimental techniques i:
., used.

At all speeds-up to Math 1.3, the afterbody with Jet exits at the extreme aft end _

shows the lowest values of drag. At subsonic spuds, jet interference on the exL

tended wedge lnterfairings increases the afterbody drag. At the higher speeds,
however, the afterbodies with wedge-shaped extensions begin to show increasing

benefit of favorable jet interfere.ace. I:

Interfairing shape. - The effect of interfatring shape on the combined drag of
the afterbody and nozzles is iUustrated in figUre VIII-44. The sketch on the upper

right is a rear view of the nozzle installation, and the shad_l area shows the region

inwhichtheinterfalringshapeswere modified.The _1_et_hon theupperleft_hows !!
the basic afterbody, which had closely spaced nozzles located in the downstream ii
position. The dashed line in the sReteh indicates the contour in the plane of sym- I:

metry of the ellipti_al interfairing shape. Other shapes were circular art, blunt, _i
and blunt extended. The blunt interfairing had a flat base at the nozzle-fuSelage [ v

jurtcture. The blunt-extended ihterfairing terminated in a fiat base approximately
flush with the nozzle eXitS. _ _

The results presented in the plots Show r_laLive drag _s _t ftmctioft o_ Mach !_

number, where the highest value of dl-a_ is giv{m a value of ul_ity. At subSonic I

speedstheafterbod,_withtheelliptic_tlinterfalrlngShowedthelegistdragforopera- _

tioneitheratmilitarypower or withma_timumafterburner.Thereislittlechoice _
between the elliptical and circulat'-arc shapes. The use of a flat bas_ was consis-

: teRly detrimental at subsonic speeds. Th_ data pointd at the upper right show all i
the tnterfairing shapes to have apl_roxifltately the sai_e drag at low stq)ersonic i
speeds,thoughtheflat-baseinterfairingsdidshow slightlylowervaluesinthis ii

speed range. :
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. The plot on-the right shows that at low supersonic speed, Mach 1.2, pressure

recovery in the external flow is relatively poor, and that the nozzle performance is
not significantly better than for static operation. In this speed range, afterbody
boattail angle has little effect on the installed nozzle performance.

Nozzle lateral s acin . The effect of nozzle lateral spacing on nozzle perfor-

mance and on afterbody drag is illust:rated in figure VM-4q. The sketch on the upper
left represents the basic twin-engine afterbody With convergent nozzles. In the mid-

die sketch, which is a rear view of the nozzle installation, the spacing ratio is de-
fined as the ratio of the distance between the nozzle centorlines s to the nozzle di-

ameter dn at the nozzle-fuselage Juncture.
The left Side of figure VM-4V shows the effect of lateral spacing on exhaust noz-

zle performance. The small rate of increase in performance with increased spacing

at both subsonic and low supersonic speeds indicates that the mutual interference

drag of the nozzles decreases With increasing distance between the nozzles. The ef-
fect of increased spacing on nozzle performance, then, is beneficial but small,

The right side of this figure Shows the effect of lateral spacing on the drag of the
J

complete afterbody and nozzles. Values of relative drag are shown as a function of
_!i the spacing ratio. The afterbodies having spacing ratios of 1.59 and 2.31 had lower

values of fineness ratio than the basic afterbody, which had a spacing ratio of 1.32. i_

A_ Mach 1.2 the basic data indicate a much more rapid increase in aRerbody drag i
with increasing lateral spacing than is shown here, because the drag was Influenced
by _tfterbody fineness ratio as Well as by lateral spacing. The values of relative

• drag presented for Mach 1.2 were obtained by apply,_nga correction for fineness

ratio to the wave drag of the two afterbodies having the larger values of spacing i
ratio. The values presented on the plot for Mach 1.2 presumably show only the _f- ,_

':: feetoflateralspacingon aflerbodyrelativedrag. The finenessratiocorrectionis

basedon informationcontainedinreference41,and isoutlinedin.reference33. _ t

The drag tends to increase slightly as space between the nozzles increases at I

both subsonic and low supersonic speeds. The n_t result, then, iS that lateral t
spacing of the exhaust nozzles appears not to be a critical factor in the aerodynamic ,
design of an afterbody-nozzle installation, f

Tail interference. - The effect on e_haust nozzle performance of adding tail I
surfaces to the afterbody in the vicinity of the nozzle installation is shown in figure I
Vlli-48. The basic v_odel was the aerodynamically smt_oth twin-e_glne afterbody I

with convergent-divergent nozzles. The plot presents the variation with Mach nufn- I

ber of the change in nozzle performance which occurred whorl horizontal a_d vertical i
tail surfaces were added to the basic configuration. Th_ direct drag of the tail sur-
faces does not enter these measurements; the change in exhaust nozzle petfofnmnce
reflects only the change in nozzle drag caused by proximity of the tail surf_ices.

I
!
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As shown in the lower curve in figure VIII-48, with the engines operating at

ndllt_ry poWer adding the tail surfaces caused a los_ in nozzle periormane_ at eub-
sonic speeds, which at lWtch 0.95 amounted to 4 percent of the ideal gross thrust.

The upper curve shows results _btainod with the nozzle in the maximum _fterburner
setting. At this condition, adding the tail surface_ to _he _fterbody had a small

favorable effect on nozzl_ performance at all spe_d_ below Math I. 3.

i

Summary
i'l

The installation problems encountered in these tests are Summarized as follows: !1
For underwing engine nacelles with high-angle boattails, increasing Reynolds nitro- :,

bet tends to decrease the extent of flow separation and, therefore, decrease drag.
, Fo_ the F-i06 nacelle installation a more forward location of the boattail tend_ to !

reduce drag, And Etpure circular-arc, boattail had the least dra_. For engines i'i

mounted in the fuselage, a disturbance to streamline flow near the nozzle b_ttail _'
is detrimental. A shallow boat_il-angle is required for supersonic speed but not ft)r _'_

subsonic. The best performance is obtained with the nozzles dt_vnstream of the ter- i!

minus of the airframe, and finally the lateral spacing does not appear to be critical. !
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HISSION SENSITIVITY FOR EXHAUST NOZZLES
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NOZZLE PERFORHANCE AT SUPERSONIC CRUISE
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BOATTAIL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
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IX. SUPERSONIC CRUISE INLETS

DavidN. Bowdltcll,RobertE.Coltrin,BobbyW. Sanders,
• NormanE.Sorensen*andJ,JsephF. Wasserl_uer

The design of a supersonic cruise inlet is dependenton its application. The best
inlet for a mission inco_'porates an optimum combination of inlet characteristics

such as total-pressure recovery, cowl drag, bleed flow, andweight. To determine
: :!!i, the best inlet, it is necessary to define the sensitivity of the aircraft range to each

• / inlet CharacteristiC. This sensitivity IS shown in figure IX-I for a gupersonlc trans-
.! port powered by a£terburning turbojet engines and wit', a nominaLra_e of a Utt/e

; oVer-39O0 n_mtical miles. The Sensitivity iS Shown as a range decrement, or de-

:_ : crease in range, in nautical miles, for the indicated cha_es in each of the inlet

.... characteristics. Reducing the totai-pressttre recovery frown 91 percent to fl0 per-

cent of the free-stream total pressure cauSes a $2-mile range decrement, increas-

ing the"nacelle drag coefficient, based on the inlet capture area,, fx,om 0.08 to 0.09 t
reduces range 41 miles. This drag increase correspotldS to increasing the extet.nal

, cowl lip angle from 3° to 7°. Increasing bleed flow 1 percent of the capture mass

flow decreases range 23 miles, while a 10-percent increase in weight decreases

' :i range 17 miles. Therefore, the superSonic transport Znlet t_d$ to favor high re-

covery, low drag, and low bleed at the expense of inlet w_tght, a less important
•, . !

_. , ,.-_!,-_: characteristic.
..... For supersonic cruise at Math numbers greater than _, oils of the inlet lztram-

"", eters that affects these importan.', inlet characteristics is the internal cont_acUo|t of _,t

i_: the supersonic diffuser. This paper compares the performance of sevoral LtlletS

_.,,i to elbow how the amou-tt of internal contraction affects their characteristiCs. Not

only/hose inlet characteristics that can be megsured in term_ of l_mge are eof_id-

. ered, but also inlet characteristics such as ang|e-_-att_ck tolerance whtcl_ are

more diflictttt to evaluate. In addition, methods to improve the stability of the in-

ternal c_ntl_acflon ihlets ahd sotne typical distorflon_ that have been mehs_li'ed dur-

ing wind tunnel testing are discussed.

J_

• NASA-Ames Research Center.
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EFFECTOFAMOUNTOFINTERNALCONTRACTIONON

INLETCHARACTERISTICS

PerformanceCharacteristics

To show the effect of internal contraction, the performance of the inlets shown

in figures IX-2 and IX4 is discussed. (_ome of thgse inlets (as well as others)
were destgn0d by using a computer prog_tm Which incorporates the method of _

characteristicS, as desc-tlbed in fete. 1 to 3. ) The cowl lip diameters of the inlets _

shown In those figures range from 14 inches for fhe all-external-compression inlet
to about 18 inches for the three islets with internal contraction. All the inlets are

axtsymmetrlc; however, some results of the comparison also apply to two-
dimensional inlets. The deSignatione such as 100-0 and 60-40 indicate the amount
of-supersonic floW area contraction that occurs upstream and downstream of the i'

cowl lip. Therefore_ the 100-0 inlet has all tts supersonic flow area contt,action i__

ahead of the cowl lip;, while the 20-80 inlet has only 20 percent of the flow area con- iI

traction occarring ahead of the cowl lip, with 80 percent c_ the contraction occu_r- ii
ing internally.

The Job of the supersonic inlet is to diffnse the high Mach numberp free-stream i

air to a nea_-sonic cable at the throat, where a normal shock cab efficiently t_ms- i_ .

, fer the flow from low supersoMc to high sUpersOnic speedS. Downstream of the ii_
throat, the flow is further flfffuS_l to the low Mach nalnber required by the ei_,rine !_

at cruise. All the supel'sonic diffusion must be accomplished by ttirni_ the flow. i

Therefore, for the all-ex_ernal-compreSelon inlet, or 100-0 inlet, all the flow td_n- "

ing must be away from the inlet axis, leaving the flow at a high a_gle at the cowl iip.
A high coWl llp angle of 220 i_ required to c_ptul_ all the flow and turn it b_ck to- i_

ward the engine. _llis high cowl aisle pr0dttces high drag (rM. 4), _ I

With 40 per_nt of the supersonic area contraction dOWastre_UnOf the c_| lip_ _

as in the 60-40 inlet, it is pe_sible to reduce the internal cowl an_le from _20 to 5o
i thus reducin_ the cowl drag. This cowl a_le proflUees a _aoderately s_roug obiicfue

! shock in turning the flow back toward the e_ne_ but h)tal-pressure l'ecovery is I_
Still high.

It the internal contraciion lc further i_creamkt to 60 or 80 percent, by tisi_tg the i_

: 40-60 inlet (refs. _ and 6) or the 20-_0 inlet, a 00 internal cowl _le will i_rnduce _

_ a w_ak, highly efficient, internal oblique shock s_stem and will provide a loW-drag _
cowl. ',

_ring tl'ansonic aecelerat[0n, the required engine fl0w _s twice the f_bWre- _
quired at supersonic er_so. Therefore, the i_et throat eLreamtist be doub|ed dur- v

2S4
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ln_ this acceleration. For the inlets with 80-percent internal contraction or lessj the
centerbody must be collapsed to double the thr_t area, _ indicated by the dashed

lines in figure IX-$. However, by using 80-percent internal contractionp the center_

body can be made small enough_ so that when it is translated forward_ the _mnular
area between the centerbody arid the cowl lip will provide the tr_sonic engine flow.
ThtS provides a mechanically simpler cen{erbody with a potential weight _tdvantage.

Another effect of increasit_ the internal contraction from 40 percent h_ 80 per-
cent is that the ien_h of the internal supersonic diffuser increases. As will be

_ seen later, this affects the inlet operating characteristics.
S The performance of these fillets is compared in figure IX-4. This figure pre-
:! Sents the total-pressure recovery as a function of the diffuser mass-flow ratio. The!

I diffuser mass-flow ratio includes both t_ypass and engine flows. A value of I. 0 cor-

i, responds to th_ inlet capture mass flow, and the difference between any curve and

I 1.0 is the boundary-layer ble_d flow. Inlet operation with the terminal _hock at a
downStream supercrltical position corresponds to the vertical Iow-rec0very portion
of e_ch curve. As the terminal Shock iS moved upstream into the throat region,

where the boundary-layer bleed is located, both the total-pressttre recovery and the
t bleed flow increase. If the terminal Shock is moved too far into the supersonic

1/ diffuser, it becomes unstable and will pop out in front of the coWl lip, drasticallyreducing pressure recovery. This transient is called inlet un_tart. Therefore_ the
left limit of each curve for inlets with internal conh'aetton corresponds to the un-

i
Start lindt. The all-external-compression inlet has no unstart, but encounters an
inlet instability called buzZ that determines the low mass..flow limit of its curve.

• It _is difficult to obL_in an exact comparison of inlets because their peHormance

carl change with different bleed systems (ref. ?). However, the bleed system for

each inlet presented herein provided reasotm_.blefl0W distortion at the engine face

and reasonable guSt tolerance. From figure IX-4 it can be s_en that, in general, t
as internal contraction is increased from the all-_ternal-compression 100-0 to the

20-80, bleed flow Increases and maximum total-preSsul'e recovery increases. To

obtain a better comparison of the inlet performance, a comparisOn was nlade for I
the inlets operating at the conditions indicated by:the slaSh marks on the curves.
TheSe conditions were chosen as fa_ from the ttnstart or buzz limit as possible

i withotlt sacrificing a sigtlificant amount nf nit'craft range. This Ct)mparisofl is shown

in figure IX-_. _ _

The range decrement in _tutical miles is based on the Sensitivity ValUeSpre-

.... :, _onted in figure IX-1 for a supor_onic transport, and the differences ifi coO/1dry,

it boundaf'y-layer bleed, and p_eSsure recovery obtained fo_ each irllet. The 40-60

inlet obtained the longest range a/zd is u_J0das a reierefice. The 60*40 Inlet had a
higher cowl lip angle, and the resulting drag reduced the range 5_ miles. The other

00000005-TSG04



significant range loss of g3 miles is due to reduced total-pressure recovery. The

total range decrement is 125 miles. The high cowl drag ._f the all-external-

compression inlet produces such a large range penalty that this inlet is not even

competitive. The highest internal contraction inlet, the 20-80, has slightly less

total-pressure recovery and _lightlymore bleed flow, for a penalty of 63 miles.

However, the reduced range tends to be offset by its simpler translating centerbody

and its design Math ,umber of 2.65, which is slightly higher than the 2. [_ value for _'

the 40-00 inlet. Therefore, the gener_tl trettd is that the inlets with higher interl_l ii

contraction have lower range decrements. A range compariso/_ clearly favors in-

_ets with high internal contraction. _
i'

UnstartCllaracterlstlcs i:i

As shown in figure IX-4, all these mixed-compression inlets which afford effi-

cient diffusion and minimum cowl drag also have an undesirable transient charac-

teristic known as inlet unstart. This tinstart causes a sharp reduction in mass flow

and pressure recovery and a large increase in drag. An unstart can result from an

internal disturbance such as a reduction in the engine airflow r_quiremertt or from

an external disturbance such as a guSt. _

An inlet unstart for the model installation shown in figure IX-6 was recorded On _1:
high-speed schlieren film. Selected frames from this film of an unstart that was I_•

caused by an internal airflow disturbance are pl'esented in figure IXJ]. For this

unstart, the 40-60 inlet that was installed With a wing simulator was terminated by ti

a coldpipe and choked plug. The part of the installation that was visible ia tlie

schlieren for started inlet operation is outltn_i by the upper rectangle in fig-

ure IX-6. Sketches of the maximum upstream unstarted shock pattern a/ld the ua- t
started stable shock pattern are also shown. Time in seeotids after inlet unstart

for the various motion-picture frames is listed on figure iX-7. Flames tip to ,:

0. 01637 second after unstart show the initial expulsion of the inlet shock system.

Figure JX-7(f) shows the maximum upstream position to which the shock system is .,

: expelled. The oblique shock wave from a boundai'y-layer s_para_/on on the cente_-

, body oscillates at a frequency of about 130 hertz. Franies which show the

, downstream-to-upstream movement of the oblique shock for one-llalf of a cycle of .....

, this oscillation are presented in figures IX-7(g) to (i). This ifllet aisO has a large ;
instability, or buzZ, Which has a frequeflcy of about 1_ hertz for the coldl)ipe te_- .

ruination. The buzz f/'equetlcy for this inlet terminated by an engitie i_, sOn_ewhat

higher, about 22 hertz. The boundary-layer separation moves upstream totile ::,

286
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spike tip for the forward extent of the inlet buzz cycle.
The performance during an inlet unatea't for a free-streacn Mach number of 2.50

is presented in figure IX-8. Variation of the total-pressure re_overy measured at
the compressor face as a function of time after unstart is presented. A 40-60 inlet

,!

' unstart from an internal disturbance is illust,ated by the dashed trace. The total-

presets recovery drops rather rapidly, from a started level of about 94 percent to
a minimum level of about 25 percent. From thi_;minimum level the 40-60 inlet is

unstable. A spike and overboard bypass door movement are required to stabilize
this inlet at an unStart pressure recovery of 48 percent. The (J0-40 inlet tlnstart

from an internal disturbance has the same initial trend as the 40-60 inlet unstart,
and dx'ops to a minimum recovery of about 16 percent. The 60-40 inlet, however,
recovers rather rapidly to a high recovery and is automatically stable at an un-

started stable recovery of '/5 percent. Depending on the cause of unstart, the _,.op

,L in total-pressure recovery immediately after inlet unstart can be qt_ite different.
, This is shown by the trace for the 60-40 unstart from an externai disturbance, which

drops to a minimum level of only 68 percent recovery, and is automatically stable
at 75 percent recovery.

_,i A large drop in pressure recove_), immediately after unstart may catLse the
i/

engine to stall and flame out. These data are presented in the paper on effects of

enghle inlet disturbances. However, ff the unstarted inlet has been stabilized, and
if the engine is running, a propulsion system with the 60-40 inlet loses about 50 per-
_:ent of its started thrust. This prolkllsion system with the 40-60 inlet loses all its

,_ thru_ and ends up with a drag component. No unStart data are available fur the
, _ 20-80 inlet. However, this inlet would have a perform_Ulce pet_dty _t least equal to

that ot the 40-60.
i

While the larger internal area contraction inlets have better rang_ charaeteris- .
_ ticS, they also have a larger tmstartsd performance penalty. Since a typical super-

sonic cruise aircraft would incorporate multiple propulsion systems, tmsyrametri- ¢

cal forces during a single inlet unstart can cause aircraft control problems until the
' it_let has been restarted.

Angle-of-AttackandMachNumberTolerance. qaracterlstlcs

_, One possible Solution to the unstart problem of intex,nttl contraction inlets is to

design the inlet tOaccept disturbances wtthodt tlnstarting. First, consider the ex- _
ternal disturbances. These disturbances are the reSUlt of air(_raft maneuvers attd

atattospheric gusts. The aircraft/_tanettvar is gen_raUy sl0W 6riough that the inlet's
control system can anticipate and compeftsate for it. £hlt gu_e are a sudde_ occur-

t
28'/
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rence and the inlet controls rn_y not be rapid enough to prevent the inlet unstart.

Therefore, with its geometry fixedp the inlet must have adequate tolerance to with-
stand the sudden gusts. Gusts can approach from all directions and affect the angle
of attack or yaw and the free-stream Mach number ahead nf the inlet (fig. IX-9). In-
creasin_ free-stream Mach number has little effect on i_det performance. But when

the free-stream Math number is deereased_ the Math numbers are reduced through-
out the supersonic diffuser and in the inlet throat. L.,rge enongh reductio_s in the
free-stream Math number will chok0 the inlet throat and c_use an inlet unstart.

This Choking can be relieved only by geometry variation.

When the inlet is forced to operate at an angle of attaelt, the inlet can unstart in
two ways. If the terminal shock is in its most forward stable position at 0° angle of

attack, a slight increase in the angle of att_k is sufficient to force the shock forward
!

into the supersonic diffuser, where it becomes unstable, and the inlet unsta_:s.

Operating the inlet with the terminal shock slightly downstream of the diffuser throat _

(supercritical operation) allows the inlet to operate _t higher _les of attack. BUt !

aS the angle of attack is IncreaSed, additional compression of the internal supersonic _

flow appears on the top, or leeward, side of the Inlet and less compression on the ! *
bottom, or windward, Side. The lack of compression on the windward side resultS !

from eXp_mdingthe flow around the oowl lip in order to turn the flow axially. The I
overcompression on tile leeW:trd side is the critical region where a local cholting ii

condition causes the inlet to unstart, l_igure IX-10 illustrates in more detail the _

_, local choking that limits the angle of attack for superc_itieal opsratiorl. The _p aide _
: " of the 40-60 Inlet with the co#! and centerhody cotltour$ is showft in the sketch at the _

d

top of the figure. This iS the leeward side of the itdet when it bpef_ates at a positive
angle of attack. The plot shows the cowl Static pressure ratiOed to free-strekm total i

preasure as it varies along the cowl sur/ace, and identifies the shock :'eflections on ,
the cowl surface. _._

The solid lines represent operation at 0° angle c_ _ack and the daslled lines at _t

the angl_ o/attack Just before the inlet unstarts. As the ar_le of att_tck is incr_tsed _1_

from 0u to the maximum value Of2.9 °, the first shock reflection ott the cowl lnove_
forward in the inlet. The second cowl shock refl0cflon moves ahead of the throat

: region to the forward ec_e o_ the porous bleed and compresses the'flow to pres- i!
sures higher than Sonic values. This indicates a local eholdn_ condition at this point
on _e cowl. Further increases in the angle of attack would unStart the inlet. This _.i_

i_ means that this second shock reflection cannot be moved altt_td of the cov/i bleOd re-

• glen. l_y moving the porotts bleed z'eglons further upstream, a hi,her angle of i
attack Of 3. ,,o was reached befoi'e an unst_trt occtirred.

Figure I_-11 shows th_ unstb.rt ilintts for the 40-60 tfllet f01' both a reduction :

in free-stream Mach number and a_l increase in aflgie of attack. A_o, data are
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shownfortwo differentbleedco_tguratlons.The dataIndicatetl_t,when thebleed

is relocated to an upstream position, larger Math-number-reduction and atlgle-of-

* attack tolerances are realized. Also_ as th0 free-stream Mach number is reduced

with fixed inlet geometry, the angle-of-attack tolerance decreases to zero where the
maximum reduction in fr_e-etream Mach number occurs. The inlet unstarte beyond

these conditions or to the right of these tw9 curves.
For some transport conftgurations_ the accepted ml_lluum tol0ranees are about-

0.09 in free.stream Mach number and 2.50 to 3.0 ° in apple c_ attack. However, _
more tolerance for both these parameters is desirable to increase the inlet safety !i

margin. AILop larger tolerances in these parameters may be desirable for ether
supersonic dash or cruise aircraft.

The trend in the data presented herein for the 40-60 inlet is typical of the data

that were obtained for the other internal contraction inlets of this comparison. All
the inlets in this comparison have adequate tolerance to Mach number reductions.

, However, the angle-of.attack tolerance becomes more of a concern as tile tnlet*s
internal supersonic area contraction 1$ increased. This is-shown in figure IX.12,

which Summarizes the angle-of-attack experience for these inlets. The length of

the supersonic diffuser, from the cowl lip totheinlet throat for the various inlets,

was the parameter examined. This figure presents the unstart angle-of-atta_ limit I
as a function of the length from the cowl lip to the geometric throat. This length was _ '
nondimensiol_alized by the cowl lip radiu_.

_ The values of this ratio vary fro_t 1.88 for the 20-80 inlet to 1.19 for the 60.40
inlet. The shaded area represents the range of angle-of-attack tolerance for the
inlets considered so far with good performing bleed systems. The upper portion of

this shaded area is a curve faired through the data point_ Which represezit the maxi- !:
mum unstart angle of attack that has be_n demonstrated so far for each inlet. _l'he

curve has been extended to include data of an additional 60-40 inlet that h_ts com- ,,t

parable performance to the previously mentioned 60-40 inlet. Figure IX-13 coin-
pares the two 60-40 inlets. The top sketch is the inlet Considered preViouSly. This
inlet distribu_ed the tsefltropic compression from th_ cOWlover some l_flgth of

centerbody. Another way of d_Sig_ling this inlet is to focus thi_ isentr0pic cOmpreS-

siOn at one point on the centerbody, reducing th_ length from the co,el lip to the geO-
metric throat. This r6sults in a length ratio of 0. _6 for the _ocused dompressiofl '

inlet. This focused compression inlet has a m_J_utn _le-o_-at_ck tolerance of
9.4 °. The tolerance in angle el attack for the inlets _¢ariedf_om about 2.6 ° _or the i

', ' 2040 Inl6t to about 9.4 ° for the 60-40 focused compression ifllet. The_ofore, in-
creasing the length of the In_ern_! portion of the sdpm'sonic diffuser appears to re-
duce its angle-of-attack tolerance.

,
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Another parameter that must be eouslUered ls the distortion at angle-of.attack
operation. The distortion is defined as the avera[_e total pressure minus the mini-

: mum total pressure diVided by the average total pressure _ttthe compressor face.
For those inlets the distortion was beloW 0, 10 for angles of attack less than 5° and

below 0. 13 for angles of attack less than r/. 5o. DiStortion values of 0.06 to 0. 0_/are
normally a_eeptable for 0°-an_le-of-attactt operation.

Thus, the inlet's tolerance to external disturbances Is limited by choking in the
inlet throat. This _oler_tnce can be improved by proper location of the porous bleed.
Also the inlets will have less angle-of-attack tolerance as the supersonic dffiuser
length Is increased. '_

,' t

Summary- EffectofAmounLofInternalContraction (,!.

The preceding comparisons do not produce an obvious choice. Range is rela- i

tlvely easy to evaluate and clearly favors high-internal-contraction inlets. However, I_

these inlets are more sensitive to gust and maneuver disturbances and also produce il
a larger disturbance at unstart. It then becomes a problem of choosing the maxi- i

mum range compatible with acceptable tolerance to gusts and marteuvers and also an _
acceptable unstart amplitude. The trades have been fairly well defined, but the air- ii
er t de g.er begt,enthed ieultchoice.

4 _[

IMPROVEDSTABILITYOFINTERNALCONTRACTIONINLETS "

Inlets with different amountsof internal supers.qldccontraction ha_,,ebeen com-

pared. However, all these inlets are about equally _ensitive to internal distul'- _ t
bances. The conventional mixed-compression inlet must operate with the terminal ,

• shock near the throat region for peak p_rformance. I_ this shock inad,_erteritly _ I'I
move_ ahead of the throat due to an lntert_l airflow disturbance, unstart will o_cur, t!

4

Current inlets have a rather limited Stable Ol_raling range that i_ provided by the
capacity of the perforll_ance bleed system to spill increased airflow aS the termit_i _ : _ ..
shock moves upstream. This limited stable _ange may not be adequate to ab_o_

many ot the transient disturbances that ere encoulltered by a supsrdonie propulsion
system. Larger stable margins are currently provided b_, i_et operatiol_ a_ low per-

formance levels. ., _ ,
These itllets can be desigued to prevent unstart for mo_t lnternitl disturbances

by utilizing a throat byp_tss bleed system (refs, 8 and I}). A scherdatie of this sys-

tem is preseflted in figure IX-14. An iriternal disturb_tnce, such as a momentary
i \

(
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reduction lu the amount of airflow that is required by the e_iae, causes the termi_ _.
shock to move upstream. Unsiart can be prevented ff the exceBs airflow Canbe di D

sorted overboard throt/gh a large open bleed or bypas_ in the inlet throat region,
The exit area for this bloc0 rczion must be controlled to regulate the amount of air-

flow spillage as the termin._tl shock moves to a different location, This control pro- i
vents prohibitive amounts o_ airflow _rom bei_ dusted overboard durin_ normal in-
let operatiou_ but allows lar_c amounts of bleed to exhaust in order to prevent nit-

start as the termin_! shock moves upstream over the bleed region. S/xteen fa_t- _,
actl_ valves were located in th_ inlet cowl to provide this exit-ar0a control.

Two types of bleed centre! valves that wore investigated are presented in fig-
ure IX-IlL The mechanical valve is essent_lly a free-piSton tht.. is positioned by

differential pressures. An tnterne.l re_erence pressure, in_i{ie the valve chamber,

is adjusted to Just close the Valve during normal inlet operation. Control of this in-
ternal reference pressure determines the pressure at which the valve openS. 1_

, this reference pressure is exceeded by an increase in bleed plenum pressure that

results from a fo_tvard movement of the terminal shock over the bleed region, the

valve opens and allows bleed flow to occur. This gelf-acting mechanical valve was
a simple design that was invesU_ated to demonstrate the concept of a constant-
pressure bleed control.

For the vortex wtlve, a tangential control airflow creates a _ortex inside the _

valve chamber which shuts off the bleed at the lower pressures that are associated i
,_ with normal inlet operation. An increase in bleed pressur_ brL_ks down this vorteX,
" allowing the bleed airflow to exhaust through the valve exits (top and bottom). The _

maxin_um amount of airflow is limited for these valv_s_ since _or pl'oper oper_ttion '!i

the size of the exit must be small when compared to the size of the valve chamber. _
.... Inlet performance for three different types of sthbility bleed controls at a fre_- i

stream Mach number of 2.50 are p_esented in figure IX-16. Sufficient psi'refinance
:ii bleed was removed from the centerbody to assure high inlet pe_ormance. This ii

i_' bleed Was dttcted through the ceflterbody _upport struts and controlled by f/xefl exits, i "
In this figure total-pl_esSure recovery is presented as a function of difft_ser mass- l

: flow ratio. Inlet performance is shown for ftXed-ex/t bleed controls that _,re nor-
mally treed on mL_ed-compreS$ion inle_ and |or vorteX and mt_chantcal v_l_es. The ]i

stable margitt that each of these stability bl_d controls p_ovides can be illustrated _ •
ff a_ inlet-engine match condition of about 90-percent recovery is selected. From l

this co/_ditton_ the f/xed-e0_it bleed control p_'o_,ides a stable/nargirl _f §.3 pe_'_ent|
• that iS, th_ corrected airflow in the inlet difftiser can be reduced by _. _ percent __

prior to inlet unStal't. The Vortex valves provide an increased s_able fi_ttgtn to _

10. _Jpel'cent. Meehanical vatVes wlgch were a _iiniiar physical size to the vo_tek
valves p_ovided a stable fl_a_gin of 2/} percent. These data show tltat it is pOssible _
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to provide an lnereae_ed tolerance to internal disturb&nees for m_ed-eompree, sion

inlets by utlli_irlg a throat bypass atabi_ty bleed system and a variable exit control,

DISTORT.IONMEASUREMENTANDCONTROL .,!
(

One problem that i_ common to lilt the Inlets Is distortion, TEI_ i_ • r_ther
J

emotional eubJectp particularly when aircraft and engine designers are attemptl_ to
decide the responsibility for propulsion system stability. It is nixie a Very diffloult

e_|eet because time-varying distortion has recently been re_.ognized.
To define the time.varying distortion at the engine _ace requires Orders of mag-

nitude mare data than is required to define the older steady-state or time-ave_aged i
distortion. How to process this additior_t information into an undersbxndttble form _

is not well defined at present.

DistortionMeasurement

Distortion measureme,tt is reviewed tn figure IX-I'/. q_hetime-honored method II
to measure toted-pressure distortion has been to install a large number of probes at i,_
the compressor face (as shoWnin the upper right earner of fig. lX-l'l)p each with a I!
long transmission line to a remote sensor. These long lines time-average the data. _,

A pressure contour map collstructed from these steady-stain pressures would look _

like the example shoWn in the lower right. E_ch contour iS a line of cortstant totat-
pres_ux'e recovery..In this particular e__amplej the inlet was opel'tiled at a positive

angle of atta.ck, Be that the distortion was pritnarily circunfferential_ witlt high _ i_

presst_e in the top portion Ofrite inlet and the low Pressure in the b0tton_ portion, l t

There is also a radial component pre_el_t, l
ReCentiyj higlt-response subtnittiature pressure se_sor_ have _ephteed the long

transmission lin_s. With these sensors, it has been foultd that there is a fldctuat- !
ins or dynamic contponent of total pressure superimposed on top el the dteltdy-State

value, as shown tn the lower left corner of figure IX-I?. The inst_antaneous pres-
sure Pi measured by each sensor is _en the sum o_the _teltdy-state _ressure Pi
plus the dynamic cbmponent APi. These fluctuaUonS Can_Oethe regdt of one Or

: more flow conditions within the inlet. Terminal shock boundary-layer interaCUons_

transient bottndary-la_er eleparttti0ns, duct resonances, and engine dynamtt_feed-
back arc a few of these poseLible cauSeS. Whatever the i_tuse, these flti_tuatiOns do

exist, and they combine with the steady-statd pressure to produce a different dis-
to','tton paff_rn at each instant of time. And since _hat the aniline i'eally _ibes are
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these instantaneous d/_tortions, a complete Inlet-enl_ine coml]Itlbility effort-requlres
their measurement.

The best way tn get a feel for ',._t is actually goir_ Onat the _ompre_sur f_ee is
to make a motion picture from a _ontlnuous series of instantan_us pressure con-
tours. The st_ps Whieh are followed to produoe _uch a motion picture are as follows:

Fir_tp th_ instantaneous pressure fron_ each _enm_r is recorded on analog tape; tl_en,
the pressure level ott each _ensor at a given instant in time is determined by _tmul_

taneou_ly digitizing all cl_aun_ls from the amtiog t_po at 8000 points per second per
' channel; then, for eacl_ time slice, a pressure contour map is constructed using a

computer program; finally, cartoon methods are used to m_e the motion picture,
wherein each contour is repeated six times and projected at 24 frames per second,

A motion picture was made using this procedure; selected frames from it are

shown in figure IX-18. The contour in tile upper lest is the steady-state p_ttera and
iS for the same data point as was shown ia figure IX.17. In the representation used

in this figure_ each Shaded area represents a 6-per¢_ent recovery range with the
Ughtest area being the highest recovery (94 to 100 l_rcent) and the darkest area the
lowest recovery (64 percent and below). The boundary between any two shaded re o

glens is a constant-pressure contour. When viewing the motion picture, the first

impression is that there is a grit deal of movement in the pressure field. After
repeated Showings, it becomes app_trent that the overall motion is due to the expan- i

sion and contraction of the large regions of high and low pressure. Tile movement _
I

_, of these regions is then the cause of the flt_ctuations at any one point. By comparing

: the frames at time instants 1 tO $ in figure IX-18, the variations in size of th_ dif- I_

ferent pressure regions can be seen. ii

i From the nlotion picttire, it also _tppeared as t/the amplitude of the fluctuations i
.... was not constant across the compredsor face. To better determine this, th4}ampli- _

rude of the dynamic component at each sensor can be found. As a measure o_ the il

amplitude o_ the fluctuating component APi, the root-mean-square (or RMS) level t t

APRMS iS used, as indicated in figure IX-I'/. The RMS level of each Sensor was _
ratioed to the steady-state co_pressor face pressure and the resulting value was

used to construct a dynamic contour map.
FigUre IX-19 shows the steady-state at_l dynamic contours for the same data

/ point as the instantaneous distortions of figure IX-18. These d_ta _ere reco_,ded in
the 10- by t0-Foot SuperSonic Wind Tunne| With the 60-40 inlet installed in front of

_i " '_ the J85 turbojet engine. (_teady-_,ate interactions between the 40-60 inlet mid th_

, J85 turbojet engine ar_ discribed In l,e_. 10. ) The data at fi_ureIX-19 Were re-
corded at Mach 2.6 and 5° at_gle of attack with the il,,let operating $omew._t stt_r-

_ritically at a steady-state pressure recovery o_abottt '_/pet_eeht arid a steady-state i|
distortion of about 18 percent. The st.eady-state map used the sante rePi'eSentation

_gS
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as in fibre IX-16, e_cept the numerical values of the recovery boundaries ar_

given. Again, notice the combined circun_ferenUal and radial pattern. Now, on the

dynamic map, each shaded region represents a given range of dynamic activity,

Here the darkest region indicates a high dynamic level of between 6 and _ percent of

the steady-state pressure, and the ltghteSt region a very low dynamic level of be-

tween 2 and 3 percent. For both the steady-state and the dynamic plots, then, the

light areas represent good flow and the dark areas_ bad flow. Comparing the two

maps shows that in the region of high pressure recovery there is a low RMS level.

In the region of low pressure recovery the I_MS level is Somewhat higher. The t,e-

gion of high dynamics, then, lies in a band located between the high- and Iow-

pressttre-recovery regions.

Since the peak-to-peak level of the fluctuations at any one spot is also a meas-

urement of the dynamic level, we should be able to correlate the high dynamic re-

gion on the P_S plot to the spatial area in_the motion picture which has the greatest

number of pressure boundary crossings per unit of time__ From the motion picture

it was found that in the upper high-pressure region there were very few boundaries

Crossing a given spot. In the high dynamic band there were at least four different

boundaries passing over a given spot rather frequently. In the low-pressure region,

it was pessible to See two different boundaries crossing a given spot frequently, with

two others sneaking in occasionally. It must be remembered while making this

comparison that the RMS plot was an avel_ge over a long time period, whereas the

motion picture covered only 15 milliseconds. (Two seconds of film time equal

1 msec of data time. )
By comparing the information gained from the motion pictttre to that gaitled from

the I_MS plots, it appears that the high _mnlic l'egions are areas where a greater

number of pressure boundaries pass per unit ot time.

From the s_ne da_ trom which the motion picture was made, it is possible to

find the value of a distortion parameter for each instant fll time. Figure IX-20 shows t

such an instantaneous parameter plotted over a $0-milliSecOnd time period just be-

fore and during compressor st_U. This parameter is a ttlncUon of averag_ arid

miniznum pressure levels and iS discussed in greater deb_til in the paper on effects

of engine inlet disturbances. The steady-state v_tlue of the parameter averaged

over a much longer period of time is about 0.1. The critical l_rel is the SteadS-

State value of this parameter which wo_ild cause entwine 8i_11. So it is obvious [hat

the steady-state level is fairly far from critical but that there ai'e t_nsients which

do e_ceed this critical level. _ ,

The data from _hich this plot _vas obtained Were ifltered at 1600 hertz. By

proper analog filtering or digital a_eraging, it shoulfl be _ible to d_tei'fiflne

the highest frequency content of significance to the _ngine. C_)ncepiua_ly, wflh
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the proper filter and a valid parameter, only the distortion which caused engine stall

-,_ Should exceed the critical level. These methods are being pursued at the present

time. HoWever, for the data shown here, the distortion at 10 milliseconds barely

exceeded the critic_tl level, but the engine did not stall. The distortion at 18.5 rail- 1

liseconds exceeded the critical level and did cause an engine stall. The evidence of 1

: the stall hammershock iS seen at about 27.5 milliseconds. The hammarshOck is a :,

compression wave which iS sent forward due to the stall. The time between 18.5

and 2_. 5 milliseconds is that needed for the bad pattern to move/rein the rake sta- i'_

tion into the compressor and have enough time to cause stall_ and then for the stall

.... hamme_Shock to move back through the compressor to _e rake station, i_

Selected motion-picture frames shoWing the significant occurrences of fig-

: ' ure IX-20 are shown in figure IX-21. The U: es of the frames correspond to the i

times of figure IX-20. (Frames shown at times of 30.25 and $2.25 mill'.seconds are ii_i"

• beyond the time period shown in fig. IX-20. ) The upper left contour Js again the i_

" steady-state pattern for r_erence. The frames at times of 18.00 and 18.50 milli-

seconds show what caused the worst distortion pattern. Just before _is worst pat-. _:i
" ter..u, the loW-pressure region.in the bottom of the inlet became lower(time, 18.00

msec) and then the average pressure region increased in extent down around the

sides of the inlet (time, 18.50 msec). At 2_. 50 milliSeconds the first evidence of

the hammershock can be seen. It appears as a high-presSure region at the top of.

the compressor face. The high-pressure region then rotates around {._e inlet in

-- ° the direction of l_)h)r rotation. At 30.9.5 millfscconds it is about halfway around

• e compressor face, and at $2.25 milliseconds it has emcompa_sed the whole com-

pressor face.

One conclusion that can be drawn from the motion picture is t_at the high dy-

:_::.' namic region is not the only region of importance, as the stan-_t;odueing mechanism

.;:' encompassed regions of both high and low dynamics. I

As stated before, an attempt iS being made to define the highest frequency of

importatlce to the engine. It t_ possible tO gain a feeling for ths highest frequency

from figure IX-20. The fastest transient Of sldflctent amplihnte _.o exceed [he criU'
ical level occurred hl abo_ 1.6 milliseconds. If this is tised as the periOd of a sine

wave, the freqttency of _ wave Would t_e 600 _ _rtz. The, it wo,_ld appear from ..... :i

this limited data that freqtieizeles to at least 600 hertz are of imp_.nce for thi_

particular inlet size.

DistOrtionControl '

Now let's _e some possible meads of dtstoi_don eonirol. Figure D_-22 :

shows that vortex generators are very _fective in redhcing both _teady-state _tn_
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dynamic distortion. The parameters plotted are steady-state and dynamic distortion

versus total-pressure recovery. Dynamic distortion is defined as the average RMS

pressure level at the compressor face ratioed to the average steady-state pressure
at the compressor face. These data were recorded with the 60-40 inlet operating
at Mach 2.5 and 0° angle c_ attack, and were pl'eftitered to 1 kilohertz. (Similar _'
data for the 40-60 inlet are presented in re£s. 11 and 12. ) The open symbols in
figure 1X-22 denote data recorded with a cold-pipe choked plug termination and the

solid symbols denote data recorded with the J85 turbojet engine as a termination.

The data on the left were recorded without vortex generators and those on the right i_

with vortex generators. First let's consider tile data without vorte._ generators. _
Point A is a high-pressure-recoVery point_ with the terminal shock at the geometric i:
th_oat. Point B_is at low recovery, with the shock pulled downstream into the sub-
sonic diffuser. To progress fr6m point A to point B, either the choked plug is re- -
tracted or the engine speed is increased. Both steady-state and dynamic distort/on
increase rapidly as t_le shock is moved from point A to point B. The 0. 1 level of
dynamic distortion is quite high, as the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fluctuations

would be Somewhere between 30 and 60 percent of the average comp_'essor face
pressure.

The data on the right were taken with vortex generators installed on both the ,_)ii"
cowl and

centerbody aft of the throat region. The purp__Se of the generators is to I._

pull high-energy flow from the main duct down into the low-ener_ bo_dary layer, ii
Both steady-state and dynamic distortion were reduced over the entire recovery _
r_tnge. Thus, vortex generators are a very effective means of boundary-layer con- ,_11

trol and, in turn, are an e_fective means of distortion conteol. These data also

show that the engine had little effect on either steady-state or dyflamic distortion, ii
However, it must be remembered that these are time-averaged data. Also, it
appears that the dynamic distortion p_rameter can be used to determine the quality
of the dynamic flow at the compressor face, Just ag the ste_tdy-I_t_tteparameter has _ H r

been used for years to qualitatively define the steady-state flow.
Figure IX-23 shows the result of a resop.ant cobdiflon which w_.s encountet, ed

in an early version of the 40-60 inlet (ref. 11). It was determined that tiffs condi-

Uon was due to the overboard bypass cavities resonating in an organ-pipe/izanner.
The main duct was then isolated from the bypass c_tvities by idstalling a dnal-Wne
cascade at the enhance to each cavity. The data shown were reCorded from a sin-
gle tube at the compressor face without the cascade pre_ent. PlOtted iS the power

spectral density versus frequency. The r6sonance shows up as high-power spikes
at _70 hertz and at the second and thiI.d harinonic pointS. Thid is typical t_ the datR
recorded with this inlet; however, /hese high-po_ver spikes _voi_ehot always prese_lt.

When they were preselit, their relative amplitude depellded on the exact posit/off o_ 1
!
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the probe at the compressor face. The power content in the spikes adds 130-percent

to the RMS level that would be obtained without the spikes In'esent. The cascade

virtually eliminated the resonance at the compressor face for most inlet operating
conditions. The resonance would tend to reappear, however, ff no flow was taken
out of the bypass cavity. But typical_tnlet operating conditions would call for some
flow through this region. Thus, the cascade seems to be an effective-approach to
control of the resonant condition.

Summary- DistortionMeasurementandControl

It has been shown that time-varying pressures must be eonsiderecL in distortion
analysis and that the instantaneous analysis technique is a very effective means of I

qualitatively visualizing the flow dynamics at the compressor face and quantitatively i

correlating the inlet distortion to engine stall. Unfortunately, the instantaneous L

distortion data are very time consuming arid expensive to obtain. HoWever, some _
correlation does exist between the instantaneous distortions and the dynamic and I

steady-state contour plots, which are more easily obtained. Work is continuing on _

this and other types of correlations. _i'
The dynamic data indicated that dynamic information good to at least 600 hertz _

is required to describe the major variations in instantaneous distol_don at a 16-inch-

diameter compressor face. A first guess is that the wavelength ot this critical l_i

• ;. frequency should scale linearly with c_mpressor face diameter; investigations ' I_
with larger inlets planned for 1971 should help to clarify this critical frequency i_

scaling.
.... Vortex generators were shown to be an effective method to control distortion.

' Also, it was demonstrated that a resonance in an inlet duct wa_ _pp_essed by de- t
• . coupling the resonant bypass cavity from the energy of the Ixiail_stream by a cas-

• cade. Therefore, it appears that it is possible to control distortion, but more work
is required to define optimum configurations.
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X. EFFECTSOF"ENG NLET DISTURBANCES

ON ENGINE STALL PERFORMANCE

JohnH, Povolny,F. W. Burcham,Jr.? JamesE.Calogeras,
CarlL. Meyer,andRichardA. Sudsy

,: The operatinK limits ot propulsion Systems may restrict the c_pabflittes of both

subsonic and supersoMc aircraft. One such limit of gas turbine propulsion systems !
is compressor stall or surge. The peHormance and operating limits o! the engine, i*
especially the compressor System, are ildluenced by the flow conditions at the _,

engine inlet. This leads to the necessity of adequately matching the inlet and engine i

So that the capabilities of the aircraft are not compromised by the condition of the _

flow supplied by the inlet to the _ngine or the susceptibility of the engine compressor i,
system to this flow. It should be noted that, in addition to the inlet design param- I,

eters, the condition o_ the flow is also determined by external influences such as !,
armament firing, flight m_meuvers, thrust reversal, inlet unsfiart, inlet buzz, etc., !:

some of which cause temperature as well as pressure disturbances. In order to ii_
better Imderstand the flight environmental disturbances and their effects off the oper- _!

sting limits of turbine engiues, research programs are being conducted at both the i_

NASA Flight and Lewis Research Centers. This p_per dtSl_uslleS data obt_tued _i

from these programs. :_i:

I'FLIGHTENVIRONMENT ,,.

The program at the Flight R_Search Center includes work with the F-Ill air- ,!
plane shown in figure X-1. Measurements were made _t the el_ine _ace during the

flight of this airplane to show the a_ture of Borne of the disturbances that stall *

engine. The flight data to be discussed were obtained by the NASA Fligllt Reseal'ch

Center during tests of an early model F-111A airplane, which was powel'ed by

TF30 P-1 engines. Eight total pressure rakes, each with five probes, were iri-

stalled at the engine compressor face. _otir diagonally oriented rakes contained

*NA_iA Flight Research Center.
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miniature transducers for high-response pressure me_,surements, and the remain-
ing four rakes were for the low-response measurements,

Figure X-2 shows four repre_,entative high response compressor-face pres-

sures at 400 sample_ per second obtained for a compressor _tall at a flight Mash
number of 2, 17 and an altitude of 44 000 fe_t, Traces A and B _re from the 1:30

o'clock rake, which Lalncated in an _rea of generally high-recovery, and lower
traces A' _ld B' are from the 7;a0 o'aluck r_e which t_ In a low.recovery regi_n,
The difference in pressure levol_ between the two r_kes i_ an indl_tion of the
existence of a ste_dy-s_ate pressure distortion. The rapid pressure fluctuations

evident in each trace in_cate a variation in distortion that can be either greater or
less than the steady-state value depending on the phase relationship between oppo-

site halves of the duct, All four trac_s show essentially random dynamic pressure
variations before stall, _'lth a great0r pOak-to-peak fluctuation at the "/:30 o'clock

rare, which is in the low.re_overy regiou. Note, howe_cr, that at the time that

the stall was initiated, both 1:$0 rake pressures are high and both 7:30 rake pros-
sures are low. The resulting increase in instantaneous distortion over the steady ....

state distortion was sufflcisrit to stall the engine_ _

Figure X-3 shows the compressor-face total-pressure recovery maps for this _

stall. ThQSe maps are shuil_tr to those presented during the discussion of inlet _

performance. The low rasponSe rake map o_ the left de_ines the steady-state dis- i_

tortion and shows a moderately severe 180° distortion p_ttera with a 10-percent _:_
_p/p. The compreSsor-face map on the right w_s made _rom the high-reSpons_ ii

pressures at the time that the stall was initiated, and it defines the instanh_fleous _

distortion. No radical difference in pattern is evident, bat the spread between the _
high- and low-reeovery areas is greater, and Ap/p is increased to 14 p_reent. I_
This higher value of instantaneous distortion lasted for about one revolution of the _

fan and is considered to be responsible for initiating the stall.
In the case Just discussed, _ere Were no pred0mina_xt or resonant frequencies

present in the inlet flow. Fi£ure X-4 shows a different flight condition, Mach 2.0
and 45 000 feet _titude, where a strong duet resonant mod_ was present. I_ this
figure power spectral density (_'SD) is shown as a hulctio_ of freqtiency Wherein "
P_D is defined as

(_Prms/Pav)2 :

Hz

where _Prms istherootmean squarevalueofthefluctuatingcomponentofpres-
sure.

O0000006-TSCIO
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Data are presented for all 20 hlgh-reslmnse pren_ures. A predominant peak
at 27 hertz Is evident in all cases, and a harmonic at 54 hertz can also be seen,

Examination of the phase relationships between the corresponding 1:30 and _:_0
o'clock rake pressures showed _hat those pres_ure_ were about 180° out of pha_e
at the 27 hertz resonance and had an essentially random pllas_ relation_hip at
oth,_r frequencies, Evidence of this was also aeon in the inlet duct, at the cowl
lip, and in the engine, Thu_ there existed a _ ituation wherein each half of tile in..

let duct wan resonating lifo° out c_ phase with the other half, "

Basically, then, there aro both steady._tate and dynamic disturbances to d_al
wRh at the engine inlet. Thus, in order to understand what causes the engine to '.',

stail, it h_ r.ocossary to look at the effect of oath dlsturbanc_ individually a_ well as
in coml;lnatlon. This is what is being done at the Lewis Research Center, !

ENGINESINVESTIGATED

The work has been primarily with three types of engines (see fig. X-5). The
top fllustrati_m is a sketch of the General Electric J85 aflerburning turbojet engine

that was tested, The J85 has a single spool rotor with an eight-stage axial com-

pressor (including inlet guide vanes) driven by a two.stage turbine. The middle il-
lustration is a sketch of the fixed geometry turbofan that was tested; this engine
was a Pratt& WhitneyTF30. The TF30 has a two-spoolrotoz'witha three-stage ,

fan(includinginletguidovanes)anda slx-stageaxialcompressordrivenby a three-

stageturbineon thelow spool,anda se,en-stag_axialcompresso_drivenby a

single-stage turbine on the high spool. The bottom sketch illustrates the v_riable ,.
georaetry turbofan that was tested; this engin6 was a General Electric 1/10. The

1/10 had a two-spool rotor with a two-stage fal_ (no inlet guide vanes) dri_,en by a t
two-stage turbine on the low spool, and a seven-stage axial compressor driven by a
two-stage turbine on the high spool. The compressor of this engige was c_luipped
with variable inlet guide vanes anti variable flrst-_ge starers. It _bould be noted
that, although all three engines are equipped with afterburners, none of the flats
presented herein are with afterburning,

STEADY-STATEPRESSUREDISTURBANCES _'

Tho firstareatobe examinedwillbe.theeffectsofvarioussteady-statepres-

suredistortionson thestallperformanceofthoseengines.Duringtlle_edlsoussiofi$

itwillbe _hownwhere theweak llnkisinthecompressor_ystem,pilrtieulaHy|or

......... TSC11.......- ....... 00000006-



the more eompli_tted engines, Ai_o _hown _tre some ea_e_ of interactions between

the tan and the compressor in one _ the turbofa11_and a simplified teohnlque for

eorrel_ting th_ effeet_ of circumferential distortion_ where these are the predomi-

nant engine sensitivity. R _hould be noted that in meat canes tile _tall limit referred
to i_ hard stall rather than rotatin_ stall,

EffectofTypeofDlstortlon
/

4

Figure X-6 ttlul_tr_to_ the effect of the shapop or the typep of the tot_d_

pressure distortion on the stall line of the simple turbojet engine, It shows a stand-
ard map o_ cx_mpressor total pressure ratio aS a function ofcorrected airflow rate !'
for the JSB-I$ engine used in this program, The dashed lines represent the corn- _:

presser map det0rmined with clean, or undistorted, airflow into the eomprersor. _

The solid lines are the stall 1/nes for the diStOrted inflow cases shown. The total=
pressure distortions were produced by plaei/_ screens, shown as the shaded regions i

in each of the patterns, approximately one compressor diameter upstream ot the il
inlet guid_ vanes. Fo_ all of the patterns shown here, th_ screens were of about the i

same intensity or porosity. This resulted in abottt the same distortion amplitude Ii

(Pay " Pmin )/Pay for each of the patterns at a given engine speed, li
As can be seen, the hub radial distortion pattern had little effect on the stall }i

line of the eom/n_essor, but the tip radia_ distortion caused a moz'e serious loss in ' _i
the stall compressor pressure ratio. It was the circun_erential distortion patiern I! '
show_ in the lower right, however, that caused the most loss in compressor pre_- !_ti
sure ratio at stall. One o_ the more S_prising results occurred when a 120°sec- i:;

tot of the hub radial pattern was te_ed. Although the pure htib radial pattern had Ii

little effect on the stall line, the partial radial distortion caused a much:more _ t

Serious stall line degradation. This degradation has been directly attr/buted to the
circumferential component of the distortion pattern.

Inasmuch as eirct/mfcrenUal distortion, or the cireumferent/al eoniponent of a

combined distortion, had the most serioua _ffeet on the conlpress0r, th_ qdeStiou
arose as to the e_fect of the extent o_ the circumferential distortion on compressor

performance at stall. Data relative to this question are presented in figure X-_.
This figure shows the loss in the compressor pressure ratio at stall (the dHf_rence
between the clean and disto_'ted stall pressure ratios) as a function of screen

7

" angle /3. Each curve corresponds to a constant eorrect_i engine speed. All the _

screens used to generate these data Were of the same intensity or porosity in order |
to isolate the effect of circt_mfersnt/a! extent. _or each of these curveS, the loss

Im stall compressor pressure fatl0 ihereased rapidly as the screen _tgie was

!/'

/

//
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increased from 0° to about 60°. Increasing the screen angle from 60° to 180 ° had

_ no further effect on the stall line of the compressor. This indicates that 60° is the

critical angle of distortion for the J85 compresSor. This critical angle is related i
to the time required by the _ompressor to respond to a distortion in a quasi-steady-

state manner, i

CircumferentialDJstortlonCorrelation

It would be desirable to have a single curve with which to correlate this loss in

:_: sf_ll compressor pressure ratio with a Simple circumferential distortion index

', which accounted for variations in circvxnferential intensities and extents, as well

" aS engine speed. Severhl correlation techniques currently in use were tried, and the _
C I'

one which worked be_t is shown in figure X-8. In this figure, loss in Sf_tll compres-

' sor pressure ratio is plotted as a function of the ratio of minimum to maximum

• pressures measured at the compressor inlet station. In order to account for the

• varyin_ compressor sensitivity to circumferential extents less than 60°, the

;- Pmin 60 ° used here has been defined as the lowest mean pressure in any 60° sec-
h)r of'the flow field. For example, with the sinusoidal circumferetltiai distortion

shown in this figure, the Pmin, 60° would be the average pressure of the cross- i
hatched region. ' ,

. All of the stall points obtained with pttre circumferential distortions are Shown

,. in this figure. These include screens of thr_e different porosities, of ex[ents from ii:

• $0O to 1,90°, arid engine corrected speeds ranginl_ ft'om 87 to 100 p_rcent of the rated 1_i
. engine speed. But, regardless of the ex_etit or intensity of the circumfertmtial dis- I_

_:: tortion, these data Correlate quite well with this stmpl_ distortion index as long as Is_ '

.... the crltlcalangle ofdistortionistaken intoaccotult.0_,course, the shlgleculwe ,_ I

:' faired through the data can easily be cotwertLe_:lto a (Pay " Pmin)/]Pav type of index li
for more general application, ff that is so desired.

TurbofanWeakLink

The forev_oing results were for a simple engine With a single compres/_Or. Tlie

/ effect of steady-state pressure distortions oil mt engin_ with a moz_e coinplicated cob1-. t,'

' ! pressOr system (the fixed g_om_try turbofan) will no#i bO examined to see Wheri_ thi_

: w_R link compressor component is. 'this engine was also pi-im_rily susceptible to

circumferential distortions. Figures X-9 and X-10 together show the opel'sting

limits of the fan and low-pressure compressor on maps of pressure rtitio =is a func-
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tton of corrected rotor speed. On both maps, the dashed lines represent the oper-

ating line and _tail limit without distortion, and the solid lines, the stall limits with

tWOscreen-induced fan inlet distortions. Distortion amplitudes, which vary with

airflow and therefore rotor speed for a given screen, are shown. Without inlet air

distortion, the pressure ratio margin between the operating line and stall limit was

greater for the fan than for the low pressure compressor. As a result of the screen

induced distortions, the fan stall limits were lowered but remained parallel to the

operating line so that pressure ratio margin remained. The low-pressure compres- _

sor stall limits, however, were also lowered by the distortions. But they inter- =

sected the operating line so that the pressure ratio margin became zero. There-

fore, with simple steady-state 180 ° circumferential distortions at the fan inlet, the _,_

weak link component of tl_s fan-compressor system was the low-pressure compres- i_

.... sor rather than the fan. The high_pressure compressor was not affected by these !,

fan inlet distortionS. They were apparently attenuated before entering that unit. i_

ReynoldsNumberandComponentInteractionEffects _..:.I_'

i:i
Effect of Reynolds number index. - It has been observed that both altitude and I._

1

flight Mach number can influence tolerance for steady-state distortion. This can be !
[

seen in figure X-11 which illustrates the effect of Reynolds number on the steady- I_

state distortion tolerance of a TF30-P-3 turbofan operating with its bleeds closed. I_::

These results are for simple 180 ° circumferential distortions. Stall limits ate lil

shown in terms o[ distortion amplitude Which resulted in stall as a function of cor- i,}

rected f_n rotor speed. Stall-limit curves are shown for various levels of Reynolds t,I-.. : number index (ReI). This index is the Reynolds number at the test condition ex- i .

pressed as a fraction of the Reynolds number at standard sea-level static conditions. !_

(The curve for an Rel = I.0 Was estimated.) Itcan be seen thatdistortionampli- I_ t

tudes at stall decreased considerably as Reynolds number was reduced by going to I_

higher altitudes. The trend of decreased distortion amplitudes at stall with lowered _:
corrected fan rotor speed indicates that increased flight Mach number would also

. reduce distortiontolerance. This isbecause Incl'easedflightMach number re_mlts

inhigheri_et temperature and thereforelowered correctedrotorspeed.

R isinterestingtonotethattheweak linkon thisturbofanenginewas notthe

firstcomponent tobe hitby the steady-statepressure distortion,but Was the secol_d

one, that is, the low pressure compressor. It should also be noted that thei-e did

not appear to be any interactions betWeen the fan and the compressors although the

possibility should be recognized that the large Reynolds number effect could involve

such an interaction. Whether this is so remains to bedetermined for this engine,
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but one engine for which it was found to be t_ue is the variable-geometry turbofan

that was tested. The next two figures help illustrate this situation.

We encountered the first type of interaction while e.xploring inlet Reynolds num_

ber effects on engine performance with no distortion at the inlet. As you would ex- i

pect, reducing the engine inlet ReI from 0. 41 (nominal test value) to 0. 18 resulted I

in a loss in the operating margin of the fan. This loss, however', was smaller than !

the loss in margin that was experienced by the high-presSure compressor. This is

/ shown in figure X-12. As before, compressor performance is shown on the conVen-

tional pressure r_.tio-flow rate map. All values _ .q normalized in terms of the rated

_ performance of this component. The stall limit for each ReI was obtained by

• throttlingatthe compressor dischargeuntilstallwas er._ountered.As shown, the

- main effect of the lower engine inlet ReI was to cause a shift in the compressor

• operatingline;very littleelfectwas found interms of stallpressure ratio. How- ,

_ ever, the operating line shift ca_._e{l a significant reduction i_ the _vailable margin '

between the stall limit and the oper_tting line.

This operating line shift is attributed to a change in the flow out of the _m which

caused a change in the velocity profile gohlg into the compressor. This iS t_hown in

figure X-13. Here, the variation in inlet axial velocity with passage height is shown

for both engine ReI's of 0. 41 and 0. 18. The data were obtained at Similar entwine

operating conditions of rotational speed and exhaust noz_.le area. The large velocity

gradient that was obtained at the ReI = 0. 41 is a result of the curving flow path _rom

the fan discharge to the high-pressure compressor inlet. As the engine inlet ReI

_._ was reduced, this velocity gradient Was effected in two Ways. First a steeper Varia-

tion invelocityfrom hub totipwas obtained,and Second the overallvelocitylevel

decreased. The end resultofbothofthese changes iSa slightshiftinpressure

ratiodue to the change inincidenceangleatthe compressor inletand a reduction

in airflow through the compressor due to the overall decrease in velocity. These t

effects were the principal reasons for the compressor operating line shift. Since the
ii

differences in these profiles in figure X-13 are the result of a change in flow condi- .

tions out of the fan hub, the _oss in compressor stall margin is attributed to the i

Reynolds number effect on the flow out of the fan and not _o the effect on the corn- ,;

rressor per se, because the Rel atthe compreSSor inletWas very highinbt)th

cases. Itshouldbe notedthatthistypeof Component interactioncab have a signifi-

cantimpact on stall sensflivity of an engine wheat operating at high alti_des (low ReI). /

Although thedatajustpresei_teddealtwithR_ynolds fiumbereflectwithoutdlstoi.- i

tionsbeing presentatthe engineinlet,itisanticipatedthatthe effectWotildbe simi-

larwithdistortion.

Effect of rotating stall. - Another component interaction encountered involved

rotating stall in the fan of the variable geometry turbofan. This tylm of flow insta- 1
!
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bflity was found With both hub and tip radial distortions. Figure X-14 shows the

effect of a hub radial distortion on fan performance. Here again, the conventional

pressure ratio-flow rate map isused, The dashed lines represent the undi.,torted
performance, and the solid lines the distorted performance, Several values of dis-

tortion amplitude are shown as a reference to indicate distortion magnitude.
The main effect of the hub radial distortion was the indicated reduction in fan

stall pressure ratio, A slight change in the operating line was also obtained. This
indicated reduction in the stall limit was not caused by an abrupt stal; in the fan,
High response data indicated that the flow was breaking down in the high-pressure

compressor and that this flow breakdown was pteceded by a rotating stall in the fan.
This Sequence of events is illustrated in figure X-15 wherein high response pres-

sures at the fan inlet, fan outlet, high-pressure compressor inlet, and high-pressure
compressor outtet are shown as they varied with time. (These are only a few of the
many pressures recorded during a stall. ) A rotating stall cell is indicated by the

p_riodic fluctuation in the fan outlet pressure. As the fan discharge was throttled
towards the stall limit, the magnitude of the rotating stall increased, and an abrupt
stall occurred in the high-pressure compt'essor. Tl'J,sis shown by the simultaneous

drop in the outlet pressure and rise in the inlet pressure. This stall was then propa-

gated forward through the fan. These results illustrate a component interaction f

where a small flow instability, such as a rotating stall in one component, caused a Ii i

serious flow problem, such as abrupt stall in a downstream component. The fan t_,
t'

rotating stall did not seriously affect engine operation by itself, but it did cause the i

high-pressurecompressortostall,thusreducingthestalllimitoftheengine. I|

Distortion amplification. - Another type of component interaction that was en- !i

countered while testing the variable geometry turbofan engine was related to an am- ll! ,
plllicationofcircumferentialdistortionthroughthefan. Duringtheinitialtestingof Ii!
this engine, the engine stall limit was reduced more than expecte_ ')y citcumferen- _ t

.... tial distortions. The limiting component was again the high-presSure compressor.
However, the cause of this lower limit was traced to higher than expected pressure
distortions at the high-presSure compressor inlet for a given engine inlet distortion.
Since the high-pressure compressor inlet flow conditions are established by the fan

hub characteristics, the distorted performance of the fan hub was evaluated, as _i.
shown in figure X-16. In this figure is plotted a distortion amplitude ratio as a func-

tion of the total to static pressure ratio at the fan hub inlet. Thisamplitude l_atio i"
isdefinedas theratioofthefanhuboutlettoinletdistortionstrength.Valuesof

amplitude ratio greater than one indicate a distortion amplification or increased dis-

tortion strength; values less than one indicate an attenuation or decrease in distor-
tion strength. The total to static pressure ratio is an indication of inlet axial veloc-

ity. Low values imply low velocity and higher values imply higher velocity. As can
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be seen, the distortion amplification was strongly influenced by inlet velocity, vary-
Ing from 2.5 at low values to about I. 0 at high values. Another way to look at this
velocity effect is with the use of a fan equivalent stage charaeterlstie curve a_

shown in figure X-IV. Here, the fan hub performance is plotted in terms of a pres.

sure coefficient as a function of flow eoeffletent. These eoefficlents are pressure

ratio and inlet axial velocity functions normalized in terms ofblade speed. The

curve represents the overall performance of both fan stages. The curve can be

divided into two performance regions: (I) a region behind an inlet distortion screen,
shown by the solid symbols, and (2) a region not behind a distortion screen shown by

the open symbols. These two regions can be related to low and high inlet pressure,
respectively. In this figure, zero amplification would occur when the pressure coef-
flclents in both regions were equal. If we use the square symbols as a typical ex. I

ample of distorted performance, it can be seen that the prOssure coefficient behind i_

the distortion screen is less than that not behind the screen. In other words, 10ss i

pressure rise waF, realized in the low inlet pressure region than hi the high inlet i,
pressure ,'cgion. This indicates an increase in distortion amplitude at the fan hub .........

outlet. This agrees with the amplification shown in figure X-16.

In an attempt to change this fan hub characteristic, the engine manufacturer
modified the first-stage rotor by increasing the blade chord length by a factor of 4/3
and reducing the number of blades by 3/4. Solidity and blade angles remained con-
stant, and no change in blade loading was made. The second-Stage rotor and both

,. sisterswere notchanged. The resultof thismodificationi_shown in terms of

pressureandflowcoefficientsinfigureX-18. l_lere,boththemodifiedand the

" original hub characteristic curves are shoWn. A signific_nt change in the pressure-
flow characteristic is obvious, especially behind tim distortion screen as shown by
the solid symbols. If the square symbols are again used as _ example of distorted

!,

• performance, we now see that the pressure coefficient behind the distortion screen t

islargerthanthatnotbehindthescreen. Therefore,more pressureriseWas [i
realizedintheloW inletpressureregionthaninthehigllinletpressureregion.This

indicatesa decreaseindistortionamplitudeatth0fanhuboutlet.Th0 effectofthis

changeisshown infigureX-19 interms ofamplituderatioas a functionoftotalto

staticpressureratio.Boththemodifiedand originalresultsare shownforcompari-

son. R canbe seenthata marked improvementinthefanhub distoi_tedperformance

was realized.The modifiedfanattenuatedtheclrcUmforehtialdistortions,and the

original fan amplified these distortiofis.
: .... These results agahi illustrate a sittmtion wll0re a flow pi_oblem in ont_ com_nent

can adversely affect a dowristream compol_ent. Amplification of distortions throtigh
a fan can recruce the engine stall limit because it effect_ the stall _terformtizice of

the compressor b_hind it. Recognizing and understanding interactions like these is

3_i
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necessary in order to correct the deficient component. The case that was Just

described, is one example of a correction that was effective in reducing an interac-
tion problem. Two things to be learned from this study are that there can be very
significant interactions between compressor components and that what appear to be
m_nor bl_dln_ changes c_n have sl_iftcaut effects on the performance. Because the

detailed flow processes involved in the foregoing phenomena are not completely
understood, the compressor research people have some additional work to do.

DYNAMICPRESSUREDISTORTIONS

ia this section .the effects of dynamic disturbances on the stall cllaractertsUcS

of two engines, the simple turbojet and the fixed geometry turbofan, are oxamined.

Before looking at the engine data, however, it would be well to discuss briefly some

of the research techniques that were employed.

ResearchTechniques

• Figure X-20 shows a photograph of the simple turbojet (J86) with _ flight type
inlet installed in the Lewis 10- by 10-foot supersonic tunnel. For the tests to t)e '
discussed the tunnel was operated at Mach numbers up to 2.5. The inlet and engine

were operated so that inlet uastarts wer_ initiated to determine theft" effect on the

engine, and et_gine stalls w_re initiated to determine their effect ml the islet.

The tests on the fixed _eometry turbofan (TF30) were conducted in the LeWis

. propulsion system laboratory altitttde test chamber wherehl a unique deVice for

creating dynamic disturbances was employed. This device (or technique) is being f
used to create controllable dynamic or steady-state pressure disttwbanees at th_

inlets of engines being tested in the altitude facilities. The technique uses many

small alt Jets upstream of the engine, inlet. Figures X-21 and X-g2 S11o_¢the mafll

featt_es of the air jet system. The photograpll (fig. X-21) is a View loOking toward

the engin_ from tile bellmouth entrance of the inlet duct. l_rimary airflvw paBSes

through the bellmoutll and inlet duct to the engine. The air-jet syster_ includes an

array of small nozzles in the inlet duct. These air-Jet nozzles are tmifornlly dis-

tributed in an axial plane and are arranged in a _attern _hi_h repe_tseve_ _0° of
. ' circumferential eXtent. As indicated in the schematic, second,_' airflow Is lnJ/_ted

from these nozzles and is directed cou_ter to the primary airfloW. Flow control of

the secondary airflow is provided for e_tch 60° sector" of air.Jet tlozzles b_" sik valves

external to the inlet duct. These are high-resporise valves of NASA design for dper_t-
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tion over an oscillatory frequency range from 0 to about 200 hertz. Separate
matched flow lines are provided from each of these valves to each o_ the air-jet
nozzles of a 60° _,ctor. Secondary air is supplied to the valves at pressures up t_
about 10 atmospheres. Through control with these valves of the secondary-air dis-
tribution and the flow rate, a variety of basic dynamic or steady-state inlet pressure

disturbances can be created for engine teats.
It has been hoped for some time that the air-Jet system could be used to approxi-

mately simulate an actual flight environment. Recently, one series of tests to cheek

that potential capability was completed. NASA Flight ResearCh Center cooperated in

this and made available engine inlet pressure data from flights of an F111A. Repro-
sentative pressure data from flight, on analog tape, were used to provide input sig-

nals to the high response valves of the air-Jet system for engine tests in the Lewis
altitude facility. Figure X_23 shows one comparison of the flight environment and

the attempted Simulation on the basis of power spectral density of inlet pressures
over the frequency range from 0 to 200 hertz. This is a favorable comparison.

Both sets of data include PSI) spikes at 2'Land 54 hertz, with the simulation data 1,

somewhat attenuated (in these spikes) relative to the flight data. However, the gen- I!

eral PSD level of the simulation data is comparable to that of the flight environment, i._
I

_ This may or may not be a representative comparison, but is encouraging. Many !
more comparisons of the data from the flight and simulated environments must be ,_
made. Until that is done, conchtsions cannot be reached as-to the capability of the ill
air jet system to approximate simulation of an actual flight environment, i_

Inlet-EngineInteractions
1:

' i=

_i_ NoWthat the dynamic disturbance testing techniques have been described, some I

of the results witl be examined, starting with the 10 by 10 foot SWT inlet unstart I! t
. tests on the. simple turbojet with a flight inlet. Figure X-24 is a time history of an

inlet unstart with the engine operating at 85 p_rcent corrected speed at Mach 2.5

tml_lel conditions. (An inlet ul_Start caUSes a rapid drop in th_ compreSsor inlet
pressure. ) Shown in this figure as a function of timO are the compressor total
pressure ratio and the compressor inlet and the exit total pressures, botli
ratios of free-stream total pressure. Looking first at the compressor inlet

pressure, it cab be seen that after inlet unstArt this pressure rapidly reaches
its minimum in about O.O1second. On the other hand, there is a sigflifi_ant lag
in rite pressure drop of the compressor exit total preSstire wlitch is aBsoclated

with the volume effect of the coinlmstor. This lag caused the compressor pi'essU_-e

ratio to rise far above the steady-state stall line for a time equal to about 2_ rotor

1
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revolutions, which time Was sufficient to cause compressor stall, as well as corn-
buster blowout,

The effects of this particular unetart transient, as well as come less severe

unstart transients, _re summarized it. f_re X-_5, This figure shows both the
lnitl_fl and the peak compressor pressure ratios that occurred during the inlet an.
starts. The bar on the right represents the Math 2. B data Just described. The

three bars to the left portain to inlet unstarta at Mach 2, 0 with the engine operating
from three dffferer_t initial pre_aure r_tioe on tits 81J-percent corrected speed char.

acteristie. By comparing the relative amplitudes of the bars, you can see that the
Mash 2.0 unstart transients Were much less severe than the Mach 2.5 transient.

But still, depending on the initial compressor operatin_ lx_lnt, results ranged from
no stall to stall and combustor blowout.

Figures X-26 and X-27 show some intetstage Static pressures during the large- i
scale transients Just disoussed. Shown in figure X-26 are time histories of static

pressures located _ttthe compressor inlet and at the exits of the first seven stages
of the eight-stage compressor. These traces pertain to the inlet unstart that was

initiated at Mach 2.5 during engine operation. Almost immediately upon inlet un.
start, the pressures at the compressor inlet and all the way through the compi'essor
drop rapidly with timo, until that time when all pressures abruptly Start to rise. This
previously mentioned, this Mach 2.5 unstart transient was severe enough to cause
compressor stall as well as combustor blowout. The oz_igin of a stalled zone in a

compressor stage causes an abrupt loss in the airflow pumping of that s_ge, Tiffs
iS analogous to closing a high-r_sponse valve. A compression wave is sent forward

of the valve, or stalled zone, and an expansion iS sent rearWard. So the abrupt rise
in pressures Seen all the Waythrougll the SeVenth stage indicates that stall originated
in the eighth, or the last, stage of the compressor. Thus a disturbance at the inlet

to the comFceSsor caused a stall which originated at the rear of the compressor, t
In contrast, figure X-27 shows what ocuurs to these same pressures in the corn-

presser when, at the same initial engh_e and tunnel conditions, the compressor' is
forced into stall by closing the exhaust nozzle. In this cas_, the rise in pressure
is seen at th_ compressor inlet and through the fl_st two stages o_ the Compressor,
while at the same time the exit of the third sthge shows an abrupt drop in pre_tzre,
indicative of stall origin i_ that stage. Thus In this case, a disturbance at the rea_

of the compressor caused stallWhich originated iti the _rorlt stages.

, In addition to an inlet un_tart, which is initially asingie piflSO_e_u|ting in
., rapid dew,ease in ettgine itflet pressure, there al'e other types of rapid pressui*e

disturbances encouritered that _an also stall the engine. For exaniPle, inlet btizz,
which can be undistorted cyclic disturbance, a_d duct r_son_ce, encountered by
the F-1il, wherein each half of the duet is 180° otit of p'hase with the other, _
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EffectofPressureTransientsWithout5patlalDistortion

The effects of dynamic inlet presanre variations, without distortion, w}lt be
considered first. The_e will include cyclic pressure variations that are analogous
to inlet buzz and the pressure.depression pulse which is siluflar to an inlet unstart.

Figure X.28 illustrates the tolerance of a TF$0=P-! turbofan f_r dynamic tan.

inlet pressure variations induced With the air Jet _ystem. Stall limits are show_ in
terms of pressure amplitude which resulted in stall as a function of disturbance fre.

_ency for both cyclic and pulse pressure variationS. The particular pulse had a
pressure-time response of about 40 to 60 hertz, and i_ shown at that frequency.
Pressure amplitude is schematically defined by the slcetd_es in the figure for both

the cyclic and pulse cases. In both cases, pressure amplitudt_ is dettned as the &P
of the pressure depression expressed as a fraction ot the pressure level before the
disturbance. The pressure amplitude at stall with cyclic variations ranged from

about 0. 165 _.o 0. 145 in the frequency range from 1 to 20 hertz, and with the pulse
was about 0. 16. Y_is apparent, though, that rapid changes in inlet pressure even
without distortion can result in stall.

As for the turbojet, rapid changes in inlet pressure also can cause problems in
those components of the fan-compressor system of the turbofan which are followed
by large volumeS. The tolerance of a TF30-P-1 turbofan to cyclic/an-inlet pre_-

sure variation without distortion was restricted by the high pressure compressor
rather than the fan or low pressure compressor. Figure X-29 shows the time

.ii. histories of several preSsUres d_ring the laSt cycle of a tO-her_ cyclic (_.u-

inlet pressure oscillation which resulted in stall. Vaz'iations O_total preSSu_'e$
with time are shown at the fan inlet, th_ fan exit in th_ tip and hub regions, the

:: middle and exit of the low pressure compressor, and the middle and exit bf th_ high

pressure compressor. Stall was found to orighlate in the high pressure compredsor t

/ which, of course, is followed by the combustor volume. The suddeh reduction in

flow associated with stall caused a decrease in presstl_'e aft of th_ stall (fo_ exampl%
at the high pressure compressor exit)sad rapid increases in presstlre forward of i

i
the stall initiation as stall progressed forward through the low pressure conipre$sbt

and fan, until a hammersh0ek appeared _t the fan t_t.
The time histories of total pressure variations leading to st_ll were used tb

obtain time histories of pressure ratios across variotts stage grouPs o_ the fai_-
compressor system. Figure X-30 shows the time histories o_ _i.ious stage-group
pressure ratios that were obtained. Variations of p_essttre ratios with time are

shown for the fan hub and til_ regions, the high presst_re compressor front arid real"

stage groups, and the low pressure compressor front and real stage _r_tips. To the

L
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right of the figure are noted the _teady.state pre_nure ratios which existed for the

Various _tage gr_p_ before the lO-hertz cyclic inlet pressure o_efllation was in.
dared, it can he seen that the mazhuum pressure ratio _wtng_ Were made by the
fan and the rear.stage group ot the high pressure compressor, bath of which are

followed by lat_ge voiumen. Pre_ttre ratio_ of the faq hub and tip o_cillate to t.alue_

We|l _tbove the _toady_at_ttc level_. The tan, however, had uuffietcnt pressure ratio
mar_n and wa_ not the weak linlt component. In the high pressure compressor,
pressure ratios of the front_tago group o_illate but remain below rite steady._tate

level, but tho_e of the rear.e|ago group oscillate about a mc_m which is above the

steady-state level. Pressure ratio swi_lgs o( this rear-sta_e group to values well

above the steady-state level, together with the pressure.time traces indicate that
it was this stage group in which stall initiated and which was the woa_ link.

EffectsofPressureTransientsWithSpatialDistortion

It will be recalled that a duct resonance, which resulted in an oscillating dis-
tortion at the engine inlet, was observed trom the FlllA flight data. The all' jet

system has been used to induce dynamic inlet distortions of this and other types for

engine tests. :
Figure X-31 illustrates the tolerance of a TF$0-P-1 turbofan for an oscillating i,

* 180° circumferential distortion, which iS analogous to that du_t resonance _situation, i_
Stall limits are _hown in termg of the distortion _mplitude Which resulted in stall as
a flutction of frequency of thb oscillation. For ebttiparison, distortion a_plihtdes
at stall are noted for a steady-state 150O distortion and for a sLA_le polse pressure

" depresalon Ofa nominal 1800 circun_erential extent. Distortion amplitud_ is de- '

fined aS before. The fan-compressor system Was able to tolerate larger distortion # _,

amplitudes with oscillating distortion than with steady-state or pulse dtstortiohs, f
', The tolerance to oscfllatin_ distortions tended to de_reaSe with increasing frequency

of oscillation, and approached the steady-state distortion tolerance level at a fre-
quency of about 60 hertz.

Figure X-$2 illustrates the tolex'anee of the same _nSine for rotating 1800 cir-
eumfer_ntial distortionS. Stall limits are eho_,n in terms ot distortion amplitudes
that resulted in stall as a fttnction of th_ frequency o_ rotatiou for eontraieotAting and

corotating distortion. For comparison, di_ortion atnplitude_ at stall are again
noted for the steady-state and ptfls_ 1800 d|stortiOn_. _t can be seen that the fa_-

compressor systetn Was able to tolerate larger dtstortiofl ___, .tildes with coati'a-
rotating than with corotating disto_tiou. With eel.oration, tolerance at low rot_ttiofial

frequency wtls nearly cofnparabl_ to that with steady-state dieter-lion. Tittle Was a

I
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sharpdecreaseIntolerancetocorotatingdistortionatrotationalfrequenciesabove

60 hertz,withthedistortion_tmplitudeatstalldecreasingtoa levelsomewhatbe.

low that associated with the pulse distortion when eorot_ttion frequency w_s about

76 h_. For thel_tleul_rengine_mditsoper_,ttlng(,_nditions,a eoro_tlonfre_

quency of about V2h_rtz corresponds to half rotor speed. This is _pproximato|£
the fr_quo.cy of a singlo-zor_e rotating st_,ll,

The results presented in flguros X-28 to X-3Z indicate that this fanocompressor
system had the Ioa_t tolerance for (I) a eorotating distortion at a rotational fre-

quency oE about half-rotor spo_, and (_) the pulse distortion, The results sug°
go_t tha_ dt_tt,rtian tolerance tB a function not auly ot tustauteou_ distortion lowl

:; but also rate of change of inlet pressure a_d dwell time of the-fan-compressor

blading in the low pressure region of an engh_o-tnlot distortion, :
I

TEMPERATUREDISTURBANCES i
I:

Although no intensive investigation of temperature disturbances was conducted, i

some data llave been obtained showing th._ effects of steady-state temperature dis- I
tortions and temperature transients on the stall characteristics ot the variable g_-

ometry turbofan. This work is limited, b_ttthe results are sufficiently interesting i.
to be included herein, i! '

Tests were conducted to determine the effect of th_ extent anti magnitude of a l
spatial temperature distortion and the effect of extent, ma_,_litude, mid r_.te of ]i

change for time-variant temperature di_ttirbances. A gaseotis hydrogen fuels d i
heater was us(_d to produce both the spatial and time-variant temperature dist.,_rb- "

• l: ances. A photograph of this heater is shown h_ figure X-33. This view is looking , :
from the heater inlet, downstream towards where an engine inlet would be located, t

The heater is divided into four controllable 900 sectors, each containing an array
of V-gutter flameholders and swirl can pilot burners. The engine inlet air was
heatedby burninghydrogen_n_heV-gutterflameholders.

Effectof 5tlal Tempel'atureDistortions "

•_ The most sensitivecompon{}ntofthecompressorsystemwitheitherspatitLlor

time-variant distortions was the high pressure compressor. This sensitivity to
spatial distortion is shown In figure X-34 which pl_esents a conventional pressure
ratio - flow rate map for the high-pressure compressor. For both 180° and g0°
circumferential distortions, shown by the symbols, the loss in stall pressur_ ratio

' ,, 3d7
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varied-directly with distortinn magnitude as indicated by'the levels of A'£ shown,
Th_e A_T values are the difference between the temperature ot the heated and un-

heated pDrtions of th_ engin_ inlet flow. For temperature differential_ in eXcens of
100_ F_ eompre_e+or _tall occurred on the undistorted oper_Llng linep thus com-
pletely eliminating the operating margin of the engine, These results show that this
engine was more _on_itivo to the malutitud_ or' _T of a spatial di_toPtion than it
was to the clx'cumferontial extent, at ,,east for the 90° ar_ 1800 extents test_.

EffectofTemperatureTransients

The effect of time variant tompCl'aturo dtsturbat_ces on this same enl_ne are
shown in fig_tre X-3_ which is a plot of the rise in engine inlet temperature during t_
tt'an_ient as a _unetton of the rate of change t_tQngi_e inlet temperature. The sym-

bols specify the three circumferential extents that were imposed at the engine hxlet.
All of the stalls encountered during these transients were initiated in the high pres- I'

_ure compressor. For all three circumferential extents tested, the minimum rate ,,

of cha_n.gcin engine i_let temperature associated with engine staU was approximately _+

2500 ° F per second. A ri_e in inlet temperature of approximately _9° was asso- i

elated with stall at this rate of ch._nge, Thi_ value of AT is si[_nificantly less than t

the AT required to stall Ule engine on its operating line as ShoWnon the ordinate

for the 90° and 180° steady-state spatial distortions. As higher rates of change
wet+e imposed at th_ engine inlet, higher inlet temperature rises were as_oei_ed
with stall. The relationellip between the rise and rate of change in engine inlet

tsmpera_ttre waS a constant for all engine stalls obtained. This constant was equal
to O.Og_econd.

The results ot the transient tests indicate that fox"this particulal, engine: (1) the
rate of cha_ge in engine inlet temperature was a prim_try factor on the rise in inlet

, tempel'ature or AT at stall; (2)the high pressure compressor was th_limiting com_

ponent; (8) circumferential extent had little effect (for the range investigated) Onthe
, engine stall limit; and (4) a cormtaflt engine response or time to stall wa_obtained

regardless of the rate of change in engine inlet temperature at staU.
With regard to tile effects of combined _reesure and tempez'ature effects on

engine stability, it _n probably be said that a sudden increase in temperature almi[_
_, with a sttddefl decrease in pressure at the inlet to an engine would have more detri-

mental effect on engine stall thai1 either' of th_se by themselves. This concluSi_h iS
km..Sedon these temperature transient results plus the pt'esSttre pulse results pre-

viously discussed. I/a sudden increase in temperatUPe were coupit_i _#ith a sudden
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increase in pressure, the effect Would likely be less than a temperature transient

:_ by itself.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Now that the results of some of the NASA programs in the area of inlet engine

disturbances and their effects on engine stall performance h_tVe been examined, it

can be appreciated what a complicated field it is. It can also be apptseciated how

: important it is to determine what is going on inSide each type of engine and partic-

• ularly to determine where stall is originating so that it can be ascertained where

":' the weak link is. Once this is known, then, of course, it is much eguster to l:emedy
the situation.

SUMMARYOFRESULTS

The,results of the inveeti&_,ttion of the effect of inlet environm_m_,l f_ctors tliat

disturb engines show that, for steady-state pressure distortio_s, (1) the ct1-_-
ferenttal distoz'tton effect was most severe, (2) the weak link is not _gt_lly the

first stage or first component that sees the dtsturbamce, (3) the distortion tolerance
... of turbofans is significantly affected by altitude, and (4) interackionS between turbo-

fan compressor components have signiflca_lt effects on stall. ,q3so, _or dyllamic

pressure disturbances (1) rapid pressure chaflgeS withou[ distor_ons earl stall all

engine, (2) compressor stages adjacent to large volumes go through the gr_eet

-....,: pressure ratio excursions, and (3) combill_l p1"essure oscillations and distortions

.. can have a greater effect than either irldividually, -- t
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XI. DYNAMICSANDCONTROL N 7 1 " 1 9 4 6 2
AaronS. Boksenbom,GaryL. Cole,DanielI. Drain, "" _'
KirbyW.Hiller,RossG.Wllloh,andJohnR.Zeller

Some of the major problems Ill dynamics and controls of a supersonic propul-

sion system arc shown in figure XI-l. The Job of the control (inlet control, engine

control, and coupltno_signals between the inlet and the engine) shown it, the figure is

to avoid se',_re, dam p.glng, or unstable conditions throughout the system, They

also maintain system operation at the desired or optimum condition and, when re-

quired, move the system from one operat.4.ng point to another. To design stlch con-

trols requires an understanding of the dynamic, as well as the static, performance

of all system components.

A stlmmary of the subjects presented in this paper is as follows:

(1) For the supersonic inlet, the problem is to maintain high inlet performance,

while avoiding inlet unstart and avoiding inlet operation that produces high dynamic

distortion at the compressor face.

(2) An Inlet unstart would be a very severe experience for a supersonic trans-

port. This unstart might induce combustor flameout and compressor stall. Th_ _:

problem is to recover the system back to normal operation In a short time. i!

• / (3)The inlet and engine controls may require eoupling to set system operating {',_,
conditions for best overall performance.

(4)We need an understan_ng of cornbustorand compressor dynamics. Com-

pressor performance is especially sensitive to dynamics. The problem is to p_e _. il

dict and understand the compressor stall margin available mlder dynamic and s_tic Ii

inletand compressor conditions.
(5)To conductsignificantexperlmr#ntalresearch, speciallydevelopedsensors

and servoactuatorsare needed. These devicesshouldpermit more directmeasure-

ment ofinputvariablesand fastermanlpulatlonofoutputs.

(6)The complexityof system_ and theirrequirements may requiremore capable

and versatilecontrolcomputers. The use ofdigitalcompaters insystem control

offersa solutiontothisproblem.

(7) Final,_i;, to obtain the'utmost improvements in varioos aspects of mea_u_'e-

ment_ monitoring, and control, the body of mathematical corltrol theory may be ap-

plied and incorporated in the control system.
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SMALLPERTURBATIONDYNAMICSANDCONTROL

For small perturbation dy_u_Ics and co:_trol_ an _n_lytle or computer dy_rv.lc
model Isneededtohelpus understandInletbehaviorand toaidIndesigninginletcon.
troland st_bili_tiondevices.

DynamicAnalysis

When we startod thinking about controls for supersonic propulsion systemsp the
desired simulation models Just were not available, This was especially true for i

frequencies above 5 or 10 hertz. One of the _irst things done w_s to model the yah'i- i

ous pieces of the propulsion system, beginning with the inlet. Y

Figure XI-2 shows how the inlet appears to the controls analyst. He thinks of !i

it as a pipe with a variable area section, a normal shock, sums disturbance or by- i
pass _low, and an appropriate terminal boundary condition. Physically, a perturbao 'i

tion fron_ equilibrium caused by the engine or bypass doors results in pressnre Waved ji_

moving up and down the duct. Mathematically, it can be described by wave _lua- tli
tions. An approximate closed*form frequency response solution was found fo_ the

wave equations applied to the subsonic diffuser. Also found were equations relating ishock position arid velocity to adjacent variables. With this model, it was posstbl_ ,.
to predict the dynamic behavior of the inlet in response tOdownstre_ diStUrbances, I:_

which are th_ primary diSturb_tnces considered in this paper. EXperimental da_
are needed, however, to verify the reSultS.

Experimental freqttency response data obtained from an inlet du_ing a wind
tunnel test program a_e presented in figure XI-3. The figure contains amplitud_

ratio and phase lag characteristic_ of the inlet normal _hock position if; r(_sponse to t

bypass airflow disturbances. The amplitude ratio has been normaltzt_i to unity at a
frequency of 1 hertz. Analytical results obtained with the snlali perturbation mode! ;

are also plotted for comparison. Agreement between the anal_ical _ experimental

data is quite good even out to a _requency of _00 hertz. The termination _or thlb

inlet consisted o_ a choked orifice at th_ end of a piece ot pipe. Tlte pipe lengthwas _ ,
equivalent to the l_ng_it of a J-85 engine with an afterburner. Other o_ifice loca-

tions were investigated, and it was found that a choked orifice located at the com-
pressor face s_tion would give results very similar to tho_e obtained with an aetdal

engine. Since the analysts anti the data are in agreement, it is felt that a controls :: /

design tool for i_lvestig_ting the s_ali one-dimensional disturbance occur,ring wi_in
the Inl_t has been obtained. I
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InletControl

The requirements for inlet control are now considered. In g_neral, at the dif.

fttsor exit of a mixed compression supersonic inlet, total pressure recovery is high-

est and distortion is lowest when the normal shock is at the inlet throat. Thus, from

an engine po_fformanee standpoi_xt, it is desirable to fix the normal shock at the

throat. Unfortunately, inlet airflow disturbances can occur which might cause the

shock to move either upstream or downstroatn.- An upstream displacement of fhe

shock would result in an inlet unstart. A downstream movement increases distor-

tion and decreases presmtro recovery. These events are undesirable bee Aus¢ of a

possible engine upset such as compressor stall and because prolml_ion system per- .!
formance can be significantly decreased. Unstart can be avoided in many cases by

operating suporcritically - that is, with the shock downstream oi the throat. If the

inlet is supplied with a normal shocl' control, the degree of supOreritical operation
i,

can be reduced with the benefit of higher performance, ii

The control chostm for investigation was a closed loop control t2tat attempted to Ii:
hold shock position fixed Just aft of the throat. To help design such a control, the _,

analytical model of the inlet was used. The model gave open loop amplitude and ii
phase _aracteristics such as those shown in figure XI-3. A block diagram of the !

closed loop shock position control system is presented in, figure XI-4. i_

One system that was investigated used a shock position sensor that relied on two

static pressures in the inlet to i_er shock position. These Static pressures Were

behind the normal shock. When the shock moved forward the pressures increased.

: The resulting s hock position signal was compared to a command value. The di/_er-

ence between the two aigllals told whether the shock was ahead ot or b_hlnd its de-

aired location. This difference signal was then amplified by a contt._ller. The con-

trollerts gain was frequency sensitive. It had high gain at low fr_luencies, while at I
high frequencies its gain was constant. Such control action is calied propm'tional-

plus-integral. The otttF_t of the controller drives the bypass doors, which were

positioned by fast response electrohydtaulic actuators. ,

Fig are XI.8 shows the performance obtained from this normal shock control

tested on a m L.xed compreesion inlet in the 10 b) 10 Foot Supersmzee Wind Tunnel:

Tile frequency response of shock lmsition to a _lownst_atn aL_ ;ow di_turbance is

given. Two responses are showtl - one for the inlet without control and one for the

• inlet with control. On the y-a,_is is the amplitude of sltock mottbn. Both amplitude

' responses have been normalized by the low freqttt_ttcy amplitude for" the uncontrolled

inlet. Thus the no contt_ol curve starts out with an ampllR_de ratio of 1.

As frequency increases, the uncontrolled response d_op$ off alid theri i'esonat_s.

It is resmm, nt because the inlet was termitm, ted with the long pipe in this experiment.
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The solid curve shows the response of the inlet with control. This control is trying

to hol_ the shock position steady. Thus, it acts to hold shock amplitude down to zerO.
At low disturbance frequencies it does this quite well. For exa_npie, at a frequency
of I hertz the normalized amplitude ratio of shock motion is 0.03 with control.

Without control it is unity. Thus, the control has reduced shock motion by about 30
to 1. At higher disturbance _requencies, the attenuation is not as good. This is due ,,

to the frequency sensitive gain of the controller. For the faster dtsturbances_ the
integral action has less time to work. The controller has to quit in Ule vicinity of °,

the resonance; otherwise, it would drive the system into oscillation. As can be

seen, there was some amplification o£ the resonance. The only place the control i

amplified shock motion was near the resonance; at lower frequencies it provided "
.: significant attenuation. _

Inlet-EngineControl

Until now the discuSSion has been concerned with an inlet control that maniptt- i_
t

lares only the inletts overboard bypass doors to keep the normal shock fiXed. Such a i_

control may not always result in the best overall propulslon system performance. [:
For example, an increase in bypass airfloW may be required tOaccommodate a dls- _:I:

_rbance. This would cause a corresponding, increase in spillage drag. Thus, even _'i
though the shock is maintained at a high pl'essure recovery position, there may be a i.

net loss in propulsion _ystem efficiency due to the increase in spillage drag. Since

engine speed also affects shock position, there may be some benefit in using both i_

the bypass doors and the engine to control the normal shock. Two methods of coupl- _:
i!

ing normal shock position control and engine speed control were investigated. !• The first coupled control approach is shown in figure XI-6. With this approach '"
the inlet normal shock loop is coupled to the engine speed control loop. The items

added to the basic inlet control at'e shown by the heavy lines. The engine speed t

control loop senses engine speed and compares it with the desired speed as dictated
by the throttle setting. The error in speed is inpttt to the controller. The eontr01-

ler modulates engine Juet to decrease the speed error. Couphng iS accomplished

with the reset device shown in the diagram. The inlet controller outFat is integrated

and the resulting signal is used to trim (he speed _ttiilg of, the engine. With this

modifit_t speed setting, the engine speed loop will reset the control bypass doOrs.
This dystem was evaluated eXperimentally and slto_vedgood results.

Figure Xt-? shows the transient performance of the system wllen oper_ttt_t ek-
perimentally in the superso_c widd _rlflel. As the shock controller Sends that a

....... Ill n'll I"1 .... '- I' "l "'i , , , " J .....
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disturbance has occurred, the control doors open quickly to correct for the airflow

, disturbance. Initially, there is a small upstream excursion of the shock, but this

is quickly corrected by the action of the doors. The output of the shock controller

to the bypass actuation system is integrated, The output o_ the integrator is input

to the engine speed loop and results in the increase ln_uel flow to accelerate the en-

gine to a new speed. The engine responds to this fuel change and finds a new operat-

ing speed. As this occurs, the bypass door2 are slowly reset to a closed condition,

thereby reducing overboard bypaS_ drag. Coupling the controls demonstr_tted the

ability to reset the propulsion system to any arbitrary operating point.

Also investigated was an entirely different coupled control approach (see fig.

XI-8) which uses engine speed as the primary control variable. The main features

• _:_ of tYJs system are outlined with the heavy li, .s shower in the figure. The overboard

bypass system in this ca_e is a much simpler design, and therefore laeh;s the fast i_
: response capabilities of previous systems. The engine speed lOop has been improved _

,": in response by using a fast fuel throttling valve. L,

In this system, the error in shock position, after it is acted on by the dynamic

:': elements of the inlet controller, is sent directly to the engine Speed loop to dentand ie

a change in speed. The actual speed is integrated slowly, and the output of the llt- !i

tegrator is sent to the bypass actt_ttion system. The performance of this control
i

system, which has been used successfully in the wind tunnel, can best be underb ....... _

stood by looking at Some of the experimental results, i_

_ Figure ][1-9 shows a series of tr/tnstents obtained when the controlled inlet- ;

. . engine was disturbed in a p_trticular way. A st_p type or almost instRntaneous de-

: crease inthe inletdoWnstream airflowwas initiatedby a disturbanceatthe com-

pressor face location. This decrease in overboard airflow cauSe{l the shock to i!

: move very quicklyin an upstream directionor toward theunstartedmode. The re- _
salting error in the Shock location is sent to the engine s_eed loop. As a result, the t
relatively fast fuel control responds by increasing the engine Speed to correct for

the tipset in itflet doWnstream airfloW. As engine airflow increases, the shock is

returned to its d_sired position. Th{_ ch_e in engine speed is integrated slowly.

This outpttt is then used as a commatld to the bypass actuation syste/n. The lower

trace shows that the doors open and thereby ':.ct'eaB _ bYl_tss flow. _This increased

bypass aiHlow reduces the airflow required to De talten by the engttie, thus allowlbg

, Speed to be reset slowly to some desired Ol_i'atihg point.
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LARGEPERTURBATIONDYNAMICSANDCONTROL

Thus far the discussion has been restricted to small perturbations and normal

operation. If the inlet should unstart because of inadequate control_ compressor
stall, or upstream disturbances, returning the system back_to normal operation

presents new problems.

InletDynamlcAnalysls

Considered first is our understanding of the basic mechanisms of inlet unstart.
The al_tlysis developed for controls design gave only a small perturbation solution

useful for linearized system analysis. The techniques could not be applied directly
to inlet unstarts, or any of the other nonlinear phenomena that seem characteristic
of supersonic inlets.

An unStart can be caused either by external dis turbances (such as a gust or a

pass ing aircraft) or by internal disturbances (such as compressor stall). With an
external disturbauce a second shock wave can form at the inlet throat, move up-
str_man, and stand in trent of the inlet. A downstream disturbance, on the other

hand, can cattse a pressure Wave to form at the compressor face, move up the in-
let, join with the normal shock, and then carry it out of the inlet.

In either caSe, the unstart occurs so rapidly that it is ha_d to get detailed ex-
perimental evidence of what occurs. The decision Was made to try to _lodel such
inlet behavior analytically.

The method of Lax, one of the finite difference Schemes that has been used to
study flow field dynamics, was used for the large perhu_ttion problem. Some of
the results obtained by applying this technique to the geometl_ of an inlet are shown #
in figure XI-10. In this figure inlet pressure profiles are plotted at various times

during a transient diBturbattco. The bottom curVe is the initial pressure profile for
an operating condition with a high bypass airflow. The initial normal shock lo_ttion
is thus well behind the inlet throat.

The disturbance considered consisted of a ramp in the inlet discharge fl_ from
its nominal valu_ to zero in $ milliseconds and bao.k in 3 additiotlal miM_econds.

As the flow drops, a pressure wat_ or from begins to propagate back tip the dtlct.
The normal shock rem_hS relatively Shttiotm_y until the pressure front _oalesces
with it. Then the pl'essure _ve c_rl_s the noz_mal shock out of the inlet and atl un-
start restllts.

No experimental thtta _esembling inlet pressure profl|es during an unstart were

available. However, p_tk pressures were recorded at four inlet stations during an
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unstart caused by a compressor stall. These experimental data appear as the curve

along the top of the plot and form an upper envelope for the peak pressures. If

allow;_nce is made for not knowing how closely the actual compressor stall resem-

bled the 3-millisecond inlet disturb_t,-.e, th_ agreement looks good. i

Also investigated were the effects of an external disturbance on this same inlet.

The results are shown In figure XI-11. Again the bottom trace is the initial static

pressure distribution.

The external disturb_tnce was generated by reducing the cowl lip v_IrJcity $ per-

cent in 2.5 milliseconds. In this case, a pressure front forms at the inlet throat

and moves out of the inlet. The steepening ot the front as it moves toward the coWl

lip can be noted. The pressure front will result in a shock wave standing in front of

the inlet while a shock st.tU remains in the inlet. Such severe and rapid-transients
I.

pose special requirements for controls design.

InletRestartControl

Unstart transients, like the ones Just described, cause a drop in diffuser eXit _:"
total pressure recovery. Pressure recovery can drop transiently tO a value as low

as 15 percent. Also, distortion increases. An un_Rart may also result in a buzZ.

condition where the shock oscillates unstably.

Since unstarted inlet performance is poor, the inlet Should be restarted quickly.

Figure XI-12 illustrates the functions ares tart contr_)l shouid perform. Condi-

tion 1 shows the inlet started and with the centerbody at its normal positidn. The "

bypass doors are almost closed to position the normal Shock Just downstream of the i

inlet throat. This condition results in high total pressure recovery and low di_tol'-

tion at the diffuser exit. If a dis turbaace causes the inlet to unstart, the inlet goes _ t

to condition 2. Initially, the shock may be in a buzz condition. When the bypass

doors are opened wide as shown in figure XI-12, the throat becomes choked. Then

the inlet is stable, but unstarted, and there iS a strong norfl_al or bow shock iil

front of the cowl lip. This shock is the cause _f the l_rge dr_p in pressure re-

covery that accompanies unstart. Since the throat is choked, a ._econd ndrmal ....
shock also exls ts downstream of the inlet throat.

To restart inlets With internal contractioi_, the ratib O_throat kr_a to ckptui'e

flow area must be increased. This is ofted dcine by collapsin_ or tr_tnsJa[ing the

centerl:,ody. For this inlet, the restart cycle begins With a foi-ward translation o_

the centerbody. A Condition Just before restart wotild appear as in coildition $. The

centerbody is forward of its normal position, anti the two fiormal shocks still exiSt.
4

1
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in general, higher pressure recovery can be achieved ds centerbody position changes
throughout the restart cycle. The bypass doors must be open enough to pass the in-

let airflow not demanded by the engine. If the doors are not open enough, the throat
will un.choke anttbuzz will occur. As usual, if the doors are open too much, pres-

sure recovery Will be lower and distortion higher than necessary. For condition 3,

it was assumed the deers could be partly closed to give better performance than

at 2. This would usually be true_ if the engine was not in a stalled or flameout con-
dition.

The centerbody must b_ translated a littl_ far,her than condition $ to restart the
inlet. Then centerbody travel is reversed and brought back to condition 4. The ex-
ternal shock has been swallowed, and as for condition 1, there is 8 single, normal

shock downstream of the throat. The bypass doors are shown to be slightly more

' closed to give better performance than at $. However, if the doors are closed too
much, the inlet will unstart again.

The restart cycle is completed by retracting the centerbody to its normal posi-
tion. At the same time, the bypass doors Should be positioned to increaSe inlet
performance as the centerbody is retracted.

These, then, are the 1.equirements that must be considered when designing _t

reStart control. !
One goal for the restart control System was to make it completely automatic.

It was also desired to maintain closed loop control of the normal shock throughout
the restart cycle. This would enable the control system to compensate for unex-
pected disturbances which might occur during the reStart cycle. One such disturb-
anee could be an unexpected change in the engine airflow conditions. To accom-

plish these goalS, the restart controlsystem uSed feedback and some switching
and scheduling. _, '

]_'igureXI-l$ iS a Schematic of the restart control system. This _ystem uses I t
the normal shock f_tb_tck control system of figure XI-4. The light lines in fig- ::

I 'ure Xlol$ represent the components dtBcussed pre_iou_ly. The heavy tines tndi- ,
cate [hose Components specifically required for restart control.

In this case th0 normal shock control loop used a single _tatic pressure aft of !

the normal shock to t_er shock position. After the inlet un_taI_, its pressure I
recov6ry becomes lower, _tudthe level ot the Sensed stati_ pressure is subse_lu_rltiy I '
reduced. Thus, the command or ref6te_ce hiput to the control has to b_ Scheduled.
Two schedulers were used. On6 supplied low vahtes _ [he con_mand _or the con-

dittons wltei'e the i_[et was unstarted. The other scheduler supplied hi_h_i" rallies
of the command and was tised _vher_the inlet was started, it was found desiz'_b|e to

vary these comm_nd values as functions of centei, body l_sitioh. Tlie_efore, center,

i.,
r
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body position Was fed back to the schedulers a_ shown, A relay contact was used i

to select the output of one of the schedulers, This relay was operated by the output
of an unstart detection device, The detector operates tn the following way. Two
pressures w_re sensed ahead of the inlet throat. A ratio of these pressures ,-_s

taken. When the inlet unstarted, the ratio increased. When the ratio exceeded a
predetermined reference level, the relay was switched to the unstarted condition.
Wl_en the inlet restarted, the ratio decreased. When it droppt_ below the refer-
ence level, the relay returned to the started condition. :

Another set of contacts on the relay selected one ot two commands for the !_

centetbody actuator. A command _or the actuator to _o to a_, exter_ded position was !
used when the inlet was unstarted. The command for the .qctuator to retur_ to the

design position was used after the inlet had restarted. Thu_, it was possible to
exorcise closed loop control of the inlet throughout the restart cycle by switching

". and scheduling commands, i

Figure XI-14 shows the results obtain_t with this restart control ior an inletconnected to a long pipe. A transient is shown consiSting of an unstart followed by

. a controlled restart. The traces are the un_tatt signal, centerbody position, by-

pass door area, and throat exit static pressure. The comrdand value of throat exit
static pressure is shown where di_ferent from the actual value.

The unstart is indicated by a drop in throat exit static pre_sure and detected
by a rise in the unStart pressure ratio. The centerbody is immediately commanded

to slt_v, or translate at maximum velocity, in the forWard direction. The static .:
t

pressure command to the normal shock control iS scheduled to .a low valtl(_. This
causes the bypass doors to open to maximum area to suppress buzz. AS the static

pressure command is increased, the doors come Juiceacttou contrblliug static

pressure to its command value. When the inlet restart is indicated by the detector '
the centerbody slews aft. Also, the scheduler commands higher values of static ' t

pressure to the shock control loop. The inlet is returned to on-desigu started

conditions in approximately 1.5 seconds. This time depended primarily on tile
..... .:,l k

slewing speed of the centerbody serve. The inlet aerodynamics th(_nmelves were
quite faSt, as was the bypass door loop. No cent(_rbody overtra_el was pel.mitted,

. and pressure recoveries were as high aS possible without encountering buzz. _ '

Inlet-EngineRestart-RellghtControl

This restart control appears to satisfy the inlet restart requirements; flow-
ever, there are additional problems when the inlet is coupled to an engineinstead
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of a long pipe. For example, the unstart transient itself IS severe and may catme

compressor stall and/or combustor flameout. There IS concern, then with clear-
ing _. possible stall, retighting the combustor, and avoiding a possible turbine . .
overtemperature problem if stall occurs without flameout, '

To account for an engine in the system, a relight feature was incorporated

into the restart control system of figure XI-l$. The igniter was energized auto- _

matically upon receiving a Signal from the UnStart detection device, At the pres- 'i_;
ent time no attempt has been made to manipulate any other' engine variables such ' ,

as the throttle setting or 0xhaust nozzle area.
Figure XI-l{5 shows an example of the transient that occurred when a restart- '

i '

relight sequence was attempted tn the tunnel. During this particular transient, an _._
engine flameout did occur. In the top trace, unstart is detected by the unstart _

Signal exceeding its reference level. When the inlet restarts, the unstart detec-

tion signal drops below the reference level. In the second trace, the action of the
translating cente_)ody is Shown. After the inlet unstar_, the centerbody travels "_
at full velocity in the forward direction. At the point where the inlet restartS,
the centerbody reverses 'and returas at full velOcity to its on-design condition.
The third trace shows the action of the controlled bypass doorS. They slowly
open to make up for the engine airflow lost by the slowing down of the flamed-out
engine. In the next trace, it is noted that there is a rise in the inlet tltroat exit

pressure as the Shock m_ves upstream. When unstart occurs, there i_ a large
decrease in the pressure. As mentioned before, flameout did occur durtng this

transient. This flameout condition is indicated in the bottom trac_ by the de-
creas6 in turbine exit temperature.

The time scale of figure XI-I_ ShoWs that the r_tart tr_tnSiellt waS com-
pleied in about 0.5 Second. It should be noted that there is a bl,eak in the time __

along the horizontal axis. Relight of the combustor did not occur for about i_ t

§ seconds. Accompanytug the reiight i_ au overshoot in the turbine exit tempera._

lure. This rise, {hough, is normal for this engine during a conventional lightoff. _
Fill_tll_, upoh relight, there was a momentaf_ incre_se in the throat exit pr_S-

sure. As can be seen, this rise was not appreciable, and it was much Smaller titan /

that which occurred when the tulet initially unStarted. This rise is caused by a ' /

pressure wave propagating upstream from the engine. The inlet col_tl,ol is pres-

.. enti_ adequate to handle this pressure rise.. HoweVer, erich rises could be sUffl-
/_ _i eient to reinitiate an inlet unstart. In the future, tht_dytlamics of the rellght

operation should be carefully investigated to pre_,ent this front be_o_ing a prob- "
|era area.
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The transient of ft_tre XI-IB is only ona of many th_.Lwere taken during this
program. Many of the result_ varied to some extent f_'om that shown in fif_ _
ure XI_ 15,

In summa_'y, the fallowing observRtion_ corlce.vning the result_ should be
noted.

(1) Durin_ au inlet unstart, aompressor e_lI did not _lways o_cur. When it
did occur, however, it was tuitiat_ du_.n_ _;heunstart pol'tiou of the transient and
not while restart wa_ being attempted,

(2) Sustained stall never occurred _vithout an accompanying combnstor flame-
out. This, of course, is benefic_t iv, that tt eliminates the problem of a turbine
overtemperature condition durin_ _.¢s|l.

(3) In all cases, the restart control system was successful in restoring the
inlet to a started condition, oven when a compressor stall had o_curred. The
staU always cleared itself by the time the inlet was restaI_l.

(4) Following the fl_meout, the times required to reli_ht varied consider-

ably. This restart-relight system has been evaluated on two J-8§-13 engines.

On the first J-BB, the relight times varied from _ to 30 secondS. On the secortd
engine, relight times varied from 0.5 to 1.5 s_conds. To data, it haS not been

poSsible to account for the difference'in these relight tir._es on two supposedly

identical engines. Such wide variations in relight times cannot be tolerated for
a supersonic transport. Therefore, further work on this problem iS itldicated. '_ '

1

DYNAMICSOFCOMBUSTORSANDCOMPRESSORS

Ithasbeen shownthatcompletecontrolsystemscanbe b_flt_orth_inlet

and engine which can handle small perturbations, inlet unstart, e......j::_s_or _'
stall, and combustor flameout. Still, to improve these systen_ and to _u_her " _ ,,

understand the uncontrolled inlet-engine dynamic intera(_tionS, n_ore detailed de- l, :"

scription_ are needed of dynamic behavior - particularly for combustor dynamics l_, ::
and compreSsor dynamicS. " '

.,. CombusbrOynamlc

In the combustor, the charactertsttc_ ar_ generally tUth(} high ([reOAue_tey
range from 10 to 100 hertz. Since these dyiiamicS cab affect engine system per-

formance, they are of primary concern to tile _el cohtro| di_stg_er.
4
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Fl_re XI-16 illuetrateBtheb_is oftheanAlyele,Thi_modelconsistsof

primary _ombuation _one and a secondary mixinK zone. The fu_l flow, together
with a portion of the compressor discharge air, ie _sumed to ba completely Via..,
p_rized and burned in the combustion _one. The product_ of combustion are then
mixed with additional air in the mixing zone to cool the ga_ to acceptable turbine
inlet condittor_.

The mixing process is described with conventional gn_ dynamic _tu_tionn.

Such analyel_ result_ in n lag for the mixing,_ono gem dy,amics, The combustion

process is lo_s well understood. For this case, techniques have been borrowed i

from those developed for rocket online combustion dynamics. A time delay for
fuel vaporization and _ second-order lag for the action! combusfio_ process are i_
assumed or calculated ompiricaUy. This model for the combustor was then i

i,
compared with test results, i

Durin_ some of the supersonic Windtunn01 t0Sting, the engine speed cot_trol i
could be switched from the standard engil_e fu_l control to a high response fuel
control. It waS possible using this control to obtain the frequehcy response of a
number of parameters throughout the engine for a fuel flow disturbance

The open circles in figure XI-17 indicate the normalized amplitude ratio
and phaSe of combustor pressure to a fuel floWdisturbance plotted as functions

of frequency. Also shOwn (as the solid line) are the results of the analytical

combustion model. The correlation between the analysis mid the data is quite "

good, even out to 90 hertz. The inclusion of the methods used in rocket engine
combustor dynamics properly accounts for the progressively increasing phase
shl_t with frequency. This is an improvement over the mid-1950 combustiori
models, H

CompressorDynamics

A more di,_ftcult matter to handle analytically is th_ important problem of,

compressor dynamics. What must be don_ is to analyze, in detail, the dynamic
cl_racteristics of a multistage compre_so_'.

_rboJet compressor d_mamics. - When we started modeling the inlet,
methods were considered that would let us simulate axial compressors and com-
plete ttirboJet engine systems. Just as with the inlet analysis, we had to work out
our oW_methods to get the high frequency dynatfiics.

A dynamic model was patterned after c_nventional steady-stale stage Stacking
techniques. Simply, each stage is represented by a pressure ratio map arida
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temperature rise map, both plotted as functions of airflow, To include ga_ dy-
.: namic_, a lumped volume waft added wtth each stage, In the volume_, momentum,

continuity, and energy balances were u_od for the gm_ dynamic_ Each of the
map_ and aesociated volumes were connectvd to get an overMl eompro_eor model,

Once a wo','ktng simulation existed_ a ,mmpre_ol_ map was generated to Of_-
tablish the _toady-atate validity of the modal. The agreement wa_ within what !

ootdd bv expected from the a_,atlablo data a|_d an analog simt_lation, Also, the ,

computer simulation exhibited a.atability boundary that looked vO_y mtmh like a i_

eomprossor stall line. To investigate furthot_ an accurately determined OXl_eri- i

mental compressor ate61 line wat_nodded.

Prior to the development of the comproesor modolp an experimental pt'ogram

had boon run in a non-loyal test stand wh0ro the J-88's compressor pot4ormttnc0

and stall line wore determined. The experimental data wore obtainett for a J-8_

_n#no having a reduced turbine nozzle area; howOver, those dattt could be ttsed i:,

for checking the anal_tical model.
Figure XI-|8 indicates the results of the test program plotted in the form of

a compressor performance map. Experimental operating poittts were obtained

along constant corrected speed lines. ThoSe data provided a method of checldng _i,
the simulation. The simulation was scheduled to operate with the same sched,aiss !,

used in the test programp and the d_ta obtained were similar tu the tOst data. The Ii
solid lines in figure XI-18 are constant speed lines obtained _rom tim simul_Uon; I_

the solid circles indicate the Simulation stability boundary. Comp_rittg the solid ![
circles with the test data of the opei_ sc[uares shows that the agl'eement waS good.

Ther0fore, we felt that we had an analytt_al method that cotdd indicate ti_e com-
pressov stall line provided sufflci_nt gtage data were available.

,: One of the original goals of the simulation program was to model system gas
dynamics to 50 hertz or better. Test data were provided to verify the model's t

frequency responSe accuracy. Figure XI-19 shows the frequency l'espoitSe o_ th_

sixth stage preSsure when fuel flow was used as the disturbtttice stgttal. The solid
line indicates the results obtained by the simulation. The ag_eOm_nt b#'_eeft dicta
and analysis is quite good. Although all of the da_ 0bt_ned duriltg the engine

testing did not correlate this well, the ttgi'eement waS, in gorieral, _ood.
Thus, we seem to have a suitable analysis method _or erie-dimensional ef-

fects on turbojet engines even out to quite high freqtlencies.

.... Turbofan compressor dyi_amics. - Not all propulsion sydtenis use turbojets.
Many use turbofans as shown in figttre XI-20. Compared to a tttrboJet, _ turbofan
has the added complexity of a fan eompressor_ and the divisiofl Ofthe airflo_v bet_eett

the fa_ bypass duct and the engine core compreSsors. Tilts additional complextO/
/

/
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po_e_ further analytical difflcultie_. The flow in the fan bypaes duct can exhibit
reHonances which are tr_msmitted into the core compressors through the diecharge

conditt_n_ they [mp_ee on the fan. Analytically, nt lea_t, the duct flow l_ee_ no
problem_| the Same Wave eqt_Rtt_n method_ are used here as were used for the

inlet sutmonicdiffuser flew. The coupling with the fan, however, is another queA-
tion.

The prt_rtry mmtytical problem poeod by the addition of the fan ie the dtvtelon

of the f_ flow between the fan byp_s duct _d the core compre_nr_. The flow
division is complicated by the different discharge pressures tmpos_ by the duct
and core resions. One approach to the problem is to use an average pre_Auro ae

the fan discharge pressure. The average pressure is used in a momentum bai_

ance to determine the total fan floW. The total flow is th_n divided between the

duct and core aS a nonlinear function of the duct to core pressure rntto _nd 0or-
reeled spe_i.

Once past the problem of the flow Split, the core conlpresscrs can be modeled

with the techniques applied to the J-86 compressor, and the duct can be modeled
as was the inlet subsonic diffuser.

Figure ::I- 21, which presents anSlytically predicted frequency responses for

the TF-30 engine, shows some of the problems associated with modeling a turbo. Ii
fan engine. Normlflized amplitude ratios for various system pressures to a com-

pressor face disturbance are plotted against diSturbance frequency.

L-tparticular, the z'esonant character of the _an duct (dashed curve) can be i:_

seen contrasted to the almost constant amplitude ratio of the fan discharge into i_
the core compressor. In additiotl to the fan, the TF-$0 engine has both low and _._
high presSUre compressors in the engine core. l_r_qtieflcy response data torthe If"
discharge of these compreSSors a_e also Shown. The low compressor charac-
teristic is quite similar to the fan core characteristic. The high compreSsor, t
which discharges into tht) combustor, however, exhibits a characteristic similar

to the data lot, the J-85 engine. It wo_d appear from these an_ytical results
that the effects of fan duct resonanc_ are negligible. Un/ortunately, ottr e_p_ri-
mental results are somewhat different fronl our analytical results, To investi-

gate turbofan dynamics _xpe_mentally, uni/orm sintu_oidai pressqre was im-
posed at the _mgtne inlet and the fre_ltiency response characteristics wer_ deter-

mined at various stations throughout the engine. This progra_ waS do_e with the
airJ_t _ystem, _lescribed in paper X.

'_he test results (see fig. XI-29_)do e;tliibit shapes similar to the ailalytical
results up to f_-eqUencies of 20 hertz. Abo_ that f_e_luency, the duct p_esstire
resonances appear to be l_iteracting with tile core pressured. This effect iS o_-
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Viously not indicated by the analytical model. It would seem that a high frequency

characteristic is missing, possibly in the fan simulation procedure.

In an attempt to match these data, the shape of the nonlinear map used to es-

tablish the flow split was changed. However, to get reasonable agreement be-

tween analytical and experimental results, the map had to be changed beyond pJ_ys-

ical reality. Thus, work must still be done on the problem.

To co_tclude, there are resonance_ that occur in turbofan engines which as

yet cannot be predicted anal_'tically. When-modeling the turbofan_ the basically

one-dimensional techniquea cor,qidered for axial compressors do not give good

agreement with experimental data. Our present one-dimenElional methods-allow

_or time varying spatially uniform, eor_:pressor face conditions. We have started

a two-dimensional model for an axial compressor to try to include the effects of

spatial distortion. This effort, however, is _UU in progresS.

Summary

" The othee components in the propulsion system, Such as the tul-bfiie, a_er-

burner, and exhaust nozzle may have important dynamical effects. For _t turbo-

Jet engine, where the turbine nozzle is usually choked, such dyftamics do not

couple back into the rt_St of the system. FOr other configurations, such as a tux*-

brdau engine or an engine used as a gas generator, the dynal_ic coupliftg may be

important. These problems are not discussed in this paper.

", DEVELOPMENTOFSENSORS,SERVOACTUATORSANDTESTINGTECHNIQUES
l

The earlier portion o_ the paper has emphasized results of some propulsion 11
dynamics and controls investigations. The kitids of experimental restdts ob_tined

imply the use of sensors and servo_ with rather uticommofl capabilities. Thid

portion of the paper is concerned with explanations of some of these researcli

tools.

ShockPositionSensor ,,
I

Considerable work has been done in the area of directly se_ing an t_[ettll

normal shock position. Potentially, gueh a device can facilitate safe opersit|oti

S6s
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of an inlet while reducing the margin of supercritical operation.
In most cases, our primary indicator of shock position has been a static pres-

sure. This pressure (shown in fig. XI-_3) is located a/t of the normal shock operat-

ing range and is referred to as the throat exit static pressure. This signal gave an

adequate indication of shock position for the condition at which the inlet was operated.
However, a more direct measure of shock position is desirable because shock posi-

tion measured with respect to the inlet throat is dire-.tly related to inlet perform-
ance and stability.

A common way to determine shock position is to observe the static pressure pro-
file in the vicinity of the shock. The shock location is identified by a Jump in static
pressure. Ideally, this occurs as Shown in figure XI-23. The flow at the inlet

throat has a Mach number greater than one. Downstream of the throat, the inlet
area increases. In supersonic floW, Mach numl;er increases as area increases,
and thus static pressure decreases ahead of the shock. At the normal shock there is

a discontinuous Jump in pressure. Also, the flow Mach number Jt_mps from super-

sonic ahead to subso_L£ aft of the shock. Since the area is still incz'eaSing aft of the
shock, Mach number decreases and static pressure increases.

In a real inlet, the pressure profile can be measured with a series of closely
spaced static taps. Figure XI-24 shows two typical static pressure profiles that
v,ere measured simultaneously in a real inlet. These profiles were measured with
the inlet at an angle of attack. The upper profile was measured by taps in the upper

half of the inlet. The upper profile indicates the shock to be between taps 9 and 6
because of the steep pressure rise between those taps. The lower profile _as
measured by taps in the lower hrd_of the inlet. The profile indicates the shock to

be between taps 3' and 4 t. This is about two taps forward of the position indicated
' by the upper taps. Thus, the shock does not lie in a plane normal to the inlet's

longitudinal axis. Nonplanar conditions, although not as severe, were discovered
even wheu th_ inlet was at a 0° angle of attack. Also, the pressure profile ahead of _'
the shock does not exhibit a continuous decrease in pressure as does the ideal

profile - for example, the rise between 2 and 3 on the upper, and the rise between _,
1t and 2t on the lower. Such Irregularities were also found in profiles m_sured
at 0° angle of attack.

These problems and others make it difficult to apply simple logic schemes tb
the profiles to determine shock position. Despite these problems, some progress
has been made here in shock sensing schemes. Two different logic Schemes have _
been tried to date. The simplest logic determined the shock to be between the first

tap having a higher pressure than tap 1 and its adjacent upstream tap. Foi" example,

in the upper profile the shock would be between 5 and 6 (6 being the first tap with a
higher pressure than 1, and 6 its adjacent upstream tap). On the lower profile the
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shock would be determined to b_ between 1' and 2_. Althmlgh it is not _dmwnIn

figure XI-94, th_ lower taps always indicated the shock to be between t t and 2_.
This is because the pressures at taps 2v to 8t were always grv_ter tl_n that at It
regardless of shock postt_mt. For the 0° av_le of attack condition at which t_ts

were eonducted_ this problem did not exist. I

The scheme just described, as well as the other one tried, were both tropic- i
roosted in two ways: oneusing electrOnic pressure transducers and logic elements, i.

i'
and one usir_ fluoric elements. We have been most successful with the electronic
sensors, although the fluetic sensors did give promising results. The electronic i._,

sensors are being used in the wind tunnel control room as sho¢lt position indicators, _
and they have been used in some of the normal shock control investigations. These _

I

sensors have followed shock position very well for frequencies up to 6S hertz with i
a maximum phase lag of 20°. However, in some cases the SensOr had to be adjusted :_
for the conditions under which a test was conducted. And it has been shown tlmt _

operating the inlet at an _tngle of attack causes problems. Th6se _hortcomings are
obviously not desirable for a flight application. '_

Another scheme which appears could work over a wide range of inlet conditions i_

is being considered. This scheme would use the same logic as described before, !i

except that instead of 1 or 1' being used as the reference pres_re the reference !!I
pressure would be based on a total pressure Just ahead of the static tap region, i_

Tiffs reference is indicated on the profiles in figure XI-24. Based on the upper pro- i_

file, the shock would be indicated between 5 and 6_ which is correct. Based on the _!_
lower profile, the shock wo_ld be indicated between 5' a_d 6t, which is two t_.ps _

aft of the actual location. Although there t_ some error, it may riot be unacceptable. !_

In addition, this scheme can be implemented very simply by usiilg differential pres- ii.,
kk_

, s_re switches. The static tap pressttres would be compared to the reference pres- 14

sure dlrectiy_ rather than using expensive transducers and electronic comparators, t_' ,'
The outputs of the switches could be summed to give an electronic signal proportional Io
to shock position.

Certainly, further investigation iB called for in this _rea.

FastResponseServes

Another area of development of controls hardware has been that of fast reSpoltSe
actuators. These have permitted manillllation o_ the experimental models to fre-

quencies in the 100-hertz range. A benefit Itas been that of getting better _xpel'io
mental verification of the analytical models. It has also permittdd contr0|_ in_esti-
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gations that were limited not by the actuation devices, but by the basic dyr_mlcs of

_he propulsion systems themselves.

Applications for which fast response actuation equipment has boon designed and

developed are as follows (also included are the areas in which these h_ve been used):

(1) Fuel throttling valve - Used for compressor dynamics evaluations as well

as a control element in propulOion controls research

(2) .Mr distortion valve - Used to determine compressor stall margins under

various dynamic distortion patterns

(8) Inlet bypass valve - Used for determining inlet dynamics as well as a con-

trol element for high performance inlet shock control systems

All of the fast response act_ation has been accomplished with the servosystem

shown in figure XI-25. Basically this system uses a high performance two-stage

electrohydraulic servovalve driving a piston-in-cylinder actuator to which the lo_td

is attached. The servovatve is driven by a specially designed servoamplifter which,

through the position feedback device, provides the closed loop operation of the

actuation system. To aid in the design oi the systems for the various appl_cations,

a complete nonlinear simulation of the system of figure XI-2B was implemented.

One of the _irst systems developed was the fuel throttling valve. Figure XI-26

shows its response fol" Various levels of desired output motion. The curves of fig-

ure XI-26 show that the response exceeds 100 hertz for the smaller amplitude inputs.

As the input amplitude inereaSes_ the system does not respond quite as well. ,

During the various design programs and with the aid of the nonlinear simula-

tion, it was found that the dynamic p_rforrnance _or these pEtrUcular electrohydraulic

serves could encounter response limitations in unexpected regions. An analysis of

these limitations resulted in a new design critbria for maximizing the range of fast

reSponSe capability. The details of this criteria are well documented in several

of the publications listed in the bibliography (p. 375).

The actuation System for the air diStOrtion Valve was designed using the new t

more optimum cri_ria. The normalized frequency response curve of figure XI-27

shows its experimental performance. As can be seen, its response is _lat to beyond

150 hertz. Also shown is one of the fuel val,_e responses of figure XI-26. It can be

seen that the new more optimLttn design criteria provides some significant improve-

ment in response. MoreOve_ this impf'ovenient is obtained even though the distor-

tion valve moves an outptlt wl_ose weight is three times tl_t of the fuel val.ve serve.

s_s
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OtherTechniques

In addition to these _pecinl types of hardware, special techniqueshave been ii
developed for experlmeninUy obtaining dynamic data in our large f=cflities. These

techniq_e_ are expinined in several publiCations listed in the bibliogr_phy (p, 3_5). i_,

i'!

FUTURETIENDSINAIRBREATHINGPROPULSIONCONTROL

Future trends in an airbreathing propttlsion control will follow future system

configurations and requirements. The low cost engine with its low cost and simple
control was discussed in paper VII. Control problems in the use ot cryogenic fuels
are discussed in paper XII. The propulsion control pt_oblems for VTOL-STOL air-

planes are ._fvital importance _or these systems. Studies in this area have just
begun.

Systems are becoming more complex. The capabilities o_ hydromechanic_d

control, always limtted_ mdy be inadequate for the future. We ar_ also seeing the

develorpment at fast, large capacity, flight worthy, digital computers.
Some of the advantages and new problems that will result from the application

of digital control to proptflsion systems are now considered.
i

, DigitalControlofComplexSystems
=

The advantagesat computer control Will be felt throughoutthe aircraft _ontrol

_ system. As regards the overall all'craft flight objectives, a more complex control

will be able to take into account informaUon concerning air tt,affic contro|, and t
weather as well as flight range and speed. The flight computer can _hen determine

an optimum arrangemellt ot the aircraft control commands. P_trt of this informa-

tion will be concerned with the operating condition of the propulsion sy_tent. In this

way then, the propttlsion system and aircraft will be totally integrated throdgh the
"" use of digital compu[er cOtttrol.

A possible configuration for the proP_tlsion control system is _hown in fig-

ure XI-28. The propulsion control computer is required to oper_t_ the engine I-
' satisfactorily and safely in I'esponse [o the demands at the o_er_tJl flight objectives

, of the aircraft. The _t'opUlsion control m=tyhave its owit separate diglf£1 cont_Jttt_t,
or it may be part of a more complex ce_ttral computer-. _[s is a matter not dealt
with in this paper.
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With the computer, the propulsion system control can be separated into more

distinct levels of operation. Each level will be assigned its area of responsibility

or control supervision. In general, these areas of supervision can be separated as

shown in figure XI-28. Of most overall concern will be the optimum scheduling of

propulsion system inputs according to some desired performance criteria. Pro-

pulSion system performance is measured in terms of such items as thrust, specific

fuel consumption, and reliability. The aircraft and external disturbances will

determine ttadeoffs between these measures of performance.

A second and more direct role of the propulsion control computer pertains to

system-conStraints such as stall, unstart, turbine overtempe_ahtre, and engine

_ overSpeed. Sequences for restoring normal operation following the violation of a

.. constraint can be greatly improved over what exists tod_y. Improvement at this

level again can come by the controller taking into account both.aircraft and external
• environment information.

There is, then, the most dtrect level that the computer control will be reqttired

to nperate. This is concelmed with the normal dynamic or trallsient conditions of

the propulsion system process. Here the controller must be capable of maintaining

the propulsion system in a stable and responsive mode of operation. Aircraft pro-

pulsion systems are highly nonlinear devices in which the steady-State and dynamic

characteristics ch_e drastically over the ope_ting range, l_resent controls

crudely schedule various control elements as a function of operating point to comlter-

act these anticipated changeS. The computational capabilities of the digihtl computer

can greatly improve this Sih2a_on and provid_ for a tighter control ttuder all condi-
tions.

To implement some _ the concepts just presented, the J-85 engine control is

L currently being replaced with a digital computer. The Shocl_ position c_ an inlet has

already been controlled by a digital computer. For this test, the hllet Was ter- t
minuted by a choked 0f'ffice and not by an engine. Ultimately we intend to cOntrOl

an inletoengine propulsion Systenl.

For these tests, the digital computer is a process cont1'ol type of Son,purer.

The computer arid its peripheral_ were seleoted so _utt we _ control a real time

process. Sp_ial attention v_as given to ent_tncing the spewed with whit:h the cbt_-

put_r can execute a control concept or detect arid aceouflt for any abnorihalRy. The

control sophisticatiofi possible by havin_ a digital c0mptit_l _ in th_ system dOeS not

come without some associated problems. Some of these problems are Caused by _e i

liardwa_e, some b_ soft, e, and some by both.

These problefns are as follows: _,

(1) Computation speed. As the process i_ sampled and eomm_mds are made at

3?O
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discrete intervals of time, one no longer has a continuous control device. Obviously,
inadequate computer speed Will cause problems...

+ (2) Quanttzatlon error. The input data are quantized by the number of s_tmple '
levels being used for the range of each Variable. This will set the ultimate accuracy
of the system.

(3) Sample rate requirements. For real time operation, care must be used in
the selection of the Sample rate of the analog to digital converter. To be consistent

with sampled data theory, the sample rate must be twice that of the highest frequency
contained in the input data. This problem is illustrated in figure XI-29 where 1 sec-

ond of random input data is presented. It has been frequency limited to i0 hertz.
For this case, 20 samples per second are the minimum number of points from which

the Origi_l data may be theoretically reconstructed from the sample points. For
convenience, the same data are shown with three different sample rateS. At 10
samples per Second the high frequency content in the data iS obviously missed. A

+., less oscillatory curve can also fit these sample pohlts. This ambiguity will cause

errors, because the Sample points resulting from the high frequencies in the data
will be interpx_eted as a lower frequency oscillation which iS not in the data. This ),
effect is called frequency folding, ai_d it will occur Whenthe sampled data theory
rule is viohtted. Obviously, 40 samples per second Will give pretty good results
and cause no problems.

(4) Round-off errors. In addition to the previous input data errorS, there are ,
I

other more well known digital computer problems, such as round-off errors, with-

in the computer's computation processes, i
(5) Numerical stability. Finite word size also limits the setting accuracy of

the coefficients of the control law or control algorithm (as it is more p_'operly
• called). This problem can have an effect on numerical stability. Thus, it is pos-
:' sible for the control algorithm to be stable inflleory, yet be numerically unstable

?
when inserted into the experimental system. +

With careful controller design, these problems can be minimized. This has: i_+ '
been demonstrated by our digital control pi+0gram with the inlet in the lhlpersonic

i

I wind tunnel. A computer control law appropriate for controlling htlet shock posi-I + ""

tion has been devised. Figure XI-$0 is a block diagram of the. System.
p

• he error between the commanded shock position and the actual sensed shock
position was periodically sampled and _ed into the digital cofiti.oHeP. ,,

The computer implements the control law axid calddlates the command neCes-

sary to correct for the err'or in the shock position. This commafld is output to the
bypass doors. It is held constant until new inforniation is sate;pied, taken iilto the

computer, and operated on. Only then is the bypass actt_tioh system updated With
a new command.

-+ 1
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Figure XI-$1 shows the experimental results obtained with an tater under digital

and under analog computer control. The frequency response of. normal shock posi- i

tion for a downstream airflow disturbance is shown. The solid cul, ve shows the re-

• sponse under analog computer control, This is a continuous control similar to the ;

ones that produced the control results shown before, Th_ analog respolise as indi-

cated before, increases with frequencT at the low frequencies because of the integral

action of the controller. The dashed curve shows the response u_d_r digital control

with a sampling rate of I000 times per second, The digital control response is very

('.lose to that of the analog control. At the high distUrbance frequencies it coincides

with the solid analog curve, Thus, in spite of the difficulties Just mentioned, it per-

formed very much like the analog control. The broken curve is for the digital con-

trol with a slower Sampling rate of 100 times per second. This curve also corre-

sponds closely with the other two curves over most of the frequency range. At dis-

turbance frequencies above 50 hertz, llowever, the solid curve is not intended to also !

' represent the slower digital. If input frequencies above 50 hertz had been used, the

sampling theorem, as explained previously, would have been violated, and significant
eXcursions in shock position above the solid line would have resulted. Thus, it is

noted that a fast updated digital control behaved much like an analog control. A slow

updated digital did about as well at low frequencies, but it could produce undesirable

effects at frequencies above half its Sampling rate.
i

• ApplicationsofModernControlTheory ,,
i

. With such digital computer control capability and our understanding of system

• .*. dynamic behavior, we might hope to make significant improvements in system oper-

ation. This pl'esents the _hallenge of fully exploitb_g these capabilities. As a re- I t
stilt we have been forced to take a car_uI look at _ontrol theory, el'the Way to de- I
sign control systemS. When designing control systems, we are really intel'ested

in how they perform dynamically Or as a function oJ_time. Modern high sp_ed com-

puters permR the soltttion of control design problems directly in the tim_ domain.

In the past, controllers were designed sovnewhat artificially through the rise of fre-

quency domain techniques. The capabilit] ! oi solving control problems directly nOw
enables the designer to optinlize t_e cont.vol system to certa_ realistic meastir_s

of pertormance.

We have been working at applying these new techniques to propulsion system '

control problems. OUr first application was designing a control to minimize tl_e

expected frt_luency of unstarts of a supersonic inlet to a randum airflow disturbance.
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The significance of this application Is illustrated in fignre XI-_2. When the inlet

control was discussed before, it w_s specified that the normal shock, when influ.
eneed by disturb_mces, should be held as close as possible to some desired position
doWnstream of the throat, The distance of this desired Steady-state shock settin_ i

has bean designated as a. Un_tart oc_r_ Whenthe disturbance is s_fficient to I

cause the shock to move forward greater t_n this distance a. The expected fre- i
queney of inlet u_St_rts to a randont disturbance with known stati_tioal properties, t

then, is a function of the magnitude of the setting _, It iS also a function of the
mean square value of the shock movement around the steady-state setting. The con-

trol desi@ed to minindze unstarts will accomplish this by manipulating _he bypass ,

doors. Thus, the extent to which the frequency of unstarts can be minimized will be

dependent ol_ the capacity of the bypass system provided.
The results shown in ft[_ure XI-$$ were obtained with an analytical model of a

mixed compression inlet. The lower curve, which represen_ the smallest of the

three steady-state shock settings _, shows how the time between unstarts increases'L

! as more capability is _rovided in the control bypass system. Likewise, aS a in- i_'

,, creases for a fixed amount of control effort, the mean tinie between unstarts ge_s
longer.

The larger values of a mean that the steady-state shock is located further _

downstream from the throat, thus reducing inlet presSure recovery or efficiency, i

With this type of infer,nation, the designer, asSuming how frequently an unstart can !i _'
be tolerated, can decide between the peflalty in _fficiency related to larger _flues of ii
a and the design penalties associated with larger byp_tss doors. _'

It, summary, then, these data _tre the predicted per_orl_ance tot _ family of

optimal inlet control systems. Since the inlet modeled was available for an expert- I!

mental program, one of the _ptimal control systems was _ried.
Figure XI-$4 shows one of th_ result_ from the experimental program set upto :

do frequency response testing of an inlet. The figure pl'ese_ts an optimal control

and a more classical control compared on a frequency response basiS. The dashed
curve shows the pelqormance o_ the classical control designt_t _ith fr_iuency d_main

techniqueS. This control, which is Similar tO the ones discussed _arlier_ produced
significant low frequeflcy reduction of shock _o{ion due to its integral action. T.o_ /

solid curve shows the performance of the optimal inlet control. The design of the

optimal control was based on the assumptioh that the tandem disturbatie_S had most

of their energy at low frequencieS, bt_tthat some energy did exist in the midfreo

" quencies.
Compared to the classical control, the optimal control, iS seen to prodtiee |ass

attenuation of low frequency disturbances; iu the mid_reqUedcies i[ produces gr_atel"

I
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attenuation of shook motion. Thus, COml_tredon a frequency response basis, one

' might Conclude that the classical controliSbettez.

Wtlen these co_tz'ollerl_ were eValuated on an unstart basis, however, the bet-
ter low frequency attenu_ttion of the classical-control did n_t indicate that it had cer_

lain merits over the optimal design, The results, of this evaluation are shown in

figUr_ XI.$B, The mean time between tmstat_tS for each control was calculated

using the _perimental frequen_ r_spense data. Also calculated was the RMS value

of the eentrOl bypass airflow each would expend, The random airflow disturbance
assumed for both controls had a freqtlency spoct_um identical to that fc,t which the

optimal control was designed. The two data p_tnts on the fit_tre show that the opti-
mal control gives considerably longer mean time between tm_tarts, In fact, for

this disturbance, it-is better, than the classical control by $0 to 1. Also, it accom_

pliShes this with about the same amount of RMS control bypass flow. From this ex-
ample it can be seen how the use of optimal control theory can give considerable

improvement when a real criterion of performance is used in L_e design.
conclusion, the_, these results encourage the investigation of even more ex-

tensive applications of this type of theory in future control designb.

SUMMARY
L_

Adequate inlet control cart be provided and inlet-engine _oupling can be mech- _"

anized and used to advantage, f

In the (event of inlet tmstart, regtart controls have proved successful where the I:
relight of the combUstor nlay Still be a problem. I

Our understanding of combustion dynamics is good. However, our understand-

tug of compressor system dynamics etfll has unknown effects. I.:[i
The development of special sensors and servoactuators has permitted wide iiI

I

._ range experh_entttl pro_tms.

,, Future rises of digital ¢_omputer control are clear_ indicated. Applications of ii
'. cont*'ol theory Will point the way to the full utflizatic_ of thig equipment to realize I_i

the maximum ef_e_tiveness of propUlSion SyStems. }_

4
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XIt. CRYOGENICFUELSFORAIRCRAFT ,_'.

JackB. Esgar _ 71 "19 4 6 3
I ,

This discussion concerrm some exploratory research being done by NASA on the _.

use of cryogenic fuels for airbreathiag gas turbine engine_. Some of the results of
this resear0h may not find immediate application, but a portion of NASA's (and its , :
predecessor NACA) research has historically been devoted to advanced concepts.
For examplet NACA began research on turbine cooling almost 15 years before it

was embraced by industry, if!
Both NASA and industry have developed a significant background in the use Jmd i!

handling of cryogenic fuels for space vehicle boosters. This background lnforma- '*

tion serves as an aid in the exploration of payoffs that ndght be obtained i_ cryoeertie I
fuels are to be used in aircraft engines. This paper discusses the possible appliea- '

tion of liquid met "baneto a supersonic transpOrt type aircraft and the application of I_

liquid hydrogen to the airbreathing engines for recoverable boosters and orbiters for I

the space shuttle, i_:

k

FUelPropertle_ ,

The two prime reasons for the interest in cryogenic fU61s for advanced aircraft
are the higher heating value per pound of fuel (relative to Jet A) and the heat sink _ t

capacity that is available in this fuel for cooling hot components in the engine or the
aircraft. TheSe advantages are at least partially offset by the complications in-
volved by having to store this fuel at a very low temperature and b_ the fact thM the

fuel has a lower density. A larger- storage voinme arid insu_t_<i tanRs are requited.

Comparative fuel property trends ate show'_ in t|gur_ X]_-1 and table XII-1. fn !
the figure the various fuel properties are plotted as functions of the hydros_n-carbon '_

ratio H/C. The vertical dash-dot lines indicate the hydrogen-earbofl ratios _or
Jet A, propahe, methane, and hydl'ogen fuels. Th_s_ trend L'df_,esindicate that the '
heating value, the heat sink, and the maximutn use temperahire (b_sed on coking or

fuel cracking) all increase witl_ incl'easin 8 values of the hydrogefl-cai-bon ratio.

I
PREGEDR_G PA_I_ BLANK NOT FILMBI, $9_
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Conversely, the boiling temperature and the density d_crea_e with an increaSing
hydrogen-carbon ratio. The cost af aome Qf these fuel_, _ueh a_ propane and meth-
ane, are not accurately known for large supply quantities at an airport. But the in-
formation that iB available indicates that Jet A, propane, and methane would cost ap.

proximately the came on a Btu basis. The cost of hydrogen is about six time_ that of

the other _e]_. Figure XII-I al_o shQwe the flammable fuel-air ratio range for the

four fuels. The flammable range initially decreases with an increa_ln8 hydrogen-
carbon ratio to the minimum value corresponding to that for methane. Hydrogen,

with an infinite hydrogen-carbon ratio, is a v0ry re,retire fuel and has a wide flam-

mability range.
The low flammable fuel-air ratio range for methane can be both an adva_gc

and a disadvantage. It is an advantage from the point of view of safety, because

ignition can only occur within a narrow range of fuel-air ratioS. It is somewhat of a
disadvantage for the combustor. HaVing a narrow flammable raise of fuel-air ratios
can cause problems in the combustor, particularly in blowout limits and more diffi-
cult lightoff.

The ignition and burning characteristics of large pools of liquid nletliane were

investigated at Lake Charles, Louisiana in 1961 by Conch Methane Services limited.
These tests were conducted on open pools of methane enclosed within a dike. The

largest pool tested was 20 by 20 feet and contained liquid methane to a depth of
1 foot. The foJlowing conclusions (re_. 1) were drawn from these tests:

"(1) The flammable zone of vapors was confined well within the visible vapor
(condensed moisture) cloud emanating fz,om the l_ool.

(2) Although the vapor cloud remain_ visible for a distance of Several pbol diam-
eters downwind, the flammable zone of Vapors was confined to a few inches directly
above the pool and to less than one-half the pool diameter in the horizozltal downwind
direction near ground level.

I
(3) The radiation flux level from the burning LNG pool was sufficient to cause

ignition of wood under low wind conditions within a distance of about 1.29 pool diam-
eters from the edge of the pool."

The relative safety of havhtg "spills" or open pools of liquid methafle was illus-
trated in a movie of these tests which showed a man walking up to the edge of a large
pool of liquid methane hoJdiug a lighted torch in his hand. l_Ielowered the torcll down

to within a few inches of the pool level. At this point, the pool slowly igtlited and the
man walked away unharmed.

The data for figure XII-1 are given in table XII-1. This table gives the more '
specific values of the heating value, limiting t6mperatures, heat sink, boiling tem-
perature, density, flammable limits, and costs of Jet A, prop_fle, methane, and hy-
drogen fuels. Although propane appears to have many desirable properties as illus-
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trated in table XII-1, it has not been eoneidured seriously as a _el_or aircraft.
One reason is that at present propmle lea byproduct of petroleum proeeesln_ plant_,
and large scale production of propane would require major phtflt clz_ge_ or con-

struction of new pl_ts. Probably more important 1_ the fact that prOpane vapor l_

heavier them air;therefore, when a _plll occurs the vapor h_ at [_round level and
provided a safety hazard. In the c_tseS of methane and hydroi_en, ti_ vapor den_lties
are less than that of air, and the vapor soon disperses into the atmosphere _/ter a

spill. The huzard is thereby dcsreasetl.

LiquidMethaneforSupersonicTransport

Mission analyses, as reported in references g to _, h_ve shown that the payload
or direct op0ratin_ cost of a supersonic transport could be appreciably improved by
using liquid methane as fuel in pl_ce oLthe more conventional Jet A _el. The gains

that can be obtained depend on the type ot engine used in the aircraft, the mission,
and tl_e noise constraints. It there were no noise constraints_ the direct 0perafln_

cost or payload could be improved by more than 30 percent by switchiflg from Jet A

to liquid methane as a fuel. With noise constraintS, which must be considered for
commercial aircraft, the improvement in payload or direct operating cost is re-

duced; but the benefits are enough superior to those for Jet A fuel th_ it is worth-
while to continue research on the problems relating to the application of methatie
fuel to supersonic cruise aircraft. The gains in a/retail performance are dtie to

:: primarily two factors. FirSt, liquid methane has approxim_ttely 18 percent fdore

energy per pound of fuel than Jet A fuel. Second, the heat sink o_ methane can be up
71 times that of the Jet A fuel. Thin high heat si_ capacity is very useful forto tSh
ga

speed aircraft for cooling the engine components such as the tt_bine, cooling the lu-
bricating oiland hydraulic fluid, and for controlling temperatures in the passenger t
cabin. Using the methane heat sink for reducing turbine cooling air temperattzre call

substantially reduce the amount of compressor air that must be bled from the engine
for turbine cooling. This reduction in compressor air bleed can significantly fin-

prove the engine performance.
There are also a number of probleius involved with u_in_ liqbtd methane as an

aircraft fuel. The most significant problems requiridg research at@ the following:

(1) Fuel storage in aircraft
(_) Combustor development
(3) Engine fuel control and pumpin_ eyst_m

(4) Ground handling and storage in large quantities

(5) Impact on aircraft size_ drag, and design 1
!
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(6) Future methane cost and Worldwide availahitity
ResearchispresentlyunderwayatNASA LewisResearchCenteron thefirst

threeitems. RosuRs ofthisresearcharediscussedlaterinthispaper. Investlga_

tionS of the remaining three items are expected to be conducted in the future. Some

discussion of these remaining three items is required, however, There If_conslder_

able exporlenco with the ground handling of liquid methatm gas, Liquid natural gas

(about9a percent mettmne),whichisproO_cectinsignificant quantitiesinNorth

Africa, Is transported by ship to various p_trts of the World. At the unloading o_'eas,

itisstoredin varioustypesoffacilities,primarilyinabove-groundinsulatedtanks.

Th0 handlingand storageproblemsof liquidz_tethane(orliquidmtturalgas)forair-

craft could bO somewhat different, For some airport locations in the world, the

mOUmnewould probably be stored as a cryogenic liquid and could be piped to and
pumped into the waiting aircraft. For other locations, it may be desirable to pipe

the methane in the form of n_tural gas to the airport. At the airport a liquiflcation '.
plant could produce the liqtd_l methane which would b0 supplied to the aircraft. Xn-

vestlgations are required to determine tits teclmologieal and tin,racial effects that !

the use of cryogenic fuels would have on airport fuel handling problems.

The use of liquid methane fuel will have a significant effect on the aircraft de- i

sign, Liquid methane has a density _tbout on,-half that of conventional Jet A fuels, i.
As a result, the steroids of Liquid methane in the aircraR would require increased _

tank volume; therefore, aircraR size would probably increase. This increased size

could affect the aireraR drag characteristics and could diminisll some of the gains i

resultin_ from switching to liquid methane aS a fuel. An investigation is also re-
quired on the structural problems that would be involved by storing _tcryogenic fuel I

with a temperature of approximately 4]60 ° F in an aircra_ where the outside struc-
ture of the aircraft would be heated to temperatures between 400° and 750° F (de=

pending on the flight Mach number) by aerodynamic heating. The thermal distortion t
problems that result from these large temperature differences require a detailed
design study.

Preliminary investigations have been made on the proJected cost and wo/'ldwide

availability of liquid methane ff it were to be used for a supersonic transport fleet.
These preliminary investigations indicated the cost to be competitive or probably _

loWer than that for Jet A fuel in most of the world's airports. This preliminary in- !_

vestigation was conducted prior to the current concern over the possible shortage of f

h

fossil fuels for both household and industrial needs. As a result, a fttrtl_er tnvesti- l_
gallon is required on the feasibility of using liquid methane for a worldWide fleet_o'f .....

supersonic transport aircraft.

Supersonic transport aircraft show the greatest advantages from switching from
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Jet A fuel to liquid methane, primarily bet 'ass of the need for a largo heat mink ca-

pacity re_ultlng from both turbine cooling r tulrements and aerodynamic heat input.

In addition, the. number of airports in the Wt_ td that would have '_o _upply llqUi_

methane would be more 'limited thorn if the ft_e, were to be used _or other airc_t.

There are _ome advantage_, h_veyer, to u_Int_liqtgd metlmne in subsonic aircraft

_tnd in helieoptor_. The engine tread for tho_e ::_reraft Is toWArd higher turbine in-

let temperatures. With the higher inlet tempe_a__re_ the heat slnk capacity ot li¢luld

metlmne can he used very _dv_ntagoously to lowo_ turbine cooling _r temperature

and thu_ reduce the quantity _f air required. The _ mailer cooling air quantities ira°

prove engine performance. The higher heating yah ,__of liquid metl-,_.ne, compared to

Jot A fuel. lfl al_o _n advantage. Although thiB dtee,_:_elon on liquid methane refers

most specifically to _uporsonic transport aircraft, m.,_t of tile research being con-

ducted is equally applicable to subsonic aircraft and h_'teopter use.

LlquldHydrogenforSpaceShtle

For cnnventional subsonic and supersonic air,raft wifl _ts _urbine engines,

liquid hydrogen probably would not be considered as a suita_,_e f,_l. The primary

reason is that it has an extremely low density, less than one-_en_i_ that of convene

tionalJet A fuel. This low density creates a very difficult Stc_age problem in con-

ventional aircraft. A second reason is that hydrogen has very _vit_=flammability

, limits. The danger of ignition and explosion wo_Id be si_nlflca,_.' i_ normal everyday

use. The space shuttle presents a unique application for liqtdd ,_i_dr,_,_;enas a fuel

for airbreathing enginss. The space shuttle will use liqtiid hydrc_ez_ as a fuel for

the propulsion rockets, Therefore, hydrogen will already be avaI_,:_ in the vehicle.

The plans for the space shuttle call for airbreathing propulsion in _, _ _coverable
?

booster and recoverable orbital vehicles. These engines would be t:_ to obtain the

required cross range and to have the capability for go-around at the _._ort upon

landing. Using hydrogen that is already in the aircraft eliminates the _:q_:essity of

providin.g separate tanks and fuels for these engineS. Another advantt_-:e _ hydrogen

is that it has more than 2_2times as much energy pet pound of fuel aS _,)a,.vntional
Jet A fuel. These combined effects could result in eztrter a vehivle with r,_dtieed

weight or increased payload if the return airbreathing propulsion iS req_i ,,ed.

Because of the limited locations where liquid hydrogen will be used ie_ _space

shuttles, and the fact that provisions will already require supplying liquid _i:drogen

into the vehicle, there are fewer problems that require investigation in th_ _.pplica-

tion of liquid hydrogen to the airbreathtng engines tlum there are for liquit _ :.,_tluhie.

The only problems that appear to require investigation are
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: (1) Combustor deVelopmen_

(2) Engine fuel control and pumping system

The combustor development is expected to be a minor problem because hydrogen
is a_extremely reactive fuel and burns easily. NACA conducted tests on gas turbine
engines burning hydrogen in the late 1950's. These tests were conducted both in

ground test engines and flight test engines. These tests did not thoroughly investi-
gate the liquid hydrogen pumping problems nor engine transient operation. As a re-

suit, additional research is required on engine fuel control and the liquid hydrogen
pumping systems. This research is presently underway at NASA Lewis Research
Center.

HEATSINKUTILIZATION

Two methods of uSing the heat sink of cryogenic fuels are shown in figures XII-2

and XII-3. Figure XII-2 is a result of an analytical study on the heat eXchangers re-
quired to reduce the cooling air temperature for-an engine that can be uSed in a

Mach 3 transport aircraft. This engine would hav_ a takeoff atrflc_ of 475 pounds

per second. TWo heat exchangers would be uSed for reducing cooling air tempera-
tures. These heat exchangers would be annular in shape and wrapped around the

inner and outer diameters of the combustors. The dimensions of the heat _changers
are shown in figure XIi-2. The heat exchangers are quite small and Would have very '
little effect on the overall engine dimenSions. The combined weight of the two heat
exchangers is less thafl l percent of the en_e weight. Wlfl_ heat exchangers of this

' size the cooling air temperature could be reduced more than 400° F. T_s rethtct_on

":"::":,i results In a Significant reduction incooling ail_lC_v. The amount of coOling airflow
' i reduction is dependent on the turbine inlet temperature level and the method of cool-

ing used in the turbine. Reductions of at least 50 percerit In the coolant flow re- r

quirements are easily possible with a 400° F tempera_re reduction of the cooling
air.

Figure XII-3 illustrates a dirett covting application using cryogenic fuels.
Paper VIii by Beheim et al. discusses the research conducted on air cooling an ex-

haust plug nozzle. Approximately 3.5 percent o_ the comPreSsor 9Al'flow is required ....;
to air cool the exllauSt nozzle under afterburiitng conditions. ,-'

Calculations have been made on direct cooling a plug nozzle using Jet A fllel. Ifl
this case, the fuel would be circulated tllrou_ small tubes bra_,eti to the int%rnal

surface of the plug nozzle. The temperature rise ofthe Jet A fuel is aPl_i_okifimtely
560° F using this method of cooling. A tempeimtttre rise of this magnitude cbu|d
result in fuel coking, which could create some problems in long-tei'm operation. It
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may be feasible, however, to periodically remove the carbon that has formed in a

mariner similar to that used in self-cleaning ovens. The plug nozzle would be oper-

ated at a temperature of approximately 1200 ° F with air passing through the fuel

tubes. At thin temperature the carbon would oxidize and the tubes would be cleaned.

This operation Could be performed by running the engine without afterburning.

Research was conducted with AiResearch Malmfacturing Company (contract

NAS1-5002) under the sponsorship of the NASA Langiey Research Center (ref. 5) to

investigate the direct cooling of surfaces of hypersonic cruise vehicles with methane
i

and with hydrogen. The results of this in_estigation showed thata configuration (see

inset in fig. XII-3) could be successfully used for cooling panels with methane or hy-

drogen at heat fluxes equivalent to those in the exhaust no_'zle of an alrbreathing on-

., gino under afterlmrning conditions. The methane temperature rise for direct Cool- ;
• tng, using the quantity of fuel that would be burned in the afterburner, would be !:

650 ° F. The resulting final fuel temperature would be Sufficiently low that no coking :

would be expected. If hydrogen wore used as a coolant, the _emperature rise would

be only 310 ° F. There are no coking problems at any temperature level With hydro-

gen. Under some conditions, however, material problems could develop from hy-

drogen diffusion and embrittlement, and from surface decarburization.

An analytical investigation was also conducted (ref. 6) to investigate the f_aSi-

bfifty Of direct cooling starer vanes of the turbine using either hydrogen or methane

as the coolant. This stator vane Cooling method results in a somewhat complex con-

.. struction problem in order to keep _.'._m overcooling the vane outer _urfaces. Inter-

hal coolant tubes were separated from the vane shell by means o_ loW thermal con-

ductivity metal fibers that provided adequate, lint not e_Cessive, conductioh betWeen

the fuel tubes and the outer shell. The results ot the inve_Ligation show that the

" cooling would be feasible ff the vane did not have a long thin trailing edge. The

trailing edge region was the only region which Was difficult to cool. The problem in ,,

the trailing edge is in providing adequate coolant passages into the thin cross section.

CRYOGENICFUELSYSTEM

A research program is unde_ay to invesflgaf_ the fttel systen_ for liquid

methane and liquid hydrogen fueled engines uiider realistic operating conditions.

.. The fuel systems are being designed and fabricated under cohtraCt (I_AS_J-14_19) _

; with the General Electric Company. These fu_l systems will theri be iflstalled on aft l

experimental engine and tested in the altitude test facility at the NASA Lt_is Re-

search Center. Figure XII-4 presents a schematic illust_ttion of the cryogenic fuel I

systems that will be investigated. The four heavy boxes in figure _I_-4 illust/_ethe 1
!

/
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components that are similar for conventional fuel systems and for cryogenic fuel
systems. Thesecommon (inprinciple)elementsincludeboostpump, heatexchang-

ersforthehydraulicfluidand theengineoil,and enginecombustor. For thecryo-

genicfuelsystems,particularlya methanesystemfora supersoniccruiseaircx_tft,

additim_tlheatexchangerswouldbe utilized.A heatexchangerwouldprobablybe

used for controlling the air temperature in the passenger cabin. (A secondary heat
exchange medium would probably be used between the methane and cabin air to en-

sure against methane leakage into the cabin in the event of a _eat exchanger leak. )
Two additional heat exchangers would be utilized for reducing the cooling air temper-
atur_ for the turbine. These heat exchangers would be similar to those shown in
figure XII-2.

One of the most significant changes in the fuel system would be in the fuel pump.
Conventional Jet A fuel systems use a pump that bypasses excess fuel back to the

pump inlet. Such an arrangement is not feasible with cryogenic fuels, because /
i'

partofthefuelwouldvaporizeandthepump wouldbecome vaporlocked. _
l,

For theexperimentalfuelsystemthatistobe usedintheNASA investigation, !_

a variable speed vane pump wiU be used. Such a pump has been constructed, and i_

pumpingtestswithliquidhydrogenhavebeenstarted.The pump operationissaris- __

factory, but not enough experience has been gained to establish pump durability. !_
Past experience in cryogeni_ fuel pumps for flight applications have been limited to l,_

a few hours of use. Moat of these applications have been for space vehicle boosters,
and long Life has not been a requirement. For aircraft use, pump life would have to _i

be inexcessofI000hours. ItisexpectedthatconsiderabledevelopmentwilLbere-
quiredbeforesuchpump lifecanbe obtained.

The fuel control system is also more complicated than it is for a Jet A _ueled '_

engine.The cryogenicfuelwouldbe meteredinthevaporstateintothecombustor. 1i

Meteringinthislocationwouldbe requiredtoobtainadequateengineresponsetime. _ ?
The fuelcontrolmust alsocontroltheamount o_liquidfuelt_mtispumped so the !0.
quantityoffuelpumped matchesthequantityoffuelmeteredtotnecombttstor.The

fuelsystemtobe investigatedintheNASA investigationisstillinthedesignstage; '
consequently,no experimen_tlresultsare available.

FUELSTORAGEtNTHEAIRCRAFT

SaturatettMethaneFuel

Liquid methane can be stored in either the saturated or subcoo|ed state, Thb
saturated fuel state 1_ that which occurs when the fuel is at its boiling temperatui'e.

t
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This is the equilibrium state of liquid methane fuel and is therefore the state in

which the fuel can be more easily handled. It wou,d be desirable if the fuel could be

used In thle state in the aircraft from the _tandpolnt of ground handling problemS.

A disadvantage of using saturated fuel is that heat addition or reduced vent pressure

(such as occurs with increased altitude) causes fuel boiloff.

The amount of beiloff that could occur Is shown In figure XII-5. This figure i

shows boiloff as a function of altitude for tWo tank vent press_tros. If the tank were !

vezJ_ed to ambient pressure, the figure shows that by the time the aircraft had

climbed to 70 000 feet, which wottld be a likely cruise altitude f,_r a Mach $ aircraft,

the boiloff would be approximately 12 percent of the initial fuel weight l_ tile tank.

Conventional tanks can Withstand some pressurization. If these tanks could be

pressurized to 4 pounds per squar_ inch above the _.nlbiertt pressure, the botloff at

the end of the climb to V0 000 feet would be 8 percent. This boiloff is still excessive

and would eliminate much of the gain that could be obtained by swtt_hing from con-

ventional Jet A fuel to liquid methane.t

The boiloff resulting from cl_nge in altitude could he eliminated if the tanks

were designed to wit_ an internal pressure of 1 atmosphere, but botloff could

still occur due to aerodynamic heating. Figure XII-6 illustrates the tank weights

that would be obtained for a number of different ty_S of tanks designs capable of

withstanding an internal pressure of 15 pounds pe_ square inch gage (psig). These

results were obtained from references 7 to 9 for wing and fuselag_ t_ks. The or-

dinate in figure XII-6 iS the tank weight as a fraction of the fuel weij_ht _oni_ined
J

within the tank. The abscissa is the tank volUme as a fraction of the total available

volume within the cavity in the fuselage or the wing where the tank would be located.

Each data point is the result of a design Study of a l_rticular c0nfigurattoll. It is

desirable to llave the ratio of tank volume to available volume as high as possible

:_, since methane fuel density is low. All aval_ble volume in spaces allocated to fuel

tanks would be required for fuel storage. Th_ r_suits _hown ih fl_e XII-_ indicate _
that with reasonable ratio_ of tank wlume to available volume the fuselage tank

weights, including the weight of th_ insul_.tton, would be o_ the ol'der oi $ percent of

the fuel weig_ft contained. The wing t_ will be h_viet because tt_ey have a le_s _
favorable surface to volume ratio. The wing htnk weigh_ can be of the order of 5 to

6 percent of the fuel contain_d Within th_ wing tankS. The ir_tiSn accounts ior

approximately one-thi_'d o_ the welgh_ shown lot" both fuselage and _Vlng t_ts.

These tank weights are consistef_t with the values asst_med in _he n_ssioh anAlySes

that shoWed the gai_.s to be obtained l_y swi(ching to _etl_ane fuel from conVe_ti0nai :
Jet A fuel.

There is an advantage to d_si_ling the _ to _ithstand _i'essures greater tli_m

15 psig. These greater pres_ui'es would reduce fuel _0i_off due to aetodyna_dic heat-

i
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tng, The results presented in references 7 and 8 show that for Some tank construc-
tion methods the weight penalty for tanks designed for 30 pslg is only slightly greater
than those deslgn_l for tank pressures of IS pslg because the minimum g_tge require-
meats for tank walls established the Weight of the t_lks rather than wall stresses.

SubcooledMethane

A liquid is subcooled ff its temperature iS below the boiling temperature, The

heat stn_ is increased by using subcooled methane instead of saturated methane, If _U
the methane were subeooled approximately 25° F at 1 atmosphere pressure, its vapor

pressure would be lower than that which would occur at the high altitude cruise point
with tanks Vented to 4 psJ aboVe ambient pressure. As a result, the problem of boll-
off due to increasing altitude could be eliminated by uSing subcooled fuel and only _i
moderate tank pressurization. Subcooled fuel introduces new problems, however, i

Ground h_ndling is _ompllcated by the need for add_l refrigeration equipment to keep _i;

the fuel cooled to a temperature lower than the boiling temperature. A more serious i

problem, however, is the reduced vapor pressure of the fuel when it is subcooled, i,:"
Storing the fuel in a tank, where the fuel vapor pressure is less than ambient atmo- t!
spllertc pressure, leads to the rtsl_ of tank collapse unless the tank iS pressurized to
keep the pressure inside the tank at least equal to the pressure external to the tank.
There is a problem _indiftg a suitable preSsuritnt lot" liquid methaxte that is insoluble
and noncondenstble at liquid methane temperature. Helium would be a suitable pres-

surant, but ff Hquid methane were to be uSed as a fuel for a worldwide fleet of super-
sonic transportS, the world's supply of helium may be inadequate. Nitrogeh _¢o_ld
Seem to be a suitable pressurant, but nitrogell goes into solution in liquid methan_ in
excess of 11 weight peeeent at 25° F subeooling (ref. 10). A possible method of

using liquid nitrogen as a pressur_mt will be presented later, v

Another problem invol_,ed tn the use of sUbcooled methane is to get the methane

into the aircraft tanks in a subcooled state. The tanks Will normally be warm as the

result o! aerodynamic heating. These tanks must then be cooled by the fuel loaded
into the tanks. If the fuel iS in a subcooted state when it is lo_ded t_ the tavd_S, some
or all of this subcooling will be eliminated by cooling the tanks. This problem has

been investigated under a NASA eontt_tct (NAS$-12411) With Martt_ M_Hetta Corpo_'-
alton in Denver. The results of part of this investigation are Sl_J_wnin figure XII-'/.

This figure shows the quafltity of stlbcoole_t fuel to b_ lo_ded l_to a tank (t_tnkinitially '
at room temperatttre) to obtain a fuel bulk tempera_re app_ohching the supply tern- ,,
perature. The tank us_ in the experimetits was one that represented a wing tank for
a supersonic ctmise vehicle, including the insulation system. It can be seen in figure l/

,I
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XII-7 that when the tank became initially filled the amount of subcooling of the bulk

fuel in the tank was only one-half the subeooling of the supply fuel, The fuel sup-

plied to the tank was continued with the excess fuel being flowed ¢_utof the tank vent
and into other tanks. Figure XII-7 shows that somewhat in excess of tWo volumes !

of tank fuel were required before the bulk temperature of the fuel approached that of i

th_ supply temperature. Having to supply tWice as much fuel to an aircraft and re-
eireul,_te it in order to cool all the fuel to the required temperature would be a prob-
lem in ground handling that should be avoided if at all possible.

GelledandSlushMethane

Possible solutions to the problems of nitrogen solubility in subcooled methane

and the tank cooling problem can be Obtained by first gelling the methane to decrease
the convection currents and then partially freezing the methane to make a mixture
that provides a larger heat sink. AeroJet Liquid Rocket Company is presently in-
vestigating (NASA contract NAS3-14305) methods of getting liquid methane. The re-

suits obtained to date have indicated that adding 1_ weight percent of water to the
liquid methane in the form of extremely fine ice crystals results in _tgelled solution.
Tests conducted with subcooled gelled methane have shown that nitrogen solubility is

• almostcompletelyeliminatedunderbothstaticand sloshingconditionsfortimepe- '.

rlodsconsistentwithaircraftstorage.

• FigureXII-8 showsapproximately500 cubiccentimetersofgelledmefhr,neina

g_ss Dewar. Itisobservedthatgelledmethaneismilkyinappearance,whereas

: normalliquidmethaneisas clearas unpollutedwater. FigureXII-8shows gasbub-
bles suspended in the gelled methane, which indicates there is a lack of mobility.

Thislackofmobilityundoubtedlyexplainswhy nitr,Jgensolubilityislow. The nitro- ?
genprobablystillgoesintosolutionatthemethanesurface,butduetothemixing

currentsbeingessentiallyeliminatedinthegelledmethane,onlythesurfacebe-
comes saturatedand solubilitydoesnotoccurintherestOfthemethanewithinthe

timeperiodsexpectedfor supersonictransportflight.

Experimentshavenotas yetbeen conductedon partiallyfreezinggelledmethane i
toprovidegelledslush.R wouldbe expected,however,t_'gellingwillstablll_e

the slush so that a homogeneous mixture will occur. In loading slush methane into a _
tank, the tank will be cooled by melting the slush. It 50 weight percetlt of the _eth- :/

ane were frozen to form slush, the heat sink o_ the alvsh Would be equivalent to a_oUt _ _

12° F of subcooling. This much of a heat sink is likely to be enough to ee.ol the tanks
during filling. The methane will then be left in a subcooled state, and the leading

problemwillbe simplified.

i
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MethaneTankInsulation

Insulation systems for methane tat_ are being investigated under NASA con- i
tract NAS3-12425 with the Martin M_rtetta Corporation in Dezwer for both internal !

and exterr_t Insulation systems. Figure XII-9 illustrates the internal insulation _ys-

tern under investigation, in tiffs system the insulation iS placed inside the tank. A _:
unique feature of this insulation is that there are no pressure forces on the insula- v
tion. This elimination of pressure forces results from perforations in the Kapton
film covering the insulation. These perforations permit the methane contained in
the tank to permeate the insulation system. The methane that permeates into the in-

terior is quickly vaporized. The surface tension of methane provides _t liquid-vap0r

interface at the film perforation. The minimum thermal conductivity of this type of

insulation system is that of the methane vapor. Tiffs conductivity is low enough to
be satisfactory for storage of liquid methane in an aircraft. It is also satisfactory

for storage of other cryogenics, such as liquid hydrogen in Space boosters. I_

The components of the insulation system shown in figure XII-9 include a poly- 1•
imide flexcore filled with fiber glasS. The tibet glass essentially eliminateS meth- _:
ane vapor convection currents, which would increase the heat flux through the inBu-

lation. The fiber gla_ is also opacffied to radiation by either coatir,g the fiber glass !_

filaments with aluminum or mixing small aluminum particles in with the fiber glass, i!
Tiffs opaciflcation to radiation is required to obtain an effective insulation system _

when the external surface is heated to temperatures of the order of 400° to 700° F

by aerodyannflc heating, i;!1_
Also shown in figure XII-9 is a scri_ cloth, which is used as a bontiing aid be- I_

tween the polyimide flexcore and the tank wall.

This internal insulation system is still trader development and only preliminary
: results have been obtained. The results obtained thus far have been encouraging, v

and it appears that the system can be used in the future after development is com-
plete.

Calculations have been made of the boiloff that would b_ obtained from iflSulo.ted

methane tanks (r_s. 11 and 12). It is expected that these redults wo_d be applica-

ble to the insulation system shown in flgul'e XII-9. The bargr_tphs in ilL,tire XII-10
show methane boiloff as a fraettori of the htitial fuel weight contained in fuSelage_

tanks for various instllation tlfieknesse$, tahk Veht pressures, anti initial methane

temperatures. It is shown that with a tank pressurized tO 15 pSia, an insulation
thickness of t inch will result in a b_iloff bf approxitn_Lely g. 5 percent of the initial '
fuel weight. As Would b¢ .zpected, the boiloff is approximatel_ inVers_|y pl_opor- _',
tional to the insulation thickness. The figure also shows that ff the tank could wi_h-
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stand a pressurization of 30 pj_l__boiloff could be essentially eliminated with 1 inch
of insulation.

F|_re XII-IO also llh'Strates the boiloff encountered with two different amounts

of subcooling using 1 inch of insulation and the tank at a vent pressure of 4 psi _reat-
el" th_n ambient pressuce. Thts portion of (he fl_re sht_vs that if 25° of initial sub-
cooling could be obtained, the bollaff would be less than would oeeur if _aturated

methane were stored in a tardcpressurized to 15 psia. The figure shows, however,
that the amount of subcooling obtained is very ez'ltlcal. If only gO0 of subceoling ..,
were obtained, the bolloff would be greater than for the pressurized tadks. As il-

lustrated in figure XII-7, it may be difficult to get the amount of subcooling that iS
desired. As a result, considerable research is still required to determine if ade-
qu_tte subcooling could be utilized in all'craft tanks.

Figure XII-10 shows boiloff results to_ fuselage tanks. The boiloff for wing

tanks is slightly lessJ.J_an that for ftmelage tanks because the pilot would probably
' eXpend fuel from the wing tanks firSt. Th_se tanks would therefore be emptied dur- _

ing the first half of the mission. Boiloff stops when the tanks become dry. The total :o

botloff for both fuselage and wing tanks for a typical Mach 9.. _ supersonic transport _,
mission amounts to less tlwn 9. percent of the total fuel contained in the aircraft, il
Calculations in reference 12 indicate that if the flight Mach number were increased

to 3.5 for the identical insulation system, the total fuel boiloff would increase to only '
9..25 percent of the initial fu_l contained in the aircraft. !i

!
i

METHANECOMBUSTORS
! ,

_ '/ Research has been conducted using swirl can co_ors with methafl_ as _tfuel _

at NASA Lewis Research Center. The swirl _ combtt_ors, illustrated in figures _ t
XII-11 and XII-12, are _imilar to those discussed in paper IV by Grobman eLal. arid
in references 13 and 14. Combdstion effici_ney _ J_'e presented in figure XII-I$, |

which shows that Combustion offlcienCies of approximately 100 percent c_mbeo_aJ_ed I

at refer'enos velocities of th_ c_'der of _0 to 90 feet per s_ond. Re_r_nce _;eiociti_s I_
/ of this magnitude are consistent with low p_es_re loSse_ in _iret_tft cbn_blstorS, i

Combtmtion efficiencieS _ceediflg 100 percent, Shown in figure X]I-I$, reset from

uncertainties in temperature ri_e nie_sttrements. ' _ I_

,, Th_ figure also shows that the co_tbusUO_lefficiency iS influenced by the te_pet_" _!
atur_ of the methane _hterin_ the eombustor. Durin_ sUpersoni_ cruise, f_ metJ_ie !
will be he,tiedto teflzperature_ U_hveen600° an_ 1_000F; therefore, high conibdstton i
efficiencles can be expected. DU_lrlgthe limited operatiogl of _n_h_ stai_ip, idle,
and letdown at subsonic speeds, the metltan_ entertnlj th_ co_bu_tof could be at a

' I//
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lower temperature. For thene conditions spree penl_Ity in combustion efficiency is

likely to occur, It appears, however, that combtmtlon efficiency in a properly de-
signed methane combustor need not be a problem.

Flgtlre XII-14 shows blowout limits for two types of combustors u_ing Jot A arid

methane as fuels. The blowout limits are not saiiafactory for either combuator, but
the primary conclusion drawn from fl_re XII-t4 i_ that th_ blowout limits for moth-

ano are inferior to those for Jet A. It IB indicated, therefore, that rnoeareh will
have to continue on obtaining combuators with adequate blowout Limits for"metlmne.
The actual fuel used to obtain the data in figures XlI-13 and XlI-14 was natural gas.

Natural gas contains approximately 93 per'cent metlmne. The results are expected

to be the same as if pure methane were used.

CONCLUSIONS

It can be concluded from the investigations that there are no insurmountable ]

problems for utilizing either liquid methane or liquid hydrogen as fuels for aircraft i

gas turbine engines. Additional combustion research is required for liquid methane
primarily to improve the blowout limits at high altitude, i

Engines have been run at NASA and at aircraft engine plants with both methane
and hydrogen as fuels during the last 15 years. There is no question that engines !i

can run on these fuels. More research is required, howuvm., on the fuel control i¢i
and pumping system_ where the liquid methane or ftydroge__.iS pumped in the Liquid !;

state, vaporized and superheated in heat exdhangers, _nd them metered in the vapor
state to the combxmtor. CtTogenlc pumps that will hi,re ad_luate life for long time _
afrcraft operation will undotlbtedly be a development pr,lblem. ,._

Investigations have not been made of overall aired'aft problems resulting from t
using liquid methane as a fuel. This low density, cryogenic fuel will affect aircraft

size, drag, and the StrUctural design requirements to accommodate the large tem-

perature differences between aircraft structure adjacent to the liquid methane and
the outside aircraft surfaces which a_e subject to ael'odvnamtc heating.

Methane fuel availability and cost are thought to be satisfactory for a,trcraft use, !
but recent forecasts of possible shortages of fossil fu_ls make it nevess_try to ilwes- i!

ttgate further the availability aitd cost. 1
The ground handling of liquid methane fuel at efforts tVouldbe fal' d/ff_rent

from the pl'es_nt ground handling ff/etltods used ior 3st A.fu_l. AS a _'tsult, there

V_ouidbe sight/leant changes to th_ airport fuel Bupply systems, ahd healthy liquid
methane liquefaction plants migM be required.
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There is no aasuranee at this time that liquid methane fuel will be used in future

_upersonic transports. It appears, however, that there are no great problems in-
hibiting its u_e. It is quite possible that the advantagea gained due to its higher

heatin_ value, reasons.hie oost, and _reater heat sink might ml_ke future _jupersonic
transports more _ttraetive than those using conventional Jet A fuels.
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TABLE XII-I, - COMPA I_ON OF FUEL PROPERTIES
" L .. .

" Jet A Propane Methane IHydrogen
L ,. . . ,.-: , ........... ,.... i .,' . .",

Hydrogen-carbon ratio 0. te 0. _U 0. aa -,

tteating value, Btu/lb 18 600 19 700 _1 100 49 900

Limiting u_o ton,porature, °F 400 a_o 1850 -
Heat _t_, Btu/lb

To Umlting use temperature 175 705 1820 ">7000
To 1000° F 700 820 1085 4950

Boiling temperature, OF 850 -44 -259 -423
Density, lb/ft 3 50.5 36,2 26. (} 4.4
Flammable limits, 52 to 400 [_1 to 280 46 to 104 14 to 250

percent Stotchlometric
t

Relative cost per Btu I. 0 a0, 8 to. I. 0 a0.8 to I. 0 6
, ,, . ,,

aEstimates based on available information.

' FUEL PROPERTYTRENDS

,ll T !.. ... _,xus_,_, H-I___,,__j_ Lj_LL_ ,.,

.2 .4 0 .2 :4 _ t
H/CB

CS-5661Z

Figure XII-1
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•' POSSIBLEHETHANE HEAT EXCHANGERINSTALLATION

COMPRESSORDISCHARGE-16520R

/ COOLINGAIR TEMPERATURE.12360R

t_--13. @,--_1//-23 LB

IV_ 0.4,, _:_r_ l
- _co_u.o_,.,,,__ :

C8-51878

FigureXII-2

EXHAUST NOZZLE COOLING

f

OGENICCOOLANT

AIR 3o_ COMPRESSORFLOW
JETA 560o F TEMPRISE
METHANE 6500F TEMPRISE

CS-S6694 HYDROGEN310° F TEMPRISE
z

FigureXlI-3
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SCHEHATIC OF A CRYOGENIC FUEL 8-Y-BTEH

I FUEL I .___COOLING I" I_G'NE I

,,"i ICONTROL][ 18 AIRHX ICOMeUSTOR
r J

VAPOR
FUEL

THROTTLE

."" COOLING
:. AIRHX

1 HEATEXCHANGERBYPASSCONTROL
HXNO.1 ENVIRONMENTALCOOLING
HXNO.2 HYDRAULICOIL
HXNO,3 ENGINEOIL cs-566o4

FigureX[[-4

.- HETHANE BOILOFF
, . FROH REDUCED TANK PRESSURE _"

'" ]2-- _ t.. 10-- TANKPRESSUR

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70XlO3
ALTITUDE,FT cs.565_

FigureXII-5
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.,_ INSULATEDMETHANE TANK WEIGHTS :-

TANKPRESSURE. 15 PSIG

_, . lOF-.
. .08/ WING ,_ ,

TANKS i,,

!I I I I I _.
.75 .SO .SP .90 .95 1.00 i'

' TAN_ VOL iT
AVAILVOL cs-_611 t

. FigureXII-6 _:

i!
LOADING8UBCOOLEDMETHANE !,

(BOILOFFAND CONDENSATIONVERYLOW) iI

. _ t

: FUEL 5 !
SUBCOOLING,

OF lO LKTEMPIN TANK i

'"-SUPPLYTEMP

=_-° _ . I I I I
0 1 2 3 4

_ TANKVOLUMESOFFUEL, ,% ,,

.o l _ I I I I I
0 10 20 30 40 50

TIME,MIN cs.s661o

FigureXII-I
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GELLED METHANE ,

/ FigureXII-8

INTERNAL. INSULATION SYSTEH

.. rKAPTON FILM,0.001-11¢THICK, _

" ONEPERFORATIONPERCELL_/

iI, / ,,-POLYIMIDEFLEXCORE,/ / _+
•.,,,- ,," FIBERGLASFILLED /,/ /

"'/,,,-SCRIM CLOTHZ/" _ Ci_ t

WALL_,, __:_'_ ii
1 l

t i;

" FIBERGLASOPACIFIEDTORADIATION / i:
WITHALUMINUMCOATINGORPARTICLESJ '_

" EXPLODEDVIEW CROSSSECTION
CS-56816 x

, FigureXII-9
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LIOUID HETHANE BOILOFF FOR H=2,7 SST HISSION
' (FUSELAGETANKS)

e04 m i

.03 - -

!ilWBO _ ........ _ ......

,02 -

.01I-_ -
/

0 i
2.9 1.0 .5 15 3) 25 20

INSULTHICKNESS,IN. VENTPRESS,PSIA DE(;SUBCOOLING,OF
15-PSIAVENTPRESS,l-IN. INSULTHICK, AMB& 4-PSI

' SATURATEDMETHANESATURATEDMETHANE VENTPRESS
cs-566os I'IN. INSULTHICK

FigureXII-lO

q

METHANE SWIRL CAN COMBUSTOR

CROSS SECTION

cs.56666
FlqureXII-11
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EXPERIMENTAL METHANE.SWIRL CAN COMBUSTOR

i•

FigureXII-2 :

=• METHANE COMBUSTOR EFFICIENCY i

f
It

.. 110-- GAS

oF
IO0--

COMBUSTIONEFF, 1

• gO _ l0

80 I I I I I I
70 80 gO 100 110 120 130

REFERENCEVELOCITY,FT/SEC
C_-56595

FlgureXII-13
,!
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XIII. ADVANCEMENTSIN BEARINGS,

SEALS, AND LUBRICANTS

ErwinV. ZaretskyandLawrenceP. Ludwig"/_ 7 _..'. ]. 9 4 _ _ _,,
q

Advances in airbreathing turbojet engines have dictated that bearing mate-

rials and lubricants operate at higher temperatures, higher spells, and higher--

loads. The first generation sUpersoni_ transport (SST) turbine engine main-shaft !
bearings will operate at a bearing temperature of 42B° F and a maximum speed of '_

1. _ million DN. It is anticipated that more advanced engine,designs may require i
bearings to operate at temperatures between 5000 and 6500 F and speeds Of ap-

proximately 2 millloll DN. Pl'oje_ti0n of th_se trends would pl'edict beai.ing tern- ,:ii
peratures to 600 ° F and bearing speeds of $ to 4 million DN, which would pl,oduee I:i:

higher bearing operating stresses (fig. XlII-1). i

Aircraft gas turbine engines have man-shaft seals to restrict gas leakage ;.

into the bearing _ompartments (sumps). Various types of shaft seals are used; r,
some engines use labyrinth seals ezcluSively; others use face ahd/or circum- i

i.ferential type contact seals. Labyrinth seals have the diSadVantageS of high leak- _,:

_- age rates and associated debris passage; leng operating life attd reliability _tre ii
, the chief advantages as compared to rubbin_ contact iv,-- seals. The contact seals i, '

" ",' have low leakage capability but are limited in pres_.,,e differential and Speed be- '_i'
,_, cause of rubbing contact. For conventional contact seals, current limits are
,, sealed pressure differential _,ear 125 psi, sliding speed of 350 feet per second, _ ,

and sealed gas temperature of 800 ° F (ref. I).

Main-shaft seal conditions are shown in figure XIII-2. In 19r/0 the require-

ments are sliding speeds of approximately 400 feet per Second With air pressures.

of a#proximately 250 psi and gas tsmpbratures of approximately i000 ° F0 It is

predicted that future requirements will be sliding speeds in the range of 500 to

, 600 feet per second, air pressures o_ 400 to B00 l_i, and al/" tenlperatoreS near
1400 ° F.

The wo_k reported herein is a st/_tnal_y of the rollittg-elemen{ beliriitg and

seal state of the art with emphasis on NASA contributiohs to solving problems en-

countered in advanced airbreathing turbojet engines.
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ROLLIN "ELEMENTBEARINOs
i

In order t_ _sure proper bearing operation at elevated temperatures, a lubrJ_

cant film Is required to separate the contacting components. This is illustrated in
fi_lre XIH_a. A bail or railer is in contact With a su_tce. The b_l deforms ben

cause oi the force which is placed on It and the elaStic properties Of the material.
Underdynamicconditionsand-withtheIntroductionofa lubrlcantpa fllrn,which

is referred to a8 au ela_tohydrody_amic (EHD) film (due tQ the elastic deforma-
tion of the material and the hydrodyn_tmic action of the lubricant), i_ formed be-

tween the two sudaeos (rOL 2). This film, which is generally dependent on lu_

brtcaat base stock and viscosity, is of the order t)f 6 to 10 millionths of _tnInch
thick at elevated temperatures (rot. $).

A commonly accepted minimum tolerable hardness for bearing componehts _.

iS Rockwell C 5ft. At a hardness below this value, brin_tling of the boarh_g races _!i
can occur. Since hardness decreases with temperature, convent_nn_l bearing i I

materials such aS SAI_ 52100 can be used only to temperatures of about 3500 F. !i

Much effort has _oneturn developing steel alloys suitable {or nigher temperatures. _;

The addition o! elements such as molybdenum, tungsten, chromium_ and vana- ii!
dium promotes the retention of hardneSs at elevated temperatures. Other mate- _

rials which promote l_arduesS retention are al_tminum and silicon (ref. 4). !_!4'

_everal bearing alloys are available for operation between 350° and '150° F. i_:
The most common of these is AI$I M-50. Ill most turbojet applications, this ma- I_

teria[ ts used exclusively. The material has the capability of maintaining a h_trd- i_i
heSs abov_ Rocl_well C 5B to tempera_res of approximately 6000 F (ref. 4). !_

_etainers (cageS) are a much more severe problem in small-bore beari_gs i!;"
than in lar_er ones. In extreme-speed applications of nmall-bore b_arings, it is :!_

frequently necessary to use a silver-plated, semihard, tool steel retainer rather _;_
than a bronze and oil-mist lubrication rather than recircul_tting oil to reduce
churaittg lo_Ses. In large-bore bearings, retainer failure is much less common

!
than in small-bor_ bearings (re{. 4).

I

HIGH-TEMPERATURELUBRICANTSELECTION

Groups of _/_05-size (_5-mm t_oee) angular-contact bill[ be_'in_s made from
consumable-electrode vacuum-melted AIS_ M-1 steel wer_ tested with the 11 lu-

bricants (table X_-I) in a low-oxygen environff_ent (less that_ 1 percent by eel-
time). These lubricants varied with respect to baSe stock, additive content, or

...................... 00000008-TSBI0
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TABLE XIH=I, - TEST LUBRICANT PROPERTIES

Lubricant Lubricant Ba_o _tock Additive Representative

type de_tgnatian _ontent vl_coaity, c8_

100°F 210°F b600°F

Modified A Blond of throe- Nat aVail_ 90 4, _ 0, 8_

polyphonyl rin_ _mdfouro ah[o

other ring compo.,
nont_

B BlOndof throe. Not avall_ 88 6, 9 ,8_ _
t,

ring and four- ab|o

ring compo- i

.onto ii

Polyphonyl C 5P4E None $fl8 13, I 1,07

ether D 6P4_ (e) $85 13.1 l, 07
E 6PgE None 1831 24. _ 1.30

i

Est0r F Mixed polyester- Not avail- 40 8.4 1. ?0
diester able

G JDiester (c), (d), (e) Y/ 7.8 1.80

Hydrocarbon .H [Synt_letic None ,314 33 3.9 '

pa_affi_Ic oll
I Synthetic (d) 314 32 2.9

• paraffinic oil

J Superreflned (e), (d), (e) _9 8.4 1.1 1 t

naphthentc i
mineral oil . [ . ,

K Superrefined None 480 28 2. l 11,.
paraffinic ,,
mineral oil

" aManufacturers' data. ,

bEstimated.
Coxidation inhibitor.
dAntiwear additive.
eAnttfoam agent.
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vL_ce6ity at room temperature. Test conditionalincluded speed_ from 20 000 to

4{}0O0 rpm and bearin_ thru_tloads from iB0 to 9[8 pounde, which produced i/
maximum Hertzetreesesr_mgingfrom 169000to847000p_ion thebearinginner ,,,_

tree, The teat eondltion_ included outer-r_tce temperatures of 400° to dO0° F '_

(ref, 6). " i,
_ype_ of high-temperature failure modemare discussed in reference_ 0

and r/, Tl;e_e moCles can l_e eat_l_orized m_fatigue pitting, surface glazinl_ and

pitting, and Surl_tcv smearing or dvformatlen, The fati_ failures reported in
thia paper were u_oci_tted with rdore surface dieJ_re_l (t_lazin_and superficial _.,
pittl[l[_)than classical fatigue sp_ils normally experiencedunder more conven-
tional temperature envtroizmentS. An ex_tmpio of this fatigue failure is given i,_

flT_.troXIII-4. A normal appearing race run under good elastohydrodynamic
(EHD) condition8 is Shown in figure XIII-B(a) for comparison. _"_

Sttrfaco glazing, which can be present without spalling occurring, iS iilu- ._+

strated in figure XIII-6(b). Conthmed operation results in supeHlcial pitting, _ '_
shown in figure XIII-B(c) and/or wear of the rolling-element surfaces. This con- __

dttion was present in all bearings run with the various lubricants except lubri- i _
i/

cant I. The glazin{_ was more severe with the bearings teated with the polyphenyl !
ethers, which were short lived. If operation of the bearing is continued under _

the condition shown Infigure Xlll-6(c), spalllng of th_ rolling-element surface i
will occur as illustrated in figure XllI-4. References 6 and _ attribute the glaz- !_
lag phlmomenon to marginal elastohydrodynamic film thicknesses. Urtder mar- _'

ginal elaStrohydrodlnmmic lubrication, high tarigential forces can be induced !L_

which will tend to relocat_ the maximum shearing stresses closer to the surface

(ref. 8). Under these conditions, more _hallow fatigde Spalls would 10eeXpected
' than normally o_cur under complete elastohydrodynamic conditions.

It is interesting to note that, With lubricant I (the synthetic para_ftnic off

with the antiwear additive), no glazing, superficial pitting, fatig_te spl_ling, or

wear occurr_l for all 10 bearings testt_i. Each o_ these bearings was run for at
least 180 _hours. For the sam_ lubricant without the additiv_ (lubric_t H) under

the same conditions (i. e., temperatures between 5{_00at_d6000' F) _ome glazing
was observed. It is conceivable that antiwear additives will reduce the tange_tial

forces under marginal elu_ohydrodynamic conditions an{Ithus increase beax_g
life.

Another mode o_ failure at elevated temperature is that of "smearit_g." This
mode is illustrated in figure X11I_(d). Smearing manifests i_elf by gross metal _,
transfer, defori_atton, and/oi- galling of th_ rollin_-element SurfaceS. It td be-

lieved that smearing occt/rs when the condition is p_itflarily that of bounda/'y lu-

4][4 I
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brication accompanied by a high degree of sliding in the bail-race contact. This

mode of failure was dominant for those bearings which failed other than by fatigue

spailing.

Cage wear can be another failure mode in high-temperature bearing opera-

tion. Based upon work reported in references 9 and 10, cages were manufactured

from AISI M-1 material having a nominal hardness of Rockwell C 58. To further

assure minimal wear, the cages were silver plated. In all bearing tests in this

investigation, cage wear was not a mode of failure.

Lubricant oxidation can be another mode of failure (ref. 11). When a lubri-

cant starts to fail through oxidation, the result is usually formation of both sol-

.. uble and insoluble compounds that may appear as resins, Sludges, or acidic com-

pounds. The resulting effects are the following:
(1) A gr_duai rise in viscosity of the lubricant

(2) The formation of _dherent Surface deposits that may interfere in sm_ll _

clearance spaces in the hearing

(3) Corrosion or deterioration of the metal parts

(4) General dirtying of the system by Sludges or other insoluble compounds

Lubricant viscosity changes were not a problem in the tests reported in this

paper inasmuch as fresh h:brtcant was periodically added to the test rig to re-

ple_.i_h that lost because of evaporation or lesksge and because of the low-oxygen

environment in most of the tests. Consequently, bulk viscosity change was not

apparent for the lubricantS tested. In addition, corrosion or deterioration of the

: bearing elements did not occur or manifest itself with the various te_t lubricants.

This may have been due to the relatively short testing times.

Formation of sludge appeared to be a minor problem with lubricant C, the

5P4E polyphenyl ether. However, this problem could be reduced either by the

insertion of a copper screen in th _ lubricant test sump or by the addition of an _ ?

oxidation inhibitor as in lubricant D. The experience with the other polyphenyl _:

etherlubricantswas similar. Sludglngwas notincreasedby exposinglubriCantD ii

to an air environment at elevated temperattire. No deposit formations appeared

on the bearings with the polyphenyl ethers, i_

The esters had a tendency to form hard coke deposits on the bearings at

500 ° F under the low-oxygen environment. The hydrocarbons exhibited no notice-

ably hard coke formations under the low-oxygen envlrotlfnent, aRliough the fluid

became blackenedand some s]udgodepositswere evidentalterextendedrunning
at 600° F.

Based upon the failure modes discussed in this papef, the lttbricant tetnper-

ature, stress, and life limitS were estimated and al'e summarized in table XIII-2.

d
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TABLE XIII-2. - ESTIMATE OF LUBRICANT TEMPERATURE, STRESS,

AND LIFE LIMITS BASED ON OPERATION OF 7205-SIZE ANGULAR-

CONTACT BEARINGS IN A LOW-OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT

Lubricant Lubri- Estimated Estimated Estimated Apparent minimum

type cant maximum maximum llf_ po- viscosity for

designa- bearing Hertz tential at avoidance of ball-

tion operating stress, maximum race contact sur-

temper- psi temper- face damage,

ature, ature and cS

OF streSs,

(a) i

Polyphenyl A >500 >233x106 Fair 0.7 to:l. 0

ether B >550 >_0 Fair

C >600 >302 Poor

D >600 >_50 Fair b

E >600 >233 Fair iV

Ester F >500 >233×106 Good 1.5 to 1.7

G >500 >250 Good 1.5 to 1.7

Hydro- H >550 >250x106 Good 0.9 to 2.5

carbon I E >250 Excellent

J >268 Good

K >250 Good
i ill

aCompari.sou based on performance of lubricant I.
bAir environment. , '

The estimated bearing life potential was based upon the appearance and perform-

ance with the lubricant relative to the appearance and performance of those bear-

ings run with lubricant I, the snythetic paraffinic oii with the antiwear additive. .

Damage to the bearings in the form of surface distresfs and p_ttiug of the race

surfaces occurred in relatively short time periods with the polyphenyl ether lu- '

bricants. Consequently, the life potential with this family of lubricants was e_,tt-

mated to be only fair relative to the performance Of lubricant I under the respec-

t
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tire temperature and stress conditions listed. However, the bearings operated

with lubricant C, the 5P4E polyphenyl ether wlthout an oxidation inhibitor, eX-
hibited a poor life potential in the low-oxygen environment even at lower stresses
than that listed. The ester and hydrocarbon based lubricants showed good life
potential relative to lubricant I with minimal surface _tstr0ss at temperatures of
the order of 500° and 550° F, respectively, under the low-oxygen eOvtronment.

BEARINGLIFEATELEVATEDTEMPERATURE

,, Testswere conductedwithABEC-5 grade,spllt-inuer-race120-millimeter-

boreangular-contactballbearingshavinga nominalcontactangleof20°. The
innerand outerraceswere manufacturedfrom one heatofconsumable-electrode

vacuum-melted(CVM) AISIM-50 steel,andtheballswere manufactured-lroma
secondheat. The nominalRockwellC hardnessoftheballsandraceswas 83 at

room temperature.Each bearingcontained15ballsof13/16-inchdiameter.The ,.

cagewas a one-pieceouter-land-ridlngtypemade ofa nickel-basealloy(AMS

4892)havinga nominalRockwellC hardnessof33. The retainedaustenitecon-

I tent of the ball and race material was measured at less than 3 percent. TheI

inner- and outer-race curvatures were 54 and 52 percent, respectively. All
componentswiththeexceptionof thecagewere matchedwithin_0._ RockwellC

point.Thismatchingassureda nominaldifferentialhardnessinallbearings

(i.e.,theb_llhardnessminustheracehardness,commonly calledAH) ofzero ....

(refs.3, 12,and13).

Testconditionswere a thrustloadof5800pounds,whichproduceda maxi- i

mum Hertz stress on the inner race of 323 000 psi, an outer-race temperature of

425° F, and a speed of 12 000 rpm With an advanced ester lubricant and a syn- r
thetic para_finic oil in an air environment. The results of th6Se tests are Shown

in figure XIII-6. The ester fluid produced lives appr0ximately 6 times the Anti-

FrictionBearingManufacturersAssociation(AFBMA) predicted(catalog)life, i
whilethesyntheticparafflnlcoilproducedllve_overI0 timestheAFBMA llves.

Current-state-of-the-artbearingsand lubricant_at350° F inflyingaircraftpro,...... 1_

duced lives approximately 5 times the AFBMA prediction.
At temperatures above 425° F the viscosity of an ester fluid is such that it is

questionable whether the fluid can produce an adequate EHD film. On the other
band, the viscosity of a Synthetic parafftntc lubricant is adequate to support an

EHD film but the lubricant oxidizes rapidly. As a result, at temperatures much ii

above 425° F, a relatively low-oxygen environment must be provided.
!
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Bearing tests were conducted at outer-race temperatures of 400°, _00°, and
600° F with the synthetic paraffinic fluid under a low-oxygen environmant (less
than O,1 percent Oxygenby volume). There Were no statistical differences be-

tween these low-_xygen environment tests nor any statistical difference between
those tests run in air with the same fluid. As a result deratlng in bearing life is
not necessary at temperatures between 400° and 600° F, nor when running unde_

a low-oxygen environment.
Typical fatigue spaUs occurring on the bails of a bearing run with the syn-

thetic paraff.intc oil can be seen in figure XIII-7. Metallurgical examination of

the bearings indicated that failure was by classical rolling-element fatigue. The
fatiguespallSwere ofSubsurfaceorigin,tnltiatlnginthezoneofresolvedmaxi-

mum shearingstresses.An unfailedbearingruntosuspension(500hr ofopera-
tion) is shown in figure XlII-8. _.

Testswere conductedwiththe_P4E polyphenyletheratan outer-racetem-

peratureof600° F inan airenvironment.At a maximum Hertzstressof

323 000psi,mixedlubricationexistedwithboundarylubricationbeingthepre-

domtngnt mode. As a result, the thrust load was lowered to 4865 pounds, which i
produceda maximum Hertzstresson theinnerraceof 295000pSi. A seriesof i

9.6bearings was tested in an air environment. Despite this apparently less hos- 1!
tile environment and the reduced load, most of the tests with_l_e polyphenyl i,_

ether had to be suspended because of a large amount of ball wear. In tests run- _ '
ulng from 2 to 65 hourS, the average reduction in ball diameter was approxl- f,,

' mately 0. 001 inch. After a relatively short running time, a stable suspension _

of wear particles manifested itSelf in the polyphenyl ether fluid. Thes_ particles il
can act aS au abrasive which may accelerate the Wear processes. However, if •ix
10 bearings ran for over 450 hours (325)<106tuner-race revolutions) with mini- it

I, ?
real wear. The ball diameters on these bearings were reduced by not more than I!
0.0003 inch. On all the bearingS tested, glazing of the contacting surfaces was
present. However, with the long-lived bearings, no micropitting o5 the surface
accompanied the glazing.

Of the 26 bearings tested, only 2 failed by fatigue. This is an insufficient
number of failures to permit an accurate life estimate. However, a rough eSti-
mate of life with this fluid was made on the basis of the fatigue data. The life
estimate is presented in figure XIII-9 and is compared with the lives obtained

with synthetic parafflnic oil under similar test conditions.
ti

With the polyphenyl ether, oil consumption was quite high. It was esttmated i_
that at least 30 perceht of the oil was lost by evaporation during a 24-hour oper-
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ating p._ied, Because of this evaporation, fluid had to be periodically added to

_: ,• the sump,

- Tests were performed with a-fluorocarbon fluid which was not :nvestigated

with the 25-_nillimeter bearings previously discussed. Preliminary tests with

this fluid at d00 ° F and a thrust-load of 5800 pounds under a low-oxygen environ-

ment.(less than 0.1 percent by volume) produced considerable ball wear and/or

surface distress. These tests indicated that, at a maximum Hertz stress of

323 000 psi, mixed lubrication existed with boundary lubrication being the pre-

dominant mode. As with the polyphenyl ether the thrust load was lowered to

4365 pounds, which produced a maximum Hertz streSS on the innez' race of

295 000 psi. The fatigue results with this lubricant are summarized, in fig-

ure XIII-.9 and are compared with those for the other tWo fluids tested.

Wh__o the fatigue life with the fluorocarbon was approximately three times

that predicted by the AFBMA, the performance of the fluid was not eouststeut.

The predominant lubrication mode ranged frort boundary to elastohydrodyuamic

at the maximunl Hertz stress-of 295 000 psi. Sortie ball wear was apparent, as

_" evidenced by a decrease in bail diameter of 0.005 to 0.002 inch within 500 hours

of operation. However, there were tests which h_d to be aborted b_cauSe of

rather extensive wear. ConverSely, there were Some testS_ which were termi-

nated at bOOhours, exhibiting eXtremely good surfaces with no evidence of incip-

ient fatigue failure or meaSurable wear. Iris speculated that this fluid may be _

t very sensitive to minute variations in bearing geometry and/or Very minor

':_ changes in the test conditions. ;i

Based upon its chemical makeup, the fluorocarbon fluid haS the greatest po-

tential as an extremely high-tempera_l'e lubricant. It eXhibits a number of prop-

erties which make it extremely attractive to engine designerS, cllte_ among which _

• iS its inherent fire-Safe operation. Conversely, the corrosive aspect might tend
•_ to make it difficult to apply in eXisting lubricating systemS, although this should

/'_ not be a major problem in advanced engines, where the lubricating system can be ti •
designed with materials which will accommodate this undesirable characteristic. _ii

However, _s noted previously, the fluid did not eydlibtt the severe _orrosive el- I_

feels which had been anticipated and, in fact, the overall damage to either the !i

test facilities or the test bearings themselves was within acceptable lifnits. _

The most serious drawbacks of the fluorocarbon fluid appear to be its high I_

dlmsity and its low thez'mal conductivity. As a result, the fluorocarbon- i_
lubricated bearings, for identical operating conditio:m, tended to stabilize at a il

temperature approximately 100 ° to 125 ° F above that observed foi" the b_.arings i
lubricated with the other fluids. Additional lubricant cooling was pi.ovided to !
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overcome this problem. Heace, in order to accommodate this fluid in a/zfrbiue

engine, it will be necessary to reevaluate the engine cooling system and/or to

make changes in the baSic bearing design to decrease heat generation.

BEARINGMATERIALANDSELECTION

BearingRetainers(Cages)

At temperatures above 500 ° F, tests have indicated that bearing cage wear

can be a limiting factor in the operation of bearings under the severe lubrication

conditions encountered at these elevated temperatures. Therefore, in addition

to the race and the rolUng-element material, careful consideration must be given

to the choice of cage (retainer) material.

In conventional rolling-element bearings, beth metallic and nonmetallio

cageS have found widespread use. Under normal temperatures, for nonaerospace

applicationS, practically all the roller bearings and a large percentage of the b_l .....

bearings in use have been equipped either with Stamped cages of low-carbon Steel

or with machined cages of iron-siliCon bronze Or lead brass. PreciSion bearings,

such as those used for aerospace applicationS, are usually equipped with cages

machined from copper alloys or uounietallic phenolic materials. Iu some appli-

cations, where marginal lubrication exists du_iug operatiou, such aS at high

temperatures, silver plating on the bronze has been used. Phenolic materials

are limited to temperatures of approximately 250 ° F, while copper-bltse alloys

axe suitable for operation to approximately 600 ° F. Above 600 ° F, some sUc-

cess has been obtained with low-carbon steel or cast-irotl cages, but, g_meraily,

the most Successful high-temperature cages have been nickel-base alloyS. One t

of the nickel-base alloys used is AMS-4892 (rot. 11).

Other materials which have shown promise are high-temperature plaStics

which exhibit low friction and wear characteristics, high-alloy steels capable of

maintaining their hot hardness at elevated temperatures, and stainleSS Steels.

Results of 30-minute tests at a teSt temperature of 500 ° F with a naphthbnlc

mineral oil as the lubricant for _x materials are Shown in figure XIII-10. At

this set of conditions, four materials show p_omi_e of operating for extended

periods of time: M-l, AMS-4892_ modified 440C stainless steel, acid a basi_

_olyimide polymer. Tests were also conducted at 700 ° F with the same mate- _

rials but with the 5P4E polyphenyl ethe_ as the lubricant. The results of these _:

tests are shown in flgureXIII-11. At this condition, the M-I, AMS-4892, and

1
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440C stainless steel materials show the greatest p_romise. The high w_ar with the

polyimide is not tetally unexpected inasmuch as thermal degradation of this poly-
mer begins at V00° F (ref. 14). The addition of 15 percent by weight graphite to
the basic polyimide polymer had no effect on the wear results at 500° F.

In both the 500° and the 700° F teSts_ the M-1 and A_-4892 materials ex.
hibited the least amount of wear relative to the other materials. It_ thus, can be
concluded that for elevated-temperature bearing applications IVi-1and A_-4892 -
of Rockwell A hardnesses 81 and e'/, respectively, have potential l_earing ca_e

application.
Additional tests irtdicate that for the M-1 and AMS-4t_92 materialS, cage

wear decreases with increasing hardnesS. However, for small differenceS in
hardness of the modified 440C stJtinless steel materials, there was no significant
difference in wear. Operating temperature will, of course, decrease material

hot hardnesS. The effect of increasing temperature from 500° to 7000 F with
M-1 and A1VIS-4892cage materials run with the uaphthentc mineral off as the lu-

bricant shows that Wear will increase tWoto _tve times, depending on the mate-
riai and its heat treatmet_t. However, the l_ockwell A hardness for M-1 and
AlVa-4892 decreases approximately 1 and 0.5 point, respectively, because of the

increase in temperature from 500° to 700° F. These differences in hardneSS are
not sufficient to account for the marked increases ia wear. It can therefore be

4

concluded that, with these materials, temperature affects the amount of wear
through its effect on the lubrication procesS.

From these results it can also be concluded that, iu general, potet_tial high-
temperature cage materials of the types reported herein should be heat-treat_[

to their maximum room-temperatu_'e hardnesS, while sufficient ductility to pre-

vent cracking is maintained. In application, however, the rolling-element mate-
rial should be somewhat harder than the cage material to prevent damage to the t

rolling elements. Wear-resistant platings or coatings nlay also be used _.ore-
duce cage wear.

BearingSteels

Three bearing materials were investigated at 600° P (ref. 15). These were
AISI M-50, WB-49, and AfSI M-1. A_I M-§0 iS a marten$itic high-speed tool
steel which has been used in critical bearing appltcattov_ for the past decade.
The steel was developed primarily for rise as a high-strength, highly Wear-
resistant tool steel. It has inherently high hardness and good compregeive
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strength. ItS operational temperature capability is in oxces_ of 000 ° F. ;,

The material as presently available is produced by the consumable-electrode

vacuum-remelting process, utilizing either an air_melted or an induction-vacuum_

melted electrode. The M-BO is characterized by a fine-grained martensitic ma-

trix (with relatively uniform, small and well dispersed alloy carbides) compared

to the other two materials evaluated. The material ha_ good through hardOnabil-

try. For the test bearings, the material hardness was c,Jntrolled at room tem-

perature to Rockwell C 63_1 for the rings and Rockwell C 0360.5 for the balls.

This-material was used for all the lubricant tests previously mentioned in this

paper. The results with bearings made from this material, are shown in figures

XllI-6, XIH-9, and XIII-12.

AISI M-1 is also a high-speed tool steel which has be_ under investigation

as a potential high-temperature bearing material for a number of years. Tl_ts

material tends to have rather large carbides which agglomerate or band. Since

these massive carbides will act as nuclei for fatigue failure, assuming they are J

located in the critical stress region, they may tend to reduce the rolling-element _

fatigue life. The material hardness for the test bearings was controlled to I_

Roclcwell C 63_i for the rings and Rockwell C 6560.5 for the ball_. The bear-

ings Were of the same design as the A]_I M-50 bearings. The fatigue results ob- t!
rained with this material are shown in figure XIII-12 and compared with the M-50

bearings under the same operating conditions. }!
't

WB-49 iS a material developed specifically for hlgh-temperature bearing ap- _,

: plications (ref. 16). It contains con_iderably more alloying elements than either

the M-50 or the M-1 material. The inherent difficulty with this material t_ the _'li

tendency toward rather massive carbide segregation which, at least in the preSent !i
case, could not be Sufficiently broken up during forging to eliminate its effect as
a stress raiser, t

The WB-49 rings were heat-treated to a room-temperature hardness of

Rockwell C 64_0.5. The WB-49 bearings utilized M-1 tool-steel balls from the

same heat as that for the A_SI M-1 bearings. Previous experience (ref. 9) has

shown that WB-49 balls could not be manufactured without producing incipient

microcracking. As a result, balls made froth WB-49 had extremely short fa-

tisue lives.

Fatigue results with the WB-49 bearings are compared with those of the AI_I

M-50 and AISI M-I bearings in figure XllI-12.

From these data, the fatigue-life dfffer_mce between the M-50 arid M-I steels

can be considered statistically insignificant at 600 ° F. However, the difference

between the WB-49 and both the M-50 and M-I materials is statistically siguifi-

i
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st_tftcant. For the M-50 and M-1 boaring_ run with the synthetic parafftnto oil,
the experimental bearing 10-percent lifo exceeds the AFBMA-predtct_d (catalog)
rife by factore in excesa of t8 and 6, respectively. As a result, for these two
materials no derating of bearing lifo is required. However, the ;ire of WB 49 wui'
lose th_ half the AFBMA_predi_t_ (catalog) lifo. Henco_ this material would
have to be derat_d.

SPEEDEFFECTSONBEARINGLIFE

EffectofReducedBallMass '

When bali bearings are operated at DN values above 1. S million_ centrifugal
forces produced by the balls canbecome sif_iflcant. The resulting increase in
Hertz stresses at the outer-race ball contacts can seriously Sllort_s bemiring fa-
tigue life. There are several possible approaches to solving this problem.

The first and most obvious approach is to optimize the b_riug internal go-

,. ometry for maximum life using _ high-Speed, balt-beartng-dynamies computer
program (ref. 1'/). This Will yield the optimum ball diameter and number, rae,

curvatures_ and contact angle. However, this approach will not yield more f_an _

a small, incremental improvement in life over that of bearinp now in use. As

a result, less conservative approaches must be considered.
Another approach is to reduce the mass of the ball. A 50-percent reduotlon

• _ in ball weight, while maintaining the ball diameter consttmt, can theoretically l,e-
, suit in a significat_t increase in lif_ at DN values greater than $ _Ution. The el-
.: feels of decreaSing ball weight in a 150-millimeter-bore ball beari_ are ilht-

strafed in figureXIII-13. For the 5000- and 1000-pound loads, the life carl be t
increased more than three times at the higher DN values simply by reducing the
ball mass 50 percent,

SphericallyHollowBalls

One means of reducing the ball mas_ i_ tO man_a_tUl'e hollow b_Is. _pher-

,. ically hollow bails are fabricated by lotting two hemispherical shells by electron-
beam welding, and finishing and he_t treating the hollow ballsby methods nor-

mally used in the manufacture of coilverl_ional solid lz_l_.
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' Hollowballeof11/16-1nchdiameterv/tinO,060-inchwallthieknoBewore fab_

ricat_dinthismanner andflttodto75-milllmeter-boreballbearings,The bear-

ing_wore operatc_t at BOOmand 1000-pound _hrust Ioad_at _peed_ up to 18 000 rpm

(1, 35 million DN), A _up0rrefir, od naphthcml_ mineral oil wa_ u_ed ae the lubri-
cant in an air-oil mt_t with flaw xate_ ranging from 0, 01 to 0,0V pound p_r minute
(rof_, 16 and 19).

Poet-test inspection of the boaring_ after a few bourn running showed nx,

tonBivo d_mago to the hallow balln w!th many epMl_ on the otttor _urfaco. Soy-
oral balt_ from one bearing wore 8no,toned through the wold and polished to do- !
lorraine the extent and source of the f_fluro_, A cross _oetion of a hollow ball _

is shown in figure XIII_14, A bead on ti_o inner diameter tH formed by the

electron-beam wold, It is speculated theft this bead act_i as a notch or _troB_ ii
raiser in the ball wall and initiat_ flczuro fatigue failures after the bearing was _,i
operated for only 13 hours, A typical flexure fatigue failure is shown in fig- _
ure XlIl-15. The upper photoi_raph shows two cracks eluinating from the Weld _-

bead toward the outer surface of the ball. The crack shown in the lower photo- _!_
graph has also originated a_ the weld bead but has propagated into a crack net- i:i
work and a fatigue spall at the ball outer surface. Balls from other bearings 1
that were run under similar conditions were examined. Some Showed spoils on I"_'

the outer surface; some showed no apparent damage. All these balls were sec- /_
tinned and polished, and all revealed cracks originating in the vicinity of the weld
bead at the inner surface. From the examination of"all run hollow balls, it was

concluded that they all had failed in flexure because _f a stress coflcet_tration in I_,
the region of the Weld at the inner ball surface, i_i

The use of hollow balls ca_ still be advantageous at higl_er bearing DN val- i_'_ "
ues, provided the following steps can be taken: (1) use a wall thto._esS Such that ,_

flexure iS-minimized and yet mass reduction is appreciable, (2) control the weld tl

penetration around the periphery of the ball, and (3) maintain a uniform wall _'_

thickness. UnleSs these steps are taken, hollow balls will bare an unbalarice and !:!a different stiffness at the weld. Under dynamic conditions, these factors ad-
versely affect the lives of the balls.

DrilledBalls

Another method of reducing ball mass is to machine a concentric'hole through
the ball (fig. X1T[-16). The amount of mass reduction equal to that of a'"thif_,gall

spherically hollow ball can be achieved with several advantages. Using drilled

1
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b_ll_alleviatc_ponalbloproblemsofb_llunbalance,becaunetheholeeoncentei-

City c_ be matnt_tlned very accurately, Additionally, a very Smooth surface

flnL_h can he a_hieved_ withnut the lrregularltlo_ pre_ont in the area of the weld
(rof, 20).

To_t_ wore conduct_ with 7it-millimeter-here ball beartng_ ueind ll/16-

inch-diameter drilled halle, The boarlng_ wore operated at a thrust load of
_,00 pounfl_ at .peodn to 21_000 rpm (2,1 million DN) with air-oil-mint or oil-_ot

lubrication. Thedrill halleworemadebyelectric diachargo machining (I_I_M)
a O,4S-inch-diameter hole through the center of a voltd ball to effect a flOoporcorlt
wol_,ltt reduction, A finlnhod ball is llluntrat_t In figure glII. 16, Pin_ throuflh
the center of each ball pookot at the pitch diameter of the bearing (fi_, XIII-16)
wore used to rostrnin the edge of the Ilolo from contacttn_ the ruco _roo-vo prior

to operation, Durlnf, operation the balls position themselves whore no significant
contact occurs between the edge of the holes and the pins,

Two '/5-mtUtm0tor ball bearings operated Successfully over' a range of con-
ditions without damage or excessive wear, One bearing was Still operating Satis-
factorily after 107 hours of accumulated runningtime, with 65 hours above
1,5 million DN,

In another study, four 125-millimeter-bore b_tll bearings'using drill_i balls

providing a weight reduction of over 50 percent were operated under a _00-poand
thrust load at speeds from 8000 to _4 000 rpm (1.0 to 8.0 million DN) in two sep-

' orate te_ts. Special modtftcatiotts wer_ made to the bearings that prt_vided for
adequate lubrication arid sufficient cooling with a type II ester oil. All fottr be_t'-
titus operated satisfactorily tit those tmtreme conditions for several hours run-

ning time without damage or Significant wear. One of these drtUed ball beartnge

is shown in figure XII_-IY. It can be seen that the components of this b_aring

are in very good condition after 4.7 hours of operation. The r_sults o_ these ex- /

perimental programs indicate that the drilled ball bearing cortc_pt shows a great
deal of promise for high-speed bearing applications.

SeriesHybridBearing "

Another means of achieving high-speed bearing operation and tong iife iS
= through the series hybrid bearing (fig. XIIi-18). In esSeitce the series hyi_rid

bearing comprises an angular contact b_U beating in series wtttt a flu|d film
bearing. Both bearings handle th_ ease thrust load of the moist shaft; however,

as speed is increased, the fluid film bearing lifts o_f at it8 pad becatlSe of {he in-
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creased pressure caused by the centrifugal force of the lubricant fed through the

main shaft, AB the bearing liftB off, there is a differo:_tial in Bpood between tile

portion attached rigidly to tl_o _haft and that attached t_ chv angul_tr contact boar-

lag rosultinR in a lower opood of tile angular contact bearing relative to the shaft,
The test ro_ultB with thl_ boa_.lng are shown in figure XIII-1O, which is a plot of

the inner race flpocd of the ball hearing a_ a fuaction of the shaft speed, In nor-

nml operation the shaft _poL_dIn _lwayB equal to the Inner-race _pood, AB the
speed of the nhnft Is increased and the pressure it_built up in the fluid film boar-

ing, there i_ a fluid film formed and a doc_oa_o in _pood between tile fluid film
bearing rigidly _tttachod to the slmft and that attached to the ball hearing. This

r_ulto in a decrease in the innoror_co _po_ oi the ball bearing. In this case

(fig, XIII-19) a fluid film Is formed in the fluid film bearing at a speed of ap-

proximately 1 million DN. The decrease i_ approximat01y $0 percent at the ele-

vated 0peed of approximately 2 million DN. The decrease in speed moans a do-
cro_e in centrifugal force and as a result an increase in life. A comparison of

I

the drilled ball bearing and the s_ries hybrid ;_vari_g on bearing life at the ele-

vated speeds is shown in figure XIII-90. For comparison Imrpose_ data for a

solid ball bearing are given. In comparing the drilled ball with the solid ball at
4 million DN, the life ratio with the drilled ball is of the order of B to 1. With a
series hybrid b0aring with a 30-percent speed reduction, the life ratio is aPprox-
imately 6 to 1.

The drilled ball concept can be combined with the series hybrid bea_'ing.
With this combtnatiob the life ratio at 4 _:tllton DN is approximately 10 tO 1 over
the conventional solid ball bearing. What is also im_ortaut is that there is only a

small decrease in life with speed.

SEALFUNCTIONSANDDESi6NCONSIDERATIONS
I

i

i'
i,

SealSystems i

As previously stated, main-shaft se_le are used in gas turbine engines to i
restrict gas leakage into the bearing compartments (sumps). The seals at the

(rent of the compressor (fig, XM-21) usually present no problem since the sump

can be surrounded by comPressor bleed _tr of moderate p_esgure and tvmpe_-a-
_re. Bleed air leaks through tae tae I n-_d, thus, pl'essurizeS the front _ump.
For moderatebleed air pressur , _mperatures a single shaft sb_t! of many
types is adequate. As an example, ring seals have been used at 54 psi and
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• 3300 F; circumferential seals are more than adequate for this location, and in the

present state of development, have been used to 85 psi and 700 ° F with a sliding

speed of 240 feet per second. Face seals are also adequate, as some are oper-

ating at 125 psi, 800 ° F, and a sliding speed of 3£.0 feet per second. The final

selection of the seal type for the front compressor location depends on the many

design and system considerations, including preference.

At the middle of the engine (fig. XIII-21) and at the turbine bearing sump, the

seal operational requirements become more severe. The bearing(s) arid seal(s)

tefld to be large because of Shaft size and because the thrust bearing must be large

enough to carry the net thrust load on the rotating parts. In addition, the sump is

usually surrounded by higher pressure gas (and corresponding higher temperature)

than the front of the engine.

Figures Xlii-22 to XHI-24 show some shaft seal arrangements for the turbine i

i,
bearing sump location. Here the basic problem is protection of the bearing _ump _

from the turbine cooling gas. In early engines the cooling gaS pressure and tern- !.

perature were relatively low arid a Single labyrinth seal, which restricted h_rbine

_ cooling gas leakage into the sump, was adequate (fig. XIII-22). (Some engines ii
use a once-through lubrication System in which the Sump is pressurized by rel-

ativety cool bleed air, and this air and the oil lutiricant are allowed to vent over-

board. ) At these pressures, the efficiency loss due to seal leakage was not sig-

nificant. However, a disadvantage of the labyrinth Sea], as compared to the

close-clearance seals (ring, circumferential, and face), is high leakage with

:;, corresponding larger ducting requirements and easier passage of airborne water

and dirt into the sump. In addition, for labyrinth seals, re#erse pressure drops

must be avoided to preclude high oil loss. Furthermore, ram air temperature

(minimum-temperature sump-pressurizing air available) increaSeS with in- ' _
• " i

" creasing flight speed. Therefore, a flight speed limit exists beyond which the t

low-leakage close-clearance seals are desirable in order to preclude sump t_ires.

The required pressure of the turbine cooling gas is deterrdint_i by the tur-

bine inlet pressures. As turbine cooling gas pressure requirements increased

with vngine development, the single labyrinth seal of figttre XII1-22 wais no longel'

_ suitable, and some of the seal systems such aS illufJtrated in figures XM-2$ [
and XM-24 werv used. A conventional face seal (fig. XI_-25) has satisfactory I

performance to pressures of 125 psi, temperatureS of 800 O F, and sli_lhg speeds

=: of 350 feet per second. Recent seal studies (ref. 1) showed that operation at

_" higher pressures, temperatures, or sliding speeds was unsatisfactory from a

wear and leakage standpoint; subsequent analysis revealed that the seal limita-

tions were primarily due to thermal deformations that induced seal imbalance,
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, which, in turn, caused high wear and leakage, See reference 21 for a discussion

: of the imbalance problem that limits the capability of the conventional face seal.

When the pressure, speed, and temperatures exceed the capability of con-
ventional contact seals (such as that of fig. XIII-23), a pressure Staging seal Sys-

tem is used. Such a system of multilabyrinths is shown in figure XIII-24. In this ,i

seal system a labyrinth seal restricts the leakage of relatively high pressure (P1),

high-temperature turbine cooling gas to an overboard vent (Pb) (or to a low-

pressure region). Low-pressure compressor bleed (P_) surrounds the sump a_d,
hence, provides thermal protection, and leakage (through the labyrinth) into the

sump provides required sump pressurization. It should be noted that, as the tur-

bine cooling gas pressure (Pl) increases, the leakage has a sigrLificant effect on
efficiency.

In some engineS, combinations of labyrinth and face seal arc used to form the i

seal system. In these systems the labyrinth seal next to the sump(see fig. XIII-24)
would be replaced with a face or shaft riding contact seal. Such a system provides

low air leakage into the sump and iS used when the seal pressurizing air (P_) is
too hot (supersonic flight) to allow high leakage into the sump.

AdvancedSealRequirements

As previously noted, figure XITI-2 shows how the ma'_-shaft seat environment
has become increasingly severe. Projected future requirements are shown.

. These are based on past history of engine development and on presently desired%

operating goals. During the past 20 years seal sliding speeds have doubled and

: sealed air pressures and temperatures have had corresponding increases. '

It is anticipated that advanced engines will have compressor discharge pres- _ r
sures in the range of 400 to 500 psi and seal temperatures of approximately
1400° F. The seals for these engines will have sliding speeds of 500 to 600 feet

per second. Engines for supersonic aircraft may generally have lower compreS-
sor discharge pressures, but the turbine cooling gas temperatures wilt be near

1200° F. The high sliding speeds in these advanced engines dictate that the Seal-
ing surfaces should not be in rubbtug contact. Thus, the self-acting seals_ Since.
they operate without rubbing contact, are potentially useful in the advanced en-
gi.es.

J
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FACESEALWITHSELF-ACTINGGEOMETRY

FORLIFTAUGMENTATION

FigureXIII-25 is a cross section of a face seal with self-acting lift geom-

et_T. As with a conventional face seal, it consists of a rotating seat that is at-
tached to the shaft (all rotating parts are shaded) and a nonrotating seal head as*

8embly that is free to move in an axial direction and thus accommodate engine

thermal expansion (axial). The secondary ring (pist_ _ring) is subjected only to
the axial motion (no rotation) of the head assembly, and several springs provided

mechanical force to maintain c_ntaet at start and stop. In operation, the sealing
: faces are separated a slight amount (in the range of 0.0005 in. ) by action of the

self-acting lift geometry, and gas .._.akage is from the high-pressure side (inside _
i

diameter of carbon primary ring) _croas the sealing dam into the bearing sump, i
This gas leakage pressurizes the sump and assures proper scavenging of the _:

bearing lubricant. It shouldbe noted that, although the sealedgas temperatt:r_ iS i_
high, tests have shown that considerable gas temperature drop occurs in the l_ak- _;

age flow so that the leakage trite the sump does not pose a fire hazard when the

seal is operating properly. Operation to 40 Standard cubic feet per minute and
1200° F sealed air temperature has been obtained without a sump fire.

A more detailed schematic of the seal is shown in flgureXIH-26. The seat
is thermally and partially structurally isolated from the shaft by the following
means:

(1) The radial spacer between the seat and the shaft serves as a spring that
mitigates the effect of nonuniform shaft thermal growth (radial) due to the axial

,j

' thermal gradient. The effect ofthermal movement is further attenuated by p4lot-
/,
_ ing the seat over its centroid.

(2) The bellows clamping spacer applies a predetermined clamping force t

(approximately 2000 lbf), which is probably an order of magnitude less than

clamping forces produced by th_ usual bearing lock nut assembly technique.
Therefore, the deformation during assembly is minimized. The seat thermal de-
sign is tailored to minimize the axial thermal gradient. Use of a molybdenum

alloy, instead of the conventional SAE 8740 or heat-resistant alloy, provides a
relatively low deformation criterion which is defined as the ratio of thermal ex-
pansion to thermal conductivity (ref. 22). The cooling oil flow path (see

fig. XIII-26) is also tailored to minimize the axial thermal gradient. By passing
the cooling off under the radial spacer, the first contact of the cooling oil with

the seat is near the hotter face (face mated with nosepiece) of the seat. Analysis

t
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had shownthatthisoilrouteminimizesthethermalgradient.Centrifugalpump-

lug action due to rotation and the 4_ radial exit holes near the hot face assure even

distribution of the cooling oil. (See ref. 28 for d_cription of the s_If-acting s_al

components.)
The self-acting lift pads consist of s series of shallow recesses arranged

circumferentially around the seal under the sealing dam ag shown iu figures
Xili-27 and XrlI-28. An important point is that the lift pads are bounded at the--

inside diameter and outside diameter by the _ealed preSSure, PI' (This is ac-
complished by feed slots that communicate with the annular groove directly under
the sealing dam. ) Therefore, a pressure gradient due to gas leakage occurs only
across the seal darn. Thus the effects of force changes due to seal face deforma-
tion are minimized (ref. 24).

The effect of the self-acting pads on face seal operation is illustrated in

_igure X_II-28, which shows parallel sealing faces operating without rubbing con-
tact because of a balance between the closing force and the opening for_e (lift pad
forces plus the pressure acting between the Sealing faces). For this parallel
case, if th_ seal tends to close, the average pressure in the gap does not change

but the gas bearing force increASes. Thu_, a condition of no rubbing contact can
prevail except at startup and Shutdown. (See refs. 24 and 25 for a detailed diS- i.
cUssion on self-acting pad forces and sealing gap forces. )

The s_lf-acting lift pads develop high forces at operating speeds to prevent

rubbing contact (ref. 24). For instance, calculations of lift pad force(fig. XIXI-#9) r

indicate an 80-pound lift force at a 0.0002-inch gap height with 315-pSi air and _t :_
500-foot-pel'-second sliding speed. However, if the gap opens (e. g., to

I/

0.001 in. ), the lift force drops markedly to 4 pounds. ThuS, there is little tend- I:!
• _ ency for the lift pads to hold the seal Open at large gapS where leakage will be !

high. The lift pads, therefore, have a force-against-gap-height ¢flAracteristic _
i l ?(high-gas film stiffness) which makes lift pad ineorpo£ation inhere_lfly suited to

seal operation. Thus the lift pads provide the following important fe_ttures geu- !'

erally missing in conventional face seals: (1) high-gas film Stillness that al- I:!_

lows the head to dynamically track the seal face motions withotit rubbing contact I
and (2) the ability to operate with divel'gent face deformation. _

It is important to note that, because of the axial thermal graditmt of the t_-

gine, divergent sealing faces are a natural tendency, ff the parallel faces of fig.
+_ ure XIII-28 become divergent (with respect to gas leakage direction), the average

gap pressure will decrease and an unbalance force will tend to close th_ gap.
However, as the gap decreases, the lift-pad force incredses rapidly and actS to

prevent rubbing contact. There is a limit, however, to the amoiz_t o_ divergence
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that can occur before rUbbing contact is established at the inside diameter of the

lift pads,

Self-ActingSealPerformance

A 120-hour endurance run was made at 400-foot-per-second slidir.g speed,

200-ppt sealed pressure differential, and 10000 F sealed gas temperature. The

gas leakage during the 120 hours (fig. XIII-$0) averaged about 11. r/standard

cubic feet per minute and this is about one-tenth that of a well designed labyriuth

seal. The sharp increase in leakage at 116 hours WaS found to be Caused by fail-

ure of the thrust bearing. (Bearing spall produced Severe rig vibrations which

the seal accomodated without rubbing contact. ) The surface profile trace taRen

after the 120-hour endurance run iS shown in figure XIII-81. Inspection revealed

that the dam had circumferential scratches that were probably from airborne de-

brts passing across the sealing dam. Thus, the amOunt, particle size, and type '

of airborne debris may be a significant factor in degradation of the seal dam.

The deepest scratch was 0.0002 inch. The pad wear was 0.0005 inch; original

polishing scracthes were still visible on the pad surfaces.

Figures XIII-32 and XIH-33 show the condition of the primary seal ring after

the 338 hours of running. Figure XIII-33 Shows a closeup of the portion circled

in figure XIII-32. Th_ original polishing Scratches are Still visible on the land

areas of the pads. Thus, the seal was oper_tting without rubbing contact (except

at start and stop).

In order to check the effect of starting anti stopping, the seal was subjected

to 40 starts and stops. The runs were conducted with room temperature air at

115 psta. The seal was then allowed to coast to _ stop (required about 25 sec). t

A comparison of surface profile traces before and after the 40 starts and stops

revealed carbon wear was less than 0.00005 inch. r
J:

LeakageandWearComparlson

A leakage and wear comparison to1"conventional fac_ seats, labyrinth, and !
,. self-actlngsealsis shown infigureXlll-34. InteStstinderslmulatedei_gine

t

conditions a conventional face seal had 400 times the wear of a self-acting seal.

The operating conditions were similar except that the conventional face seal was _i

i"
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run for 9.7 hours and the self-acting seat for 338 hours. A labyrinth seal, how-
ever, can be expected to operate without wear.

In leakage comparison the labyrinth seal has about 10 times that of the self-

acting seat, and this is the principal disadvantage of the labyrtngh Seal. The
leakageof the rubbing-contact seat was greater than that of the self-acting seal.

The greater leakage is caused by the high wear rate (wear debri_ causes Sealing
face separation) and seal vibration associated with rubbing contact.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Based upon technology which has been advanced by NASA, bearings can be op- _
erated at600 ° F in inert envirOnments with reliability equal to or in excess of that i.

experienced in flying engines today. Technological advancements also allow high- F

speed bearing operation with long life. Drilled ball and series hybrid bearing con- 14
cepts were developed to increaSe allowable bearing speeds. Tests to 3 million DN _

confirm that these bearing conceptS-have the predicted speed potential. Finally, J,_
tests on the self-acting seal showed higher speed and pressure capability than i_

conventional face sealS, and gas leakages were one-tenth those of commonly used i
labyrinth seals. Additional work on-these high-Speed bearings and seals is needed _"

to explore their full potential and to establish their endurance life. Ii
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ELAI_TOHYDRODYNAMIC LUBRICATION
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EFFECT OF EHD LUBRICATION ON BURFACE
DAMAGE TO BEARING RACE8
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"' RESEARCHANDDEVELOPMENI"CONTRACTORSANDGRANTEES
I

These contractors arid grantees efforts are supplementing NASA in-house pro- _
grau,s in aircraft propulsion research and technology:

Companies: Lducational and Research Institutions:
AeroJet General Corporation University of Arizona
AiResearch Man_acturing Co. Battelle Memorial InStitute _

:_ Bendix Corporation California Institute of Technology ,
Boeing Company Case Western Reserve University
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc. Chico State College

de ttavilland Aircraft of Canada Ltd. University of Cincinn_tti i_i
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc. Clemson University i

Pairchild-I_Uler Corporation Georgia Institute of Technology i

Garrett Corporation Unive_slty of Ill_ois i
Genez_tl Electric Company Johns Hopkins UniverSity i

L i

General Motors Company Massachusetts Institute of _

Gruman AeroSpace Corp. Technology I!_ '
= Industrial Tectonivs, Inc. University of Minnesota il

Koppers Company, Inc. Newark College of Engineering I.!
_ : Marltn-Reckwell Co. Northwestern Unlver_ity I!

Martin-M_rietta Corporation University of Oklahoma t

J

Mechanical Technology, Inc. Princeton University I

Mobil Reseax_h & Development Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

. , Corporation Stanford UniverSity
_ _' Monsanto Research Corporation University of Southampton, i .

North American Rockwell Corporation England j

/: Northern Research & Engirleering University of Tennessee i ....
_ " Shell Development Company I

Slopdustries, Inc.
• Unit_i Aircraft Corportttion i +:!

. ' ..... /

• +:. Union Carbide Corporation i;_
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